
6. EVENT TREE ANALYSIS

6.1 Event Tree Analysis

PURPOSE

An event tree is a model of relationships of failed or successful fault tree tops.

This option allows you to graphically build and edit event trees and edit sequence logic. The ability to

define linkage and partition rules is also provided. The Event Tree List shows the event trees in the

current project.

KEY TO FLAGS

Located to the right of each event tree is a set of flags that indicate the status of the event tree:

A "+" in the first column indicates that event tree linkage rules exist.
A "+" in the second column indicates event tree level partition rules exist.

A "-" in either column indicates that the respective rules exist but are not compiled.
An "s" indicates that an event tree is a sub-tree (a tree that is transferred to), rather than a front-line

event tree.

STEPS
I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Event Tree. The Event Tree List dialog will be displayed.
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From this dialog, you can select event trees using the mouse or the Mask feature. The following functions
may be accessed from the pop-up menu:

Show Sub-Trees -

Pop-up Menu Options -
Add Event Tree -
Edit Graphics -
Edit Rules -
Edit Partition Rules -
Link Trees -
Edit End States -

When checked, include sub-trees in the list of event trees.

The following functions may be accessed from the pop-up menu.
Add a new event tree record to the current project database.
Build and edit event tree diagrams.
Define linkage rules.
Define the end states to be associated with each cut set ina sequence.
Generate sequence logic.
Edit event tree sequences after an event tree has been created.

6.2 Event Tree Graphics

6.2.1 Event Tree Graphics

PURPOSE

This option allows you to construct or edit an event tree diagram from the graphical Event Tree Editor.
An event tree is a model of relationships of failed or successful fault trees or tops. An event tree diagram
is a graphical representation or picture of that model.

You may start building the diagram from scratch or from an existing file to generate or modify logic. The
initiating event, basic events, sequences, and end states are tied to the SAPHIRE database. They are
automatically added to the database as the event tree is being constructed. Various editing functions such
as cut, paste, and copy along with file functions such as save and print are provided.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Event Tree. The Event Tree List dialog will be displayed.

To create a new diagram:
Do not highlight an event tree

To edit an existing file:
Highlight the desired event tree in the list

2. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Edit Graphics. The Event Tree Editor will be
displayed. The name of the current event tree will be displayed in the title bar.
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Note that an up branch indicates success of the top event while a down branch indicates a failure of the
top branch.

Options are available from the menu and /or the toolbar.

Menu Options

File - File manipulation functions such as open, save, print, etc.
Edit - Editing functions such as copy and paste along with attribute setting.
View - Control of visual display parameters such as zoom, refresh, etc.
Help - SAPHIRE on-line help.

Toolbar Buttons

[•J Open an event tree graphics file _ Erase
, " from disk. _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Save the event tree graphics file to, Create'a text object.
disk. "_._._ _.... ._._ __....._•_ _

• Print the event tree graphics file. Add a Top

Backward transfer . Add branch above

Forward transfer • Add branch below

Page tree Fl Pass

Cut Zoom

Copy • Fit to window

Paste , Select the pick cursor

_______ _ •_ .. ...__ i j Select the text pick cursor
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6.2.2 Event Tree Graphics Definitions

PURPOSE

The following definitions are used with reference to the SAPHIRE graphical Event Tree Editor.

Object - The building blocks of an event tree diagram. They include tops or fault trees,
sequence branches or paths (lines that indicate the failure and success of the
tops), end states, and descriptive text. Each object has attributes that may include
color, size, and height.

Pick Box - An invisible rectangle that surrounds each sequence branch, top and end state. It
defines the area of the object where the mouse cursor must be to select the object.

Sequence Path - A sequence is a path through an event tree. Each sequence will have a unique
number and can have a name, end state, and two other user-defined fields. The
unique number will start at 1 and increment for every sequence that is added to
the event tree. A sequence with only an initiator and one top will have two
sequences: the top sequence will be sequence number 1, and the bottom sequence
will be sequence number 2.

Branch Point - Directly beneath each top in the diagram is its branch point. A sequence is a line
that connects one or more branch points. At these branch points, the sequence
path line can continue as one line to the right (pass-through), or branch into two
or more lines.

Branch - A path that begins at a branch point and continues to the right is a branch. All
subsequent branches in a tree are included as a part of the branch.

Pass Through - A sequence path line that passes through a branch point without branching is a
pass-through. This indicates that the corresponding top's success or failure has
no impact on the sequence.

6.2.3 Event Tree Graphics - Mouse Usage

All mouse actions are defined in the SAPHIRE graphical Event Tree Editor are for a standard right
handed two-button mouse.

Click -
Right-click -
Double-click -

The left mouse button is pressed and released.
The right mouse button is pressed and released.
The left mouse button is pressed and released two times in rapid succession.

6.2.4 Selecting Objects

6.2.4.1 Selecting Objects
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PURPOSE

Prior to manipulating (e.g., moving, copying, etc.) an object in an event tree diagram, that object or group

of objects must be selected, By choosing the Pick button and thereby invoking the Pick cursor
you can select a branch , top, or end state.

6.2.4.2 Selecting a Branch

PURPOSE

This option describes how to select a branch.

STEPS

1. Invoke the Pick cursor .. by choosing the Pick button from the button bar.

2. Move the cursor on top of the branch you wish to select.

3. Click the mouse.

4. The branch will be redisplayed in the highlight color. The highlight color is defined as the inverse
of the line color.

6.2.4.3 Selecting an End State

PURPOSE

This option describes how to select an end state.

STEPS

1. Invoke the Pick cursor h by choosing the Pick button from the button bar.

2. Move the cursor on top of the end state you wish to select.

3. Click the mouse.

4. The end state will be surrounded by a pick box.

6.2.4.4 Selecting a Top or Fault Tree

PURPOSE

This option describes how to select a Top or Fault Tree.

STEPS

1. Invoke the Pick cursor by choosing the Pick button from the button bar.

2. Move the cursor on over the Top you wish to select.

3. Click the mouse.
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4. The Top will be surrounded by a pick box.

6.2.4.5 Selecting Text

PURPOSE

This option describes how to select a Text object.

Because text is a free-floating object, its pick box can overlap those of Tops, Branches, or End States.
Therefore, there is an order of selection. Because text has the lowest priority when selecting, there is a
special text cursor that allows you to pick text that is superimposed on another object. If the desired text is

not close to another object, you can select it by using the Pick cursor •.. If the desired text is on top of or
close to another object, you should follow the steps below.

STEPS

1. Invoke the Text Pick cursor V by choosing the Text button button from the button bar.

2. Move the cursor over the text you wish to select.

3. Click the mouse.

4. The text will be surrounded by a pick box.

6.2.5 Adding and Modifying Objects

6.2.5.1 Add Top

PURPOSE

This option allows you to add a new top or fault tree to the current diagram.

STEPS

1. Choose the Top object button L from the button bar. The cursor will change to the Top cursor
+ToP.

2. Move the cursor to the top in the header that will follow the top you are adding. To add a top after

the rightmost top, move the cursor to the right of the last top.

3. Click the mouse. The Edit Event dialog will be displayed

If you choose the OK button on the Edit Event dialog, the new top will be inserted into the diagram with
all sequence paths passing through it.

6.2.5.2 Modify Top

PURPOSE

This option allows you to change the currently selected top or fault tree or its attributes.
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STEPS

1. Select the top using the Pick fcursor.

2. Right-click. The Edit Event dialog will be displayed.

6.2.5.3 Add Text

PURPOSE

This option allows you to add text to the diagram. Text can be "free-form" or attached to a branch,
depending on the method selected.

STEPS

1. Choose the Text object button i from the button bar. The cursor will change to the Text

cursor T.

2. Position the text cursor at the desired location.

3. Click the mouse. The Edit Text dialog will be displayed.

Note: The position of text added in this way is independent from the rest of the diagram. When the
diagram is resized, the text may appear to move (actually, the text stays in place; the rest of the diagram
moves). To add text to a relative position within the diagram, use the following steps.

STEPS

1. Select the branch where you wish to attach text.

2. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and select Edit Text.

3. The Edit Text dialog will be displayed.

Text added or modified in this way will be "attached" to the designated branch and will reposition itself
to remain next to the branch whenever the branch moves.

6.2.5.4 Modify Text

PURPOSE

This option allows you to change existing text in the diagram.
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STEPS

1. Select the desired text using the Text Pick cursor

2. Right-click. The Edit Text dialog will be displayed.

OR, if the text is attached to a branch, you may do the following:

3. Select the branch containing the text you wish to edit.

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and select Edit Text. The Edit Text dialog will be
displayed.

TIP: If the Edit Text dialog does not contain any text, then the text is not attached to the branch. In that
case, use the first method to edit the text. If you would like to attach the text to the branch, first cut the
text from the Edit Text dialog to the clipboard, then use the second method to bring up another Edit Text
dialog, and finally, copy the text from the clipboard.

6.2.5.5 Edit Text Dialog

PURPOSE

This option allows you to set the attributes of a new text object or change the attributes of the currently
selected text object. This dialog is displayed any time text is added or modified.
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Primary Text -

Alternate Text -

Descriptive text for the event tree. Maximum of 600
alphanumeric, upper- and lowercase characters.

Descriptive text for the event tree. Maximum of 600
alphanumeric, upper- and lowercase characters. This feature
allows text to be displayed and reported using a different locale.
For this text to be displayed on reports instead of the Primary
text, choose Use alternate names for display in the Define
Constants option.

Horizontal Justification - Set the horizontal alignment of the text.

Font -

OK-

Choose the font with which to display the text.

Close the Edit Text dialog and add or modify the text in the
diagram.

Close the Edit Text dialog without adding or modifying the text
in the diagram.

Cancel -

6.2.5.6 Edit Event

6.2.5.6.1 Edit Event Dialog

PURPOSE

This option allows you to set the attributes of a new event or change the attributes of the currently
selected event. This dialog is displayed any time a top is added or modified.
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OK - Apply the addition of or modifications to the top and close the Edit Event dialog.
Cancel - Close the Edit Event dialog without applying the addition of or modifications to the top.

6.2.5.6.2 Name

The name of the top. Maximum of 24 alphanumeric characters.

6.2.5.6.3 Description

Brief description of the top. Maximum of 80 alphanumeric, upper- and lowercase characters.

6.2.5.6.4 Initiating Event

Select this check box if the top is an initiating event. (Only enabled on the first or leftmost top.)

6.2.5.6.5 Wrap Text

Choose this button to automatically fit the text inside the description box, using the specified Description
Display Height
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6.2.5.6.6 Edit Fault Tree Graphic

Jump to the Fault Tree Graphic Editor to edit the fault tree graphic that corresponds to the event tree's
selected top. The Event Tree Graphic Editor remains open, but is inaccessible until the fault tree editor is
closed.

6.2.5.6.7 Highlighted Sequence Color

Select the, color to be used for the highlighted sequence from the drop-down list. (Not yet available.)

6.2,6 Sequence Information Columns

6.2.6.1 Modify Sequence Column Location

PURPOSE

Change the location of a sequence information column in the diagram.

STEPS

1. Choose the Pick button

2. Position the Pick cursor over the line.to the left of the desired column.

3. The cursor will change to the Header cursor K1--.

4. Drag the mouse to the desired location. The cursor will change to the Move Column cursor +

5. Release the mouse and the column will be moved to the new location.

6.2. 6.2 Modify Sequence Information

6.2.6.2.1 Modify Sequence Information

PURPOSE

This option allows you to change the data in the sequence information columns in the diagram.

Each sequence path has some additional information that can help define it. This information includes the
name of the sequence, the end state of this sequence, its frequency, and a user-defined field. If the
sequence continues through another event tree then the end state is the name of the transfer tree. You have
an option to display this additional information and change its location.
STEPS

1. Select the desired sequence using the Pick (hcursor.

2. Right-click. The Edit Sequence dialog will be displayed.
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OK - Close the Edit Sequence dialog and apply the changes the diagram.
Cancel - Close the Edit Sequence dialog without applying the changes to the diagram.

6.2.6.2.2 Sequence

The name of the sequence. Maximum of 24 alphanumeric characters. With both the check box to the left

of this field selected and the View I Show Sequence Names option selected, the name in this field will be
displayed.

6.2.6.2.3 End State

The name of the sequence end state. Maximum of 24 alphanumeric characters. With both the check box
to the left of this field selected and the View I Show End State Names option selected, the name in this
field will be displayed.

6.2.6.2.4 Frequency

Extra information column #1 for the sequence. Can contain the frequency for the sequence. Maximum 24

alphanumeric characters. With both the check box to the left of this field selected and the View I Show
Frequency option selected, the data in this field will be displayed.

6.2.6.2.5 Extra #2

Extra information column #2 for the sequence. Maximum 24 alphanumeric characters. With both the
check box to the left of this field selected and the View I Show Extra-#2 option selected, the data in this
field will be displayed.

6.2.6.2.6 Transfer
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Check this box if the sequence continues in another event tree. The end state field contains the name of
the transfer event tree.

6.2.6.3 Modify Sequence Column Header

6.2.6.3.1 Modify Sequence Column Header

PURPOSE

Change the sequence information column headers in the diagram.

STEPS
N

1. Choose the Pick button .

2. Position the Pick cursor over the sequence column header area. (Ensure that a sequence is not
currently selected or the Edit Sequence dialog will be displayed instead.)

3. Right-click. The Edit Sequence Header dialog will be displayed.

ýQUENCE-N

OK - Close the Edit Sequence Header dialog and apply the changes the diagram.
Cancel - Close the Edit Sequence Header dialog without applying the changes to the diagram.

6.2.6.3.2 First

The sequence column header. Maximum 24 alphanumeric characters. The data in this column will always
contain the sequence names. Select the check box to the left of this field to display this column.

6.2.6.3.3 Second
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The sequence end state column header. Maximum 24 alphanumeric characters. The data in this column
will always contain the end state or transfer tree names. Select the check box to the left of this field to
display this column.

6.2.6.3.4 Third

The header for the third sequence column. Maximum 24 alphanumeric characters. This column can
contain whatever information you wish, however, options exist elsewhere in the program that will put the
frequency of the sequence in this column. Select the check box to the left of this field to display this
column.

6.2.6.3.5 Fourth

The header for extra information for the sequence. Maximum 24 alphanumeric characters. This column
can contain whatever information you wish. Select the check box to the left of this field to display this
column.

6.2.7 File Menu

6.2.7.1 File

These options provide file manipulation functions.

New -
Open -
Save -
Save As -
Export As -
Page Tree -
Forward Transfer -
Backward Transfer -
Print -
Exit -

Create a new file in the current window.
Open a file into the current window.
Save the file in the current window to disk.
Save the file in the current window with a new file name.
Save the file in RTF, EMF, or WMF format.
Copy the highlighted event tree branch to a new or existing diagram.
Follow a transfer to another event tree.
Display a previously viewed transfer.
Print the file in the current window.
Terminate the Event Tree Editor. If changes have been made you will be
queried if you want to save the file.

6.2.7.2 New

PURPOSE

This option will allow you to clear the window and begin building a new diagram.

STEPS

1. From the Event Tree Editor menu select File I New. The Initiating Event or Top Name dialog
will be displayed.
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Name -
Description -
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Add -
Done -

The name of the top (basic event).
The description the top (basic event).
Select this check box if the top is an initiating event.
Add the top to the top list. The Event Name dialog will be displayed.
After entering at least two basic events, the Event Name dialog will be
closed, the contents of the window will be initialized with the tops
entered.
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Enter data for each top to be included in the diagram, choosing Add after each entry. After adding the last
top, choose the Done button.

If you have not saved the current diagram you will be prompted by a Caution dialog to do so.

6.2.7.3 Open

PURPOSE

This option will allow you to select an existing diagram (i~e., event tree graphics file) to view or edit.

STEPS

1. From the Event Tree Editor menu select File I Open.
OR

2. Choose the Open Diagram button on the button bar.
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3. The Open Event Tree common dialog will be displayed listing all the event tree diagrams (.EGT

files) in the current project directory

4. Select the desired diagram and choose Open,
OR

5. Double-click on the diagram name.
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Look in -

File Name -
Files of Type -

Open -
Cancel -
Double-click -

Lists the available folders and files. The box directly below it shows the contents
of the current folder. The down-arrow to the right of this field shows how the

folder fits into your system hierarchy.

Moves up one level in the system hierarchy.

Creates a new folder at the current level.

Displays the icons and names of the contents of the current folder.

Displays the icons, names, size, type, date and time modified, and archive flags

of the contents of the current folder.
Contains the name of the file in which the diagram will be saved.
Lists the types of files to display. This is useful for narrowing the list of files
displayed to only those you are interested in. In this case, only ".ETG" files are

listed.
Open the highlighted diagram file and close the Open Event Tree dialog.
Close the Open Event Tree dialog without selecting a different diagram.
Open the diagram file and close the Open Event Tree dialog.

If you have selected a diagram to open and you have not saved the current one you will be prompted by a

Caution dialog to do so.

6.2.7.4 Save
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PURPOSE

This option will save any changes made in the current event tree diagram to the file presently open. If this
is a new diagram, then you will be allowed to name the file. The logical representation of the diagram will
also be saved in the SAPHIRE database.

STEPS

1. From the Event Tree Editor menu select File I Save.
OR

2. Click the Save Diagram button on the button bar.

3. If this is not a new diagram, the data is saved.
OR

4. If this is a new diagram, see Saving Changes to a Different File.

6.2.7. 5 Saving Changes to a Different File

PURPOSE

This option will save any changes made in the current event tree diagram to a file you select. The logical
representation of the diagram will also be saved in the SAPHIRE database.

STEPS

1. From the Event Tree Editor menu select File.

2. Choose Save as from the menu

3. The Save Event Tree common dialo2 will be disolaved listin2 all the event tree diagrams (.ETG

4.

5.

6.

files) in the current project directory.

Enter the name of the file in the File Name field,
OR

Select the desired diagram file and choose Save,
OR

Double-click on the diagram name.
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Save in - Lists the available folders and files. The box directly below it shows the contents
of the current folder. The down-arrow to the right of this field shows how the
folder fits into your system hierarchy.

Moves up one level in the system hierarchy.

Creates a new folder at the current level.

Displays the icons and names of the contents of the current folder.

Displays the icons, names, size, type, date and time modified, and archive flags
of the contents of the current folder.
Contains the name of the file in which the diagram will be saved.
Lists the types of files to display. This is useful for narrowing the list of files
displayed to only those you are interested in. In this case, only .ETG files are
listed.
Save the current diagram to the file in the File name field and close the Save
Event Tree dialog. If an existing file was selected, a waming dialog will be
displayed.
Save the current diagram to the file in the File name field and close the Save
Event Tree dialog.
Close the Save Event Tree dialog without saving the diagram.

File Name -
Files of Type -

Save -

Double-click -

Cancel -

6.2.7.6 Export As

PURPOSE

This option will convert the event tree diagram to a file in Enhanced Metafile (EMF), Windows Metafile
(WMF) format, or Rich Text Format (RTF).
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STEPS

1. From the Event Tree Editor menu select File.

2. Choose Export as from the menu

3. The Export Event Tree As common dialog will be displayed listing all the EMF, WVMF, OR RTF

files in the current project directory.

4. Enter the name of the file in the File Name field,
OR

5. Select the desired file and choose Save,
OR

6. Double-click on the file name.
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Save in -

F _

File name -
Save as type -

Save -

Double-click -

Cancel -

Lists the available folders and files. The box directly below it shows the contents
of the current folder. The down-arrow to the right of this field shows how the
folder fits into your system hierarchy.

Moves up one level in the system hierarchy.

Creates a new folder at the current level.

Displays the icons and names of the contents of the current folder.

Displays the icons, names, size, type, date and time modified, and archive flags
of the contents of the current folder.
Contains the name of the export file.
Lists the types of files to display. This is useful for narrowing the list of files
displayed to only those you are interested in. In this case, only .EMF, .WMF, or
.RTF files are listed.
Save the current file in the File name field and close the Export Event Tree As
dialog. If an existing file was selected, a warning dialog will be displayed.
Export the current diagram to the file in the File name field and close the Export
Event Tree As dialog.
Close the Export Event Tree As dialog without saving the diagram.
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6.2.7.7 Page Tree

PURPOSE

This option will allow you to copy the highlighted event tree branch to a new or existing diagram. The
highlighted branch will be replaced in the current diagram with a straight pass-through of all the
subsequent branch points and will transfer to the diagram you selected.

STEPS

1. Select the branch to be paged.

2. From the Event Tree Editor menu select File.

3. Choose Page Tree from the menu. The Page Event Tree dialog will be displayed.
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Look in -

File Name -
Files of Type.

Open -

Double-click -

Lists the available folders and files. The box directly below it shows the contents
of the current folder. The down-arrow to the right of this field shows how the
folder fits into your system hierarchy.

Moves up one level in the system hierarchy.

Creates a new folder at the current level.

Displays the icons and names of the contents of the current folder.

Displays the icons, names, size, type, date and time modified, and archive flags
of the contents of the current folder.
Contains the name of the file in which the branch will be saved.
Lists the types of files to display. This is useful for narrowing the list of files
displayed to only those you are interested in. In this case, only .ETG files are
listed.

Save the current branch to the file in the File name field and close the Page Event
Tree dialog. If an existing file was selected, a warning dialog will be displayed.
Save the current branch to the file in the File name field and close the Page Event
Tree dialog.
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Cancel - Close the Page Event Tree dialog without saving the branch to a different file.

6.2.7.8 Forward Transfer

PURPOSE

This option will display the diagram corresponding to the selected transfer in the current event tree
diagram. Any changes made to the current event tree diagram can be saved before viewing the transfer
diagram.

STEPS

1. Select the transfer leaf you wish to follow.

2. From the Event Tree Editor menu select File I Forward Transfer.

3.

4.

5.

6.

OR

Choose the Forward Transfer button -If on the button bar.

If changes were made to the current diagram, the Caution dialog will be displayed.

If the diagram corresponding to the transfer branch exists, that will become the current diagram.
OR

If no corresponding diagram exists, the Status dialog shown below will be displayed.

f -Err-e NOT FOUNDI
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OR
7. If the selected branch is not a transfer, the Status dialog shown below will be displayed.

OK - Close the Status dialog.

6.2.7.9 Backward Transfer
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PURPOSE

This option will list all the diagrams previously viewed in the current chain of transfers, including the
current diagram. Select the event tree diagram you wish to edit. Any changes made to the current event
tree diagram can be saved before viewing the transfer diagram.

STEPS

1. From the Event Tree Editor menu select File I Backward.
OR

2. Choose the Backward Transfer button on the button bar. The Select Transfer dialog will
be displayed.

3. Highlight a diagram in the list and choose OK.
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OK - Close the Select Transfer dialog and load the selected fault tree diagram. If you have made
any changes to the current diagram, the Caution dialog will appear.

Exit - Close the Select Transfer dialog without loading a new diagram.

6.2. 7.10 Print

PURPOSE

This option will print the current diagram to the selected printer. You are provided the opportunity to set
additional options, such as page range, number of copies, etc., before printing the diagram.

STEPS

1. From the Fault Tree Editor or Event Tree Editor or P&ID Editor menu select File I Print.
OR

2. When in the Fault Tree Editor, choose the Print button ISM on the toolbar. The Print common
dialog will be displayed.
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Name -
Properties -

Status -

Type -
Where -
Comment -
Print Range
Copies -
Collate -
OK-

Cancel -

List the printers that are set up for this computer.
Set-up options for the selected printer. Available options depend on the features
of the printer.
Condition of the selected printer.
Kind of selected printer.
Location of the selected printer.
Miscellaneous information about the selected printer.
Print the entire document, specified range, or highlighted selection.
Enter the number of copies you wish to print.
For more than one copy, specify whether you want the copies collated.
Close the Print Dialog and print the current diagram to the selected output
device.
Close the Print Dialog without printing the diagram.

6.2.8 Edit Menu

6.2.8.1 Edit

These options provide editing and text formatting functions.

Cut -
Copy -
Paste -

Delete -
Add Branch Above -
Add Branch Below -
Pass -
Attributes -

Remove the selected object(s) from the current window.
Copy the selected object(s) from the current window.
Copy the contents of the temporary file into the current window at the
cursor position.
Permanently remove the selected object(s) from the current window.
Add a new branch above the currently selected branch.
Add a new branch below the currently selected branch.
Replace the selected branch with a straight Pass-Through.
This menu item is for information only, indicating the action to perform
(right-click) in order to invoke the appropriate attributes dialog.
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6.2.8.2 Undo

PURPOSE

This feature allows you to undo previous actions. SAPHIRE maintains a list of actions taken by the user
in a diagram editing session. When the list contains items, Undo will roll back the most recently
completed action. Successive undo commands will roll back the next most recent action.

Note: The rollback list is cleared whenever the diagram is saved. (This applies only to user performed
saves, not to timed backups.)

STEPS

1. From the Fault Tree Editor menu or Event Tree Editor menu select Edit I Undo.

The most recent action will be undone.

6.2.8.3 Cutting Objects

PURPOSE

This option removes objects from the diagram and saves them in the clipboard.

STEPS

1. Select the object(s) you wish to cut.

2. Press the Ctrl+X key combination.
OR

3. Choose the Cut button on the toolbar.
OR

4. From the Fault Tree Editor or Event Tree Editor menu select Edit I Cut.
OR

5. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and select Cut.

The selected object(s) will be removed from the diagram and placed in a temporary file as objects, as well
as in the clipboard as a bitmap. This bitmap can be pasted (imported) into any document that can copy
bitmaps from the clipboard.

6.2.8.4 Copying Objects

PURPOSE

This option copies selected objects from the diagram and places them in the clipboard.

STEPS

1.. Select the object(s) you wish to copy.
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2. Press the Ctrl+C key combination.
OR

3. Choose the Copy button i (FTE) or L (ETE) on the toolbar.
OR

4. From the Fault Tree Editor or Event Tree Editor menu select Edit I Copy.
OR

5. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and select Copy.

The selected object(s) will be copied from the diagram and placed in a temporary file as objects, as well
as in the clipboard as a bitmap. This bitmap can be pasted (imported) into any document that can copy
bitmaps from the clipboard.

6.2.8.5 Pasting Objects

PURPOSE

This option pastes (imports) objects into the current diagram.

STEPS

1. Press the Ctrl+V key combination.
OR

2. Choose the Paste button M on the toolbar.
OR

3. From the Fault Tree Editor or Event Tree Editor menu select Edit I Paste.
OR

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and select Paste. The cursor is changed to the paste

cursor

5. Move the cursor to the location in the diagram where you wish to paste the object(s).

6. Click the mouse.

The selected object(s) will be copied the diagram centered, about the cursor.

6.2.8.6 Deleting Objects

PURPOSE

This option permanently removes the selected object(s) from the diagram. They are NOT put in the
clipboard.

STEPS

1. Select the object(s) you wish to delete.

2. Press the Delete key.
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OR
3. From the Fault Tree Editor or Event Tree Editor menu select Edit I Delete.

The object(s) will be permanently deleted.

6.2.8.7 Add Branch Above

PURPOSE

Add a new branch above the currently selected branch.

STEPS

1. Select the branch you wish to add a branch above.

2. From the Event Tree Editor menu select Edit I Add Branch Above.
OR

3. Choose the Add Branch Above button 1 i on the button bar.
OR

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and select Add Branch Above.

A new branch will appear in the event tree above the selected branch. This branch will pass-through all
the tops to the right of the top being branched. The selected branch will remain highlighted.

6.2.8.8 Add Branch Below

PURPOSE

Add a new branch below the currently, selected branch

STEPS

1. Select the branch you wish to add a branch below.

2. From the Event Tree Editor menu select Edit I Add Branch Below.
OR

3. Choose the Add Branch Below button Lij on the button bar.
OR

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and select Add Branch Above.

A new branch will appear in the event tree below the selected branch. This branch will pass-through all
the tops to the right of the top being branched. The selected branch will remain highlighted.

6.2.8.9 Pass

PURPOSE

Replace the selected branch with a straight Pass-Through.
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STEPS

1. Select the branch you wish to change.

2. From the Event Tree Editor menu select Edit [ Pass.
OR

3. Choose the Pass button L9 on the button bar.
OR

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and select Pass.

The selected branch will be changed into a pass-through. This branch will pass-through all the tops to the
right of the top being branched. The new pass-through branch will be highlighted.

6.2.8.10 Attributes

PURPOSE

This dialog is used to set or change the attributes of the current graphical event tree. Changing these
attributes does not affect the Preferences.

STEPS

1. Ensure that no object (e.g., branch, top, event, sequence information column) is selected.

2. Right-click on the Event Tree Editor window. The Attributes dialog will be displayed.
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OK - Apply the changes and close the Attributes dialog.
Cancel - Close the Attributes dialog without applying the changes.

6.2.9 View Menu

6.2.9.1 View

These menu options allow you to change the portion of the current diagram in the viewing window. For
simple diagrams with a small number of branches, this is generally not necessary. For larger, more
complex diagrams that do not fit on one screen, you may need to view different portions of the diagram.
You can move the view window up, down, left, and right using the scroll bars or menu commands. You
can change the size of the viewing window by zooming in or out, adjust the diagram to fit inside the
viewing window, and restore the view window to its original size.

Show. Sequence Names -
Show End State Names -
Show Frequency -

Show Extra-#2 -
Show Grid -
Preferences -
Refresh -
Zoom -
View Normal -
Fit to Screen -
Page Up -

Page Down -

Page Left -

Page Right -

Display the sequence names column.
Display the end state names column.
Display the frequency (extra information #1) column.
Display the extra information #2 column.
Display the background grid.
Change the event tree graphical editor defaults.
Redraw the viewing window.
Enlarge or shrink a portion of the diagram.
Restore the view window to its original size.
Adjust the diagram to fit inside the view window.
Move the viewing window up about one-half page (i.e., screen)
above the current location.
Move the viewing window down about one-half page (i.e.,
screen) below the current location.
Move the viewing window left about one-half page (i.e., screen)
left of the current location.
Move the viewing window right about one-half page (i.e.,
screen) right of the current location.

6.2.9.2 Show Sequence Names

PURPOSE

This option allows you to display the sequence names column. If selected, a check mark to the left of this
menu item will be displayed and the column will appear in the editor window. If deselected, there will not
be a check mark next to the menu item and the sequence name column will not be displayed. This option
acts as a toggle.

This column will always contain the sequence names. By default, the sequence names column is the first
column following the eveht tree branches and is therefore, referred to as the "first" column. The physical
location of this column can be changed.

STEPS

1. From the Event Tree Editor menu select View.
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2. Choose Show Sequence Names from the menu.

Sm equemceNames
v Show " nd State Names:,
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Page~fl D+Le I
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In the example of the View menu shown here, the Show Sequence Names option is NOT currently
selected.

*This toggle can also be set in the Edit Sequence dialog or the Edit Sequence Header dialog.

6.2.9.3 Show End State Names

PURPOSE

This option allows you to display the end state names column. If selected, a check mark to the left of this
menu item will be displayed and the column will appear in the editor window. If deselected, there will not
be a check mark next to the menu item and the end state name column will not be displayed. This option
acts as a toggle.

This column will always contain the sequence end state or transfer tree names. If the sequence continues
through another event tree then the end state is the name of the transfer tree. By default, the end state

names column is the second column following the event tree branches and is therefore, referred to as the
"second" column. The physical location of this column can be changed.

STEPS

1. From the Event Tree Editor menu select View.

2. Choose Show End State Names from the menu.
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In the example of the View menu shown here, the Show End State Names option is currently selected.

This toggle can also be set in the Edit Sequence dialog or the Edit Sequence Header dialog.

6.2.9.4 Show Frequency

PURPOSE

This option allows you to display the extra information #1 column. If selected, a check mark to the left of

this menu item will be displayed and the column will appear in the editor window. If deselected, there
will not be a check mark next to the menu item and the column will not be displayed. This option acts as a

toggle.

This column can be used for whatever information you wish, however, options exist elsewhere in the
program that will put the frequency of this sequence in this column. By default, this is the third column

following the event tree branches and is therefore, referred to as the "third" column. The physical location

of this column can be changed.

STEPS

1. From the Event Tree Editor menu select View.

2. Choose Show Frequency from the menu.
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In the example of the View menu shown here, the Show Frequency option is currently selected.

This toggle can also be set in the Edit Sequence dialog or the Edit Sequence Header dialog.

6.2.9.5 Show Extra-#2

PURPOSE

This option allows you to display the extra information #2 column. If selected, a check mark to the left of
this menu item will be displayed and the column will appear in the editor window. If deselected, there
will not be a check mark next to the menu item and the column will not be displayed. This option acts as a
toggle.

This column can be used for whatever information you wish. By default, this column is the fourth column
following the event tree branches and is therefore, referred to as the "fourth" column. The physical
location of this column can be changed.

STEPS

I. From the Event Tree Editor menu select View.

2. Choose Show Extra-#2 from the menu.
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In the example of the View menu shown here, the Show Extra-#2 option is NOT currently selected.

This toggle can also be set in the Edit Sequence dialog or the Edit Sequence Header dialog.

6.2.9.6 Show Grid

PURPOSE

This option allows you to display a background grid to help align branches. If selected, a check mark to
the left of this menu item will be displayed and the grid will appear on the background of the editor
window. If deselected, there will not be a check mark next to the menu item and the background grid will
not be displayed. This option acts as a toggle.

STEPS

1. From the Event Tree Editor menu select View.

2. Choose Show Grid from the menu.
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In the example of the View menu shown here, the Show Grid option is currently selected.

6.2.9.7 Preferences

PURPOSE

This option allows you to modify the preferred defaults for the graphical Event Tree Editor. The changes
made here will be reflected in the default values in the Utility I Define Constants I Event Tree option.
These changes affect only new graphical event trees and does not affect the attributes of existing ones.

STEPS

1. From the Event Tree Editor menu select View.

2. Choose Preferences from the menu.

3. The Preferences dialog will be displayed.
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OK - Save the changes and close the Preferences dialog.
Cancel - Close the Preferences dialog without saving the changes.

6.2.9.8 Zooming In/Out

PURPOSE

This option allows you to enlarge or shrink the diagram in the viewing window to change the portion of
the diagram that can be seen. It has the effect of magnifying or reducing the diagram size.

STEPS

1. From the Fault Tree Editor or Event Tree Editor menu select View I Zoom.
OR

2. Select the Zoom button L•I (FTE) or (ETE) from the toolbar.
OR

3. Press the Ctrl+Z key combination. The cursor is changed to the Zoom cursor .

4. Move the cursor to the desired location.
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To zoom in or magnify the diagram:

1. Click the mouse. The diagram will be magnified by 40%.

To zoom out or reduce the diagram:

1. Right-click the mouse. The diagram will be reduced by 40%.

6.2.9.9 Using Scroll Bars To Move The View Window

PURPOSE

This option allows you to change the portion of the diagram in the view window.

STEPS

To move the viewing window to the left slightly:

I. Click on the left arrow in the bottom scroll bar.

The viewing window will move a little to the left.

To move the viewing window to the right slightly:

1. Click on the right arrow in the bottom scroll bar. -

The viewing window will move a little to the right.

To move the viewing window up slightly:

1. Click on the up arrow in the scroll bar on theright hand side. I'l
The viewing window will move up a little.

To move the viewing window down slightly:

1. Click on the down arrow in the scroll bar on the right hand side. U I
The viewing window will move down a little.
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To move the viewing window to the left about one-eighth page:

1. Click on bottom scroll bar between the left arrow and the thumb.
click in is highlighted in green in this example.

-. The area to

The viewing window will move to the left.

To move the viewing window to the right about one-eighth page:

1. Click on bottom scroll bar between the right arrow and the thumb.
click in is highlighted in green in this example.

The area to

The viewing window will move to the right.

To move the viewing window up about one-eighth page:

1. Click on bottom scroll bar between the top arrow and the thumb.
highlighted in green in this example

I The area to click in is

The viewing window will move up.

To move the viewing window down about one-eighth page:

1. Click on right scroll bar between the bottom arrow and the thumb. - The area to click in is

highlighted in green in this example.

The viewing window will move down.

6.2.9.10 Restore the View Window

PURPOSE

This option allows you to restore the diagram position in the viewing window to the same relative
position as when the diagram file was initially opened. Changes to the objects (i.e., their position,
attributes, etc.) are not restored.
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STEPS

1. From the Fault Tree Editor or Event Tree Editor menu select View I Normal.
OR

2. Press the Ctrl+N key combination.

The initial position of the diagram is redisplayed.

6.2.9.11 Fit the View Window

PURPOSE

This option allows you to adjust the entire diagram to fit inside the viewing window. If the diagram is
relatively large, the size of the shapes and text will be reduced so that the entire fault tree can be viewed
without scrolling or paging the window. If the diagram is relatively small, the size of the shapes and text
will be enlarged so that the diagram fills the window.

STEPS

I1. From the Fault Tree Editor menu select View I Fit or from the Event Tree Editor menu select
View I Fit to Screen.

OR

2. Select the Fit to Window button A (FTE) from the toolbar.
OR

3. Press the Ctrl+F key combination.

The diagram will be enlarged or reduced to fit inside the viewing window.

6.2.10 Timed Backup

6.2.10.1 Restore Backup File

While editing a fault tree or event tree diagram, SAPHIRE will periodically make a backup of the file. If

the editing session terminates abnormally, the next time the fault tree diagram is edited, the Restore
Backup File dialog will be displayed.

•~sti Baku Fil E3] .. . ... .
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,oists. Do Wou want to et~ore A?

Yes - Edit the backup version of the diagram. This option will restore most of the changes made
from the aborted editing session.

No - Discard the backup version of the diagram. Edit the diagram as it existed prior to the aborted
editing session.
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6.3 Linkage Rule Editor (Event Tree)

6.3.1 Linkage Rules Editor Menu

PURPOSE

This option allows you to specify linkage rules for an event tree. A linkage rule is a special case, an
exception, or substitution to the normal sequence generation. Typically, these rules are used to replace
default fault trees (i.e., top events) with substituted fault trees (or "split-fractions") based on logical
conditions that are specified in the rules. During sequence logic generation the logic for a sequence is
created as specified in the event tree logic, and then the linkage rules are applied.

For example; event tree A contains a sequence named SEQ-1. According to the strict logic of the event
tree, the fault trees that make up SEQ-I's logic are SYS-1, SYS-2, SYS-3, and SYS-4. A linkage rule
would enable you to replace all occurrences of SYS-4 in any sequence in the event tree with SYS-5.

Alternatively, you may only want to replace SYS-4 with SYS-5 if and only if SYS-2 and SYS-3 are also
present in the sequence logic.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Event Tree. The Event Tree List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired event tree in the list.

3. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Edit Rules.
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4. Choose either Basic Rules or Advanced Rules. The Linkage Rules Editor will be invoked.

6.3.2 Basic Linkage Rules Editor

PURPOSE

This is a free format line editor that provides you with an if-then-else logic structure. By default the editor
assumes that a name is the name of a fault tree, if one exists. If a fault tree by the name does not exist then
the editor assumes that the name is the name of a macro. If the user desires to change the default

assumptions, then they can "cast" the names to something else by enclosing the name in parenthesis with
a cast name preceding it. There is no limit to the number of rules the user may input to the editor. Each
rule is processed in sequential order.
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Basic rules can have different logic than the Advanced Rules and are saved separately.

SEE

Linkage Rules Editor Functions

6.3.3 Advanced Linkage Rules Editor

PURPOSE

This editor functions much the same as the Basic Rules Editor. However, the Modula-2 programming
language is used to allow more robust programming capabilities. Using the Advanced Editor, users can
define variables which can be assigned values based on specified criteria during run-time. Procedures can
also be implemented which allows use of modular programming techniques.

When the advanced rules are compiled, a special dynamic link library (DLL) is created and saved in a
special folder.

Advanced rules can have different logic than the Basic Rules and are saved separately.

SEE

Linkage Rules Editor Functions

6.3.4 Linkage Rules Editor Functions

PURPOSE

The editor contains file management functions such as open, save, save as, print, import, etc. Editing
functions such as cut, copy, paste, delete, undo, etc., are provided. Text format operations such as indent,
capitalization, etc. are supplied. Search functions such as find, replace, set marker, goto marker, etc., are
provided. Preference attributes such as undo levels, select font, shift size, show altered lines, etc., can be
set. Also, window functions such as tile, cascade, and arrange icons can be set. Finally, list options that
provide the ability to insert database items such as basic events, initiators, fault trees, flags, etc., are
provided.
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File -
Edit -
Search -

Window -
Lists -

File functions such as open, save, print, preferences, etc.
Editing functions such as copy and paste along with text format operations.
Search and cursor positioning operations such as find, replace, goto, etc.
Window management functions such as cascade, tile horizontally, etc.
Display lists of initiators, fault trees, etc. for inserting into the rules.

6.3.5 File Menu

6.3.5.1 Editor File Functions

These options provide file management functions.

Open -

New -

Close -

Quit -
Save -
Save As -
Save All -
Save Block -

Open a file into a new window. This feature is not usually used while editing
SAPHIRE rules.
Create a new file in a new window. This feature is not usually used while editing
SAPHIRE rules.
Close the edit current window. If changes have been made you will be prompted
to save the file.
Close the current edit window without saving.
Save the file in the current window to disk.
Save the file in the current window with a new file name.
Save all the files in all edit windows currently open.
Save the currently highlighted text into a new file. The Save As dialog will be
invoked.
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Import File -

Print -
Page setup -
Preferences -
Exit -

Insert the contents of a file into the current edit window at the current cursor
position. The Edit external file dialog will be invoked.
Print the file in the current edit window.
Set printer page layout options, .such as pages per sheet and line numbers.
Select editing options such as tab width, undo levels, etc.

Terminate the Editor session.

6.3.5.2 Open

PURPOSE

This option allows you to open an existing file into a new editing window within the Linkage Rules
Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor.

STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select File.

2. Select the Open menu option. The Edit external file dialog will be displayed listing all of the
files in the current project directory.

-~i exenl ie1

Look Mr. IJdemo

I*J -commod.tmp
DO -aminst.tmp
DO -logic. tmp

11-l rules. tmp
FM -impcut.tmp
[* Afw. l

Lmj Analysis. blk
I- Analysis. dat

Analysis. dx
i•l Ccs.dls

Ccs-tran. dls
•] Current. dat

Ecs.dls
r] Endstate.blk
F2 Endstate.dat

Fa Endstate.idx
3 Error.log
DO Error.old

Lt Evattr.blk
AE vattr. dat
D Evattr.idx

A Event.dat

Dm Event. idx

A1 Eventcng.

141 1i
He nbamre Cance

Look in - Lists the available folders and files. The box directly below it shows the contents
of the current folder. The down-arrow to the right of this field shows how the
folder fits into your system hierarchy.

Moves up one level in the system hierarchy.

Creates a new folder at the current level.

Displays the icons and names of the contents of the current folder.

Displays the icons, names, size, type, date and time modified, and archive flags
of the contents of the current folder.

Contains the name of the file in which the diagram will be saved.File Name -
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Files of Type -

Open -
Cancel -
Double-click -

Lists the types of files to display. This is useful for narrowing the list of files
displayed to only those you are interested in.
Open the selected file in a new window and close the Edit externalfile dialog.
Close the Edit externalfile dialog without opening another file.
Open the selected file in a new window and close the Edit externalfile dialog.

6.3.5.3 Save As

PURPOSE

This option allows you to save the file in the current editing window with a new file name.

STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select File.

2. Select the Save As menu option. The Save As dialog will be displayed.

I Save As 190
Savej Lide ýj ni -&I

-c Tommod. tmp

D' -logic. tmp
R~ -rules.BAK
Di -rules.tmp
L 'a iMpCuittMP

La] Afw.dls
[A Analysis. blk
D] Analysis.dat
AD Analysis. idx

Ccs.ds
Ccs-tran. dis

121 Current.dat
D] Ecs.dls
R Endstate.blk
[J E ndstate. dat

Endstate.idx
N) Error.log

La Error. old
Da Evattr.blk

.i Evattr.dat
A•] Evattr.idx

5_1 Event. dat
R Event. idx

Be- ename: 0.-%SAF60%derno .a. . .
Saveajý k 3 lirl "

Save in - Lists the available folders and files. The box directly below it shows the
contents of the current folder. The down-arrow to the right of this field
shows how the folder fits into your system hierarchy.

Moves up one level in the system hierarchy.

Creates a new folder at the current level.

Displays the icons and names of the contents of the current folder.

Displays the icons, names, size, type, date and time modified, and
archive flags of the contents of the current folder.

File Name - Contains the name of the file to be saved.
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Files of Type -

Save -

Double-click -

Cancel -

Lists the types of files to display. This is useful for narrowing the list of
files displayed to only those you are interested in.
Save the data in the current editing window to the file in the File name
field and close the Save Fault Tree dialog. If an existing file was
selected, a warning dialog will be displayed.
Save the current diagram to the file in the File name field and close the
Save As dialog.
Close the Save As dialog without performing the save operation.

6.3.5.4 Print

PURPOSE

This option allows you to print the file in the current edit window to the default (Windows System)

printer.

STEPS

I. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select File.

2. Select the Print menu option. The Print dialog will be displayed.

ý Print M

-Pape Size- K
CLetter (8.5in x11ini)

C (4 210 mmn x 297 rmmJ

Page Format - Select the desired format option. A "page" of data is approximately 66 lines,
including header information and outlines.

I Page / Sheet - Prints one "page" of data on a single sheet of paper. The page is printed
using the Portrait orientation (i.e., the short edge of the paper is
horizontal).

2 Pages / Sheet - Prints two "pages" of data on a single sheet. The page is printed using
the Landscape orientation (i.e., the long edge of the paper is horizontal).

4 Pages! Sheet - Print four "pages" of data on a single sheet. The page is printed using the
Landscape orientation.

Paper Size - Select the size of the paper to print on.
Print Header - Include header information in the print-out. Header informnation includes the

current date, the file name, and the page number. These items are printed across
the top of the page, followed by a line, separating it from the data.
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Print Outline - Outline each "page" in a rectangle. This is especially useful when using the 2
Pages / Sheet or 4 Pages / Sheet options.

Print Selection - Print the currently highlighted data.
OK - Print the data to the Windows System Printer using the selected options and close

the Print dialog.
Cancel - Close the Print dialog without printing the data.

6.3.5.5 Exit

PURPOSE

This option allows you to terminate the Editor session. The rules are automatically compiled upon exiting
the Editor. If there is a compilation error, the Editor will be reopened with the current file and a message
will be displayed in the editor's message bar.

STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select File.

2. Select the Exit menu option.

If changes have been made to the data, you will be prompted to save the file.

6.3.5.6 Save This File

PURPOSE

This dialog will appear any time you are closing the current editing window or exiting the Editor and
changes to the file have not been saved (i.e., written to disk).

IL k II tot I] Ill I ) EX

Y)Save th~s file?

Yes - Save the changes made to the file in the current editing window and close the current
editing window.

No - Do not save the changes made to the file in the current editing window and close the
current editing window.

Cancel - Do not save the changes made to the file in the current editing window and do not close
the current editing window.
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6.3.6 Edit Menu

6.3.6.1 Editor Edit Functions

These options provide editing and text formatting functions.

Undo -
Cut -

Copy -

Paste -
Delete -

Shift left indent -
Shift right indent -
Shift left space -
Shift right space -
Delete to end of line -

Delete line -
Capitalize word -
Downcase word -
Link edit Windows -

Undo the previous editing operation.
Remove the highlighted text from the current window and place it in the
clipboard.
Copy the highlighted text from the current window and place it in the
clipboard.
Copy the clipboard text into the current window at the cursor position.
Remove the highlighted text from the current window without placing it
in the clipboard.
Shift the text to the left by the Shift Size specified under Options.
Shift the text to the right by the Shift Size specified under Options.
Shift the text to the left by a single space.
Shift the text to the right by a single space.
Delete to the end of the current line beginning after the current cursor
position.
Delete the line on which the cursor is currently positioned.
Convert the entire word under the current cursor position to upper case.
Convert the entire word under the current cursor position to lower case.

6.3.7 Search Menu

6.3.7.1 Editor Search Functions

These options provide search and cursor positioning operations.

Find -
Replace -

Find Procedure -
Find/Replace again -
Find Altered lines -
Find line number -
Match symbol -

Goto next error -
Goto previous error -
Goto Marker -

Set Marker -

Search the text in the current window for the specified string.
Search the text in the current window for a string and replace it with
another string.
Search the text in the current window for the specified procedure.
Repeat the previous search operation.
Find the lines of text that have changed since the last save operation.
Go to the specified text line number in the current window.
Find the matching symbol pair for the character under the cursor "0, },

[,ii (**)"x
Position the cursor at the next compilation error.
Position the cursor at the previous compilation error.

Position the cursor at the previously saved file position. Up to four
marker positions can be retrieved.
Save the current file position for later retrieval.

6.3.7.2 Find
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PURPOSE

This option allows you to search the text in the current window for the specified string. If the search

criteria are met, the first string matching the criteria is highlighted.

STEPS

I. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Search.

2. Select the Find menu option. The Find dialog will be displayed.

Fw~hat Jm J , Nx
CLanclC

FM~h~ie~od Oly DWecio -

Find What -

Match Whole Word Only -

Match Case -

Direction
Up-

Down -

Find Next -

The string of alphanumeric characters upon which the search is
based (i.e., the "search string"). Type the text in the field or
select from the drop-down list.

If this check box is selected, only the series of alphanumeric
characters matching the search string and delimited by a space,
comma, dash, period, etc. are located.

If this check box is selected, only the series of alphanumeric
characters matching the upper- and lowercase characters as
entered in the Find What field are located (i.e., the search will be
case-sensitive).

Search the text from the current cursor position to the beginning
or top of the text.
Search the text from the current cursor position to the end or
bottom of the text.

Perform the search operation using the selected criteria. If the

search is not successful, an information dialog will be displayed.
If the search criteria are met, the Find dialog, shown below, will
become active and the current Find dialog will be closed.

Close the Find dialog without performing the search operation.Cancel -

I xT
m

Find N e ~ FindAfter, Cne
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Find Next -

Find Before -

Find After -

Cancel -

Locate the next string matching the current search criteria.

Locate the previous string matching the current search criteria.

Locate the next string matching the current search criteria.

Close the Find dialog without performing the search operation.

6.3.7.3 Replace

PURPOSE

This option allows you to search the text in the current window for the specified string and replace it with
another string. If the search criteria are met, the first string matching the criteria is highlighted.

STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Search.

2. Select the Replace menu option. The Replace dialog will be displayed.

~Replace Wa~hi RepilaceAU

P Mach Wole ofd rd Direction IC

r- Matchhoerdn

-~I

Find What -

Replace With -

Match Whole Word Only -

Match Case -

The string of alphanumeric characters upon which the search is
based (i.e., the "search string"). Type the text in the field or
select from the drop-down list.

The string of alphanumeric characters that will be substituted for
the search string. Type the text in the field.

If this check box is selected, only the series of alphanumeric
characters matching the search string and delimited by a space,
comma, dash, period, etc. are located.

If this check box is selected, only the series of alphanumeric
characters matching the upper- and lowercase characters as
entered in the Find What field are located (i.e., the search will be
case-sensitive).
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Direction
Up -

Down -

Find Next -

Replace All -

Close -

Search the text from the current cursor position to the beginning
or top of the text.
Search the text from the current cursor position to the end or
bottom of the text.

Perform the search operation using the selected criteria. If the
search is not successful, an information dialog will be displayed.
If the search criteria are met, the Find/Replace again dialog will
become active and the current Replace dialog will be closed..

Find all occurrences matching the search criteria and
automatically substitute with the "replace string."

Close the Replace dialog without performing the search and
replace operation.

6.3. 7. 4 Find Procedure

PURPOSE

This option allows you to search the text in the current window for the specified procedure.

STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor, the Recovery Rules Editor, or the Partition Rules Editor menu

select Search.

2. Select the Find Procedure menu option. The Procedure to search for dialog will be displayed.

I ! Proced "eto selcl [OF E 31
;~<~

~ .~.
-. <,~ ~

~1j.

OK - Locate the procedure matching the current search criteria.

Cancel - Close the Procedure to search for dialog without performing the search operation.

6.3. 7.5 Find/Replace again

PURPOSE
This option allows you to search the text in the current window based on the previously defined search
string and replace it with the previously defined replace string. If the search criteria are met, the first
string matching the criteria is highlighted.
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STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Search.

2. Select the Find/Replace again menu option. The Replace dialog will be displayed.

-II

"Replaceac epaeAj Ooe

Find Next - Locate the next string matching the current search criteria. A substitution will not
be made.

Replace - Substitute the replace string for the located search string and continue searching.
Replace All - Substitute the replace string for all occurrences matching the search criteria,

beginning at the current cursor position.
Close - Close the Replace dialog without performing the search and replace operation.

NOTE: This dialog can also be invoked from the Search I Replace I Find Next menu options.

6.3.7.6 Find line number

PURPOSE

Position the cursor on the specified line number in the text in the current window.

STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Search.

2. Select the Find line number menu option.

3. The Enter line number dialog will be displayed.

4. Type the desired line number in the field.

OK - Position the cursor at the beginning of the desired line and close the dialog.

Cancel - Close the dialog without repositioning the cursor.

6.3. 7.7 Goto Marker
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PURPOSE

Position the cursor at the previously saved file position. Up to four marker positions can be retrieved for

each editing window.

STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Search.

2. Select the Goto Marker menu option.

3. Choose one of the four marker positions available from the submenu.

S et'Maker
flGoto Marker 1 C1:r+G.1

G -'y M r6er2 ChC
G oto Marker3 Ctil.*G,3

In this example, two markers have been set at #1 and #3. After choosing one of the available markers, the
cursor is positioned at the beginning of the line.

The marker positions are saved only during the current editing session.

6.3.7.8 Set Marker

PURPOSE

Save the current file position for later retrieval. Up to four marker positions can be saved for each editing

window.

STEPS

1. Position the cursor on the desired line of the text in the edit window.

2. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Search.

3. Select the Set Marker menu option.

4. Choose one of the four marker positions available from the submenu.

L30O0 MarKet F I

Set M arkle'l N-8,S2
SetMarker 2 tDr+S,3.
Set Marker 3 Ctr+S,4
Set Marker 4 CtrI+S.4

The marker positions are saved only during the current editing session.

6.3.8 Window Menu

6.3.8.1 Editor Window Functions
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These options are used for managing the open edit windows within the application window, such as the

Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor window. Along with the options listed below and
segregated by a separation bar, the names of each open file is listed in the menu.

Cascade windows -

Tile windows horizontally -

Tile windows vertically -

Arrange Icons -

Resize and reposition the non-minimized windows in an
overlapping fashion so that the title of each window is displayed
in a cascade arrangement. The current edit window will be on
top.
Resize and reposition the non-minimized windows in a
horizontally tiled arrangement.
Resize and reposition the non-minimized windows in a vertically
tiled arrangement.
Arrange the minimized window icons at the bottom of the
application window.

Lascad wndo-w,
Tiew~bidomhrzntaly

-R1~ULES.TMP
2 D:\SAFG6~den-*-bgc~tn-p

In the example above, the files "-RULES.TMP" and "-LOGIC.TMP" are open. -RULES.TMP is the

active window, as indicated by the check mark on the menu.

6.3.9 Lists Menu

6.3.9.1 Linkage Rules Lists

Selecting from the lists allows you to insert items in the editor. Any or all of the lists can be open
simultaneously.

Macros -
Events -
Initiators -
Fault Trees -
End States -
Event Trees -
Flags -

Insert a macro name into the text.
Insert a basic event name into the text.
Insert an initiating event name into the text.
Insert a fault tree name into the text.
Insert an end state name into the text.
Insert an event tree name into the text.
Insert a flag set name into the text.

6.3.9.2 Macros

PURPOSE

This option allows you to insert a macro into the text of the current edit window.
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STEPS

1. Place the cursor at the desired location in the text.

2. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Lists.

3. Select the Macros menu option. The Macro List dialog will be displayed.

Macto List lffllý
A
AB-FAfL
C

14I:.I

4. Double-click on the desired macro name in the list. The selected name will be entered at the
current cursor location.

The Macro List dialog will remain open in the application window during the current session unless
explicitly closed.

6.3.9.3 Events

PURPOSE

This option allows you to insert a basic event name into the text of the current edit window.

STEPS

1. Place the cursor at the desired location in the text.

2. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Lists.

3. Select the Events menu option. The Event List dialog will be displayed containing all of the basic
events in the current family's database.

<FALSE> ,
<INIT>
<PASS>
<TRUE>
C-CV-A
C-CV-B

C-MOV-141.I 1
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4. Double-click on the desired event name in the list. The selected name will be entered at the
current cursor location.

The Event List dialog will remain open in the application window during the current session unless

explicitly closed.

6.3.9.4 Initiators

PURPOSE

This option allows you to insert an initiating basic event name into the text of the current edit window.

STEPS

1. Place the cursor at the desired location in the text.

2. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Lists.

3. Select the Initiators menu option. The Initiator List dialog will be displayed containing all of the
basic events whose category attribute is set to "I" in the current family's database.

[ Initiator List JZ[3
<INIT>
LOSP

~I4I~*~ I

4. Double-click on the desired initiating event name in the list. The selected name will be entered at
the current cursor location.

The Initiator List dialog will remain open in the application window during the current session unless
explicitly closed.

6.3.9. 5 Systems

PURPOSE

This option allows you to insert a fault tree name into the text of the current edit window.

STEPS

I.

2.

Place the cursor at the desired location in the text.

From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Lists.
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3. Select the Systems menu option. The System List dialog will be displayed containing all of the
fault trees in the current family's database.

I System List, 1913
CCS
CCS-TRAN
ECS

4. Double-click on the desired fault tree name in the list. The selected name will be entered at the
current cursor location.

The System List dialog will remain open in the application window during the current session unless
explicitly closed.

6.3.9.6 End States

PURPOSE

This option allows you to insert an end state name into the text of the current edit window.

STEPS

I. Place the cursor at the desired location in the text.

2. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Lists.

3. Select the End States menu option. The Endstate List dialog will be displayed containing all of
the end states in the current family's database.

I Endstate List 190
LARGE-RELEASE
SMALL-RELEASE

4. Double-click on the desired end state name in the list. The selected name will be entered at the
current cursor location.
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The Endstate List dialog will remain open in the application window during the current session unless
explicitly closed.

6.3.9.7 Event Trees

PURPOSE

This option allows you to insert an event tree name into the text of the current edit window.

STEPS

1. Place the cursor at the desired location in the text.

2. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Lists.

3. Select the Event Trees menu option. The Event Tree List dialog will be displayed containing all
of the event trees in the current family's database.

lEvent Ttee List 0 E31

14[ I

4. Double-click on the desired event tree name in the list. The selected name will be entered at the
current cursor location.

The Event Tree List dialog will remain open in the application window during the current session unless
explicitly closed.

6.3.9.8 Flags

PURPOSE

This option allows you to insert a flag set name into the text of the current edit window.

STEPS

1. Place the cursor at the desired location in the text.

2. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Lists.

3. Select the Flags menu option. The Flag List dialog will be displayed containing all of the flag.
sets in the current family's database.
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Tlag List

LOSP-FLAG

4. Double-click on the desired flag set name in the list. The selected name will be entered at the
current cursor location.

The Flag List dialog will remain open in the application window during the current session unless
explicitly closed.

6.4 Partition Rules Editor

6.4.1 Partition Rules Editor

PURPOSE

This editor allows you to define a setof rules that map the cut sets for a sequence to an end state. This is a
free format, macro-based line editor that provides you with an if-then-else logic structure. If rules have
already been defined they will be displayed in the edit window.

By default, the editor assumes that a name is the name of a basic event, if one exists in the database. If a
basic event by the name does not exist then the editor assumes that the name is the name of a macro. If
you want to change the default assumptions, then you can "cast" the names to something else by
enclosing the name in parenthesis with a cast name preceding it.

There is no limit to the number of rules you may input to the editor. Each rule is processed in sequential
order.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Sequence. The Sequences dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired sequence(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Cut Sets I Partition I Edit Rules. The Edit Recovery Rules dialog will appear.

4. Select the desired Rule Level and Rule Type, and press OK.

If rules have been previously defined they will be displayed in the edit window.
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File -
Edit -
Search -

Window -
Lists -

File functions such as open, save, print, preferences, etc.
Editing functions such as copy and paste along with text format operations.
Search and cursor positioning operations such as find, replace, goto, etc.
Window management functions such as cascade, tile horizontally, etc.
Display lists of initiators, fault trees, etc. for inserting into the rules.

6.4.2 File Menu

6.4.2.1 Editor File Functions

These options provide file management functions.

Open -

New -

Close -

Quit -
Save -
Save As -
Save All -
Save Block -

Import File -

Print -
Page setup -
Preferences -

Open a file into a new window. This feature is not usually used while editing
SAPHIRE rules.
Create a new file in a new window. This feature is not usually used while editing
SAPHIRE rules.
Close the edit current window. If changes have been made you will be prompted
to save the file.
Close the current edit window without saving.
Save the file in the current window to disk.
Save the file in the current window with a new file name.
Save all the files in all edit windows currently open.
Save the currently highlighted text into a new file. The Save As dialog will be
invoked.
Insert the contents of a file into the current edit window at the current cursor
position. The Edit external file dialog will be invoked.
Print the file in the current edit window.
Set printer page layout options, .such as pages per sheet and line numbers.
Selectediting options such as.tab width, undo levels, etc.
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Exit - Terminate the Editor session.

6.4.2.2 Open

PURPOSE

This option allows you to open an existing file into a new editing window within the Linkage Rules
Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor.

STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select File.

2. Select the Open menu option.

3. The Edit external file dialog will be displayed listing all of the files in the current project
directory.

I.Edi exera fil X9

Look ir I Jdemo
.i 2_ F i

Db 'commod.tmp
D faminst.tmp

S-logic.tmp
R rules.trap"

D.] itmpCut.tmp
[m- Afw. dls

[ý Analysis. blk
F2 Analysis.dat

Analysis. idx
Ccs.dls
Ccs-tran.dls

D Current. dat

jb] Ecs.dls 41 Evattr.blk
Fm Endstate.blk F2] Evattr.dat

[- Endstate.dat F Evattr.idx

F] Endstate. idx F51 Event.dat
EN Error.log ] Event.idx

D] Error. old j; Eventcng.

Fies ofbPe I AllI _ZJ

Look in - Lists the available folders and files. The box directly below it shows the contents of the
current folder. The down-arrow to the right of this field shows how the folder fits into your
system hierarchy.

laiii-
File Name -
Files of Type -

Open -
Cancel -

Moves up one level in the system hierarchy.

Creates a new folder at the current level.

Displays the icons and names of the contents of the current folder.

Displays the icons, names, size, type, date and time modified, and archive flags
of the contents of the current folder.
Contains the name of the file in which the diagram will be saved.
Lists the types of files to display. This is useful for narrowing the list of files
displayed to only those you are interested in.
Open the selected file in a new window and close the Edit externalfile dialog.
Close the Edit externalfile dialog without opening another file.
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Double-click - Open the selected file in a new window and close the Edit externalfile dialog.

6.4.2.3 Save As

PURPOSE

This option allows you to save the file in the current editing window with a new file name.

STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select File.

2. Select the Save As menu option. The Save As dialog will be displayed.

[Save* Asx9

Savieri I• demo

h ~commod tmp
Lj ~faminst.tmp

-logic. tmp

~rules.BAK
-rules.tmp

timpCut.tmp

Lb]Afw. dis
D] Analysis.blk
•) Analysis. dat

Analysis.idx
F Ccs.dls
Em) Ccs-tran.ds

Current. dat
,0. Ecs.dls

A Endstate.blk
Endstate.dat

Endstate.idx

ON Error.log

[•j Error.old

[ý E vattr.blk
ý] E vattr. dat

m-J E vattr. idx
2E vent. dat
rtm E vent. idx

I

Fil e nm:y 1 lf

Saveas. tpe JAFT

Save in - Lists the available folders and files. The box directly below it shows the contents
.of the current folder. The down-arrow to the right of this field shows how the
folder fits into your system hierarchy.

Moves up one level in the system hierarchy.

Creates a new folder at the current level.

Displays the icons and names of the contents of the current folder.

Displays the icons, names, size, type, date and time modified, and archive flags
of the contents of the current folder.
Contains the name of the file to be saved.
Lists the types of files to display. This is useful for narrowing the list of files
displayed to only those you are interested in.
Save the data in the current editing window to the file in the File name field and
close the Save Fault Tree dialog. If an existing file was selected, a warning
dialog will be displayed.
Save the current diagram to the file in the File name field and close the Save As
dialog.
Close the Save As dialog without performing the save operation.

File Name -
Files of Type -

Save -

Double-click -

Cancel -

6.4.2.4 Print
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PURPOSE

This option allows you to print the file in the current edit window to the default (Windows System)
printer.

STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select File.

2. Select the Print menu option. The Print dialog will be displayed.

[Pintuuiiu3
F Pge ~rnot -Paper Stze----

1 Pageý She-t Leter (8 5 in xl11in
G_ Paes/ SheCt 4 121 mmx297 mm)

4 ae /SeE

Page

Paper
Print

Print

Print
OK-

Cance

Format - Select the desired format option. A "page" of data is approximately 66 lines,
including header information and outlines.

I Page / Sheet - Prints one "page" of data on a single sheet of paper. The page is printed
using the Portrait orientation (i.e., the short edge of the paper is
horizontal).

2 Pages ! Sheet - Prints two "pages" of data on a single sheet. The page is printed using
the Landscape orientation (i.e., the long edge of the paper is horizontal).

4 Pages/ Sheet - Print four "pages" of data on a single sheet. The page is printed using the
Landscape orientation.

Size - Select the size of the paper to print on.
Header - Include header information in the print-out. Header information includes the

current date, the file name, and the page number. These items are printed across
the top of the page, followed by a line, separating it from the data.

Outline - Outline each "page" in a rectangle. This is especially useful when using the 2
Pages / Sheet or 4 Pages / Sheet options.

Selection - Print the currently highlighted data.
Print the data to the Windows System Printer using the selected options and close
the Print dialog.

el - Close the Print dialog without printing the data.

6.4.2.5 Exit
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PURPOSE

This option allows you to terminate the Editor session. The rules are automatically compiled upon exiting
the Editor. If there is a compilation error, the Editor will be reopened with the current file and a message
will be displayed in the editor's message bar.

STEPS

I. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select File.

2. Select the Exit menu option.

If changes have been made to the data, you will be prompted to save the file.

6.4.2.6 Save This File

PURPOSE

This dialog will appear any time you are closing the current editing window or exiting the Editor and
changes to the file have not been saved (i.e., written to disk).

QSave itnfile?.

Yes - Save the changes made to the file in the current editing window and close the current
editing window.

No - Do not save the changes made to the file in the current editing window and close the
current editing window.

Cancel - Do not save the changes made to the file in the current editing window and do not close
the current editing window.

6.4.3 Edit Menu

6.4.3.1 Editor Edit Functions

These options provide editingand text formatting functions.

Undo - Undo the previous editing operation.
Cut - Remove the highlighted text from the current window and place it in the

clipboard.

Copy - Copy the highlighted text from the current window and place it in the
clipboard.

Paste - Copy the clipboard text into the current window at the cursor position.

Delete - Remove the highlighted text from the current window without placing it
in the clipboard.

Shift left indent - Shift the text to the left by the Shift Size specified under Options.
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Shift right indent -
Shift left space -
Shift right space -
Delete to end of line -

Delete line -
Capitalize word -
Downcase word -
Link edit Windows -

Shift the text to the right by the Shift Size specified under Options.
Shift the text to the left by a single space.
Shift the text to the right by a single space.
Delete to the end of the current line beginning after the current cursor
position.
Delete the line on which the cursor is currently positioned.
Convert the entire word under the current cursor position to upper case.
Convert the entire word under the current cursor position to lower case.

6.4.4 Search Menu

6.4.4.1 Editor Search Functions

These options provide search and cursor positioning operations.

Find -
Replace -

Find Procedure -
Find/Replace again -
Find Altered lines -
Find line number -
Match symbol -

Goto next error -
Goto previous error -
Goto Marker -

Set Marker -

Search the text in the current window for the specified string.
Search the text in the current window for a string and replace it with
another string.
Search the text in the current window for the specified procedure.
Repeat the previous search operation.
Find the lines of text that have changed since the last save operatidn.
Go to the specified text line number in the current window.
Find the matching symbol pair for the character under the cursor "0, { },

[1, (**)"
Position the cursor at the next compilation error.
Position the cursor at the previous compilation error.
Position the cursor at the previously saved file position. Up to four
marker positions can be retrieved.
Save the current file position for later retrieval.

6.4.4.2 Find

PURPOSE

This option allows you to search the text in the current window for the specified string. If the search
criteria are met, the first string matching the criteria is highlighted.

STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Search.

2. Select the Find menu option. The Find dialog will be displayed.
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Find What -

Match Whole Word Only -

Match Case -

Direction
Up -

Down -

Find Next -

The string of alphanumeric characters upon which the search is
based (i.e., the "search string"). Type the text in the field or
select from the drop-down list.

If this check box is selected, only the series of alphanumeric
characters matching the search string and delimited by a space,
comma, dash, period, etc. are located.

If this check box is selected, only the series of alphanumeric
characters matching the upper- and lowercase characters as
entered in the Find What field are located (i.e., the search will be
case-sensitive).

Search the text from the current cursor position to the beginning
or top of the text.
Search the text from the current cursor position to the end or
bottom of the text.

Perform the search operation using the selected criteria. If the
search is not successful, an information dialog will be displayed.
If the search criteria are met, the Find dialog, shown below, will
become active and the current Find dialog will be closed..

Cancel - Close the Find dialog without performing the search operation.

SEn~dNe~d 1 =FW~fiW Find 6tt& C&

Find Next -
Find Before -
Find After -
Cancel -

Locate the next string matching the current search criteria.
Locate the previous string matching the current search criteria.
Locate the next string matching the current search criteria.
Close the Find dialog without performing the search operation.

6.4.4.3 Replace
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PURPOSE

This option allows you to search the text in the current window for the specified string and replace it with

another string. If the search criteria are met, the first string matching the criteria is highlighted.

STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Search.

2. Select the Replace menu option. The Replace dialog will be displayed.

Find What Ing End N eA

W Match ho6 Wod0Hý Dueco CRklec
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Find What -

Replace With -

Match Whole Word Only -

Match Case -

Direction
Up -

Down -

Find Next -

The string of alphanumeric characters upon which the search is
based (i.e., the "search string"). Type the text in the field or
select from the drop-down list.

The string of alphanumeric characters that will be substituted for
the search string. Type the text in the field.

If this check box is selected, only the series of alphanumeric
characters matching the search string and delimited by a space,
comma, dash, period, etc. are located.

If this check box is selected, only the series of alphanumeric
characters matching the upper- and lowercase characters as
entered in the Find What field are located (i.e., the search will be
case-sensitive).

Search the text from the current cursor position to the beginning
or top of the text.
Search the text from the current cursor position to the end or
bottom of the text.

Perform the search operation using the selected criteria. If the
search is not successful, an information dialog will be displayed.
If the search criteria are met, the Find/Replace again dialog will
become active and the current Replace dialog will be closed.

Find all occurrences matching the search criteria and
automatically substitute with the "replace string."

Replace All -
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Close - Close the Replace dialog without performing the search and
replace operation.

6.4.4.4 Find/Replace again

PURPOSE
This option allows you to search the text in the current window based on the previously defined search

string and replace it with the previously defined replace string. If the search criteria are met, the first
string matching the criteria is highlighted.

STEPS

I. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Search.

2. Select the Find/Replace again menu option. The Replace dialog will be displayed.

'Replace:;,ace~

Find Next -

Replace -
Replace All -

Close -

Locate the next string matching the current search criteria. A substitution will not
be made.
Substitute the replace string for the located search string and continue searching.
Substitute the replace string for all occurrences matching the search criteria,
beginning at the current cursor position.

Close the Replace dialog without performing the search and replace operation.

NOTE: This dialog can also be invoked from the Search I Replace I Find Next menu options.

6.4.4.5 Find Procedure

PURPOSE

This option allows you to search the text in the current window for the specified procedure.
STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor, the Recovery Rules Editor, or the Partition Rules Editor menu

select Search.

2. Select the Find Procedure menu option. The Procedure to search for dialog will be displayed.

.... eduie to seic ....

OK - Locate the procedure matching the current search criteria.

Cancel - Close the Procedure to search for dialog without performing the search operation.
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6.4.4.6 Find line number

PURPOSE

Position the cursor on the specified line number in the text in the current window.

STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Search.

2. Select the Find line number menu option.

3. The Enter line number dialog will be displayed.

4. Type the desired line number in the field.

OK - Position the cursor at the beginning of the desired line and close the dialog.
Cancel - Close the dialog without repositioning the cursor.

6.4.4.7 Goto Marker

PURPOSE

Position the cursor at the previously saved file position. Up to four marker positions can be retrieved for
each editing window.
STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Search.

2. Select the Goto Marker menu option.

3. Choose one of the four marker positions available from the submenu.

Gato M~arkef 1 Ctd.G.
IeUt Mker ~oMre:ChG

~Goto Mafket Ctd+G,3

In this example, two markers have been set at #1 and #3. After choosing one of the available markers, the
cursor is positioned at the beginning of the line.

The marker positions are saved only during the current editing session.
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6.4.4.8 Set Marker

PURPOSE

Save the current file position for later retrieval. Up to four marker positions can be saved for each editing
window.

STEPS

I. Position the cursor on the desired line of the text in the edit window.

2. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Search.

3. Select the Set Marker menu option.

4. Choose one of the four marker positions available from the submenu.

&ao0W~qaW r I

S Set M akerl I Cd+S 2
Set Marke2 Ct+S.3'
Set Market 3 Cbi4.4
Set Marker4 Qit+S;4

The marker positions are saved only during the current editing session.

6.4.5 Window Menu

6.4.5.1 Editor Window Functions

These options are used for managing the open edit windows within the application window, such as the
Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor window. Along with the options listed below and
segregated by a separation bar, the names of each open file is listed in the menu.

Cascade windows -

Tile windows horizontally -

Tile windows vertically -

Arrange Icons -

Resize and reposition the non-minimized windows in an
overlapping fashion so that the title of each window is displayed
in a cascade arrangement. The current edit window will be on
top.
Resize and reposition the non-minimized windows in a
horizontally tiled arrangement.
Resize and reposition the non-minimized windows in a vertically
tiled arrangement.
Arrange the minimized window icons at the bottom of the
application window.

List3 help

~Tilewixws ahzanta*h
Tie wrio t tica~y

v 1 RULES.TMP
~2 D:\SAFGOkdemo\l1ogic~trnp
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In the example above, the files "-RULES.TMP" and "-LOGIC.TMP" are open. -RULES.TMP is the
active window, as indicated by the check mark on the menu.

6.4.6 Lists Menu

6.4.6.1 Partition Rules Lists

Selecting from the lists allows you to insert or replace items in the editor.

Macros -
Events -

Initiators -
Fault Trees -

End States -
Event Trees -

Allows you to insert a macro into the editor.
Select basic events used to replace others instead of typing in the basic event
names.
Select initiators used to replace others instead of typing in the initiator names.
Select fault trees as top events and fault trees used to replace others instead of
typing in the fault trees names.
Select end states used to replace others instead of typing in the end state names.
Select event trees used to replace others instead of typing in the event tree names.

6.4.6.2 Macros

PURPOSE

This option allows you to insert a macro into the text of the current edit window.

STEPS

I. Place the cursor at the desired location in the text.

2. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Lists.

3. Select the Macros menu option. The Macro List dialog will be displayed.

I MaCFo List 19 E31
A
AB-FAIL
C

1411ý I ,. 'I

4. Double-click on the desired macro name in the list. The selected name will be entered at the
current cursor location.

The Macro List dialog will remain open in the application window during the current session unless
explicitly closed.

6.4.6.3 Events
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PURPOSE

This option allows you to insert a basic event name into the text of the current edit window.

STEPS

1. Place the cursor at the desired location in the text.

2. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Lists.

3. Select the Events menu option. The Event List dialog will be displayed containing all of the basic
events in the current family's database.

<FALSE> '::

<INIT>
<PASS>
<TRUE>
C-CV-A
C-CV-B
C-MOV-1 ~~....

4. Double-click on the desired event name in the list. The selected name will be entered at the
current cursor location.

The Event List dialog will remain open in the application window during the current session unless
.explicitly closed.
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6.4.6.4 Initiators

PURPOSE

This option allows you to insert an initiating basic event name into the text of the current edit window.

STEPS

1. Place the cursor at the desired location in the text.

2. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Lists.

3. Select the Initiators menu option. The Initiator List dialog will be displayed containing all of the
basic events whose category attribute is set to "I" in the current family's database.

InitiatOF L

<INIT>

1411

4. Double-click on the desired initiating event name in the list. The selected name will be entered at
the current cursor location.

The Initiator List dialog will remain open in the application window during the current session unless
explicitly closed.

6.4.6.5 Systems

PURPOSE

This option allows you to insert a fault tree name into the text of the current edit window.

STEPS

1. Place the cursor at the desired location in the text.

2. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Lists.

3. Select the Systems menu option. The System List dialog will be displayed containing all of the

fault trees in the current family's database.
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4. Double-click on the desired fault tree name in the list. The selected name will be entered at the
current cursor location.

The System List dialog will remain open in the application window during the current session unless

explicitly closed.

6.4.6.6 End States

PURPOSE

This option allows you to insert an end state name into the text of the current edit window.

STEPS

1. Place the cursor at the desired location in the text.

2. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Lists.

3. Select the End States menu option. The Endstate List dialog will be displayed containing all of

the end states in the current family's database.

LARGE-RELEASE
SMALL-RELEASE

4. Double-click on the desired end state name in the list. The selected name will be entered at the
current cursor location.

The Endstate List dialog will remain open in the application window during the current session unless
explicitly closed.
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6.4.6.7 Event Trees

PURPOSE

This option allows you to insert an event tree name into the text of the current edit window.

STEPS

1. Place the cursor at the desired location in the text.

2. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Lists.

3. Select the Event Trees menu option. The Event Tree List dialog will be displayed containing all
of the event trees in the current family's database.

Event Tree List 19

]~4I I

4. Double-click on the desired event tree name in the list. The selected name will be entered at the
current cursor location.

The Event Tree List dialog will remain open in the application window during the current session unless
explicitly closed.

6.5 Link Trees

6.5.1 Linking Event Tree Sequences

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate sequence logic using the event tree graphical files. During sequence
generation the sequence logic is created as specified in the event tree logic, and then the linkage rules are
applied.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Event Tree. The Event Tree List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired event tree(s) in the list.

3. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Link Trees. The Sequence Logic Generate
dialog will be displayed.
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Report Options -

Sequence Probability Cutoff-

Create Logic Cut Sets? -

Rules
Basic Rules -

Advanced Rules -

Number of Transfer Levels to Process -

Mutually Exclusive Top -

OK-

Cancel -

The Sequence Generation report contains the
generating details of the sequence.
Select the type of probability cutoff to be
performed, if any.
Generate a sequence cut set when the sequence
logic is generated.

Use event tree linkage rules written using the
basic if-then-else syntax.
Use event tree linkage rules written using the
Modula-2 programming language.
Set the level of sub-tree tops contained in the
sequences.
Specify a top to add to the sequence logic.

Generate sequences based on the selected
options.
Terminate the process without generating the
sequences.
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6.5.2 The Sequence Generation Process

After sequence generation begins, a number of messages will be displayed in the message bar of the
SAPHIRE window. One message displays the number of sequences being added or deleted. During this
process, any new sequences are added and any sequences of the event tree that are no longer valid are
removed. Another series of messages lists the name of the sequence being processed along with a running
total of the number of good (i.e., valid) sequences processed and the total number of sequences processed.
When complete, a final total of the number of sequences saved, the number of valid sequences
encountered, and the number of sequences processed is displayed. If you choose to create a report, the
name of the file containing the generating details of the sequence is displayed.

Invalid sequences can result in several ways.

1. The logic of an event tree may be such as to create sequences that have tops in them that are both
failed and successful. These are invalid and are deleted.

2. The user may have modified the event tree logic, reducing the number of sequences for the tree.
Sequences that existed previously are invalid, also.

3. Sequences that have an end state value of "OK," "SUCCESS" or begin with an " character are
never generated by SAPHIRE.

6.5.3 Generate Options Dialog

6.5.3.1 Sequence Generation Report Options

The Sequence Generation report contains the listing of the sequences' names, the fault trees that make up
the sequences, any substitutions of fault trees (based on the linkage rules), and any transfers to other event
trees.

Do Not Create a Report - No report is generated, but the sequences are generated.
Send Report To Screen - Sends the report to the Report Viewer.
Send Report To Printer - Sends the report to the Windows default printer.
Send Report To File - Sends the report to the specified file name. A default name is

provided, which can be changed by simply typing over the
default name.

6.5.3.2 Sequence Probability Cut Off

Select the type of probability cutoff to be performed, if any. If the tops are independent, then the sequence
logic can be truncated on probability. Each top is treated as a basic event with its probability assumed to
be the value of its split-fraction. As the sequence logic is being created and each top is appended to the
logic, the probability for the sequence can be checked to ensure that its probability is greater than the
truncation value specified in the Cut Off Value field.

None - Do not discard sequences when generating logic.
Normal - Use the split fraction values as indicated above.
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Conditional -

Cut Off Value -

Use the split-fraction values, but without considering the initiating event as part
of the sequence probability (i.e., the initiating event probability = 1.0). This is
initiating event value is used only during truncation, but not during
quantification.
Enter the sequence probability truncation value. If either the Normal or
Conditional radio button is selected, each sequence whose probability is less than
the truncation probability is discarded and the logic is not followed.

6.5.3.3 Create Logic Cut Sets?

If you select this check box, sequence "cut sets" will be generated when the sequence logic is generated.
Each top, whether failed or successful, is treated as a basic event and placed in a single "cut set" for the
generated sequence. This technique is used to reproduce the "large event tree" methodology.

6.5.3.4 Basic Rules

Use the basic linkage rules for sequence logic generation. These rules were created using the Basic
Linkage Rules Editor and can be different from those rules created using the Advanced Linkage Rules
Editor.

6.5.3.5 Advanced Rules

Use the advanced linkage rules for sequence logic generation. These rules were created using the
Advanced Linkage Rules Editor and can be different from those rules created using the Basic Linkage
Rules Editor.

6.5.3.6 Number of Transfer Levels to Process

A level refers to a transfer to a sub-tree. The default value of 99 will generate sequences whose logic will
contain all tops for all the sub-trees. If the level is set to less than 99, the generated sequences will contain
only tops from sub-trees less than the specified level.

6.5.3.7 Mutually Exclusive Top

Optionally specify a top to add to the sequence logic. This top will be displayed in the logic as a
complemented fault tree and will be treated accordingly when the sequence is solved. The purpose is to
provide a method of removing illegal combinations of events.

Note that this option has been superceded by the incorporation of recovery rules.

6.6 Edit End States (Sequence Logic)

6.6.1 Edit Event Tree End States

PURPOSE

This option allows you to view or modify event tree sequence information after an event tree has been
created.
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Event Tree. The Event Tree List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired event tree in the list.

3. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Edit End States.

4. The Sequence Editor dialog will be displayed showing all the sequence names and end states
defined for the selected event tree.

NOTE: Any changes made to sequence and end state names using this option, will automatically be
updated throughout the database, including the event tree graphical (.ETG) file (i.e., the corresponding
drawing will be updated).

-Sqec Edto 190

ANiýmbetlTiNAME STATE; fFRIQEC r RA-42
1 1-LOSP-ECS OK
2 2-LOSP-ECS-CCS SMALL-RELEASE 4.840E-002
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Line Edit -
@Status -

Frequency -

Edit Header -
Global Replace -
Transfer -
Change Transfer -
Exit -

Edit the data displayed one line at a time.
Toggle the current state of a sequence (i.e., sequence will be generated or
ignored).
Display the frequencies or min cut upper bound values associated with
the selected sequence.
Change the headers that appear across the top of the columns.
Replace a specified string at every occurrence with another string
Follow the transfer of the selected sequence to sub-trees.
Turn on or off transfer points.

Terminate the sequence logic editor.
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6.6.2 Exit Sequence Logic Editor

PURPOSE

This option closes the Sequence Editor dialog and allows you to save any changes made.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Event Tree. The Event Tree List dialog will be

2. Highlight the desired event tree in the list.

3. Right-click to invoke the DOD-UP menu and choose Edit End States. The Seauen.

displayed.

ce Editor dialou

4.

5.

will be displayed.

Make desired changes to the logic.

Choose the Exit button. You will be prompted to save the changes before exiting.

Save Chage Be*te ExbV?

Yes - Save the changes to the sequence logic. The corresponding event tree graphical (.ETG) file
will be updated with the changes at this time.

No - Do not save the changes to the sequence logic.

NOTE: You will not be prompted with this dialog if no changes were made to the sequence logic.

6.6.3 Line Edit

PURPOSE

This option allows you to edit the data displayed one line at a time, including sequence names, sequence
end state names, sequence frequencies.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Event Tree. The Event Tree List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired event tree in the list.

3. Rieht-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Edit End States. The Seauence Editor dialo• r

4.

5.

will be displayed.

Highlight the desired sequence and choose the Line Edit button.

The Line Edit dialog will be displayed with the sequence information.
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You may change any of the fields displayed by simply typing over the existing data. . These changes
made are not saved until you exit the Sequence Editor dialog. At that time, you will be asked whether or

not you wish to save all changes made before exiting.

OK - Exit and show the changes made.
Cancel - Exit without showing the changes made. These changes will not be saved when you exit

the Sequence Editor dialog.

6.6.4 @Status

PURPOSE

This option allows you to toggle the current state of a sequence (i.e., sequence will be generated or

ignored). An "@" means that the corresponding sequence will not be generated; it will be ignored.

(Remember that "successful' sequences are not generated when OK or SUCCESS is present in the End

State column, or when the @Status has been assigned.)

STEPS

I1. From the SAPHIR-E menu select Event Tree. The Event Tree List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired event tree in the list.

3. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Edit End States. The Sequence Editor dialog

will be displayed.

4. Highlight the desired the sequence whose status is to be changed and choose the @Status button.

Depending on the current status, an "@a" will appear or disappear in front of the end state name.

6.6.5 .Frequency

PURPOSE

This option will display the frequencies or minimal cut set upper bound values associated with the
selected sequence. The values displayed are the results of the last time the sequences were solved.

Frequency values are NOT recalculated using this option.
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Event Tree. The Event Tree List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired event tree in the list.

3. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Edit End States. The Sequence Editor dialog
will be displayed.

4. Highlight the desired sequence(s) and choose the Frequency button.

The EXTRA-#1 column will be renamed to FREQUENCY and the corresponding frequencies will be

displayed. You may now invoke the Line Edit command to modify frequencies, if desired.

6.6.6 Edit Header

PURPOSE

This option allows you to change the headers that appear across the top of the columns (note: EXTRA-#2
is a user-defined field).

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Event Tree. The Event Tree List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired event tree in the list.

3. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Edit End States. The Sequence Editor dialog
will be displayed.

4. Choose the Edit Header button. The Header Edit dialog will be displayed.

3 /FREQUENY 4 E•TR.U2

St... K

To make changes, simply type over the existing header. These changes made are not saved until you exit
the Sequence Editor dialog. At that time, you will be asked whether or not you wish to save all changes
made before exiting.

OK - Exit and show the changes made.
Cancel - Exit without showing the changes made. These changes will not be saved when you exit

the Sequence Editor dialog.
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6.6.7 Global Replace

PURPOSE

This option allows you to replace a specified string at every occurrence with another string.

STEPS

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

From the SAPHIRE menu select Event Tree. The Event Tree List dialog will be displayed.

Highlight the desired event tree in the list.

Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Edit End States. The Sequence Editor dialog

will be displayed.

Choose the Global Replace button. The Event Tree Search Replace dialog will be displayed.

Enter the string for which to search in the Search for field.

Enter the replacement string in the Replace with field.,

Select the column (1, 2, 3, or 4) on which to perform the search.

Sect T
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If the search string is found, all occurrences of the search string will be replaced by the string specified in

the Replace with field. If the string is not found, the message, "No such string found" will be displayed in

message bar of the SAPHIRE window and the Event Tree Search Replace dialog will beclosed.

6.6.8 Transfer

PURPOSE

This option will allow you specify event tree transfers (to sub-trees), control the status of event tree
transfers, and transfer to sub-trees within the editor.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Event Tree. The Event Tree List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired event tree in the list.

3. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Edit End States. The Sequence Editor dialog

will be displayed.

4. Highlight the desired sequence and choose the Transfer button.
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If changes were made to the current event tree, you will be asked if you wish to save those changes before
following the transfer.

The Sequence Editor dialog will be displayed with the name of the transfer tree appearing the Event Tree
box.

After desired changes are made to this event tree, choosing the Exit button closes this dialog. The
Sequence Editor dialog will be redisplayed with the previous event tree sequences listed.

6.6.9 Change Transfer

PURPOSE

This option works as a toggle switch to turn on and off transfer points. If the sequence was marked as a
transfer to an event tree sub-tree, this option will turn off the transfer. If the sequence was not marked as a
transfer, it turns on the transfer. (The sub-tree name is then entered in the End State column.) A "T"
appears in the column in front of the sequence names.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Event Tree. The Event Tree List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired event tree in the list.

3. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Edit End States. The Sequence Editor dialog
will be displayed.

4. Highlight the desired sequence and choose the Change Transfer button.
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7. SEQUENCE ANALYSIS

7.1 Sequence Analysis

PURPOSE

When developing a risk assessment code, accident sequence analysis must also be considered. Accident
sequences are defined in SAPHIRE by developing event trees . Once an event tree has been developed,
the -sequence logic from the event tree can be generated. The sequence logic is the list of systems that
succeed or fail during this accident sequence. These system failures and successes are top events of fault
trees. This logic is used by SAPHIRE to generate the cut sets for the sequence.

This option provides the means to recalculate sequence values after event failure data and/or cut sets have
been modified. The Sequences dialog shows all sequences, ordered by event tree name and sequence
name, in the current project.

KEY TO FLAGS

Located to the right of each sequence is a set of flags that indicate the status of the sequence:

b - base case cut sets exist for the selected analysis type
c - current case cut sets exist for the selected analysis type

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Sequence. The Sequences dialog will be displayed.
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From this dialog, you can select sequences using the mouse or the Mask feature. The analysis type can be
selected from the drop-down list. Additionally, the following functions may be accessed from the pop-up
menu:

Solve -

Quantify -

Uncertainty -

Cut Sets -

Display -
View -

Time Dependent -

Generate cut sets for a sequence based on cut set generation cut off
values.
Calculate a new minimum cut set upper bound for sequence cut sets
using current data values (using event data changes and current case cut
sets).
Perform uncertainty analysis on a sequence using either the Monte Carlo
or Latin Hypercube simulation technique.
Perform various operations on sequence cut sets: Update, Prune,
Recover, Edit.
Display the results of sequence analyses in various report forms.
View sequence analysis information and compare base case and current
case minimal cut set upper bound results.
Perform time dependent sequence analysis.

7.2 Sequence Mask Feature

PURPOSE

This feature facilities selection of event tree sequences in the list by matching criteria in the three mask
fields in combination with the selected logic operations.
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The wildcard characters asterisk (*) and question mark (?) can be used in any of the mask fields. The
asterisk represents one or more characters that a group has in common. The question mark represents a
single character in that position of the string that a group has in common.

STEPS

1. Specify the event tree name criterion, if any.

2. Choose the logic operator from the drop-down list.

3. Specify the sequence name criterion, if any.

4. Choose the logic operator from the drop-down list.

5. Specify the fault tree name criterion, if any.

6. Choose the desired mask action.

7. Choose the Apply Masks button. All sequences matching the specified qualification criteria will
be selected or deselected, depending on the current mask action.

8. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and select the desired operation, or repeat steps 1 through
7 to select/deselect additional sequences based on another set of qualification criteria.
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ro inrd AP* M~ue~ A asksf' Exit

The graphic here shows the mask fields as they appear when the Sequences dialog is initially invoked.

Event Tree Name Mask -

Sequence Name Mask -

Sequence Logic Fault Tree -

Logic Operators -

Used to specify the desired event tree(s) by name. An asterisk
will allow all event trees to be considered.

Used to specify the desired sequence(s) by name. An asterisk
will allow all sequences to be considered.

Used to specify the desired fault tree(s) that are used in the
sequence logic by fault tree name. A specific fault tree can be
selected from the drop-down list by clicking on the down arrow
to the right of this field. All fault trees in the current project will
be listed.

Two logic operator drop-down lists are available, each providing
two options: AND and OR. The selected logical operation for the
drop-down list on the left is applied to the event tree name and
sequence name criteria. The selected logical operation for the
drop-down list on the right is applied to the sequence name and
sequence logic fault tree mask criteria.
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AND -

OR-

Mask Action
Include -

Exclude -

Apply Masks -

Choosing this option tells SAPHIRE that both sets of
qualification criteria in the applicable mask fields must be met.
Choosing this option tells SAPHIRE that either set of
qualification criteria in the applicable mask fields may be met:

The sequences that match the qualification criteria will be
selected.
The sequences that match the qualification criteria will be
deselected.

Search for the sequences that match the qualification criteria and
apply the selected mask action.

7.3 Sequence Mask Examples

PURPOSE

Provide examples for using the sequence mask feature. The BYRONASP project is used in these
examples.

Example 1 STEPS

To select all sequences in the TRANS event tree:

1. Enter "TRANS" in the Event Tree Name Mask field.

2. Choose the AND logic operation (default value).

3. Enter "" in the Sequence Name Mask field (default value).

4. Choose the AND logic operation (default value).

5. Enter "*" in the Sequence Logic Fault Tree field (default value).

6. Choose the Include radio button.

7. Choose Apply Masks.

Eve•lT ree Name Mask Sequence Name Mask SequenceLogic Fa Tree

[ITRANS hloR F lAND

Mask Ac~on-----
I~ nclude E xclude ~J~Xit

All 13 of the TRANS event tree sequences will be selected. Note the Marked # indicator at the top of the
Sequences dialog.
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Example 2 STEPS

To deselect all sequences:

1. Enter an asterisk in each of the mask fields.

2. Choose Exclude.

3. Choose Apply Masks.

Event TreNm aASqec Name Mask S Sequence Logi Fault Tree

"' lAND 7 ':] I AN D

Example 3 STEPS

To select all sequences that include the RHR fault tree in their logic:

1. Leave all fields with default values, unless otherwise specified. ( in the Event Tree Name

Mask and Sequence Name Mask fields, AND logical operators selected.)

2. Enter "RHR" in the Sequence Logic Fault Tree field (or select it from the drop-down list).

3. Choose the Include radio button.

4. Choose Apply Masks.

Event Tree Nam-,e M ask

F7I:FANP D

I9nclude E xcludeJ

Sequence Name Ma .

.I>j:FA N :D

Seuec Logic Pauk Tree

L:z_..
;• , :• '::•' ::: :< !:•;, ::,E xi:t :

11 sequences will be selected - Three LOOP, two SGTR, three SLOCA, and three TRANS. If the
Example 2 steps had been skipped, 21 sequences would have been selected - the 13 TRANS in addition
to the three LOOP, two SGTR, and three SLOCA.

Example 4 STEPS

To select all sequences in the TRANS event tree along with all sequences that include the RHR fault tree

in their logic (examples 1 and 3 without performing two separate mask operations):

1. Deselect all sequences (Example 2).
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2. Enter "TRANS" in the Event Tree Name Mask field.

3. Choose the AND logic operation.

4. Enter "*" in the Sequence Name Mask field.

5. Choose the OR logic operation.

6. Enter "RHR" in the Sequence Logic Fault Tree field.

7. Choose the Include radio button.

8. Choose Apply Masks.

Event Tree Name Marsk~ Sequence Narne Mask ~ Sequence Logic FaultTree

FITRAS AND :JO R J EEZZ
::::• .:. . ...... . .. . • .m ................ • [... .. _:

rMask Action
7-Inckide E xclude pjTi _ _ _

The 21 sequences, discussed above will be selected.

Example 5 STEPS

To select only those sequences in the TRANS event tree that include the RHR fault tree in their logic:

1. Deselect all sequences (Example 2).

2. Enter "TRANS" in the Event Tree Name Mask field.

3. Choose the AND logic operation.

4. Enter "*" in the Sequence Name Mask field.

5. Choose the AND logic operation.

6. Enter "RHR" in the Sequence Logic Fault Tree field.

7. Choose the Include radio button.

8. Choose Apply Masks.

E vera T ee N amieMask Sequence Name Mask S Sequene Logic F" TFee

I TRANS FAND J f AND iRHR
-Mask'~ A~-- . ________

Three sequences will be selected. Note: The only difference between Example 4 and Example 5 is the

logical operator selection in STEP 5.
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7.4 Solving Sequences

7.4.1 Solving Sequences

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate the cut sets for selected sequence(s) based on cut set generation cutoff
values. You are given the opportunity to specify several cut set generation cutoff values that will be used
to determine if a cut set is to be retained or discarded from the selected sequence(s). You are given the
ability to generate cut sets for a selected sequence, a group of sequences, or all sequences within the
current project.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Sequence. The Sequences dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired sequence(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Solve.

Whether you are generating cut sets for a single sequence, a group of sequences, or for all sequences the
Cut Set Generation dialog will be displayed.

The dialog below is displayed when the Analysis Type is "Random".

Cu Se Geeato Cuof Vaue 1

The dialog below is displayed when any other Analysis Type is selected.
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You may change any of the data fields on this dialog. The default values that appear on this dialog may be
reset to new values by selecting Utility from the SAPHIRE menu and then invoking the Define
Constants option.

Cutoff by Cut Set Probability - Used for determining if the cut set should be retained or
discarded based on the value in the < Cutoff Value field.

Cutoff by Event Probability - Used for determining if the cut set should be retained or
discarded based on the value in the Min < Cutoff Value field.

Cutoff by Size - Used for determining if the cut set should be retained or
discarded based on the value in the > Cutoff Value field or zoned
flagged events.

Solve Sequence W/Fault Trees - Use the fault trees to solve the tree; otherwise the fault tree cut
sets are used.

Flag Set Name - Used to specify the flag set to be used during processing.
Auto Apply Recovery Rules - Used for automatically applying recovery rules while solving.

Basic - Apply rules created using the basic rule syntax
Advanced - Apply rules created using the advanced rule syntax.

Do Zones - If checked, perform zone transformation during cut set
generation.

Transformation Level - An integer 0 -255 which indicates the default level of
substitution for the transformations to be performed.

Include Original Event - Used for determining if the original event should be retained or
discarded during processing.

During processing, the Cut Set Generation Results dialog is displayed and updated as the calculations
proceed. Upon completion of the cut set generation, the surrunary results are displayed in this dialog. Note
that the displayed results reflect the values prior to the application of recover rules, if that option was
selected. Choose the OK button to close the dialog, or View Results button to review or print the results.
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The only limit on the number of cut sets that can be stored for a given fault tree is the available hard drive
space. When processing is complete, the Sequences List dialog is updated to show the letter "c" in front of
the sequence(s) with current case cut sets.

7.4.2 Cut Set Generation Dialog

7.4.2.1 Cutoff By Cut Set Probability

If you select this check box and choose the:

Normal radio button -

Conditional radio button -

Only those cut sets whose product for all of its event
probabilities is greater than or equal to the value inthe <Cutoff
Value field will be kept.

Only those cut sets whose product for all of its event
probabilities, excluding the initiating event probability, is greater
than or equal to the value in the <2Cutoff Value field will be kept.

All other cut sets will be removed.

If you deselect this check box, then the probability for the cut set will be irrelevant for determining if the
cut set should be retained or discarded.

7.4.2.2 Cutoff by Event Probability

If you select this check box, then you must also choose the Cutoff by Cut Set Probability check box. This
option will check all cut sets that are below the probability cutoff (Min < Cutoff Value field) and remove
them only if they contain an event whose probability is below this value.

When you select his option, SAPHIRE will also perform the quantification.

7.4.2.3 Cutoff by Size

Size - If you choose this radio button, then only the cut sets whose number of events is less than
or equal to the value specified in the > Cutoff Value field will be kept in the cut sets for
that fault tree. All other cut sets will be removed.

Zone - If you choose this radio button, then only zone flagged events will be checked.
None - If you choose this radio button, then the number of events in a cut set will be irrelevant

for determnining if the cut set should be retained or discarded.

7.4.2.4 Solve Sequence WIFault Trees

If you check this box, then fault tree logic will be used. If the box is unchecked, previously generated
fault tree cut sets will be used.

7.4.2.5 Flag Set Name
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This option allows the user to specify changes to the flags for each sequence without having to regenerate
the failure data each time. The fault tree logic is pruned before it is solved, dependent on these flags.

Select the desired flag set, if any, from the drop-down list. If this field is left blank, then SAPHIRE
checks to see if there is a default setting for this sequence. The default can be set using the Modify
Event Trees I Sequences menu options. If there is a default setting, then SAPHIRE uses it; otherwise,
SAPHIRE uses no flags.

If you specify a flag set, that flag set will be used during processing. A pre-defined flag set option,
NONE, is available. If you choose this option, no flag sets are used.

7.5 Quantifying Sequences

7.5.1 Quantifying Sequences

PURPOSE

The quantification process will re-quantify the cut sets using current data values (event change sets and
current case cut sets) for a selected sequence, for a group of sequences, or for all of the sequences within
the current project. The new value is saved with the current case cut sets for the selected sequence.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Sequence. The Sequences dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired sequence(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Quantify, then one of the sub-menu options.

solye I1

[P Sets
Min CtA
flare EerA

Sprd Fraction

irmDepet-KerN

Quantify (Default) -

Min Cut-
Rare Event -

Min/Max -

Split Fraction -

Re-quantify using the quantification method for the specified sequence.
This is selected in the Modify I Event Trees I Sequences option.
Re-quantify using the Minimal Cut Set Upper Bound Approximation.
Re-quantify by adding together the probabilities for the cut sets of a top
event.
Re-quantify using the "exact" calculation for the union of cut sets via the
inclusion-exclusion rule.
Quantify the cut sets using the min cut upper bound values that have
been calculated for each successful or failed fault tree in this sequence.
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If the selected quantification method differs from the sequence(s) default, a warning box with the
message, "The chosen quantification method was different from the Sequence default" is displayed.
Choose the Ok button to continue processing.

During processing, the Quantification Results dialog is displayed. If an error occurs, the message, "Error
quantifying cut sets" will be displayed in the message bar.

If a single sequence was selected, upon completion of the quantification process, the results are displayed

in the Quantification Results dialog. Choose Ok to close the dialog.

7.5.2 Minimal Cut Set Upper Bound Approximation

This calculation approximates the probability of the union of the minimal cut sets for the fault trees. The
equation for the minimal cut set upper bound is

in

S = _H0-C

where
S = minimal cut set upper bound for the fault tree unavailability,
Ci= probability of the i=th cut set, and
m = the number of cut sets.

Example: If the cut sets for a fault tree are X = A u B u C (i.e., the union of three events, A, B, and C);
then the cut sets can be written as X = A + B + C with the plus symbol indicating union. The fault tree
unavailability computed from the minimal cut set upper bound approximation is then X = 1 - (1 - A)(] -
B)(1- C).

SEE TECHNICAL REFERENCE

Minimal Cut Set Upper Bound

7.5.3 Rare Event Approximation

The rare event approximation approach adds together the probabilities for the cut sets of a top event. This
approximation is a good method when the cut set probabilities are small.

SEE TECHNICAL REFERENCE

Rare Event

7.5.4 Min Max Quantification

The Min-Max quantification option quantifies the current case cut sets using the "exact" probability
quantification algorithm. This algorithm can be extremely time consuming if the number of cut sets is
large. The user should be careful when selecting this option.

When you choose this option, the dialog shown below will be displayed. You are required to enter the
number of passes. The number passes indicates the number of intermediate terms SAPHIRE will calculate
when determining the minimum and maximum quantification values. Type a number from 1 to 10 to
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indicate the number of passes you want SAPHIRE to make. The higher the number, the more the
calculation speed decreases and the accuracy increases. Choose the Ok button to proceed.

I 1 Min Ma QuniiainVle-9E

Nuniba of Passes (1 ..50) 1 3

Note: As the runberof passes h~creases th pe ftecaaicultiori
decreases and the accuacy of the resuffhc-reaises

SAPHIRE will perform the specified number of intermediate terms and when complete will show the
results on the Quantification Results dialog. The results of the Min/Max Quantification option are
displayed only on this dialog.

How this option works:

To quantify the union of events, the first pass consists of adding the events, the second pass consists of
subtracting pairs of events, the third pass consists of adding "triples", and so on.

For a simple example, assume that a fault tree has only three cut sets which are the union of A, B, and C
which can be expressed as A u B u C. In this example, each cut set consists of only one term; however,
the approach is not limited to one term per cut set. For 3 passes, the solution is shown below.

X = (A + B + C) - (A * B + A * C + B * C) + (A * B * C)
The Min!Max algorithm applies the Boolean idempotent law ( A * A = A) to reduce identical terms
during the multiplication of cut sets.

The table below shows the Min/Max equation and results, with A = B = C = 0.8. The minimal cut set
upper bound approximation would be 1 - (1-0.8)' = 0.992. (Note that the Min Max calculation will be the
same as the minimal cut set upper bound when the cut sets do not contain common events.)

# Min/Max Equation Min/Max value
Passes

1 A+B+C 2.4

2 A+B+C - (A*B+A*C+B*C) 2.4 - 1.92 = 0.48

3 A+B+C - (A*B+A*C+B*C) + (A*B*C) 2.4 - 1.92 + 0.512 = 0.992

4 A+B+C - (A*B+A*C+B*C) + (A*B*C) 2.4 - 1.92 + 0.512 = 0.992

7.5.5 Split Fraction

This option allows you to quantify the sequence cut sets using the min cut upper bound values that have
been calculated for each successful or failed fault tree which make up this sequence. This option does not
generate cut sets and is usually used to give you a quick approximation of the actual result. The actual
results may be obtained by generating cut sets and quantifying these cut sets.
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7.6 Uncertainty Analysis

7.6.1 Uncertainty Analysis

PURPOSE

This option can estimate the variability (due to the uncertainties in the basic event probabilities) of either
a fault tree top event probability or an event tree sequence frequency. To do this, SAPHIRE provides two
sampling techniques: Monte Carlo simulation and Latin Hypercube simulation. In addition, you may
perform a seismic analysis to integrate the seismic fragility curve with the site hazard curve using the
uncertainty analysis option.

In a traditional uncertainty analysis, SAPHIRE samples the user-specified distributions for each basic
event in a group iof cut sets, then quantifies these cut sets using the sample values. For a seismic
uncertainty, however, SAPHIRE performs the analysis at each G-level in the site hazard curve for the
current project. The seismic events are sampled at each new G-level and the quantification performed.

You are given the option of performing an uncertainty analysis on the current case cut sets for either a
single, for a group, or for all of the fault trees (or sequences or end states) within the current project.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired fault tree(s)/sequence(s)/end state(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up

menu.

3. Choose Uncertainty. The Uncertainty Calculation Values dialog will be displayed.

I ~ ~ .U.cianyCluainVle 9

Number of samples (4ý999S9) 100
Seed for random n umber generefor Fo
r- UVN'tartty Metod---_-- roundc6rtcnLv

Y~CMate Carl-

Non Sapr f a-ma r CS fov~rmedz
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You may change any of the data fields on this dialog. The default values that appear on this dialog may be
reset to new values by selecting the Utility I Define Constants option.

Number of samples (< 99999) -

Seed for random number generator -

Uncertainty method -

Ground Acceleration Level -

A default value is provided for the number of samples to
use in simulation. You may use this value or enter
another value. The number must be less than 99,999.

A- default seed is provided for the random seed. You may
use this value or enter a new value for the seed. To
obtain a random seed from the system clock, you must
enter a zero in this field.

Select the appropriate radio button for the desired
uncertainty sampling technique.

If seismic uncertainty is selected, a ground level
acceleration must be provided. This indicates the
acceleration rate at which the component will always
fail. The user can select to process all G-levels
combined, all G-levels separately, or a specified G-level
only.

Select this check box if you wish for the results and
intermediate samples to be written to an ASCII file.
Select this check box if you wish for the results and
intermediate samples to be written to an ASCII file,
formatted in the traditional SAPHIRE format.
Select this check box if you wish for the results and
intermediate samples to be written to an ASCII file,
formatted as a comma delimited file, for easy import into
a spreadsheet program.
Specifies the name of the ASCII file where the
intermediate values will be stored.
Opens the Choose File dialog, to select a directory and
file name to store the intermediate results.

Intermediate Values -
None -

SAPHIRE format -

CSV format -

File Name -

Browse -

7.6.2 Uncertainty Analysis for Multiple Sequences

When multiple sequences are selected for processing, you may combine results using the group or project
option. All options are the same as the dialog for uncertainty analysis for single sequences, with the
addition of the Uncertainty type group.
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Single - Obtain uncertainty analysis results for each marked sequence separately. This data will be
saved in the database for the selected sequence.

Group - Obtain uncertainty analysis results for marked sequences as a group. Group uncertainty
results are not saved in the database. These results are not available from the Display
option.

Project - Obtain uncertainty analysis results for the sequences in the project. This data will be
saved in the database for the current project.

7.6.3 Intermediate Values

PURPOSE

This option allows you to output the results and intermediate samples to the ASCII file specified in the
File Name field.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequences/End State. The Fault Trees
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired fault tree(s)/sequence(s)/end state(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up
menu.

3. Choose Uncertainty. The Uncertainty Calculation Values dialog will be displayed.

4. Check the Output Values check box and enter a name in the File Name field.

The example below describes the layout of a SAPHIRE formatted ASCII file. The CSV (comma

delimited file) layout is similar, but is comma delimited to be easily imported into a spreadsheet program.

Format for ASCII file containing intermediate samples:
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Anything after a "'$ is a comment.

MC File Format Version 1.00

Created by SAPHIRE 6.0 Program

In this description there are 2 variables and the MCS sample size is 500.

$ The first block contains point estimates for each variable. The point

estimate could be a mean, median, or other value.

DG . 000000E+000

DG 1.000000E+000

@UNCERTAINTY
@ 0BSERVATIONS 500

@VARIABLES 2
DG:

DG:

$ Note a colon follows each variable name

$ This portion of the file contains the observation number(m) followed by
S the number of variables (n), the value for the variable 1 for

$ observation m, the value for the variable n for observation m

OSAHP LEDATA

1 2 1.OOOOE+000 1.00000E+000
2 2 l.OOOOOE+000 1.OOOOOE+000

3 2 1.OOOOOE+000 1.00000E+000

500 2 i.00000E+000 1.00000E+000

7.6.4 Monte Carlo Sampling (MCS)

Simple MCS is a fundamental uncertainty sampling approach. To perform the sampling, SAPHIRE makes
repeated quantifications of the fault tree/sequence/end state cutsets using samples from the basic event
uncertainty distributions. This type of sampling requires more samples than LHS for the same degree of
accuracy.

When using this sampling technique, if the number of samples entered is less than ten, then the number of
samples will be increased to ten before the uncertainty analysis process will continue. Any number of
samples greater than or equal to ten will be allowed, but a number of at least 1000 is probably a better
value for improving the reliability of the Monte Carlo results.

7.6.5 Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS)

LHS is a stratified sampling technique where the random variable distributions are divided into equal
probability intervals. A probability is randomly selected from within each interval for each basic event.
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Generally, LHS will require fewer samples than simple MCS for similar accuracy. However, due to the
stratification method, it may take longer to generate a value than for a MCS.

When using this technique, if the number of samples entered is less than twice the total number of unique
events in the fault tree/sequence/end state, then the number of samples will be increased to two times the
total number of unique events before the analysis will continue. The LHS technique gives its best results
if the number of samples is at least twice the total number of unique events.

7.6.6 The Uncertainty Analysis Process

The following is a description of the uncertainty analysis process performed by SAPHIRE after values
have been entered in the Uncertainty Calculation Values dialog.

Once the number of samples has been accepted and a seed obtained from the system clock (if necessary),
checks will be run to ensure the events with the same correlation classes have consistent failure data,
uncertainty data, and distribution types. If any events with inconsistencies exist, an error message will be
displayed and the uncertainty analysis process will be terminated so that the inconsistent values may be
corrected.

If an error occurs during the uncertainty analysis process, the process is terminated and a message box
providing information about the specific error is displayed.

If all of the events successfully pass the correlation class checks, then the distribution parameters for the
events will be checked to ensure that they are valid. If any of the parameters are invalid, error messages
will be displayed and the process will be terminated so the distribution parameters may be corrected.

After both of these checks have been passed, a point estimate will be calculated for the selected fault tree
(or sequence or end state). At this point the samples for each event will be generated using the selected
sampling technique, either the Monte Carlo Sampling technique or the Latin Hypercube Sampling
technique. The uncertainty analysis function provides you with 11 different distribution types for both
sampling techniques. The distribution types include normal, lognormal, beta, gamma, chi-squared,
exponential, uniform, Dirichlet, constrained non-informative, maximum entropy, and the user-defined
histograms.

During processing, the Uncertainty Results dialog will be displayed and updated as the samples are
generated. When the requested number of samples have been generated, statistical information will be
calculated using the generated samples. A sample mean, median, and standard deviation will be calculated
for the selected fault tree (or sequence or end state). Coefficients of skewness and kurtosis, and quantile
values will also be calculated. This data will be saved in the database for the selected fault tree (or
sequence or end state).

Upon completion of these calculations, the following values will be displayed on the Uncertainty Results
dialog for viewing: the name, random seed used, the number of samples generated in this process, the
total number of events and cut sets being processed, the point estimate, the mean, the median, the 5th and
95th percentile values, the minimum and maximum generated sample values, the standard deviation, the
skewness and kurtosis, and the time involved to perform the analysis.
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If only one fault tree (or sequence or end state) was selected (highlighted) for the uncertainty analysis
process, then you will need to close the Uncertainty Results dialog. However, if more than one is being
processed, the Uncertainty Results dialog will be displayed for each, and when all of the selected fault
trees (or sequences or end states) have been processed, the Uncertainty Results dialog will automatically
be closed.

7.6.7 Seismic Uncertainty

PURPOSE

A seismic analysis integrates the seismic fragility curve with the site hazard curve using the uncertainty
analysis option. If the user has chosen to perform a seismic analysis, then a G-level was also selected.
This option allows the user to specify how SAPHIRE performs the analysis.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the "SEISMIC" value from the Analysis Type drop-down list.

3. Highlight the desired fault tree(s)/sequence(s)/end state(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up
menu.

4. Choose Uncertainty. The Uncertainty Calculation Values dialog will be displayed.

5. Provide appropriate values for the data entry fields on this dialog and choose one of the Ground
Acceleration Level values.

The G-levels are described here:

ALL COMBINED - SAPHIRE performs an uncertainty analysis on all G-levels defined in the site
hazard curve for this project. The combined results are then stored in the
database.
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ALL SEPARATE - SAPHIRE performs an uncertainty analysis on all G-levels, but does the analysis
and stores the results separately for each G-level.

Specific G-level - SAPHIRE only performs the analysis for that specified G-level.

7.6.8 Uncertainty Distributions for Basic Events

Within the SAPHIRE code, eleven types of uncertainty distributions are supported. The table below lists
the different distributions, their identifier within SAPHIRE, and the uncertainty parameter that is needed
by the code.

Along with the uncertainty parameter, most distributions require a second parameter. SAPHIRE requires
that the mean value be specified for all distributions. The mean value is put in the database as a mean
failure probability or a mean failure rate, depending on which calculation type is used.

Basic event uncertainty distribution types supported by SAPHIRE.

Distribution Identifier Uncertainty Parameter

none blank None

lognormal L error factor

normal N standard deviation

beta B b in Beta(a,b)

gamma G r in F(r)

chi-squared C degrees of freedom
exponential E None

uniform U upper end point

histograms H histogram number (i.e., identifier)
maximum entropy M lower and upper end point

constrained noninformative 0 None
Seismic S Beta r, Beta u

If the event was assumed to be normally distributed, we would simply put the mean value in the
probability data field and the standard deviation in the uncertainty parameter data field. To enter this
distribution, the mean value of 0.5 would be entered, a normal distribution would be chosen (type N), and
the standard deviation of 0.2 would be specified.

To review the process of specifying an uncertainty distribution in SAPHIRE, the required steps are to:

1. Enter the mean value for the basic event.

2. Choose the distribution type (from those shown in the "Identifier" column in the table above).

3. Specify the appropriate uncertainty distribution parameter (shown in the "Uncertainty Parameter"
column in the table above).

Additional information on the uncertainty distributions and their parameters can be found in the
SAPHIRE Technical Reference Manual.
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7.7 Sequence Cut Set Analysis

7.7.1 Sequence Cut Set Analysis

PURPOSE

This option provides the ability to perform a variety of analysis functions on the sequence cut sets.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Sequence. The Sequences dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired sequence(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Cut Sets, then one of the sub-menu options.

jolve

Update - Update the current cut sets for selected sequence(s) based on cut set generation cutoff
values.

Prune - Eliminate cut sets from selected sequence(s) that contains events that conflict in some
way with one another.

Recover -Modify cut sets by adding recovery actions to them.

Partition-Define the end states to be associated with each cut set in a sequence.
Edit - Modify the base case/current sequence cut sets.

7.7.2 Updating Cut Sets

PURPOSE

This option will update the current case cut sets for a selected fault tree (or sequence or end state) based

on cut set generation cutoff values. You are given the opportunity to specify several cut set generation
cutoff values that will be used to determine ifa cut set is to be retained ordiscarded. You are also given
the choice of using either the e cas t s the current case cut sets as the starting set of cut sets to
be updated. The updated version of the cut sets will be saved as the new current case cut sets.

Current case cut sets can be updated for a selected fault tree (or sequence or end state), a group of fault

trees (or sequences or end states), or all of the fault trees (or sequences or end states) within the current
project.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.
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2. Highlight the desired fault tree(s)/sequence(s)/end state(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up
menu.

3. Choose Cut Sets, then the Update sub-menu option.

4. The Cut Set Generation Truncation dialog will be displayed.
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You may change any of the data fields on this dialog. The default values that appear on this dialog may be
reset to new values'by selecting Utility on the SAPHIRE menu and then invoking the Define Constants
option.

Cut Set Probability - Used for determining if the cut set should be retained or discarded based
on the value in the Cutoff Value field.

Cutoff by Size - Used for determining if the cut set should be retained or discarded based
on zoned flagged events or the value in the Cutoff Value field.

Use Base Case Cut Sets -Used to specify base case cut sets or current case cut sets.

During processing, the Cut Set Generation Results dialog is displayed and updated as the calculations
proceed. If a single fault tree (or sequence or end state) was selected, upon completion of the cut set
generation, the results are displayed in this dialog. Choose the Ok button to close the dialog.

Once the cut sets are updated, they are automatically quantified.

7.7.3 Cut Set Generation Truncation

7. 7.3.1 Cut Set Probability

If you select this check box, then only the cut sets whose product for all of its event probabilities is
greater than or equal to the value in the Cutoff Value field will be kept. All other cut sets will be removed
from current case cut sets for that fault tree.

If you uncheck this box, then the probability for the cut set will not be relevant for determining if the cut
set should be retained or discarded.

7.7.3.2 Cutoff by Size

Size - If you choose this radio button, then only the cut sets whose number of events is less than
or equal to the value specified in the > Cutoff Value field will be kept in the cut sets for
that fault tree. All other cut sets will be removed.

Zone - If you choose this radio button, then only zone flagged events will be checked.
None - If you choose this radio button, then the number of events in a cut set will be irrelevant

for determining if the cut set should be retained or discarded.
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7.7.3.3 Use Base Case Cut Sets

If you select this check box, then base case cut sets will be used as the cut sets to be updated and then
stored in the current case cut sets. However, if unchecked, the current cut sets will be used as the cut sets
to be updated and then resaved in the current case cut sets.

7.7.4 Recovering Sequence Cut Sets

7. 7.4.1 Recovering Sequence Cut Sets

PURPOSE

The "recovery" option allows the user to post-process cut sets by modifying them according to a pre-
defined set of rules. You can recover a selected event or events based on sequence, applied, or derived
rules. The user constructs recovery rules to be applied to each cut set which then define the action to be
taken. The rules are constructed using the same editor that is used for event tree rules definition. This
editor is a macro-based editor, which means that the user can define macros (or variables) that can be used
as the search criteria tests.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Sequence. The Sequences dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired sequence(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Cut Sets I Recover.

4. Select one of the sub-menu options
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Edit Rules - Create and modify recovery rules for a highlighted sequence.
Apply Batch - Apply all rules currently defined to the highlighted sequences.

7.7.4.2 Recovery Rules Editor

PURPOSE

This option allows you to create or modify rules that affect existing cut sets in a "post-processing"
fashion. The rule-based editor is available for both fault tree and sequence cut sets. The Recovery Rules
editor provides a means to develop logic rules that allow for probabilistic risk assessment techniques such
as automated inclusion of recovery events, inclusion of common-cause failure cut sets, or elimination of
mutually-exclusive events (e.g., restricted or impossible combinations of events).
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The rules are entered in a free-form text editor within SAPHIRE. The same editor is used to create both
basic and advanced recovery rules. The following discussions use the basic rule syntax, except where
noted. Although the syntax/keywords differ between basic and advanced rules, the objectives and
application of either kind of rule are the same.

Recovery rules follow a format similar to the structure that is found in traditional programming languages
(e.g., BASIC or PASCAL). As such, the ability exists to define "macros" and "if...then" type of structures.
After creating or editing rules, SAPHIRE compiles the rules to check their validity. Alternatively, rules
can be exported from SAPHIRE or entered in any word processor or text editor (that can output ASCII
files) and then loaded directly into the SAPHIRE database.

The recovery rules can be applied to cut sets for a particular sequence, a single event tree, or all sequences
in the project. The rules can also be applied to cut sets for a particular fault tree or all fault trees in the
project.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence. The Fault Trees List/Sequences dialog
will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired fault tree(s)/sequence(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Cut Sets I Recover I Edit Rules. The Edit Recovery Rules dialog will appear.

4. Select the desired Rule Level and Rule Type, and press OK.

If rules have been previously defined they will be displayed in the edit window.
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Type the rules in the editor. Note that rules are not case sensitive.
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File - File functions such as open, save, print, preferences, etc.
Edit - Editing functions such as copy and paste along with text format operations.
Search - Search and cursor positioning operations such as find, replace, goto, etc.
Window - Window management functions such as cascade, tile horizontally, etc.
Lists - Display lists of initiators, fault trees, etc. for inserting into the rules.

PURPOSE

This option allows you to apply all rules currently defined to the highlighted sequences.

The application of recovery rules can potentially require numerous comparisons of rules to cut sets,
resulting in a long analysis time. Consequently, when the rules are applied in SAPHIRE for the entire
project, the analyst is presented with the option to apply rules to cut sets down to a specified truncation
level. By setting a truncation value in the Probability Cutoff Value field, only those cut sets with a "high"
probability will have rules applied.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Sequence. The Sequences dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired sequence(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Cut Sets I Recover.

4. Select the Apply Batch sub-menu option. The Sequence Recovery dialog will be displayed.

Dependngcon the number and size of the rules end rAt sets specifed,
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Apply Basic Rules -

Apply Advanced Rules -

Probability cutoff value -

Ok -

Cancel -

Recover the selected fault trees using rules created using Basic
Rules.
Recover the selected fault trees using rules created using
Advanced Rules.
The rules are applied only to those cut sets having a probability
greater than this value. A value of zero will force the rules to be
applied to all cut sets.
Apply the selected rules using the specified cutoff value.
Close the Sequence Recovery dialog without applying rules.

7.7.4.3 Sequence Recovery Options

PURPOSE

The "recovery" option allows the user to post-process cut sets by modifying them according to a pre-
defined set of rules. The user constructs recovery rules to be applied to each cut set which then define the
action to be taken. The rules are constructed using the same editor that is used for event tree rules
definition. This editor is a macro-based editor, which means that the user can define macros (or variables)
that can be used as the search criteria tests.

The rules may be developed for a particular fault tree or all fault trees, depending on the Rule Level
selected.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Sequence. The Sequences List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired sequence(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Cut Sets I Recover I Edit Rules. The Edit Recovery Rules dialog will be displayed.

S~i Reoey ue

Rule Level

Project - Edit rules whose scope you wish to apply to all or multiple fault trees
across the project.
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Event Tree -

Sequence -

Rule Type

Advanced -
Basic -

Edit rules whose scope you wish to apply only to the sequences of the
highlighted event tree.
Edit rules whose scope you wish to apply only to the sequences of the
highlighted sequence. (Not generally recommended, because these rules
may be deleted during future event tree linking.)

Edit rules using the advanced recovery rules language.
Edit rules using the basic recovery rules language.

Create and modify sequence recovery rules.
Close the Edit Recovery Rules dialog without editing any rules.

OK-
Cancel -

7.7.4.4 Basic Recovery Rule Editor

PURPOSE

This is a free format line editor that provides you with an if-then-else logic structure. There is no limit to
the number of rules the user may input to the editor. Each rule is processed in sequential order.

Basic rules can have different logic than the Advanced Rules and are saved separately.

7.7.4.5 Advanced Recovery Rule Editor

PURPOSE

This editor functions much the same as the Basic Rules Editor. However, the Modula-2 programming
language is used to allow more robust programming capabilities. Using the Advanced Editor, users can
define variables that can be assigned values based on specified criteria during run-time. Procedures can
also be implemented which allows use of modular programming techniques.

When the advanced rules are compiled, a special dynamic link library (DLL) is created and saved in a
special folder.

When this option is invoked the first time (before any advanced rules for the selected project/event
tree/sequence exist), you will be given the option to convert a copy of the basic rules, if any, into
advanced rule format. At that time, applying the basic or advanced rules should produce identical results.
However, advanced rules are saved separately, and can be modified to have different logic than the Basic
Rules.

7.7.5 Partitioning Sequence Cut Sets

7.7.5.1 Partitioning Sequence Cut Sets
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PURPOSE

This option allows you to define the end states to be associated with each cut set in an accident sequence.

You can define a set of rules that map the cut sets for a sequence to a particular end state. The rules are

defined using the Partition Rules Editor.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Sequence. The Sequences dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired sequence(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Cut Sets I Partition.

4. Select one of the sub-menu options
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Edit Rules - Define cut set partitioning rules for individual sequences.
Apply Batch - Apply the currently defined partition rules to the selected sequence(s).
Reset End States - Clear the sequences created by the partitioning rule.

Once the rules have been defined, they need to be applied. Rules are applied sequentially; that is, project
rules, followed by event tree rules, and finally sequence rules. If rules conflict, the latest applied rule will
take precedence over earlier ones. After you have entered the partitioning rules and applied them, you
must then "gather" cut sets for the various end states that you have defined.

7.7.5.2 Apply Batch

PURPOSE

This option actually applies the partition rules to the selected sequence cut sets. Rules are sequentially
applied; that is, project rules, followed by event tree rules, and finally sequence rules. If rules conflict, the
latest applied rule will take precedence over earlier ones.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Sequence.

2. The Sequences dialog will be displayed.

3. Highlight the desired sequence(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

4. Choose Cut Sets I Partition.
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5. Select the Apply Batch sub-menu option. The Partition Sequence Cut Sets dialog will be
displayed.

ýPrito Seqenc Cu Set x 3

Apply Basic Rules -

Apply Advanced Rules -

Replace Sequence End State -

Ok -
Cancel -

Recover the selected fault trees using rules created using Basic
Rules.
Recover the selected fault trees using rules created using
Advanced Rules.
Replace the end state at the sequence level, rather than at the cut
set level.
Apply the rules to the selected sequence cut sets.
Close the Partition Sequence Cut Sets dialog without applying
rules.

7. 7.5.3 Reset End States

PURPOSE

This option clears the sequence end states created by the partitioning rules. By performing this function,
the sequence end state cross-reference map is set to blank. However, cut sets will still appear in the end
states until the end state is removed, or gathered again. By clearing the cross-reference map, the end state

can be removed, if desired, from the end states listed by using the Modify I End States option.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Sequence. The Sequences dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired sequence(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Cut Sets I Partition.
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4. Select the Reset End States sub-menu option. The message, "Reset complete," will be displayed
in the status bar of the SAPHIRE window.

7.7.5.4 Partition Rule Edit Options

PURPOSE

The "partition" option allows the user to post-process cut sets by assigning an end state to each cut set
according to a pre-defined set of rules. The user constructs partition rules to be applied to each cut set
which then define the end state to be assigned. The rules are constructed using the same editor that is used
for event tree rules definition, and recovery rule definition. This editor is a macro-based editor, which
means that the user can define macros (or variables) that can be used as the search criteria tests.

The rules may be developed for a particular sequence, all sequences belonging to an event tree, or for all
sequences, depending on the Rule Level selected.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Sequence. The Sequences List dialog will be displayed..

2. Highlight the desired sequence(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Cut Sets I Partition I Edit Rules.

4. The Edit Partition Rules dialog will be displayed.
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Rule Level
Project -

Event Tree -

Sequence -

Edit rules whose scope you wish to apply to all or multiple event tree
sequences across the project.
Edit rules whose scope you wish to apply only to the sequences of the
highlighted event tree.
Edit rules whose scope you wish to apply only to the sequences of the
highlighted sequence. (Not generally recommended, because these rules
may be .deleted during future event tree linking.)
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Rule Type

Advanced - Edit rules using the advanced recovery rules language.
Basic - Edit rules using the basic recovery rules language.

OK - Create and modify sequence recovery rules.
Cancel - Close the Edit Partition Rules dialog without editing any rules.

7.7.5.5 Basic Partition Rule Editor

PURPOSE

This is a free format line editor that provides you with an if-then-else logic structure. There is no limit to
the number of rules the user may input to the editor. Each rule is processed in sequential order.

Basic rules can have different logic than the Advanced Rules and are saved separately.

7.7.5.6 Advanced Partition Rule Editor

PURPOSE

This editor functions much the same as the Basic Rules Editor. However, the Modula-2 programming
language is used to allow morerobust programming capabilities. Using the Advanced Editor, users can
define variables that can be assigned values based on specified criteria during run-time. Procedures can
also be implemented which allows use of modular programming techniques.

When the advanced rules are compiled, a special dynamic link library (DLL) is created and saved in a
special folder.

When this option is invoked the first time (before any advanced rules for the selected project/event
tree/sequence or fault tree exist), you will be given the option to convert a copy of the basic rules, if any,
into advanced rule format. At that time, applying the basic or advanced rules should produce identical
results. However, advanced rules are saved separately, and can be modified to have different logic than
the Basic Rules.

7.7.5.7 Partition Rules Editor

7.7.5.7.1 Partition Rules Editor

PURPOSE

This editor allows you to define a set of rules that map the cut sets for a sequence to an end state. This is a
free format, macro-based line editor that provides you with an if-then-else logic structure. If rules have
already been defined they will be displayed in the edit window.

By default, the editor assumes that a name is the name of a basic event, if one exists in the database. If a
basic event by the name does not exist then the editor assumes that the name is the name of a macro. If
you want to change the default assumptions, then you can "cast" the names to something else by
enclosing the name in parenthesis with a cast name preceding it.

There is no limit to the number of rules you may input to the editor. Each rule is processed in sequential
order.
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Sequence. The Sequences dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired sequence(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Cut Sets I Partition I Edit Rules. The Edit Recovery Rules dialog will appear.

4. Select the desired Rule Level and Rule Type, and press OK.

If rules have been previously defined they will be displayed in the edit window.
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File -
Edit -
Search -

Window -
Lists -

File functions such as open, save, print, preferences, etc.
Editing functions such as copy and paste along with text format operations.
Search and cursor positioning operations such as find, replace, goto, etc.
Window management functions such as cascade, tile horizontally, etc.
Display lists of initiators, fault trees, etc. for inserting into the rules.

7.7.5.7.2 File Menu

7.7.5.7.2.1 Editor File Functions

These options provide file management functions.

Open -

New -

Close -

Quit -

Save -

Open a file into a new window. This feature is not usually used while editing
SAPHIRE rules.
Create a new file in a new window. This feature is not usually used while editing
SAPHIRE rules.
Close the edit current window. If changes have been made you will be prompted
to save the file.
Close the current edit window without saving.
Save the file in the current window to disk.
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Save As -
Save All -
Save Block -

Import File -

Print -
Page setup -
Preferences --
Exit -

Save the file in the current window with a new file name.
Save all the files in all edit windows currently open.
Save the currently highlighted text into a new file. The Save As dialog will be
invoked.
Insert the contents of a file into the current edit window at the current cursor
position. The Edit external file dialog will be invoked.
Print the file in the current edit window.
Set printer page layout options, .such as pages per sheet and line numbers.
Select editing options such as tab width, undo levels, etc.

Terminate the Editor session.
7. 7.5. 7.2.2 Open

PURPOSE

This option allows you to open an existing file into a new editing window within the Linkage Rules
Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor.

STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select File.

2. Select the Open menu option.

The Edit external file dialog will be displayed listing all of the files in the current project directory.
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Look in - Lists the available folders and files. The box directly below it shows the contents
of the current folder. The down-arrow to the right of this field shows how the
folder fits into your system hierarchy.

Moves up one level in the system hierarchy.

Creates a new folder at the current level.

Displays the icons and names of the contents of the current folder.
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File Name -
Files of Type -

Open -
Cancel -
Double-click -

Displays the icons, names, size, type, date and time modified, and archive flags
of the contents of the current folder.
Contains the name of the file in which the diagram will be saved.
Lists the types of files to display. This is useful for narrowing the list of files
displayed to only those you are interested in.
Open the selected file in a new window and close the Edit externalfile dialog.
Close the Edit externalfile dialog without opening another file.
Open the selected file in a new window and close the Edit externalfile dialog.
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7.7.5.7.2.3 Save As

PURPOSE

This option allows you to save the file in the current editing window with a new file name.

STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select File.

2. Select the Save As menu option. The Save As dialog will be displayed.
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Save in -

File Name -
Files of Type -

Save -

Double-click -

Cancel -

Lists the available folders and files. The box directly below it shows the contents
of the current folder. The down-arrow to the right of this field shows how the
folder fits into your system hierarchy.

Moves up one level in the system hierarchy.

Creates a new folder at the current level.

Displays the icons and names of the contents of the current folder.

Displays the icons, names, size, type, date and time modified, and archive flags
of the contents of the current folder.
Contains the name of the file to be saved.
Lists the types of files to display. This is useful for narrowing the list of files
displayed to only those you are interested in.
Save the data in the current editing window to the file in the File name field and
close the Save Fault Tree dialog. If an existing file was selected, a warning
dialog will be displayed.
Save the current diagram to the file in the File name field and close the Save As
dialog.
Close the Save As dialog. without performing the save operation.

7. 7.5. 7.2.4 Print
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PURPOSE

This option allows you to print the file in the current edit window to the default (Windows System)

printer.

STEPS

I1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select File.

2. Select the Print menu option. The Print dialog will be displayed.

Page Format - Select the desired format option. A "page" of data is approximately 66 lines,
including header information and outlines.

1 Page I Sheet Prints one "page" of data on a single sheet of paper. The page is printed

using the Portrait orientation (i e. the short edge of the paper is
horizontal).

2 Pages / Sheet - Prints two "pages" of data on a single sheet. The page is printed using

the Landscape orientation (i.e., the long edge of the paper is horizontal).
4 Pages/ Sheet - Print four "pages" of data on a single sheet. The page is printed using the

Landscape orientation.
Paper Size - Select the size of the paper to print on.
Print Header - Include header information in the print-out. Header information includes the

current date, th fe "e name, and the page number. These items are printed across
the top of the page, followed by a line, separating it from the data.

Print Outline - Outline each "page" in a rectangle. This is especially useful when using the 2
Pages / Sheet or 4 Pages / Sheet options.

Print Selection - Print the currently highlighted data.
OK - Print the data to the Windows System Printer using the selected options and close

the Print dialog.
Cancel - Close the Print dialog without printing the data.
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7. 7.5. 7.2.5 Exit

PURPOSE

This option allows you to terminate the Editor session. The rules are automatically compiled upon exiting
the Editor. If there is a compilation error, the Editor will be reopened with the current file and a message
will be displayed in the editor's message bar.

STEPS

I. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu-select File.

2. Select the Exit menu option.

If changes have been made to the data, you will be prompted to save the file.

7.7.5.7.2.6 Save This File

PURPOSE

This dialog will appear any time you are closing the current editing window or exiting the Editor and
changes to the file have not been saved (i.e., written to disk).
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Yes - Save-the changes made to the file in the current editing window and close the current
editing window.

No - Do not save the changes made to the file in the current editing window and close the
current editing window.

Cancel - Do not save the changes made to the file in the current editing window and do not close
the current editing window.

7. 7.5. 7.3 Edit Menu

7.7.5.7.3.1 Editor Edit Functions

These options provide editing and text formatting functions.

Undo - Undo the previous editing operation.

Cut - Remove the highlighted text from the current window and place it in the
clipboard.

Copy - Copy the highlighted text from the current window and place it in the
clipboard.

Paste - Copy the clipboard text into the current window at the cursor position.

Delete - Remove the highlighted text from the current window without placing it
in the clipboard.
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Shift left indent -
Shift right indent -
Shift left space -
Shift right space -
Delete to end of line -

Delete line -
Capitalize word -
Downcase word -

Shift the text to the left by the Shift Size specified under Options.
Shift the text to the right by the Shift Size specified under Options.
Shift the text to the left by a single space.
Shift the text to the right by a single space.
Delete to the end of the current line beginning after the current cursor
position.
Delete the line on which the cursor is currently positioned.
Convert the entire word under the current cursor position to upper case.
Convert the entire word under the current cursor position to lower case.

7. 7.5. 7.4 Search Menu

7.7.5.7.4.1 Editor Search Functions

These options provide search and cursor positioning operations.

Find -
Replace -

Find Procedure -
Find/Replace again -
Find Altered lines -
Find line number -
Match symbol -

Goto next error -
Goto previous error-
Goto Marker -

Set Marker -

Search the text in the current window for the specified string.
Search the text in the current window for a string and replace it with
another string.
Search the text in the current window for the specified procedure.

Repeat the previous search operation.
Find the lines of text that have changed since the last save operation.
Go to the specified text line number in the current window.

Find the matching symbol pair for the character under the cursor "0, { },

[], (**)"
Position the cursor at the next compilation error.
Position the cursor at the previous compilation error.
Position the cursor at the previously saved file position. Up to four
marker positions can be retrieved.
Save the current file position for later retrieval.

7. 7.5. 7.4.2 Find

PURPOSE

This option allows you to search the text in the current window for the specified string. If the search

criteria are met, the first string matching the criteria is highlighted.

STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Search.

2. Select the Find menu option. The Find dialog will be displayed.
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Find What -

Match Whole Word Only -

Match Case -

Direction
Up-

Down -

Find Next -

Cancel -

The string of alphanumeric characters upon which the search is
based (i.e., the "search string"). Type the text in the field or
select from the drop-down list.
If this check box is selected, only the series of alphanumeric
characters matching the search string and delimited by a space,
comma, dash, period, etc. are located.
If this check box is selected, only the series of alphanumeric
characters matching the upper- and lowercase characters as
entered in the Find What field are located (i.e., the search will be
case-sensitive).

Search the text from the current cursor position to the beginning
or top of the text.
Search the text from the current cursor position to the end or
bottom of the text.
Perform the search operation using the selected criteria. If the
search is not successful, an information dialog will be displayed.
If the search criteria are met, the Find dialog, shown below, will
become active and the current Find dialog will be closed..
Close the Find dialog without performing the search operation.

Find Ex I
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Find Next -
Find Before -
Find After -
Cancel -

Locate the next string matching the current search criteria.
Locate the previous string matching the current search criteria.
Locate the next string matching the current search criteria.
Close the Find dialog without performing the search operation.

7. 7.5. 7.4.3 Replace

PURPOSE

This option allows you to search the text in the current window for the specified string and replace it with
another string. If the search criteria are met, the first string matching the criteria is highlighted.
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STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Search.

2. Select the Replace menu option. The Replace dialog will be displayed.

Find What -

Replace With-

Match Whole Word Only -

Match Case -

Direction

Up -

Down -

Find Next -

Replace All -

Close -

The string of alphanumeric characters upon which the search is
based (i.e., the "search string"). Type the text in the field or
select from the drop-down list.
The string of alphanumeric characters that will be substituted for
the search' string. Type the text in the field.
If this check box is selected, only the series of alphanumeric
characters matching the search string and delimited by a space,
comma, dash, period, etc. are located.
If this check box is selected, only the series of alphanumeric
characters matching the upper- and lowercase characters as
entered in the Find What field are located (i.e., the search will be
case-sensitive).

Search the text from the current cursor position to the beginning
or top of the text.
Search the text from the current cursor position to the end or
bottom of the text.
Perform the search operation using the selected criteria. If the
search is not successful, an information dialog will be displayed.
If the search criteria are met, the Find/Replace again dialog will
become active and the current Replace dialog will be closed..
Find all occurrences matching the search criteria and
automatically substitute with the "replace string."
Close the Replace dialog without performing the search and
replace operation.

7.7.5.7.4.4 Find Procedure
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PURPOSE

This option allows you to search the text in the current window for the specified procedure.

STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor, the Recovery Rules Editor, or the Partition Rules Editor menu
select Search.

2. Select the Find Procedure menu option. The Procedure to search for dialog will be displayed.

[Pocdue o eahfli EEI
L 1'1 [2'

OK - Locate the procedure matching the current search criteria.
Cancel - Close the Procedure to search for dialog without performing the search operation.

7.7.5.7.4.5 Find/Replace again

PURPOSE

This option allows you to search the text in the current window based on the previously defined search
string and replace it with the previously defined replace string. If the search criteria are met, the first
string matching the criteria is highlighted.

STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Search.

2. Select the Find/Replace again menu option. The Replace dialog will be displayed.

.. . . . .. .. .. . ..... ..... l
m

j flePlace f R1 Wace itl:CbLj
I

Find Next -

Replace -
Replace All -

Close -

Locate the next string matching the current search criteria. A substitution will not
be made.
Substitute the replace string for the located search string and continue searching.
Substitute the replace string for all occurrences matching the search criteria,
beginning at the current cursor position.
Close the Replace dialog without performing the search and replace operation.

NOTE: This dialog can also be invoked from the Search I Replace I Find Next menu options.
7.7.5.7.4.6 Find Procedure
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PURPOSE

This option allows you to search the text in the current window for the specified procedure.

STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor, the Recovery Rules Editor, or the Partition Rules Editor menu
select Search.

2. Select the Find Procedure menu option. The Procedure to search for dialog will be displayed.

OK - Locate the procedure matching the current search criteria.

Cancel - Close the Procedure to search for dialog without performing the search operation.

7.7.5.7.4.7 Find line number

PURPOSE

Position the cursor on the specified line number in the text in the current window.

STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Search.

2. Select the Find line number menu option.

3. The Enter line number dialogwill be displayed.

4. Type the desired line number in the field.

S OK j CancelI

OK - Position the cursor at the beginning of the desired line and close the dialog.
Cancel - Close the dialog without repositioning the cursor.

7.7.5.7.4.8 Goto Marker
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PURPOSE

Position the cursor at the previously saved file position. Up to four marker positions can be retrieved for
each editing window.

STEPS

1. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Search.

2. Select the Goto Marker menu option.

3. Choose one of the four marker positions available from the submenu.

aet Marker<2
* Goto Market1CrlGl

Got Ma~rket Ct+G,2

In this example, two markers have been set at #1 and #3. After choosing one of the available markers, the
cursor is positioned at the beginning of the line.

The marker positions are saved only during the current editing session.

7. 7.5. 7.4.9 Set Marker

PURPOSE

Save the current file position for later retrieval. Up to four marker positions can be saved for each editing
window.

STEPS

1. Position the cursor on the desired line of the text in the edit window.

2. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Search.

3. Select the Set Marker menu option.

4. Choose one of the four marker positions available from the submenu.

210Ot MdFKef. r I

Set Market 1 04+5,2
~<Set Market 2 Ctf+S,3

Set Marker 3 04r+S.4
SelMarket 4 OrI+S,4

The marker positions are saved only during the current editing session.

7.7.5. 7.5 Window Menu

7.7.5.7.5.1 Editor Window Functions
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Th ese options are used for managing the open edit windows within the application window, such as the
Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor window. Along with the options listed below and
segregated by a separation bar, the names of each open file is listed in the menu.

Cascade windows -

Tile windows horizontally -

Tile windows vertically -

Arrange Icons -

Resize and reposition the non-minimized windows in an
overlapping fashion so that the title of each window is displayed
in a cascade arrangement. The current edit window will be on
top.
Resize and reposition the non-minimized windows in a
horizontally tiled arrangement.
Resize and reposition the non-minimized windows in a vertically
tiled arrangement.
Arrange the minimized window icons at the bottom of the
application window.

Tle wý-do eitcalf
6uange =n

I -RULES.TMP
2 D:\SAF&Mofmo\-bgicbyrp

In the example above, the files "-RULES.TMP" and "-LOGIC.TMP" are open. -RULES.TMP is the
active window, as indicated by the check mark on the menu.

7. 7.5. 7.6 Lists Menu

7.7.:5.7.6.1 Partition Rules Lists

Selecting from the lists allows you to insert or replace items in the editor.

Macros -:

Events -

Initiators'-
Fault Trees -

End States -
Event Trees -

7. 7.5. 7.6.2

Allows you to insert a macro into the editor.
Select basic events used to replace others instead of typing in the basic event
names.
Select initiators used to replace others instead of typing in the initiator names.
Select fault trees as top events and fault trees used to replace others instead of
typing in the fault trees names.
Select end states used to replace others instead of typing in the end state names.
Select event trees used to replace others instead of typing in the event tree names.

Mlacros

PURPOSE

This option allows you to insert a macro into the text of the current edit window.
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STEPS

1. Place the cursor at the desired location in the text.

2. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Lists.

3. Select the Macros menu option. The Macro List dialog will be displayed.

I MC~ Lst' z 3
ýA
AB-FAIL
C

14 1 1 , ý.. ... . " . .

Double-click on the desired macro name in the list. The selected name will be entered at the current
cursor location.

The Macro List dialog will remain open in the application window during the current session unless

explicitly closed.

7. 7.5. 7.6.3 Events

PURPOSE

This option allows you to insert a basic event name into the text of the current edit window.

STEPS

I. Place the cursor at the desired location in the text.

2. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Lists.

3. Select the Events menu option. The Event List dialog will be displayed containing all of the basic

events in the current family's database.

<FALSE> A

<INIT>
<PASS>
<TRUE>
C-CV.A
C.CV-B
C-MOV-I1

4. Double-click on the desired event name in the list. The selected name will be entered at the

current cursor location.
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The Event List dialog will remain open in the application window during the current session unless
explicitly closed.

7.7.5.7.6.4 Initiators

PURPOSE

This option allows you to insert an initiating basic event name into the text of the current edit window.

STEPS

1. Place the cursor at the desired location in the text.

2. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Lists.

3. Select the Initiators menu option. The Initiator List dialog will be displayed containing all of the
basic events whose category attribute is set to "I" in the current family's database.

<INIT>
LOSP

4. Double-click on the desired initiating event name in the list. The selected name will be entered at
the current cursor location.

The Initiator List dialog will remain open in the application window during the current session unless

explicitly closed.

7.7.5.7.6.5 Systems

PURPOSE

This option allows you to insert a fault tree name into the text of the current edit window.
STEPS

1. Place the cursor at the desired location in the text.

2. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Lists.

3. Select the Systems menu option. The System List dialog will be displayed containing all of the
fault trees in the current family's database.
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I Systemiist' KI E3
CCS
CCS-TRAN
ECS

4. Double-click on the desired fault tree name in the list. The selected name will be entered at the

current cursor location.

The System List dialog will remain open in the application window during the current session unless
explicitly closed.

7. 7.5. 7.6.6 End States

PURPOSE

This option allows you to insert an end state name into the text of the current edit window.

STEPS

1. Place the cursor at the desired location in the text.

2. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Lists.

3. Select the End States menu ontion. The Endstate List dialog will be disnlaved containing all of
f

the end states in the current family's database.

ý. Endstate List G E31
LARGE-RELEASE
SMALL-RELEASE

4 [ I . .

4. Double-click on the desired end state name in the list. The selected name will be entered at the
current cursor location.

The Endstate List dialog will remain open in the application window during the current session unless

explicitly closed.

7. 7.5. 7.6. 7 Event Trees
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PURPOSE

This option allows you to insert an event tree name into the text of the current edit window.

STEPS

1. Place the cursor at the desired location in the text.

2. From the Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor menu select Lists.

3. Select the Event Trees menu option. The Event Tree List dialog will be displayed containing all
of the event trees in the current family's database.

JEýent Ttee List 1913
... .................... ...........................

I

4. Double-click on the desired event tree name in the list. The selected name will be entered at the
current cursor location.

The Event Tree List dialog will remain open in the application window during the current session unless
explicitly closed.

7.7.6 Editing Sequence Cut Sets

7.7.6.1 Editing Cut Sets

PURPOSE

The Cut Set Editor provides you with the means to edit the fault tree (or sequence or end state) cut sets.
SAPHIRE provides space for two sets of cut sets in the database: base case and current case. Whenever
SAPHIRE generates cut sets, they are stored in the current case location. The user may save a set of cut

sets to the base case location by performing a Base Case Update. The user can choose to edit either base

case or current cut sets; however, the results of the editing are always stored in the current case
location.

Using the cut set editor, you.can insert new cut sets, delete cut sets, or add or modify basic events in the
cut sets. Any event name entered during cut set editing may be preceded by a "/" to indicate that it is to be
treated as a complemented event. The probability of a complemented event is one minus the failure
probability.
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired record(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Cut Sets, then the Edit sub-menu option.

4. Choose either Current or Base from the sub-menu. The Cut Set Editor dialog will be displayed.

Cut Se dio (EOIS
OA Se CLIR14T CASE ~

W, 1_ _ __ _ __ _ _ 
--

_ __ __ __ __ _

C-______ C-MOV-B _ _ _ _

F~ -6 C-MOV-A IC-PUMP-B _
7 C,-CV-B C-PUMP-A4 _ ______

-8 IC-MOV-B jC-PUMP-A
F _9C-PUMP-A IC-PUMP-B _______

_,j 10 IC-CV-BE3-

Find -

Previous -

Next -

Insert -

Delete -

Event List -

Exit -

Yes -
No -

Cancel -

Locate the cut set(s) containing the marked basic event(s).
Locate the prev'ious cut set containing the event(s), matching the criteria of most
recent "Find" operation.
Locate the next cut set containing the event(s) matching the criteria of most
recent "Find" operation.
Add a new cut set or basic event.
Delete an existing cut set or basic event.
List the basic events in the data base.
Close the Cut Set Editor dialog. The Cut Set Editor message box is displayed
with three options:
Close the dialog and save changes to the cut sets.
Close the dialog without saving changes to the cut sets.
Do not close the dialog. Changes are not saved.
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7.7.6.2 Find

PURPOSE

This option locates the cut set(s) containing the selected criteria.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees

List/Sequences/End Stale List dialog will be displayed.

2 Highlight the desired record(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Cut Sets, then the Edit sub-menu option.

4. Choose either Current or Base from the sub-menu. The Cut Set Editor dialog will be displayed.

5. Choose the Find button. The Event List dialog will be displayed.

Event Lis

W- -Set Evt -- rFind a n -'AlasicEvents-

j C-CV-B3 1 JNIT>
C-MOV-1 F daInse <rtS< F.S c
C-MOV-A TRU E-IIE,

r D elee Cut SetCMOV-BC-PUMP-A C:-C-B
Find andaeplace 1  FF,

C-PUMP-B
ccs Copy and Replace IDG-A P1,r C0V-E,6

141 141

IoggeMFM Logi

Mark]Idfd Mark_____

The Event List dialog consists of four sections. The functions that apply to each section are discussed
briefly:

Cut Set Events

Basic Event List - Contains all basic events used in the cut sets being edited.
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Toggle Mark -

Clear All -
Mark Used Wild -

Find Operations

Find -

Find and Insert -

Delete Cut Set -

Find and Replace -

Copy and Replace -

Marks or unmarks selected events in the Cut Set Events list. An asterisk
(*) next to the event name indicates that it is currently marked. A slash
(/) indicates that the event is marked as a complimented event.
Removes all marks from the events in the Cut Set Events list.
Marks events in the Cut Set Events list based on matching criteria. The
Event Class Mask dialog is displayed.

Locate the cut set(s) containing the marked event(s) in the Cut Set Events
list using the selected Find Logic.
Locate the cut sets(s) containing the marked event(s) in the Cut Set
Events list using the selected Find Logic and insert the marked event(s)
from the All Basic Events list. The new events are inserted into the cut set
after the "find" event(s).
Remove the cut set(s) containing the marked event(s) in the Cut Set
Events list using the selected Find Logic.
Locate the cut sets(s) containing the marked event(s) in the Cut Set
Events list using the selected Find Logic and replace them with the
marked event(s) from the All Basic Events list.
Copy the cut sets(s) containing the marked event(s) in the Cut Set Events
list using the selected Find Logic and replace the event(s) with the
marked event(s) from the All Basic Events list. This creates a new cut set
for each cut sets matching the "find" criteria.

All Basic Events - This section is enabled for use with the Find and Insert, Find and Replace,
and Copy and Replace functions:

Basic Event List -
Mark/Clear -
Clear Marks -
Mark Wild -

Add -

Modify -

Other options:

Contains all basic events in the database.
Marks or unmarks selected events in the All Basic Events list.
Remove all marks from the events in the All Basic Events list.
Marks events in the All Basic Events list based on matching criteria. The
Event Class Mask dialog is displayed.
Add a new basic event to the database. This new event will appear in the
All Basic Events list.
Modify the selected event in the All Basic Events list.

Find Logic drop-down list - Allows selection between the logical AND and OR operations.
The selected logical operation is applied to the events in the Cut Set Events.

Verify Option -

Enter -
Cancel -

If this check box is selected, you are prompted to confirm the operation
for each successful find. If this check box is deselected, the operation
will be performed immediately.
Perform the "find" operation using the currently selected criteria.
Do not perform the "find" operation and close the Event List dialog.

7.7.6.3 Insert
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PURPOSE

This option allows you to insert a new cut set or basic event. If the I-bar is in a Cut Set No cell (i.e., the

first column of cells on the Cut Set Editor dialog), then a row for a cut set will be added at the end of the

cut set list. If the I-bar is in one of the Events cells, and the last event row for the current cut set (i.e., all

three cells in the current cut set row) is filled, then a row for the current cut set will be added.

STEPS

I.

2.

3.

4..

5.

From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees

List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

Highlight the desired record(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

Choose Cut Sets, then the Edit sub-menu option.

Choose either Current or Base from the sub-menu. The Cut Set Editor dialog will be displayed.

Place the cursor in the desired cell and choose the Insert button.

7.7.6.4 Delete

PURPOSE

This option allows you to delete an existing cut set or basic event. If the I-bar is in a Cut Set No cell (i.e.,
the first column of cells on the Cut Set Editor dialog), then the entire cut set will be deleted. If the I-bar is
in one of the Events cells, then the event in that cell will be removed from the cut set.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired record(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Cut Sets, then the Edit sub-menu option.

4. Choose either Current or Base from the sub-menu. The Cut Set Editor dialog will be displayed.

5. Place the cursor in the desired cell and choose the Delete button.

If you are deleting a cut set, you will be prompted:

A m ou-e you waNto~ delete this Wu set?>

Yes - Continue the delete operation.
No - Cancel the delete operation.

7.7.6.5 Event List
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PURPOSE

This option lists all the basic events in the database. From this dialog you can add a new event to the
database, modify an existing event's data, or select the event to be included in the current cut set. The
cursor must be positioned in one of the Events cells in order to activate this option. The selected event
will replace an existing event in the current cell.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired record(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Cut Sets, then the Edit sub-menu option.

4. Choose either Current or Base from the sub-menu. The Cut Set Editor dialog will be displayed.

5. Place the cursor in the desired Event cell.

6. Choose the Event List button. The Event List dialog will be displayed.

I -vn -is I EL3I

<INIT>
<PASS>
<TRUE>
C-CV-A
C-CV-B
C-MOV-1
C-MOV-A
C-MOV-B
C-PUMP-A
C-PUMP-B
CCS
CCS-O
CCS-A
CCS-AB

.-d:

1

Add -

Modify -

Select -

Cancel -

Add basic event to the data base. The Basic Event data entry dialog will be
displayed.
Modify the data of the highlighted basic event. The Basic Event data entry dialog
will be displayed.
Include the highlighted basic event in the cut set. The selected event will be
placed in the cell currently occupied by the cursor.
Close the Event List dialog and do not change the current cell.
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7.8 Displaying Sequence Results

7.8.1 Displaying Sequence Results

PURPOSE

This option displays the results of sequence analysis functions. You can view the current case cut sets and
uncertainty analysis results, and perform importance measure analysis.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Sequence. The Sequences dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired sequence and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display, then the desired sub-menu option.

r.ý Sets~t~ts

lmportwice I
SUnceartAiy

Cut Sets -

Comparison -

Merged Cut Sets -

Importance -

Uncertainty -

Display the sequences' cut sets, their percent of contribution to the
sequence, the frequency, and the event names that make up the cut sets.
Display the sequences' base and current cut sets, their percent of
contribution to the sequence, the frequency, and the event names that
make up the cut sets.
Display cut sets from a level 2 sequence merged with its corresponding
level I cut sets. (Available only when a single sequence is selected.)
Perform and display "reliability-worth" information about the basic
events in the cut sets.
Display uncertainty analysis results.

7.8.2 Displaying Cut Sets

7.8.2.1 Displaying Cut Sets

PURPOSE

This option displays the current case cut sets. Three tabbed pages provide different views of the cut sets.
The first tab, labeled Full List , contains the complete list of cut sets for the selected fault tree (or

sequences or end states). This page always contains the complete set of cut sets found for the selected
fault tree/sequences/end state.
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When the dialog is invoked, the fault tree (or sequence or end state) cut sets are shown. Displayed with
each cut set is its associated percent of contribution to the minimal cut set upper bound, its probability (or,
perhaps, frequency), and the event names that make up the cut sets. Also displayed are the minimal cut set
upper bound for the total, the number of cut sets that make up the total, the current slice minimal cut set
upper bound, the percentage that the slice contributes to the total, and the number of cut sets in the slice.

The Included In List and Excluded From List tabs will not contain data until a slice has been defined, via
one of the Slice By options.

The second tab, labeled Included In Slice, contains those cut sets specified (qualified) by the user via
either the Remove and/or Slice By options. The third tab, labeled Excluded From Slice, contains the
inverse of the second tab; it contains those cut sets not included in the qualified cut set list. The summary
information at the top of each page shows the summary information for just the cut sets shown on the
current page, and also in relation to the full list of cut sets.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display, then the Cut Sets sub-menu option. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be
displayed.

,, E lIE l ll rI ..... I
FulLislIIrd e lice IEl~ ldFo c ¾'

No. F'requency Totai Eynt 'r"' 4s
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1
2
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9.200E-004
2.300E-004
2.300E-004
1.380E-004
1.380E-004
4.600E-005
4.600E-005
4.600E-006
4.600E-006
2.300E-006
2.300E-007

52.29
13.07
13.07
7.84
7.84
2.61
2.61
0.26
0.26
0.13
0.01

DO-A, DG-B
DO-B, E-MOV-A
C-MOV-B, DG-A
C-PUMP-B, DG-A
DO-B, E-PUMP-A
DO-B, E-MOV-1
C-MOV-1, DG-A
C-CV-B, DG-A
DO-B, E-CV-A
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'_SficeBy

C-MOV-1, E-MOV-1
TANK
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Tabbed pages:

Full List -
Included in Slice -
Excluded From Slice -

Display the complete (unsliced) list of cut sets.
Display all currently qualified cut sets.
Display all currently unqualified cut sets.

Pop-up menu (only) functions:

Path -
Remove -

Reset Explicit -

Display the logic that generated the highlighted cut set.
Remove the highlighted cut set(s) from the current list, and place them
into the Excluded From Slice list.
Restore the cut set(s) that were deleted, via the Remove option, to the
current list.

Slice By

Event -
Cutoff -
Rule -

View -
Report -

Save -
Close -

Define the event criteria upon which cut sets will be qualified.
Define the cut off criteria upon which cut sets will be qualified.
Define the rule-based criteria upon which cut sets will be qualified.

Display information about the selected cut set including basic event data.
Generate a report of the cut sets that are displayed in the currently
selected tab.
Copy the cut sets from the currently selected tab to an -end state.
Close the Selected Cut Sets dialog.

7.8.2.2 Path Search

PURPOSE

This option displays the representation of the logic that generated the selected cut set. The representation
is in the form of a hierarchical tree, where each gate can be expanded or condensed by clicking on the
gate. Only the failure path is traced here.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

4. Highlight the desired cut set and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

5. Choose the Path option. The Selected Cut Set Events dialog will be displayed.

See the topic, "About Logic Dialogs ," for a description of the icons presented on this dialog.
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" A..-, 4 <Ici-mdp-ýc-tna>o <Ici-mdp-fc-trnb>, <Ici-mov-cc-ccmb>, <ici-xhe-xe-norec>

E* N cO AND CC-,di4Lýntc
l A CCM-1 OR CCM-2, Ici-mdp-cf-mdps, Ici-mov-cf-ccmab

C..- CCM-2 AND CCM-3, CCM-4, CCM-5, CCM-6
-- CCM-3 OR <Ici-mdp-fc-trna>. Ici-mov-cc-ccma
A CCM-4 OR <Ici-mdp-fc-trnb>, Ici-mov-cc-ccma
A CCM-5 OR Ici-mdp-fc-trnc. <Ici-mov-cc-ccmb>
-- CCM-6 OR Ici-mdp-fc-trnd, <Ici-mov-cc-ccmb>

aep~t] EXA

Expand All -
Report -

Back -

Exit -

Expand all gates.
Generate a report representing the expanded hierarchical tree. The output
destination for the report must be specified.
Return to the referenced gate. Active only after a referenced gate has been traced
to the location where it was originally defined (i.e., the reference gate icon has
been clicked).

Close the Selected Cut Set Events dialog.

7.8.2.3 Slice Options

7.8.2.3.1 Slicing Cut Sets

PURPOSE

The Selected Cut Sets dialog displays the current case cut sets for the selected fault tree/sequences/end
state. The cut sets can be viewed as a whole, or "sliced" into two lists, according to a user defined set of
criteria. The three tabbed pages on the dialog present different views of the cut sets:

The first tab, labeled Full List, contains the complete list of cut sets for the selected fault tree (or
sequences or end states). This page always contains the complete set of cut sets found for the selected
fault tree/sequences/end state.
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The second tab, labeled Included In Slice, contains those cut sets specified (qualified) by the user via

either the Remove and/or Slice By options. This list will be empty until the user qualifies the data.

The third tab, labeled Excluded From Slice, contains the inverse of the second tab; it contains those cut
sets not included in the qualified cut set list. This list will also be empty until the user qualifies the data.

A user slices (qualifies) cut sets according to one of several methods: Slice By Event, Slice By Cutoff,
and/or Slice By Rule.

Note - To clear the qualification criteria (i.e., clear the Included in List and Excluded From List), choose
the Slice By Event I Restart option.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

4. Choose one of the Slice By buttons. Define the qualification criteria using the selected method.

7.8.2.3.2 Slice By Event

7.8.2.3.2.1 Slice By Event

PURPOSE

This option provides the ability to divide the original cut set list into two subsets (slices) - qualified and
unqualified cut sets. This is accomplished by defining a set of events used to evaluate whether or not a cut
set is qualified. This qualification criteria can be used to help the analyst determine the affect of specified
events on the minimal cut set upper bound.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

4. Choose the Slice By Event button. The Event List dialog will be displayed.
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[Event~~~ Lit.X1E II

The Event List dialog is divided into three sections:

Cut Set Events list -

Selected Events list -

Logic drop-down list -

Contains all the basic events included in the cut set(s) for the currently
selected fault tree, sequence(s) or end state(s).
Contains all basic events that define the qualification criteria. This list is
initially empty.
Allows selection between the logical "AND" and "OR" operations. The
selected logical operation is applied to the events in the Selected Events
list to determine which cut sets are qualified.

The various functions available from this dialog are accessed three different ways. When an
event in the Cut Set Events list is highlighted, the following options are available from the
pop-up menu. The highlighted event(s) will be added to the Selected Events list.

Wild Card Mark -

Add Event -

Add Failure Event -
Add Success Event -
Add NOT Event In -

Apply Selected -

Use the event class mask to highlight events in the Cut Set
Events list.
Cut sets containing this event, in any state (either failed or
success), will be qualified.
Cut sets containing the failure (+) of this event will be qualified.
Cut sets containing the success (/) of this event will be qualified.
Cut sets that do not contain (-) this event, in any state (either
failed or success), will be qualified.
Evaluate the qualification criteria. This is the same process as if
the Apply button was chosen.
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When an event in the Selected Events list is highlighted, the following options are available
from the pop-up menu. The qualification criteria state will be changed for the highlighted
event(s):

Remove Event - Delete this event from the Selected Events list. This event will no
longer be used in the qualification criteria.

Event (either / or +) - The state of the highlighted event, whether successful or failed,
is irrelevant.

Failed Event - Change the state of the highlighted event to failed (+).

Success Event - Change the state of the highlighted event to successful (/).
Event NOT In - The highlighted event are is not contained (-) in qualified cut

sets.
Apply Selected - Evaluate the qualification criteria. This is the same process as if

the Apply button was chosen.

The following functions are performed by choosing the appropriate button:

Apply - Cut sets in the current slice will be evaluated. Those cut sets meeting the
qualification criteria will be retained in the current slice of qualified cut sets.
Other cut sets not meeting the qualification criteria will be placed in the
unqualified list.

Clear - Remove all events from the Selected Events list (i.e., clear the qualification
criteria).

Restart - Restore the original cut sets and clear the qualification criteria. The Event List
dialog will be closed and the Included In List and Excluded From List pages will
be cleared.

Save - Save the selected events in a stored slice record.
Select - Choose a saved slice record and place the events in the Selected Events list.
Cancel - Close the Event List dialog without applying the qualification criteria.

7.8.2.3.2.2 Wild Card Mark

PURPOSE

This option uses the event class mask to highlight events in the Cut Set Events list. This selection is used
with either the Cut Set Editor or the Cut Set I Slice option.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree

List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

To access from the Slice#1

1. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

2. Choose the Slice button. The Event List dialog will be displayed.

3. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose the Wild Card Mark option.

To access from the Cut Set Editor#I

1. Choose Cut Sets I Edit I Current or Base. The Cut Set Editor dialog will be displayed.
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2. Choose the Find button. The Event List dialog will be displayed.

3. Choose the Mark Used Wild button.

4. The Event Class Mask dialog will be displayed.

Even(Attiiies Mas

PriMary Id Sysntm Train ~1 23 4 56 7 81

Uncmi. Cmn. Cm Ctgr Tye F/Mode Loc~ 9 1011 12 1314 1516

'4,F F_ "FFF.... .

______ I

Primary -

Id -
System -
Train -
Uncert. Corr. Class -
Category -
Type -
F/Mode -
Location -
Susceptibilities -

Select all basic events with matching primary names (maximum 24
characters). Wildcard characters may be used. '
Select all basic events with matching component identifiers,
Select all basic event with matching systems.
Select all basic event with matching trains
Select all basic event with matching uncertainty correlation classes.
Select all basic event with matching categories.
Select all basic event with matching types.
Select all basic event with matching failure modes.
Select all basic event with matching locations.
Select all basic event with matching susceptibility attributes set.

7.8.2.3.2.3 Save Slice

PURPOSE

This option allows you to save the basic events currently displayed in the Selected Events list in a stored
slice record or a set.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.
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4.

5.

6.

Choose the Slice button. The Event List dialog will be displayed.

Select the desired events to be saved in the slice.

Choose the Save button. The Save Slice dialog will be displayed.

? x

N &Tte
D muow

-1

LLJ _222ýj

Ok - Save the new slice record and close the dialog.
Cancel - Close the dialog without saving.

7.8.2.3.2.4 Select Slice

PURPOSE

Choose a saved slice record and place the events in the Selected Events list. When a slice record is loaded,
the basic events saved in the slice replace all basic events currently displayed in the Selected Events list. If
a basic event that was saved in a slice does not appear in the Cut Set Events list, it will not be displayed in
the Selected Events list, although it will remain in the slice record.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

4. Choose the Slice button. The Event List dialog will be displayed.

5. Choose the Select button. The Select Slice dialog will be displayed.
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V?

C-CV-SLICE
E-M OV-SLICE

C-CV-A is normal, C-CV-B is failed
E-M OV-? events

4',
R~ightcki for menu option~s,

Pop-up Menu Options
Modify - Change the slice record name and/or description. See Save Slice.
Delete - Delete the slice record from the database.
Exit - Close the Select Slice dialog.

Button Options
Select -
Cancel -

Choose the highlighted slice record and load the saved events.
Close the Select Slice dialog.

7.8.2.3.3 Slice By Cutoff

PURPOSE

This option provides the ability to divide the original cut set list into two subsets (slices) - qualified and
unqualified cut sets. This is accomplished by defining a cut off value to determine whether or not a cut set
is qualified. This qualification criteria can be used to help the analyst determine the affect of specified cut
sets on the minimal cut set upper bound.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

4. Choose the Slice By Cutoff button. The Slice By Value dialog will be displayed.
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Select one offour types of cutoff value expressions:

Top X Cut Sets -

Top X% -

Minimum frequency of X -

Minimum % contribution of X -

Display only the top X cut sets in the qualified list.

Display only the cut sets which contribute to the top X%
of the min cut upper bound.

Display only the cut sets which contribute at least a
value of X to the min cut upper bound.

Display only the cut sets which contribute at least a X%
to the mn cut upper bound.

Cut sets in the current slice will be evaluated. Those cut
sets meeting the qualification criteria will be retained in
the current slice of qualified cut sets. Other cut sets not
meeting the qualification criteria will be placed in the
unqualified list.

Close the Slice By Value dialog without applying the
qualification criteria.

Apply -

Cancel -

7.8.2.3.4 Slice By Rule

7.8.2.3.4.1 Slice By Rule

PURPOSE

This option provides the ability to divide the original cut set list into two subsets (slices) - qualified and
unqualified cut sets. This is accomplished by defining one or more rules to evaluate whether or not a cut
set is qualified. The rules provide the ability to qualify cut sets using logical expressions, including
mixed logic (combining "ands" and "ors") if desired. The rules are saved in the project for repeated use.
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When the dialog is invoked, a list of slice rules is displayed. The highlighted rule is previewed in the
bottom text area. To add/modify/delete a slice rule name and description, right click and select the
appropriate menu option. To edit a rule, choose the Edit Rule button. To apply a rule to the current cut
sets, choose the Apply button.

To clear the qualified and unqualified lists, choose the Reset option from the Slice By Event option, or,
apply a different slice option to override the current slice.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

4. Choose the Slice By Rule button. The Slice Rules dialog will be displayed.

[SieRue19E

A-TEMP placeholder for rules that don0 need to be kept
DO-RULE check for dg-a or dg-b

Icheck for a and b mrov failures on either CCS or ECS systems

if (C-MOV-A C-MOV-B) + (E-MOV-A * E-MOV-B) then
keep;

endif

99*99,9 E, , F9I9Exi
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Pop-up Menu Options
Add - Create a new, empty rule.
Copy - Make a copy of an existing rule. You must supply a unique name before saving

the rule.
Modify - Modify the name and/or description of the selected rule.
Delete - Remove the rule from the project.

Apply - The full list of current cut sets will be evaluated. Those cut sets meeting the
qualification criteria will be retained in the current slice of qualified cut sets.
Other cut sets not meeting the qualification criteria will be placed in the
unqualified list.

Edit Rules-Edit the selected rule logic.
Exit - Close the Slice Rules dialog without applying a rule.

7.8.2.3.4.2 Slice Rules Editor

PURPOSE

This option allows you to create or modify rules that divide cut sets into two subsets - qualified and
unqualified. The Slice Rules editor provides a means to develop logic rules that locate and separate cut
sets containing desired event combinations.

The slice rules are entered in a free-form text editor within SAPHIRE. The editor options and rule syntax
are similar to that of SAPHIRE's recovery rules. However, unlike to recovery rules, slice rules are not tied
to the fault tree, sequence(s) or end state(s) whose cut sets are currently displayed. (A slice rule is
available to be applied to any type of displayed cut sets.)

Slice rules follow a format similar to the structure that is found in traditional programming languages
(e.g., BASIC or PASCAL). As such, .the ability exists to define "macros" and "if ...then" type of structures.
After creating or editing rules, SAPHIRE compiles the rules to check their validity.

Note: An alternative method of entering rules into the project is to export them from SAPHIRE and
create or edit them in any word processor or text editor (that can output ASCII files) and then loaded
directly into the SAPHIRE database.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees
List/Sequences/End States dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired fault tree(s)/sequence(s)/end state(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up
menu.

3. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will appear.

4. Choose the Slice By Rule button. The Slice Rules dialog will appear.

5. If necessary, add a new rule by right clicking and choosing the Add menu option.

6. Highlight the desired slice rule and choose Edit Rules. If rules have been previously defined
they will be displayed in the edit window.
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I check for a and b mov failures on either CCS or ECS systems

if (C-NOV-A t C-NOV-B) + (E-NOV-A • E-MOV-B) then

keep;

endif.
<<eof>>

4k :6>

Type the rules in the editor. Note that the rules are not case sensitive.

File -
Edit -
Search -

Window -
Lists -

File functions such as open, save, print, preferences, etc.
Editing functions such as copy and paste along with text format operations.
Search and cursor positioning operations such as find, replace, goto, etc.
Window management functions such as cascade, tile horizontally, etc.
Display lists of macros and events for inserting into the rules. Three different
event lists are available: initiators, a complete list of events, and only those
events available in the currently displayed cut sets.

7.8.2.3.4.3 Editor File Functions

These options provide file management functions.

Open -

New -

Close -

Quit -
Save -
Save As -
Save All -
Save Block -

Open a file into a new window. This feature is not usually used while editing
SAPHIRE rules.
Create a new file in a new window. This feature is not usually used while editing
SAPHIRE rules.
Close the edit current window. If changes have been made you will be prompted
to save the file.
Close the current edit window without saving.
Save the file in the current window to disk.
Save the file in the current window with a new file name.
Save all the files in all edit windows currently open.
Save the currently highlighted text into a new file. The Save As dialog will be
invoked.
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Import File -

Print -
Page setup -
Preferences -
Exit -

Insert the contents of a file into the current edit window at the current cursor
position. The Edit external file dialog will be invoked.
Print the file in the current edit window.
Set printer page layout options, .such as pages per sheet and line numbers.
Select editing options such as tab width, undo levels, etc.

Terminate the Editor session.

7.8.2.3.4.4 Editor Edit Functions

These options provide editing and text formatting functions.

Undo -
Cut -

Copy -

Paste -
Delete -

Shift left indent -
Shift right indent -
Shift left space -
Shift right space -
Delete to end of line -

Delete line -
Capitalize word -
Downcase word -

Undo the previous editing operation.
Remove the highlighted text from the current window and place it in the
clipboard.
Copy the highlighted text from the current window and place it in the
clipboard.
Copy the clipboard text into the current window at the cursor position.
Remove the highlighted text from the current window without placing it
in the clipboard.
Shift the text to the left by the Shift Size specified under Options.
Shift the text to the right by the Shift Size specified under Options.
Shift the text to the left by a single space.
Shift the text to the right by a single space.
Delete to the end of the current line beginning after the current cursor
position.
Delete the line on which the cursor is currently positioned.
Convert the entire word under the current cursor position to upper case.
Convert the entire word under the current cursor position to lower case.

7.8.2.3.4.5 Editor Search Functions

These options provide search and cursor positioning operations.

Find -
Replace -

Find Procedure -
Find/Replace again -
Find Altered lines -
Find line number -
Match symbol -

Goto next error -
Goto previous error -

Goto Marker -

Set Marker -

Search the text in the current window for the specified string.
Search the text in the current window for a string and replace it with
another string.
Search the text in the current window for the specified procedure.
Repeat the previous search operation.
Find the lines of text that have changed since the last save operation.
Go to the specified text line number in the current window.
Find the matching symbol pair for the character under the cursor "(), { },
[], (**)"
Position the cursor at the next compilation error.
Position the cursor at the previous compilation error.
Position the cursor at the previously saved file position. Up to four
marker positions can be retrieved.
Save the current file position for later retrieval.

7.8.2.3.4.6 Editor Window Functions
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These options are used for managing the open edit windows within the application window, such as the
Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor window. Along with the options listed below and
segregated by a separation bar, the names of each open file is listed in the menu.

Cascade windows -

Tile windows horizontally -

Tile windows vertically -

Arrange Icons -

Resize and reposition the non-minimized windows in an
overlapping fashion so that the title of each window is displayed
in a cascade arrangement. The current edit window will be on
top.
Resize and reposition the non-minimized windows in a
horizontally tiled arrangement.
Resize and reposition the non-minimized windows in a vertically
tiled arrangement.
Arrange the minimized window icons at the bottom of the
application window.

j -ULFS TiMP
2 D:&Ffe \1gctr

In the example above, the files "-RULES.TMP" and "-LOGIC.TMP" are open. -RULES.TMP is the
active window, as indicated by the check mark on the menu.

7.8.2.3.4.7 Slice Rules Lists

Selecting from the lists allows you to insert or replace items in the editor.

Macros - Allows you to insert a macro into the editor.
Events - Select any basic event instead of typing in the basic event name.
Cut Set Events - Select from a list of only those events found in the currently displayed cut sets,

instead of typing in the event name.
Initiators - Select an initiating event instead of typing in the initiator name.

7.8.2.3.4.8 MACRO

(Basic Rule syntax)

A macro is a user-definable keyword that specifies a search criteria. The macro name must be all
uppercase, must be 24 characters or less, and must not include any of the restricted characters (e.g., a
space, *, ?, \,/). The macro line can wrap around to more than one line, but must end with a semicolon.

MACRO-NAME = SEARCH-CRITERIA;

if MACRO-NAME "and optional other search criteria" then
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perform some action on each cut set...;

endif

Macros are only applicable in the particular rule they are entered into.

7.8.2.4 View Option

7.8.2.4.1 View Cut Set

PURPOSE

This option displays the basic events of the selected cut set with their failure probabilities and
descriptions. At the bottom of the Selected Cut Set Events dialog, information about this cut set is
displayed: percent of contribution to the total, the cut set frequency, and the number of events that make
up this cut set.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

.3. Choose Display Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.
OR

4. Choose Display I Comparison. The Base & Current Case Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

5. Highlight the desired cut set.

6. Choose the View button. The Selected Cut Set Events dialog will be displayed.
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-.lete Cut Se Evnt -IDMO *,3

LUSP 2.300E+000
C-PUMP-B 3.000E-003
DG-A 2.OOOE-002
Undefined EndState

Loss of Oftsite Power Initiating Event
CCS Train B motor-driven pump
Emergency diesel generator A

When viewing fault tree cut sets, the end state, if any, is designated with the letter "E" to the left of the
Event Name column. It will be the last item listed.

When viewing sequence cut sets, the initiating event is designated with the letter "I" to the left of the
Event Name column. It will be the first item listed. The end state will be designated with the letter "E" to
the left of the Event Name column and will be the last item listed.

When viewing end state cut sets, the initiating event is designated with the letter "I" to the left of the
Event Name column. It will be the first item listed. The originating sequence is designated by the letter
"S" to the left of the Event Name column and will be the last item listed.

View Event - Display individual basic event information.

7.8.2.4.2 View Event

PURPOSE

This option provides the following detailed information about the basic events that make up a cut set:
event names and description, event attributes, random failure data, uncertainty data, susceptibility flags,
and transformation data.
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STEPS

1.

2.

3.

From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree

List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.
OR

Choose Display I Comparison. The Base & Current Case Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

Highlight the desired cut set.

Choose the View Cut Set button. The Selected Cut Set Events dialog will be displayed.

Highlight the desired basic event.

Choose the View Event button. The View Event dialog will be displayed.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Information on this dialog is for display only and cannot be modified.
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7.8.2.5 Cut Set Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate a report of the data that is currently displayed on the dialog. The report
may be displayed in the Report Viewer, sent to a printer, or saved to a file for later processing.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

4. Choose the Report button. The Report dialog will be displayed.

5. Select the desired report options and choose OK. The Report Viewer will display the report.

-lept x9EI[

Report Title -
Print Slice Qualifications -

Include Event Detail -

A default report title is provided. Edit this value to customize the title.
When checked, the criteria used to qualify the cut sets is included in the
report.
When checked, the report will report one event per line, and including
event probability and description information. When this option is not
checked, the events will appear as a comma delimited list, with no
supplementary event information included.

7.8.2.6 Save

PURPOSE

Save the results of the existing cut set slice (currently displayed on the Selected Cut Sets dialog) to an end
state.
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display f Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

4. Slice, or qualify, the cut sets as desired. Select the tab containing the cut set list you want to save.

5. Choose the Save button. The Save To An End State dialog will be displayed.

Sav To AnEdtt
I

In the example here, the down arrow to the right of the Description field was selected to display the list of
existing end states.

Name -

Description -

Save -

Cancel -

Enter the name of the new end state. Up to 24 uppercase, alphanumeric
characters are allowed.
Enter the description of the new end state. Up to 60 upper- and lowercase,
alphanumeric characters area allowed
Perform the save operation. A new end state record will be saved in the
SAPHIRE data base with the name and description as entered here, and current
slice for its cut sets. Selecting an existing end state will cause the existing cut sets
for that end state to be overwritten.
Close the Save To An End State dialog without saving the cut sets or creating a
new end state record.

7.8.3 Comparing Cut Sets

7.8.3.1 Cut Set Comparison

PURPOSE

This option displays both the base case and current case cut sets for the selected fault tree (or sequences
or end states). The source (either base or current) of the cut sets is indicated both by color and a symbol.
The color red and the "-" symbol in the first column indicate a base case cut set. The color black and a
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blank (" ") in the first column indicate that the cut set is both a current case and base case cut set. The
color green and the "+'.' symbol in the first column indicate a current case cut set.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display, then the Comparison sub-menu option. The Base & Current Case Cut Sets
dialog will be displayed.

'+

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

+9
+ 10

-11

12
13

+ 14

15
+ 16

+ 17

9.200E-004
2.300E-004
2.300E-004
1.380E-004
1.380E-004
4.600E-005
4.600E-005
1.150E -005
6.900E-006
4.600E-006
4.600E-006
2.300E-006
2.875E-007
2.300E-007
2.300E-007
1.725E-007

1.87
0.47
0.47
0.28
0.28
0.09
0.09
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

DG-A. DG-B.
C-MOV-B, DG-A
DG-B, E-MOV-A
C-PUMP-B, DG-A
DG-B, E-PUMP-A
C-MOV-1, DG-A
DG-8, E-MOV-1
C-MOV-A, CCS-TRAIN-B, E-MOV-1
C-PUMP-A, CCS-TRAIN-B, E-MOV-1
C-CV-8, DG-A
DG-B, E-CV-A
C-MOV-1, E-MOV-1
C-MOV-A, CCS-TRAIN-B, E-MOV-A,
TANK
C-CY'.-A, CCS-TRAIN-B, E-MOV-1
C-MOV-A, CCS-TRAIN-B, E-MOV-A,

Sort by
Probability -
Source -

View -
Report -
Exit -

List the cut sets by frequency in descending order,
List the cut sets by source, listing first base case cut sets, then cut sets
existing in both, followed by current case cut sets.
Display information about the selected cut set including basic event data.
Generate a report of the data that is displayed on the dialog.

Close the Base & Current Case Cut Sets dialog.

7.8.3.2 View Cut Set
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PURPOSE

This option displays the basic events of the selected cut set with their failure probabilities and
descriptions. At the bottom of the Selected Cut Set Events dialog, information about this cut set is
displayed: percent of contribution to the total, the cut set frequency, and the number of events that make
up this cut set.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.
OR

4. Choose Display I Comparison. The Base & Current Case Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

5. Highlightthe desired cut set.

6. Choose the View button. The Selected Cut Set Events dialog will be displayed.

I -lete Cu Se Evns-(EM ,LS,3

C-PUMP-1B 3.C
DG-A 2.0

E Undefined EndState

+UUU LOSS or urrsite rower inimaung tvent
-003 CCS Train B motor-driven pump
-002 Emergency diesel generator A

When viewing fault tree cut sets, the end state, if any, is designated with the letter "E" to the left of the
Event Name column. It will be the last item listed.
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When viewing sequence cut sets, the initiating event is designated with the letter "I" to the left of the
Event Name column. It will be the first item listed. The end state will be designated with the letter "E" to
the left of the Event Name column and will be the last item listed.

When viewing end state cut sets, the initiating event is designated with the letter "I" to the left of the
Event Name column. It will be the first item listed. The originating sequence is designated by the letter
"S" to the left of the Event Name column and will be the last item listed.

View Event - Display individual basic event information.

7.8.3.3 Cut Set Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate a report of the data that is currently displayed on the dialog. The report
may be displayed in the Report Viewer, sent to a printer, or saved to a file for later processing.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

4. Choose the Report button. The Report dialog will be displayed.

5. Select the desired report options and choose OK. The Report Viewer will display the report.

Report Title -
Print Slice Qualifications -

A default report title is provided. Edit this value to customize the title.
When checked, the criteria used to qualify the cut sets is included in the
report.
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Include Event Detail - When checked, the report will report one event per line, and including
event probability and description information. When this option is not
checked, the events will appear as a comma delimited list, with no
supplementary event information included.

7.8.4 Displaying Merged Cut Sets

7.8.4.1 Merged Cut Sets

PURPOSE

This option is provided for (and is meaningful only to) projects that perform level two analysis. It
provides a mechanism for viewing level two sequence cut sets merged (combined) with the corresponding
level one sequence cut sets.

This option will only appear as a pop-up menu option when a single sequence is highlighted. Results
will be available only for valid level two sequences. A valid level two sequence is defined as a sequence
that 1) contains (level two) cut sets, and 2) has an initiator of the same name as an end state which
contains level 1 cut sets.

The cut sets from the level two sequence will be multiplied with the cut sets from the corresponding level

one end state to produce the merged cut sets. The combined cut sets will be minimized prior to display.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Sequence. The Sequences list dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired level 2 sequence and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display, then the Merged Cut Sets sub-menu option. The Merge Cut Sets Options
dialog will be displayed.

4. Select the desired Merge options, and choose OK.

If valid cut sets for both level two and level one are located, the Selected Cut Sets dialog will be
displayed, containing the merged cut set results.

-I .ieCtSt Opion 1 1 II

7.8.4.2 Merge Cut Set Options
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PURPOSE

This option allows you to specify the cut set probability and size cutoff values desired when a cut set
merge is performed.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Sequence. The Sequences list dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired level 2 sequence and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display, then the Merged Cut Sets sub-menu option. The Merge Cut Sets Options
dialog will be displayed.

You may change any of the data fields on this dialog. The default values that appear on this dialog
may be reset to new values by selecting Utility from the SAPHIRE menu and then invoking the
Define Constants option.

Cutoff by Cut Set Probability -

Cutoff by -

Used for determining if the cut set should be retained or
discarded based on the value in the < Cutoff Value field.
Used for determining if the cut set should be retained or
discarded based on the value in the > Cutoff Value field or zoned
flagged events.

7.8.4.3 Merge Cut Sets Example

PURPOSE

This topic illustrates the merge cut sets process. Cut sets from level one end states are multiplied with the
level two sequences. When common events cause non-minimal cut sets, the cut sets are automatically
reduced to their minimal terms.

The following examples assume a level two project contains the following items:

Suppose the level two project contained two level one sequences "L 1-SEQ-lA" and "LI-
SEQ-IB", both of which have "PDS-X" as an end state, and "INIT-I" as an initiator.
The level two event tree would then also be called "PDS-X", having an initiating event also
called "PDS-X".

Assume the level two event tree has a single sequence called "L2-SEQ-2X".
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Example 1

Suppose sequence LI-SEQ-IA contains a single cut set, EV-1A * EV-1B (with initiator
INIT-]).

Suppose sequence Li-SEQ-1B contains a single cut set, EVy-C (with initiator 1NIT-l).

Then the cut sets for end state PDS-X would be
EV-1A * EV-1B +
EV-IC

Suppose the level two sequence L2-SEQ-2A contained two cut sets, EV-2X + EV-2Y
(with initiator PDS-X).

Then the merged cut sets for L2-SEQ-I would be (all with initiator INIT-1).
EV-IA * EV-1B * EV-2X +
EV-IC * EV-2X +
EV-IA * EV-IB * EV-2Y
EV-IC * EV-2Y

Example 2

Suppose sequence LI-SEQ-IA contains a single cut set, EV-lA * EV-IB (with initiator
INIT-1).

Suppose sequence LI-SEQ-1B contains a single cut set, EV-M (with initiator INIT-I).

Then the cut sets for end state PDS-X would be
EV-IA * EV-1B +
EV-M

Suppose the level two sequence L2-SEQ-2A contained two cut sets, EV-2X + EV-M (with
initiator PDS-X).

Then the merged cut sets for L2-SEQ-1 would be (all with initiator INIT-l).
EV-1A * EV-1B * EV-2X +
EV-M

Because the level one and level two cut sets share a common event, EV-M, the multiplied
cut sets become non-minimal; so SAPHIRE automatically reduces the terms prior to display.

7.8.4.4 Level Two Analysis

PURPOSE

This topic briefly describes the level two analysis process.
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STEPS

I. Create a level one event tree as usual.

2. Assign plant damage end states either manually or via partition rules using the general format

if...some criteria.., then
globalPartition="PDS-name I"

transfer = "Level-2-Event-Tree-Namel"

else

endif

3. If partition rules were created to assign end states, apply the partition rules. During the partition,
process, an end state, event tree, and initiating event, all sharing the same name, will each be
created, if necessary, for each end state defined with the globalPartition statement. The partition
rule will automatically create event tree logic consisting of the initiating event of the same name,
and a single "Pass" sequence that transfers to the level two event tree specified by the transfer
statement. The initiating event will have a Calc Type of"E", which means it will use the current
min cut upper bound of the end state as its frequency. If end states were assigned manually, the
corresponding event tree and initiating event must also be created manually.

4. Solve the level one sequences.

5. Gather the plant damage end states to collect the level one cut sets.

6. Generate current event data to assure that the level two initiator reflects the plant damage state
min cut upper bound.

7. Create the logic for the level two transfer tree; link, and solve the level two sequences.

8. View the level one and level two cut sets merged, if desired.

7.8.5 Displaying Importance Results

7.8.5.1 Importance Measures

PURPOSE

Importance measures provide "reliability-worth" information about basic events appearing in the cut sets
for a fault tree or accident sequence. The "importance" for a basic event is essentially the event's
contribution to the overall top event probability (for fault trees) or sequence frequency (for event trees).
The measure of contribution can take on many forms depending on what concern the analyst has for a
particular basic event. Consequently, SAPH1IRE calculates seven different basic event importance
measures. These are the Fussell-Vesely importance, risk reduction ratio, risk increase ratio, Birnbaum (or
first derivative) importance, risk reduction difference, risk increase difference, and the uncertainty
importance.
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The ratio importance measures are dimensionless and consider only relative changes. The difference

definitions account for the actual risk levels that exist and are more appropriate when actual risk levels are
of concern, such as comparisons or prioritizations across different plants. For purely relative evaluations,
such as prioritizations within a plant, the ratios sometimes give more graphic results.

These importance measures are calculated for each basic event for the respective fault tree or accident

sequence. Once the results have been calculated, they can be displayed and then partitioned as a subset of

the original cut sets.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree

List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display, then the Importance sub-menu option.

4. Choose from one of the following sub-menu options:

8dd Faut Treee

Edift Graphics
Ed it P47ID

Edit L~ogic
Page Tree

Quantify'
-Uncertainty

Cut Sets
Cut Sets

View Resuts Comparison

ime Dependent Uncertainty
Ratio:
Difference

Uncertainty

Multi-Var

Ratio - Fussell-Vesely importance, Risk Reduction Ratio, and Risk Incrcase Ratio will
be calculated and displayed.

Difference - Bimbaum importance, Risk Reduction Interval, and Risk Increase Interval will
be calculated and displayed.
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Uncertainty - Quantification of the contribution of each individual basic event's uncertainty to
the total output uncertainty.

Multi-Var - Importance for a group of events will be calculated and displayed.

7.8.5.2 Fussell-Vesely Importance (FV)

The FV measure is an indication of the percentage of the minimal cut set upper bound contributed by the
cut sets containing the basic event. The equation for FV importance is

FV = F(i)/F(x)

where
F(i) is the minimal cut set upper bound for the group of cut sets containing the event
F(x) is the original minimal cut set upper bound

Prior to SAPHIRE version 7.27, the FV equation used and approximate expression

FV = 1 - F(O)/F(x)

where
F(0) is the minimal cut set upper bound with the event probability set equal to 0.0.
F(x) is the original minimal cut set upper bound.

7.8.5.3 Birnbaum Importance (B)

This indicates the sensitivity of the minimal cut set upper bound with respect to a change in the basic
event probability.

B = F(I) - F(O)

where
F(1) is the minimal cut set upper bound with the event probability set equal to 1.0.
F(0) is the minimal cut set upper bound with the event probability set equal to 0.0.

7.8.5.4 Risk Reduction Ratio (RRR) or Risk Reduction Interval (RRI)

These are an indication of how much the minimal cut set upper bound would decrease if the basic event
was reduced to a probability or 0.0 (typically if the corresponding component never failed).

RRR = F(x)/F(O)

RRI = F(x) - F(O)

Note the similarity between RRI and FV; the relative importance ranking of basic events will be the same
for the two importance measures.

7.8.5.5 Risk Increase Ratio (RIR) or Risk Increase Interval (RII)

These are an indication of how much the minimal cut set upper bound would increase if the basic event
was increased to 1.0 (typically if the corresponding component always failed). Note: If the event
probability is close to 1.0, this importance measure may yield a small RIR or RuI.
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RIR = F(1)/F(x)

RII = F(l) - F(x)

where
F(x) is the original minimal cut set upper bound
F(l) is the minimal cut set upper bound with the event probability set equal to 1.0.

7.8.5.6 Uncertainty Importance

The uncertainty in each input parameter, as expressed through its probability distribution, contributes to

the uncertainty in the output parameter of interest (e.g., core damage frequency). The uncertainty
importance measure in SAPHIRE attempts to quantify the contribution of each individual basic event=s

uncertainty to this total output uncertainty. The measure used in SAPHIRE is based on a Taylor series

expansion of the variance of the output of interest. The equation used by SAPHIRE is

n( DR 2

where R is the output of interest, pi is the probability of the ith basic event, and a 2 is the variance of the

uncertainty distribution for the ith event. This approximation, which hinges upon the basic events being
mutually statistically independent, says that the variance of the output is approximately the sum of n

separate contributions, one from each basic event. The magnitude of each contribution (each contribution
is positive) measures how much of the output variance is contributed by each basic event. Because it is

more convenient, SAPHIRE uses the square root of each individual contribution as the uncertainty
importance:

aR
Sunc = -- 7 Oiapi

where oi is the standard deviation of the uncertainty distribution of the ith basic event. Note that the

partial derivative in the above equation for the uncertainty importance is, by definition, the Birnbaum
importance of that event. Therefore, no new calculations are needed; the uncertainty importance is the
Birnbaum importance multiplied by the standard deviation of the input probability distribution.

7.8.5.7 Multi-Var Importance

This option allows the user to calculate an importance for a group of events.

For instance, the user can select all motor operated valves in a set of cut sets and get a combined

importance measure for these valves together. All of the valves are treated as a single event in the
importance calculations and the result is displayed with the name "Multi-variable."
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7.8.5.8 Importance Measures Dialog

7.8.5.8.1 Importance Measures Results

PURPOSE

This option displays the results of the importance measure analysis.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree

List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display, then the Importance submenu option.

4. Choose from one of the submenu options: Ratio, Difference, Uncertainty, Mult-Var.

5. The Importance Measures dialog will be displayed.

The results shown here are Fussell-Vesely importance measures. If the analysis type is seismic, the

program will prompt you to select a ground acceleration level defined in the project hazard curve.

IMI.tnc MeSUe IOEO CCS

SOft

FT11
F-V RiskRedck6 Ri*kIncre,

Ratio Ratio
Event Name # of

Occur
Probabiky

DG-B
C-MOV-1
DG-A
C-MOV-B
C-PUMP-B
C-MOV-A
C-PUMP-A
C-CV-A
C-CV-B

3
4
4
3
3
3
4

2.000E-002
1.000E:003
2.OOOE-002
5.OOOE-003
3.OOOE-003
5.OOOE-003
3.OOOE-003
1.OOOE-003
1.00OE-004

9.41 BE -001
4.61 9E-002
7.477E-003
6.692E-003
4.015E-003
1.869E-003
1.121E -003
3.738E-004
1.338E-004

1.718E+001
1.048E+000
1.008E+000
1.007E+000
1.004E+000
1.002E+000
1.001E+000
1.000E+000
1.OOOE+000

4.715E+001
4.715E+001
1.366E+000
2.322E+000
2.325E+000
1.371E+000
1.372E+000
1.373E+000
2.329E+000

.. i . t,"!i':

2escriptio 1 Patton lepoit.

Sort -

Description -

Partition -

Select from the drop-down list to sort results by Occurrence, Probability, F-V
Birnbaum / Uncertainty, Reduction, or Increase. By default, when the importance

data are first displayed it is sorted, high to low, by F-V / Birnbaum / Uncertainty
importance value.
Display the full description for the highlighted event in the message bar of the

SAPHIRE main window.
Limit which events are displayed/reported.
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Report -
Exit -

Generate a report of the data that is displayed on the dialog.
Close the Importance Measures dialog.

7.8.5.8.2 Importance Results Partition

PURPOSE

This option allows you to redefine a fault tree as a subset of the original cut sets. This is accomplished by
defining a set of events to be used to determine whether a cut set belongs to a partition.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Importance.

4. Choose from one of the submenu options: Ratio, Difference, Uncertainty, Mult-Var. The
Importance Measures dialog will be displayed.

5. Choose the Partition button. The Partition dialog will be displayed.

-*

Tota Nuber f Eents 26 umbe ofQualfedEvents 0
Evert Attributes

Names Comp Id Sys Train Type FMode Location Category

.P.FF FF F

1 2 4 56 7§ 8 9 101112 13 14 1516
Susepi~is r r r r rrrr r r rr r r

.. .. .. .... .... ... ............. 7¢ . .. •

c•: uo.Exckide I:ompfimet R:eset. View Events

Include -

Exclude -

Compliment -

Fill in the entry fields that are to be used to qualify the events that may be used in
the new partition. Choose the Include button. The events in the cut set are
qualified and when complete, will update the Number of Qualified Events field
that appears in the upper right of the Partition dialog.
Fill in the entry fields that are to be used to remove events from the list of
qualified events. Choose the Exclude button. The events in the cut set are
qualified and when complete, will update the Number of Qualified Events field
that appears in the upper right of the Partition dialog.
Cause all currently qualified events to be disqualified, and all unqualified events
to become the set of qualified events.
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Reset -

View Events -

Exit -

Set all events in the database to be qualified. This removes all partitioning from
the current cut sets.
Display the list of all events in the project. Mark those events that are to be
considered qualified.

.Close the Partition dialog. Only those cut sets that are made up of qualified
events are displayed on the Importance Measures dialog.

7.8.5.8.3 View Events

PURPOSE

This option allows you to display the list of all events in the project and mark those events that are to be
used to determine whether a cut set belongs to a partition.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Importance.

4. Choose from one of the sub-menu options: Ratio, Difference, Uncertainty, Mult-Var.

5. The Importance Measures dialog will be displayed.

6. Choose the Partition button. The Partition dialog will be displayed.

7. Choose the View Events button. The Events dialog will be displayed.

Evet "alX

Nme D e s c i i p t i o n
<FALSE>
<INIT>
<PASS>
<TRUE>
AD1
AD1 -SYS-FC-VALVS
AD1-XHE-XE-ERROR
AD1-XHE-XE-NOREC
ADS
ADS-SRV-CC-VALVS
ADS-XHE-XE-ERROR

System Generated Success Event
System Generated Initiating Event
System Generated Ignore Event
System Generated Failure Event
FAILURE TO INHIBIT ADS AND CONTROL REACTOR LEV
ADS HARDWARE COMPONENTS FAIL TO FUNCTION
OPERATOR FAILS TO INHIBIT ADS & CONTROL LEVEL
OPERATOR FAILS TO RECOVER ADS HARDWARE
AUTOMATIC DEPRESSURIZATION FAILS
ADS VALVES FAIL TO OPEN
OPERATOR ERROR PREVENTS DEPRESSURIZATION

Notei -- qualified event h Eit 11
Double-click - Mark the selected event. An asterisk (*) will appear to the left of the event name.
Exit - Close the Events dialog. Choose the Include or Exclude button from the

Partition dialog.
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7.8.6 Displaying Uncertainty

7.8.6.1 Displaying Uncertainty Results

PURPOSE

This option displays the results of the uncertainty analysis previously performed. The results displayed
are the distribution and probability bounds for both base and current results. These values were calculated
using either the Latin Hypercube or the Monte Carlo simulation technique.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State.The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display, then the Uncertainty sub-menu option. The Fault Tree/Sequence/End State
Uncertainty dialog will be displayed.

If the analysis type is seismic, ydu will be prompted to select a ground acceleration level defined in the
project hazard curve.

ýFault~~ ~ ~ IreUcrany-(EO C)E

B ase
~Mear~ 211i1E-002 Medhan' S 8797E -0013 Mincut Z 21 20E-002
Std Dev 4'.420E-002 Skewness 8.129E+OOO Kurtos•s . +0.00E+000
5th I . 1.452E-003. Mnmu= 3483E004 . Seec ,. 570

95th. 7.723E-002 :M, . um 7.526E-001 Samples 1000

1Size Cuoff Probaiy CAAofl , -1

Mear 2.270E-002 Mechan 8. 720E-003 - Mincut - 2. 120E -002
Ski. Dev 5.037E-0O2~ Skewnss8.004E+000; Kwtosis . 9.16E+001

~5th %) - 1. 5G4E -W3 Minimum 1.320E-004~ S eec 57877
95th % 7.759E -002 Maiamum' 8.639E -W0 Samples 1000

Size CLAMH , Probabirt~ycuoff 1.0IJE-0OS

.Cuirent Quantie Values: BseQuantileVatues I j~at

Current Quantile Values -
Base Quantile Values-
Exit -

dialog.

View the quantile values associated with the current case data.
View the quantile values associated with the base case data.

Close the Fault Tree/Sequence/End State Uncertainty
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7.8.6.2 Uncertainty Quantile Values

PURPOSE

Display the uncertainty quantile (or probability) values associated with either the current or base case
data. These quantile values can be used to construct a cumulative distribution plot of the analysis
uncertainty results.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End Staie List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired fault tree and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display, then the Uncertainty sub-menu option. The Fault Tree/Sequence/End State
Uncertainty dialog will be displayed.

4. Choose the Current Quantile Values or Base Quantile Values button.

Uncefti.t .untl Vaue - (DMICIr

95% Confidence
Distribuion lrflejr4P On 95% Confidence

Quantile Level Quantile Levelini 4teryai on Quantae >
(in per cent r (1) Quanytlle Value Lower' Boun Upper.Bound

0.5 0.5 6.21 85E-004 3.61 60E-004 8.1985E-004 i
1.0 0.7 8.1985E-004 5.3501E-004' 1.0688E-003 T
2.5 1.0 1.1 657E-003 1.0634E-003 1.3215E-003
5.0 1.4 1.6235E-003 1.3281 E-003 1.7995E-003

10.0 1.9 2.2045E-003 2.0049E-003 2.4574E-003
20.0 2.5 3.3830E-003 3.0875E-003 3.6982E-003
25.0 2.7 4.0422E-003 3.6952E-003 4.3167E-003
30.0 2.9 4.5621 E-003 4.2275E-003 5.0094E-003
40.0 3.1 6.2820E-003 5.6327E-003 6.8446E-003
50.0 3.1 8.8435E-003 7.9240E-003 9.5918E-003
60.0 3.1 1.1 394E-002 1.0605E-002 1.2502E-002
70.0 2.9 1.6375E-002 1.4758E-002 1.8275E-002

Plo ,eport jIEi

Distribution Quantile Level (in percent) - The probability level, which ranges from 0.5% to
99.5%.

95% Confidence Interval On Quantile Level in % (+/-) - The 95% confidence level on the
quantile level (e.g., 5%, 50%, 90%) expressed in terms of the percent of the quantile level.
Note that this is the confidence on the quantile level, not the quantile value.

Quantile Value - The value obtained from the uncertainty analysis at the i'th % quantile (or
probability) level. The units on the value varies depending on the type of analysis (e.g.,
failure probability, core damage frequency, etc.).

95% Lower Bound Confidence Level On Quantile Value - The lower bound confidence level on
the quantile value.

95% Upper Bound Confidence Level On Quantile Value - The upper bound confidence level on
the quantile value.
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Plot - Show a graphical representation of the uncertainty distribution defined by the uncertainty

quantile values.
Report - Generate a report containing the quantile values as displayed here.

Exit - Close the Uncertainty Quantile Values dialog.

7.8.6.3 Plot Uncertainty Quantile Values

PURPOSE

Show a graphical representation of the distribution defined by the uncertainty quantile (or probability)

values associated with either the current or base case data.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree

List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired fault tree and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display, then the Uncertainty sub-menu option. The Fault Tree/Sequence/End State

Uncertainty dialog will be displayed.

4. Choose the Current Quantile Values or Base Quantile Values button.

5. Choose the Plot button. The Uncertainty plot dialog will be displayed.
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Print - Print the plot as displayed. The Print common dialog will be launched where you can

select the desired printer.
Exit - Close the Uncertainty plot dialog.
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7.8.6.4 Distribution Types

Select the type of graph to be displayed:

PDF - (Default) - Displays a graph showing the Probability Density Function.
Cumulative - Displays a graph showing the Cumulative Density Function.

7.8.6.5 Sampling Methods

The selected radio button indicates the sampling method used for the uncertainty calculation. Note the
sampling method used cannot be changed here. In order to view results using a different sampling
method, the uncertainty analysis must be re-run using the desired sampling method.

Monte Carlo - Displays a graph that is based on Monte Carlo Sampling of the
defined uncertainty distribution.

Latin Hypercube Sampling - Displays a graph that is based on Latin Hypercube Sampling of
the defined uncertainty distribution.

7.8.6.6 Axis

Log X - Produces a graph where the Log base 10 of the X-Values are used instead of just the X-
Values.

Log Y - Produces a graph where the Log base 10 of the Y-Values are used instead of just the Y-
Values.

7.9 Viewing Sequences

7.9.1 Viewing Sequence Data

PURPOSE

This option presents the sequence analyses in various report forms. One or more sequences can be viewed
using this option.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Sequence. The Sequences dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired sequence(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose View Results from the menu. The Sequence Review dialog will be displayed.
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The selected sequences are displayed in this dialog. The Sequence column contains the sequences'

primary names. Other columns' titles and data vary depending on the selected "View".

The last row in the grid show the summation totals of applicable columns.

Report - Produce a report of the data currently displayed.
Exit - Close the Sequence Review dialog.

7.9.2 View Options

Description -

Current Vs. Base -

Base Case -

Includes the full description. (60 character maximum)

Includes the current case cut set probability, base case cut set
probability, the probability difference (current - base), ratio,
current case cut set count, base case cut set count, the cut set
count difference (current - base).

Includes base case values for cut set probability, mean, 5 h

percentile, median, 95"' percentile, probability truncation, and
size truncation used when solving.
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Current Case -

Base Case Uncertainty -

Current Case Uncertainty -

Includes current case values for cut set probability, mean, 5 'h
percentile, median, 9 5 h percentile, probability truncation, and
size truncation used when solving.

Includes base case values for cut set probability, mean, 5"
percentile, median, 9 5 th percentile, minimum, maximum,
standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, sample size, and random
number seed.

Includes current case values for cut set probability, mean, 5"
percentile, median, 95 th percentile, minimum, maximum,
standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, sample size, and random
number seed.

7.10 Time Dependent Analysis

7.10.1 Time Dependent Analysis

PURPOSE

The time dependent analysis function allows the user to calculate a time profile of the selected fault tree
or sequence cut sets. The user defines a start and stop "mission" time and a delta time or number of
samples. From this data, SAPHIRE calculates a probability for each event in the cut sets using the start
mission time. The cut sets are quantified and a rmin cut upper bound is determined. The mission time is
then incremented by a delta and new event probabilities and a new mmn cut upper bound are calculated.
Events that do not have mission time as part of their calculation type are not changed. This process
continues until the mission time equals the stop time, at which point the results of the distribution are
displayed. This allows the user to calculate a distribution of results for events that are dependent on time.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence. The Fault Tree List/Sequences dialog
will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Time Dependent from the menu. The Time Dependent Calculation Values dialog will be
displayed.

Time_ýD'eip'-eindeint Calculation Values

Start Time

Stop Time IN=~
"Simulation Values ........-- - - -- -------- .- .........

(" Delta Time delta to use .E-...

SSamples Number of samples to useI
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Start Time -
Stop Time -

The time, in hours, to begin the analysis.
The time, in hours, to end the analysis.

Simulation Values

Delta -

Time delta to use -

If this radio button is selected, use the delta indicated in
the Time delta to use field to determine the number of
samples used in the analysis. The smaller the delta, the
greater the number of samples.

The incremental change, in hours, for which the analysis
will be performed beginning at the Start Time and
terminating at the Stop Time.

If this radio button is selected, use the Number of
samples to use field to determine the time delta used in
the analysis. The greater the number of samples, the
smaller the delta.

The total number of samples used for this analysis. The
number of samples will determine the time delta to be
used.

Sample -

Number of samples to use -

Ok- Begin the time analysis.

Cancel - Close the Time Dependent Calculation Values dialog
without calculating the time profile.
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8. END STATE ANALYSIS

8.1 End State Analysis

PURPOSE

This option provides the means to recalculate end state values after events and/or cut sets have been
modified. The End State List dialog shows all end states defined for the current project, ordered by end
state name.

KEY TO FLAGS

Located to the right of each end state is a set of flags that indicate the status of the end state:

b - base case cut sets exist for the selected analysis type
c - current case cut sets exist for the selected analysis type

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select End State. The End State List dialog will be displayed.

J *d tt~s -. DEO N I

Marked # 0 Analyis Tpe I ANDO
Total # 3

c ES-2
bc LARGE-RELEASE

SMALL-RELEASE

End State Mask -Mask Action

~y~ask] l
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From this dialog, you can select end states using the mouse or the Mask feature. The analysis type can be
selected from the drop-down list. Additionally, the following functions may be accessed from the pop-up
menu:

Gather -

Quantify -

Uncertainty -

Cut Sets -
Display -
View Results -

Gather the cut sets for a selected end state based on cut set generation cutoff
values.
Calculate a new minimum cut set upper bound for cut sets using current data
values (using event data changes and current case cut sets).
Perform uncertainty analysis on an end state using either the Monte Carlo or
Latin Hypercube simulation technique.
Perform various operations on end state cut sets: Update, Prune, Recover, Edit.
Presents the analyses in various report forms.
View end state analysis information and compare base case and current case
minimal cut set upper bound results.

8.2 Gathering End States

8.2.1 Gathering End States

PURPOSE

This option allows you to gather the cut sets for a selected end state based on cut set generation cutoff
values. You are given the opportunity to specify several cut set generation cutoff values that will be used
to determine if a cut set is to be retained or discarded from the selected end state.

You are given the ability to generate cut sets for a selected end state, a group of end states, or all end

states within the current project.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select End State. The End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired end state(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Gather.

Whether you are gathering cut sets for a single end state, a group of end states, or for all end states, the
Cut Set Generation dialog will be displayed.
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You may change any of the data fields on this dialog. The default values that appear on this dialog may be
reset to new values by selecting Utility from the SAPHIRE menu and then invoking the Define
Constants option.

Cutoff by Cut Set Probability -

Cutoff by Event Probability -

Cutoff by Size -

Gather Cut Sets -

Used for determining if the cut set should be retained or
discarded based on the value in the < Cutoff Value field.
Used for determining if the cut set should be retained or
discarded based on the value in the Min < Cutoff Value field.
Used for determining if the cut set should be retained or
discarded based on the value in the > Cutoff Value field or zoned
flagged events.
Used for determining the method for gathering cut sets.

During processing, the Cut Set Generation Results dialog is displayed and updated as the calculations
proceed. Upon completion of the cut set generation, the summary results are displayed in this dialog.
Choose the OK button to close the dialog, or View Results button to review or print the results.

The only limit on the number of cut sets that can be stored for a given fault tree is the available hard drive
space. When processing is complete, the End State List dialog is updated to show the letter "c" in front of
the end state(s) with current case cut sets.

8.2.2 Cut Set Probability Trunc

If you select this check box, then the only cut sets whose product for all of its event probabilities is
greater than or equal to the value in the Cutoff Value field will be kept. All other cut sets will be removed.

If you deselect this check box, then the probability for the cut set will be irrelevant for determining if the
cut set should be retained or discarded.

8.2.3 Cutoff by Event Probability

If you select this check box, then you must also choose the Cutoff by Cut Set Probability check box. This
option will check all cut sets that are below the probability cutoff (Min < Cutoff Value field) and remove
them only if they contain an event whose probability is below this value.

When you select his option, SAPHIRE will also perform the quantification.
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8.2.4 Cutoff by Size

Size - If you choose this radio button, then only the cut sets whose number of events is less than or
equal to the value specified in the > Cutoff Value field will be kept in the cut sets for that
fault tree. All other cut sets will be removed.

Zone -If you choose this radio button, then only zone flagged events will be checked.
None- If you choose this radio button, then the number of events in a cut set will be irrelevant for

determining if the cut set should be retained or discarded.

8.2.5 Gather Cut Sets

This option allows you to select which method to use for gathering cut sets.

By Seq Endstate -

By Cut Set Partition -

Gather cut sets by the end state assigned to each sequence (via the event
tree graphic editor).
The end state of each cut set will be used for gathering. (via end state
partition rules).

8.3 Quantifying End States

8.3.1 Quantifying End States

PURPOSE

The quantification process will calculate a new minimum cut set upper bound for the end state cut sets
using the current data values (event change sets and current case cut sets). The new value is saved with
the current case cut sets for the selected end state.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select End State. The End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired end state(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Quantify, then one of the sub-menu options.

'gatheir I
I ljanti(y ý I

~Display '

guantlfy (Defa~it)
minCa
Rare Event

Quantify (Default)

Min Cut-
Rare Event -

Re-quantify using the quantification method for the specified end state.
This is selected in the Modify I End State option.
Re-quantify using the Minimal Cut Set Upper Bound Approximation.
Re-quantify by adding together the probabilities for the cut sets of a top
event.
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If the selected quantification method differs from the end state's default, a warning dialog with the
message, "The chosen quantification method was different from the End State default" is displayed.
Choose the Ok button to continue processing.

During processing, the Quantification Results dialog is displayed. If an error occurs, the message, "Error
quantifying cut sets" will be displayed in the message bar.

If a single end state was selected, upon completion of the quantification process, the results are displayed
in the Quantification Results dialog. Choose Ok to close the dialog.

8.3.2 Minimal Cut Set Upper Bound Approximation

This calculation approximates the probability of the union of the minimal cut sets for the fault trees. The
equation for the minimal cut set upper bound is

m

s 1-H(I-cd)
i=]

where
S = minimal cut set upper bound for the fault tree unavailability,
Ci = probability of the i=th cut set, and
m = the number of cut sets.

Example: If the cut sets for a fault tree are X = A u B u C (i.e., the union of three events, A, B, and C);
then the cut sets can be written as X = A + B + C with the plus symbol indicating union. The fault tree
unavailability computed from the minimal cut set upper bound approximation is then X = I - (I - A)(1 -
B)(1 - C).

SEE TECHNICAL REFERENCE

Minimal Cut Set Upper Bound

8.3.3 Rare Event Approximation

The rare event approximation approach adds together the probabilities for the cut sets of a top event. This
approximation is a good method when the cut set probabilities are small.

SEE TECHNICAL REFERENCE

Rare Event
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8.4 Uncertainty Analysis

8.4.1 Uncertainty Analysis

PURPOSE

This option can estimate the variability (due to the uncertainties in the basic event probabilities) of either

a fault tree top event probability or an event tree sequence frequency. To do this, SAPHIRE provides two

sampling techniques: Monte Carlo simulation and Latin Hypercube simulation. In addition, you may

perform a seismic analysis to integrate the seismic fragility curve with the site hazard curve using the

uncertainty analysis option.

In a traditional uncertainty analysis, SAPHIRE samples the user-specified distributions for each basic

event in a group of cut sets, then quantifies these cut sets using the sample values. For a seismic

uncertainty, however, SAPHIRE performs the analysis at each G-level in the site hazard curve for the

current project. The seismic events are sampled at each new G-level and the quantification performed.

You are given the option of performing an uncertainty analysis on the current case cut sets for either a

single, for a group, or for all of the fault trees (or sequences or end states) within the current project.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees

List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired fault tree(s)/sequence(s)/end state(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up

menu.

3. Choose Uncertainty. The Uncertainty Calculation Values dialog will be displayed.

I.1[ . . . . - I X
u.. mber ofsamples (<99999) F 1000

;Seed forrandomnumber generator OF
~Uncertainty method - 1 ~ur'&

*CLatin Hypercube

6-Mont~e Caro

(~None CSapie format<~ CSV format'P JIri ~ , • .""'"

You may change any of the data fields on this dialog. The default values that appear on this dialog may be

reset to new values by selecting the Utility I Define Constants option.
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Number of samples (< 99999) -

Seed for random number generator -

Uncertainty method -

Ground Acceleration Level -

Intermediate Values -
None -

SAPHIRE format -

CSV format -

File Name -

Browse -

A default value is provided for the number of samples to
use in simulation. You may use this value or enter
another value. The number must be less than 99,999.

A default seed is provided for the random seed. You may
use this value or enter a new value for the seed. To
obtain a random seed from the system clock, you must
enter a zero in this field.

Select the appropriate radio button for the desired
uncertainty sampling technique.

If seismic uncertainty is selected, a ground level
acceleration must be provided. This indicates the
acceleration rate at which the component will always
fail. The user can select to process all G-levels
combined, all G-levels separately, or a specified G-level
only.

Select this check box if you wish for the results and
intermediate samples to be written to an ASCII file.
Select this check box if you wish for the results and
intermediate samples to be written to an ASCII file,
formatted in the traditional SAPHIRE format.
Select this check box if you wish for the results and
intermediate samples to be written to an ASCII file,
formatted as a comma delimited file, for easy import into
a spreadsheet program.
Specifies the name of the ASCII file where the
intermediate values will be stored.
Opens the Choose File dialog, to select a directory and
file name to store the intermediate results.

8.4.2 Intermediate Values

PURPOSE

This option allows you to output the results and intermediate samples to the ASCII file specified in the
File Name field.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu.select Fault Tree/Sequences/End State. The Fault Trees
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired fault tree(s)/sequence(s)/end state(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up
menu.

3. Choose Uncertainty. The Uncertainty Calculation Values dialog will be displayed.

4. Check the Output Values check box and enter a name in the File Name field.
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The example below describes the layout of a SAPHIRE formatted ASCII file. The CSV (comma
delimited file) layout is similar, but is comma delimited to be easily imported into a spreadsheet program.

Format for ASCII file containing intermediate samples:

Anything after a rr"r is a comment.
MC File Format Version 1.00

Created by SAPHIRE 6.0 Program

In this description there are 2 variables and the MCS sample size is 500.

The first block contains point estimates for each variable. The point

estimate could be a mean, median, or other value.

DG l.OOOOOOE+000

DG i.000000E+000

@UNCERTAINTY
@OBSERVATIONS 500

@VARIABLES 2
DG:

DG:

Note a colon follows each variable name

This portion of the file contains the observation number(m) followed by

the number of variables (n), the value for the variable i for

observation m, the value for the variable n for observation m

3SAMP LEDATA

1 2 1.OOOOOE+000 1.OOOOOE+000
2 2 I.OOOOOE+000 l.00000E+000
3 2 1.OOOOOE+000 1.OOOOOE+000

500 2 1.00000E+000 1.00000E+000

8.4.3 Monte Carlo Sampling (MCS)

Simple MCS is a fundamental uncertainty sampling approach. To perform the sampling, SAPHIRE makes
repeated quantifications of the fault tree/sequence/end state cutsets using samples from the basic event
uncertainty distributions. This type of sampling requires more samples than LHS for the same degree of
accuracy.

When using this sampling technique, if the number of samples entered is less than ten, then the number of
samples will be increased to ten before the uncertainty analysis process will continue. Any number of
samples greater than or equal to ten will be allowed, but a number of at least 1000 is probably a better
value for improving the reliability of the Monte Carlo results.
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8.4.4 Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS)

LHS is a stratified sampling technique where the random variable distributions are divided into equal
probability intervals. A probability is randomly selected from within each interval for each basic event.
Generally, LHS will require fewer samples than simple MCS for similar accuracy. However, due to the
stratification method, it may take longer to generate a value than for a MCS.

When using this technique, if the number of samples entered is less than twice the total number of unique
events in the fault tree/sequence/end state, then the number of samples will be increased to two times the
total number of unique events before the analysis will continue. The LHS technique gives its best results
if the number of samples is at least twice the total number of unique events.

8.4.5 The Uncertainty Analysis Process

The following is a description of the uncertainty analysis process performed by SAPHIRE after values
have been entered in the Uncertainty Calculation Values dialog.

Once the number of samples has been accepted and a seed obtained from the system clock (if necessary),
checks will be run to ensure the events with the same correlation classes have consistent failure data,
uncertainty data, and distribution types. If any events with inconsistencies exist, an error message will be
displayed and the uncertainty analysis process will be terminated so that the inconsistent values may be
corrected.

If an error occurs during the uncertainty analysis process, the process is terminated and a message box
providing information about the specific error is displayed.

If all of the events successfully pass the correlation class checks, then the distribution parameters for the
events will be checked to ensure that they are valid. If any of the parameters are invalid, error messages
will be displayed and the process will be terminated so the distribution parameters may be corrected.

After both of these checks have been passed, a point estimate will be calculated for the selected fault tree
(or sequence or end state). At this point the samples for each event will be generated using the selected
sampling technique, either the Monte Carlo Sampling technique or the Latin Hypercube Sampling
technique. The uncertainty analysis function provides you with 11 different distribution types for both
sampling techniques. The distribution types include normal, lognormal, beta, gamma, chi-squared,
exponential, uniform, Dirichlet, constrained non-informative, maximum entropy, and the user-defined
histograms.

During processing, the Uncertainty Results dialog will be displayed and updated as the samples are
generated. When the requested number of samples have been generated, statistical information will be
calculated using the generated samples. A sample mean, median, and standard deviation will be calculated
for the selected fault tree (or sequence or end state). Coefficients of skewness and kurtosis, and quantile
values will also be calculated. This data will be saved in the database for the selected fault tree (or
sequence or end state).

Upon completion of these calculations, the following values will be displayed on the Uncertainty Results
dialog for viewing: the name, random seed used, the number of samples generated in this process, the
total number of events and cut sets being processed, the point estimate, the mean, the median, the 5th and
95th percentile values, the minimum and maximum generated sample values, the standard deviation, the
skewness and kurtosis, and the time involved to perform the analysis.
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[Uncitaity Rsult

If only one fault tree (or sequence or end state) was selected (highlighted) for the uncertainty analysis
process, then you will need to close the Uncertainty Results dialog. However, if more than one is being
processed, the Uncertainty Results dialog will be displayed for each, and when all of the selected fault
trees (or sequences or end states) have been processed, the Uncertainty Results dialog will automatically
be closed.

8.4.6 Seismic Uncertainty

PURPOSE

A seismic analysis integrates the seismic fragility curve with the site hazard curve using the uncertainty
analysis option. If the user has chosen to perform a seismic analysis, then a G-level was also selected.
This option allows the user to specify how SAPHIRE performs the analysis.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees

List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the "SEISMIC" value from the Analysis Type drop-down list.

3. Highlight the desired fault tree(s)/sequence(s)/end state(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up
menu.

4. Choose Uncertainty. The Uncertainty Calculation Values dialog will be displayed.

5. Provide appropriate values for the data entry fields on this dialog and choose one of the Ground
Acceleration Level values.

The G-levels are described here:
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ALL COMBINED -

ALL SEPARATE -

Specific G-level -

SAPHIRE performs an uncertainty analysis on all G-levels defined in the site
hazard curve for this project. The combined results are then stored in the
database.

SAPHIRE performs an uncertainty analysis on all G-levels, but does the analysis
and stores the results separately for each G-level.

SAPHIRE only performs the analysis for that specified G-level.

8.4.7 Uncertainty Distributions for Basic Events

Within the SAPHIRE code, eleven types of uncertainty distributions are supported. The table below lists
the different distributions, their identifier within SAPHIRE, and the uncertainty parameter that is needed
by the code.

Along with the uncertainty parameter, most distributions require a second parameter. SAPHIRE requires
that the mean value be specified for all distributions. The mean value is put in the database as a mean
failure probability or a mean failure rate, depending on which calculation type is used.

Basic event uncertainty distribution types supported by SAPHIRE.

Distribution

none

lognormal

normal

beta

gamma

chi-squared

exponential

uniform

histograms

maximum entropy

constrained noninformative

Seismic

Identifier

blank

L

N

B

G

C

E

U

H

M

0

S

Uncertainty Parameter

none

error factor

standard deviation

b in Beta(a,b)

r in 1(r)

degrees of freedom

none

upper end point

histogram number (i.e., identifier)

lower and upper end point

none

Beta r, Beta u

If the event was assumed to be normally distributed, we would simply put the mean value in the
probability data field and the standard deviation in the uncertainty parameter data field. To enter this
distribution, the mean value of 0.5 would be entered, a normal distribution would be chosen (type N), and
the standard deviation of 0.2 would be specified.

To review the process of specifying an uncertainty distribution in SAPHIRE, the required steps are to:
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1. Enter the mean value for the basic event.

2. Choose the distribution type (from those shown in the "Identifier" column in the table above).

3. Specify the appropriate uncertainty distribution parameter (shown in the "Uncertainty Parameter"
column in the table above).

Additional information on the uncertainty distributions and their parameters can be found in the
SAPHIRE Technical Reference Manual.

8.5 End State Cut Set Analysis

8.5.1 End State Cut Set Analysis

PURPOSE

This option provides the ability to perform a variety of analysis functions on the end state cut sets.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select End State. The End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired end state(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Quantify, then one of the sub-menu options.

Unceita~

Update - Update the current cut sets for selected end state(s) based on cut set generation
cutoff values.

Edit - Modify the base case/current end state cut sets.

8.5.2 Updating Cut Sets

PURPOSE

This option will update the current case cut sets for a selected fault tree (or sequence or end state) based
on cut set generation cutoff values. You are given the opportunity to specify several cut set generation
cutoff values that will be used to determine if a cut set is to be retained or discarded. You are also given
the choice of using either the base case cut sets or the current case cut sets as the starting set of cut sets to
be updated. The updated version of the cut sets will be saved as the new current case cut sets.
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Current case cut sets can be updated for a selected fault tree (or sequence or end state), a group of fault
trees (or sequences or end states), or all of the fault trees (or sequences or end states) within the current
proj ect.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired fault tree(s)/sequence(s)/end state(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up
menu.

3. Choose Cut Sets, then the Update sub-menu option.

4. The Cut Set Generation Truncation dialog will be displayed.

I Cu Se 6 ee~aion Fucatin 797EI

You may change any of the data fields on this dialog. The default values that appear on this dialog may be
reset to new values by selecting Utility on the SAPHIRE menu and then invoking the Define Constants
option.

Cut Set Probability -

Cutoff by Size -

Use Base Case Cut Sets -

Used for determining if the cut set should be retained or
discarded based on the value in the Cutoff Value field.
Used for determining if the cut set should be retained or
discarded based on zoned flagged events or the value in the
Cutoff Value field.
Used to specify base case cut sets or current case cut sets.

During processing, the Cut Set Generation Results dialog is displayed and updated as the calculations
proceed. If a single fault tree (or sequence or end state) was selected, upon completion of the cut set
generation, the results are displayed in this dialog. Choose the Ok button to close the dialog.

Once the cut sets are updated, they are automatically quantified.

8.5.3 Cut Set Generation Truncation

8.5.3.1 Cut Set Probability

If you select this check box, then only the cut sets whose product for all of its event probabilities is
greater than or equal to the value in the Cutoff Value field will be kept. All other cut sets will be removed
from current case cut sets for that fault tree.

If you uncheck this box, then the probability for the cut set will not be relevant for determining if the cut
set should be retained or discarded.
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8.5.3.2 Cutoff by Size

Size - If you choose this radio button, then only the cut sets whose number of events is less than or
equal to the value specified in the > Cutoff Value field will be kept in the cut sets for that
fault tree. All other cut sets will be removed.

Zone -If you choose this radio button, then only zone flagged events will be checked.
None -If you choose this radio button, then the number of events in a cut set will be irrelevant for

determining if the cut set should be retained or discarded.

8.5.3.3 Use Base Case Cut Sets

If you select this check box, then base case cut sets will be used as the cut sets to be updated and then
stored in the current case cut sets. However, if unchecked, the current cut sets will be used as the cut sets
to be updated and then resaved in the current case cut sets.

8.5.4 Editing End State Cut Sets

8.5.4.1 Editing Cut Sets

PURPOSE

The Cut Set Editor provides you with the means to edit the fault tree (or sequence or end state) cut sets.
SAPHIRE provides space for two sets of cut sets in the database: base case and current case. Whenever
SAPHIRE generates cut sets, they are stored in the current case location. The user may save a set of cut
sets to the base case location by performing a Base Case Update. The user can choose to edit either base
case or current cut sets; however, the results of the editing are always stored in the current case
location.

Using the cut set editor, you can insert new cut sets, delete cut sets, or add or modify basic events in the
cut sets. Any event name entered during cut set editing may be preceded by a "/" to indicate that it is to be
treated as a complemented event. The probability of a complemented event is one minus the failure
probability.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired record(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Cut Sets, then the Edit sub-menu option.

4. Choose either Current or Base from the sub-menu. The Cut Set Editor dialog will be displayed.
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Find -
Previous -

Next -

Insert -
Delete -
Event List -
Exit -

Yes -
No-
Cancel -

Locate the cut set(s) containing the marked basic event(s).
Locate the previous cut set containing the event(s) matching the criteria of most
recent "Find" operation.
Locate the next cut set containing the event(s) matching the criteria of most
recent "Find" operation.
Add a new cut set or basic event.
Delete an existing cut set or basic event.
List the basic events in the data base.
Close the Cut Set Editor dialog. The Cut Set Editor message box is displayed
with three options:
Close the dialog and save changes to the cut sets.
Close the dialog without saving changes to the cut sets.
Do not close the dialog. Changes are not saved.

8.5.4.2 Find

PURPOSE

This option locates the cut set(s) containing the selected criteria.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.
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2. Highlight the desired record(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Cut Sets, then the Edit sub-menu option.

4. Choose either Current or Base from the sub-menu. The Cut Set Editor dialog will be displayed.

5. Choose the Find button. The Event List dialog will be displayed.

Irt~~~ vetLs

The Event List dialog consists of four sections. The functions that apply to each section are discussed
briefly:

Cut Set Events
Basic Event List -
Toggle Mark -

Clear All -
Mark Used Wild -

Find Operations
Find -

Find and Insert -

Contains all basic events used in the cut sets being edited.
Marks or unmarks selected events in the Cut Set Events list. An asterisk
(*) next to the event name indicates that it is currently marked. A slash
(/) indicates that the event is marked as a complimented event.
Removes all marks from the events in the Cut Set Events list.
Marks events in the Cut Set Events list based on matching criteria. The
Event Class Mask dialog is displayed.

Locate the cut set(s) containing the marked event(s) in the Cut Set Events
list using the selected FindLogic.

Locate the cut sets(s) containing the marked event(s) in the Cut Set
Events list using the selected Find Logic and insert the marked event(s)
from the All Basic Events list. The new events are inserted into the cut set
after the "find" event(s).
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Delete Cut Set -

Find and Replace -

Copy and Replace -

Remove the cut set(s) containing the marked event(s) in the Cut Set
Events list using the selected Find Logic.
Locate the cut sets(s) containing the marked event(s) in the Cut Set
Events list using the selected Find Logic and replace them with the
marked event(s) from the All Basic Events list.
Copy the cut sets(s) containing the marked event(s) in the Cut Set Events
list using the selected Find Logic and replace the event(s) with the
marked event(s) from the All Basic Events list. This creates a new cut set
for each cut sets matching the "find" criteria.

All Basic Events - This section is enabled for use with the Find and Insert, Find and Replace,
and Copy and Replace functions:

Basic Event List -
Mark/Clear -
Clear Marks -
Mark Wild -

Add -

Modify -

Other options:

Contains all basic events in the database.
Marks or unmarks selected events in the All Basic Events list.
Remove all marks from the events in the All Basic Events list.
Marks events in the All Basic Events list based on matching criteria. The
Event Class Mask dialog is displayed..
Add a new basic event to the database. This new event will appear in the
All Basic Events list.
Modify the selected event in the All Basic Events list.

Find Logic drop-down list - Allows selection between the logical AND and OR operations.
The selected logical operation is applied to the events in the Cut Set Events.

Verify Option -

Enter -
Cancel -

If this check box is selected, you are prompted to confirm the operation
for each successful find. If this check box is deselected, the operation
will be performed immediately.
Perform the "find" operation using the currently selected criteria.
Do not perform the "find" operation and close the Event List dialog.

8.5.4.3 Insert

PURPOSE

This option allows you to insert a new cut set or basic event. If the I-bar is in a Cut Set No cell (i.e., the
first column of cells on the Cut Set Editor dialog), then a row for a cut set will be added at the end of the
cut set list. If the I-bar is in one of the Events cells, and the last event row for the current cut set (i.e., all
three cells in the current cut set row) is filled, then a row for the current cut set will be added.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired record(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Cut Sets, then the Edit sub-menu option.
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4. Choose either Current or Base from the sub-menu. The Cut Set Editor dialog will be displayed.

5. Place the cursor in the desired cell and choose the Insert button.

8.5.4.4 Delete

PURPOSE

This option allows you to delete an existing cut set or basic event. If the I-bar is in a Cut Set No cell (i.e.,
the first column of cells on the Cut Set Editor dialog), then the entire cut set will be deleted. If the I-bar is
in one of the Events cells, then the event in that cell will be removed from the cut set.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired record(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Cut Sets, then the Edit sub-menu option.

4. Choose either Current or Base from the sub-menu. The Cut Set Editor dialog will be displayed.

5. Place the cursor in the desired cell and choose the Delete button.

If you are deleting a cut set, you will be prompted:

x

Are you =a~e you warR to de ete ths cut set?,

Yes - Continue the delete operation.

No - Cancel the delete operation.

8.5.4.5 Event List

PURPOSE

This option lists all the basic events in the database. From this dialog you can add a new event to the
database, modify an existing event's data, or select the event to be included in the current cut set. The
cursor must be positioned in one of the Events cells in order to activate this option. The selected event
will replace an existing event in the current cell.
STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired record(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Cut Sets, then the Edit sub-menu option.

4. Choose either Current or Base from the sub-menu. The Cut Set Editor dialog will be displayed.

5. Place the cursor in the desired Event cell.
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6. Choose the Event List button. The Event List dialog will be displayed.

lEvent List NMI

Add -

Modify -

Select -

Cancel -

Add basic event to the data base. The Basic Event data entry dialog will be
displayed.
Modify the data of the highlighted basic event. The Basic Event data entry dialog
will be displayed.
Include the highlighted basic event in the cut set. The selected event will be
placed in the cell currently occupied by the cursor.
Close the Event List dialog and do not change the current cell.

8.6 Displaying End State Results

8.6.1 Displaying End State Results

PURPOSE

This option displays the results of end state analysis functions. You can view the current case cut sets and
uncertainty analysis results, and perform importance measure analyses.
STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select End State. The End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired end state(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display, then one of the sub-menu options.
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Cut Sets -

Comparison -

Importance -

Uncertainty -

Display the end states' cut sets, their percent of contribution to the end state, the
frequency, and the event names that make up the cut sets.
Display the end states' base and current cut sets, their percent of contribution to
the end state, the frequency, and the event names that make up the cut sets.
Perform and display "reliability-worth" information about the basic events in the
cut sets.
Display uncertainty analysis results.

8.6.2 Displaying Cut Sets

8.6.2.1 Displaying Cut Sets

PURPOSE

This option displays the current case cut sets. Three tabbed pages provide different views of the cut sets.
The first tab, labeled Full List , contains the complete list of cut sets for the selected fault tree (or
sequences or end states). This page always contains the complete set of cut sets found for the selected
fault tree/sequences/end state.

When the dialog is invoked, the fault tree (or sequence or end state) cut sets are shown. Displayed with
each cut set is its associated percent of contribution to the minimal cut set upper bound, its probability (or,
perhaps, frequency), and the event names that make up the cut sets. Also displayed are the minimal cut set
upper bound for the total, the number of cut sets that make up the total, the current slice minimal cut set
upper bound, the percentage that the slice contributes to the total, and the number of cut sets in the slice.

The Included In List and Excluded From List tabs will not contain data until a slice has been defined, via
one of the Slice By options.

The second tab, labeled Included In Slice, contains those cut sets specified (qualified) by the user via
either theRemove and/or Slice By options. Thethird tab, labeled Excluded From Slice, contains the
inverse of the second tab; it contains those cut sets not included in the qualified cut set list. The summary
information at the top of each page shows the summary information forjust the cut sets shown on the
current page, and also in relation to the full list of cut sets.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault.Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display, then the Cut Sets sub-menu option. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be
displayed.
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Tabbed pages:
Full List - Display the complete (unsliced) list of cut sets.
Included in Slice - Display all currently qualified cut sets.
Excluded From Slice - Display all currently unqualified cut sets.

Pop-up menu (only) functions:
Path - Display the logic that generated the highlighted cut set.
Remove - Remove the highlighted cut set(s) from the current list, and place them

into the Excluded From Slice list.

Reset Explicit - Restore the cut set(s) that were deleted, via the Remove option, to the
current list.

Slice By:
Event - Define the event criteria upon which cut sets will be qualified.
Cutoff- Define the cut off criteria upon which cut sets will be qualified.
Rule - Define the rule-based criteria upon which cut sets will be qualified.
View - Display information about the selected cut set including basic event data.
Report - Generate a report of the cut sets that are displayed in the currently selected tab.
Save - Copy the cut sets from the currently selected tab to an end state.
Close - Close the Selected Cut Sets dialog.

8.6.2.2 Path Search
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PURPOSE

This option displays the representation of the logic that generated the selected cut set. The representation
is in the form of a hierarchical tree, where each gate can be expanded or condensed by clicking on the
gate. Only the failure path is traced here.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

4. Highlight the desired cut set and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

5. Choose the Path option. The Selected Cut Set Events dialog will be displayed.

See the topic, "About Logic Dialogs ," for a description of the icons presented on this dialog.

I~lce u e v ens (RS. EAP CI
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.B 0 CCM-1 OR CCM-2, Ici-mdp-cf-mdps, Ici-mov-cd-ccmab

E a CCM-2 AND CCM-3o CCM-4. CCM-5. CCM-G
l CCM-3 OR <Ici-mdp-fc-tina,. Ici-mov-cc-ccma
0% CCM-4 OR <Ici-mdp-fc-trnb> Ici-mov-cc-ccma
0. CCM-5 OR Ici-mdp-fc-trnc. <Ici-mov-cc-ccmb>
. CCM-6 OR Ici-mdp-fc-trnd. <Ici-mov-cc-ccmb>

__ fiad~ epo Fj a~ <EA

Expand All -
Report -

Expand all gates.
Generate a report representing the expanded hierarchical tree. The output
destination for the report must be specified.
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Back -

Exit -

Return to the referenced gate. Active only after a referenced gate has been traced
to the location where it was originally defined (i.e., the reference gate icon has
been clicked).

Close the Selected Cut Set Events dialog.

8.6.2.3 Save

PURPOSE

Save the results of the existing cut set slice (currently displayed on the Selected Cut Sets dialog) to an end
state.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desiredlist item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

4. Slice, or qualify, the cut sets as desired. Select the tab containing the cut set list you want to save.

5. Choose the Save button. The Save To An End State dialog will be displayed.

I Sav To AnEdtt
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I

LARGE-RELEASE

In the example here, the down arrow to the right of the Description field was selected to display the list of
existing end states.

Name -

Description -

Enter the name of the new end state. Up to 24 uppercase, alphanumeric
characters are allowed.
Enter the description of the new end state. Up to 60 upper- and lowercase,
alphanumeric characters area allowed
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Save -

Cancel -

Perform the save operation. A new end state record will be saved in the
SAPHIRE data base with the name and description as entered here, and current
slice for its cut sets. Selecting an existing end state will cause the existing cut sets
for that end state to be overwritten.
Close the Save To An End State dialog without saving the cut sets or creating a
new end state record.

8.6.2.4 Slice Option

8.6.2.4.1 Slice By Cutoff

PURPOSE

This option provides the ability to divide the original cut set list into two subsets (slices) - qualified and
unqualified cut sets. This is accomplished by defining a cut off value to determine whether or not a cut set
is qualified. This qualification criteria can be used to help the analyst determine the affect of specified cut
sets on the minimal cut set upper bound.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

4. Choose the Slice By Cutoff button. The Slice By Value dialog will be displayed.

IS lce B Vale E3

Select one offour types of cutoff value expressions:

Top X Cut Sets -
Top X% -

Minimum frequency of X -

Minimum % contribution of X-

Apply -

Display only the top X cut sets in the qualified list.
Display only the cut sets which contribute to the top X%
of the min cut upper bound.
Display only the cut sets which contribute at least a
value of X to the min cut upper bound.
Display only the cut sets which contribute at least a X%
to the min cut upper bound.
Cut sets in the current slice will be evaluated. Those cut
sets meeting the qualification criteria will be retained in
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the current slice of qualified cut sets. Other cut sets not
meeting the qualification criteria will be placed in the
unqualified list.

Cancel - Close the Slice By Value dialog without applying the
qualification criteria.

8.6.2.4.2 Slice By Event

8.6.2.4.2.1 Slice By Event

PURPOSE

This option provides the ability to divide the original cut set list into two subsets (slices) - qualified and
unqualified cut sets. This is accomplished by defining a set of events used to evaluate whether or not a cut
set is qualified. This qualification criteria can be used to help the analyst determine the affect of specified
events on the minimal cut set upper bound.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

4. Choose the Slice By Event button. The Event List dialog will be displayed.
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The Event List dialog is divided into three sections:

Cut Set Events list -

Selected Events list -

Logic drop-down list -

Contains all the basic events included in the cut set(s) for the currently
selected fault tree, sequence(s) or end state(s).
Contains all basic events that define the qualification criteria. This list is
initially empty.
Allows selection between the logical "AND" and "OR" operations. The
selected logical operation is applied to the events in the Selected Events
list to determine which cut sets are qualified.

The various functions available from this dialog are accessed three different ways. When an

event in the Cut Set Events list is highlighted, the following options are available from the

pop-up menu. The highlighted event(s) will be added to the Selected Events list.

Wild Card Mark -

Add Event -

Add Failure Event-
Add Success Event-
Add NOT Event In-

Use the event class mask to highlight events in the Cut Set
Events list.
Cut sets containing this event, in any state (either failed or
success), will be qualified.
Cut sets containing the failure (+) of this event will be qualified.
Cut sets containing the success (/) of this event will be qualified.
Cut sets that do not contain (-) this event, in any state (either
failed or success), will be qualified.
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Apply Selected - Evaluate the qualification criteria. This is the same process as if
the Apply button was chosen.

When an event in the Selected Events list is highlighted, the following options are available
from the pop-up menu. The qualification criteria state will be changed for the highlighted
event(s):

Remove Event -

Event (either / or +) -

Failed Event -
Success Event -
Event NOT In -

Apply Selected -

Delete this event from the Selected Events list. This event will no
longer be used in the qualification criteria.
The state of the highlighted event, whether successful or failed,
is irrelevant.
Change the state of the highlighted event to failed (+).
Change the state of the highlighted event to successful (/).
The highlighted event are is not contained (-) in qualified cut
sets.
Evaluate the qualification criteria. This is the same process as if
the Apply button was chosen.

The following functions are performed by choosing the appropriate button:

Apply - Cut sets in the current slice will be evaluated. Those cut sets meeting the
qualification criteria will be retained in the current slice of qualified cut sets.
Other cut sets not meeting the qualification criteria will be placed in the
unqualified list.

Clear - Remove all events from the Selected Events list (i.e., clear the qualification
criteria).

Restart - Restore the original cut sets and clear the qualification criteria. The Event List
dialog will be closed and the Included In List and Excluded From List pages will
be cleared.

Save - Save the selected events in a stored slice record.
Select - Choose a saved slice record and place the events in the Selected Events list.
Cancel - Close the Event List dialog without applying the qualification criteria.

8.6.2.4.2.2 Wild Card Mark

PURPOSE

This option uses the event class mask to highlight events in the Cut Set Events list. This selection is used
with either the Cut Set Editor or the Cut Set I Slice option.

STEPS
1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree

List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

To access from the Slice#1

1. Choose Display j Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

2. Choose the Slice button. The Event List dialog will be displayed.

3. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose the Wild Card Mark option.
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To access from the Cut Set Editor#1

1. Choose Cut Sets I Edit j Current or Base. The Cut Set Editor dialog will be displayed.

2. Choose the Find button. The Event List dialog will be displayed.

3. Choose the Mark Used Wild button.

4. The Event Class Mask dialog will be displayed.

.... .... .. ..

Primary -

Id -

System -
Train -
Uncert. Corr. Class -
Category -
Type -
F/Mode -
Location -
Susceptibilities -

Select all basic events with matching primary names (maximum 24
characters). Wildcard characters may be used.
Select all basic events with matching component identifiers.
Select all basic event with matching systems.
Select all basic event with matching trains
Select all basic event with matching uncertainty correlation classes.
Select all basic event with matching categories.
Select all basic event with matching types.
Select all basic event with matching failure modes.
Select all basic event with matching locations.
Select all basic event with matching susceptibility attributes set.

8.6.2.4.2.3 Save Slice

PURPOSE

This option allows you to save the basic events currently displayed in the Selected Events list in a stored
slice record or a set.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display j Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

4. Choose the Slice button. The Event List dialog will be displayed.
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5. Select the desired events to be saved in the slice.

6. Choose the Save button. The Save Slice dialog will be displayed.

Ok - Save the new slice record and close the dialog.
Cancel - Close the dialog without saving.

8.6.2.4.2.4 Select Slice

PURPOSE

Choose a saved slice record and place the events in the Selected Events list. When a slice record is loaded,
the basic events saved in the slice replace all basic events currently displayed in the Selected Events list. If
a basic event that was saved in a slice does not appear in the Cut Set Events list, it will not be displayed in
the Selected Events list, although it will remain in the slice record.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

4. Choose the Slice button. The Event List dialog will be displayed.

5. Choose the Select button. The Select Slice dialog will be displayed.
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Pop-up Menu Options
Modify - Change the slice record name and/or description. See Save Slice.
Delete - Delete the slice record from the database.
Exit - Close the Select Slice dialog.

Button Options
Select - Choose the highlighted slice record and load the saved events.
Cancel - Close the Select Slice dialog.

8.6.2.4.3 Slice By Rule

8.6.2.4.3.1 Slice By Rule

PURPOSE

This option provides the ability to divide the original cut set list into two subsets (slices) - qualified and
unqualified cut sets. This is accomplished by defining one or more rules to evaluate whether or not a cut
set is qualified. The rules provide the ability to qualify cut sets using logical expressions, including
mixed logic (combining "ands" and "ors") if desired. The rules are saved in the project for repeated use.

When the dialog is invoked, a list of slice rules is displayed. The highlighted rule is previewed in the
bottom text area. To add/modify/delete a slice rule name and description, right click and select the
appropriate menu option. To edit a rule, choose the Edit Rule button. To apply a rule to the current cut
sets, choose the Apply button.

To clear the qualified and unqualified lists, choose the Reset option from the Slice By Event option, or,

apply a different slice option to override the current slice.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.
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2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

4. Choose the Slice By Rule button. The Slice Rules dialog will be displayed.

A-TEMP placeholder for rules that don't need to be kept
DG-RULE check for dg-a or dg-b

I check for a and b moy failures on either CCS or ECS systems

if (C-MOV-A - C-MOV-B) + (E-MOV-A * E-MOV-B) then
keep;

endif

I

Pop-up Menu Options
Add - Create a new, empty rule.
Copy - Make a copy of an existing rule. You must supply a unique name before saving

the rule.
Modify - Modify the name and/or description of the selected rule.
Delete - Remove the rule from the project.
Apply - The full list of current cut sets will be evaluated. Those cut sets meeting the

qualification criteria will be retained in the current slice of qualified cut sets.
Other cut sets not meeting the qualification criteria will be placed in the
unqualified list.

Edit Rules-Edit the selected rule logic.
Exit - Close the Slice Rules dialog without applying a rule.
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8.6.2.4.3.2 Slice Rules Editor

PURPOSE

This option allows you to create or modify rules that divide cut sets into two subsets - qualified and
unqualified. The Slice Rules editor provides a means to develop logic rules that locate and separate cut
sets containing desired event combinations.

The slice rules are entered in a free-form text editor within SAPHIRE. The editor options and rule syntax
are similar to that of SAPHIRE's recovery rules. However, unlike to recovery rules, slice rules are not tied
to the fault tree, sequence(s) or end state(s) whose cut sets are currently displayed. (A slice rule is
available to be applied to any type of displayed cut sets.)

Slice rules follow a format similar to the structure that is found in traditional programming languages
(e.g., BASIC or PASCAL). As such, the ability exists to define "macros" and "if...then" type of structures.
After creating or editing rules, SAPHIRE compiles the rules to check their validity.

Note: An alternative method of entering rules into the project is to export them from SAPHIRE and
create or edit them in any word processor or text editor (that can output ASCII files) and then loaded
directly into the SAPHIRE database.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees
List/Sequences/End States dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired fault tree(s)/sequence(s)/end state(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up
menu.

3. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will appear.

4. Choose the Slice By Rule button. The Slice Rules dialog will appear.

5. If necessary, add a new rule by right clicking and choosing the Add menu option.

6. Highlight the desired slice rule and choose Edit Rules. If rules have been previously defined
they will be displayed in the edit window.
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I check for a and b mov failures on either CCS or ECS systems

if (C-MOV-A
keep;

endif
<<eof>>

* C-MOV-B) + (E-MOV-A * E-NOV-B) then

Type the rules in the editor. Note that the rules are not case sensitive.

File - File functions such as open, save, print, preferences, etc.
Edit - Editing functions such as copy and paste along with text format operations.
Search - Search and cursor positioning operations such as find, replace, goto, etc.
Window - Window management functions such as cascade, tile horizontally, etc.
Lists - Display lists of macros and events for inserting into the rules. Three different

event lists are available: initiators, a complete list of events, and only those
events available in the currently displayed cut sets.

8.6.2.4.3.3 Editor File Functions

These options provide file management functions.

Open -

New -

Close -

Quit -
Save -
Save As -
Save All -
Save Block -

Open a file into a new window. This feature is not usually used while editing
SAPHIRE rules.
Create a new file in a new window. This feature is not usually used while editing
SAPHIRE rules.
Close the edit current window. If changes have been made you will be prompted
to save the file.
Close the current edit window without saving.
Save the file in the current window to disk.
Save the file in the current window with a new file name.
Save all the files in all edit windows currently open.
Save the currently highlighted text into a new file. The Save As dialog will be
invoked.
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Import File -

Print -
Page setup -
Preferences -
Exit -

Insert the contents of a file into the current edit window at the current cursor
position. The Edit external file dialog will be invoked.
Print the file in the current edit window.
Set printer page layout options, .such as pages per sheet and line numbers.
Select editing options such as tab width, undo levels, etc.

Terminate the Editor session.

8.6.2.4.3.4 Editor Edit Functions.

These options provide editing and text formatting functions.

Undo -
Cut -

Copy 7

Paste -
Delete -

Shift left indent -
Shift right indent -
Shift left space -
Shift right space -
Delete to end of line -

Delete line -
Capitalize word -
Downcase word -

Undo the previous editing operation.
Remove the highlighted text from the current window and place it in the
clipboard.
Copy the highlighted text from the current window and place it in the
clipboard.
Copy the clipboard text into the current window at the cursor position.
Remove the highlighted text from the current window without placing it
in the clipboard.
Shift the text to the left by the Shift Size specified under Options.
Shift the text to the right by the Shift Size specified under Options.
Shift the text to the left by a single space.
Shift the text to the right by a single space.
Delete to the end of the current line beginning after the current cursor
position.
Delete the line on which the cursor is currently positioned.
Convert the entire word under the current cursor position to upper case.
Convert the entire word under the current cursor position to lower case.

8.6.2.4.3.5 Editor Search Functions

These options provide search and cursor positioning operations.

Find -
Replace -

Find Procedure -
Find/Replace again -
Find Altered lines -
Find line number -
Match symbol -

Goto next error -
Goto previous error -
Goto Marker -

Set Marker -

Search the text in the current window for the specified string.
Search the text in the current window for a string and replace it with
another string.
Search the text in the current window for the specified procedure.
Repeat the previous search operation.
Find the lines of text that have changed since the last save operation.
Go to the specified text line number in the current window.
Find the matching symbol pair for the character under the cursor "0, { },
[] , ( * * ) ,,

Position the cursor at the next compilation error.
Position the cursor at the previous compilation error.
Position the cursor at the previously saved file position. Up to four
marker positions can be retrieved.
Save the current file position for later retrieval.

8.6.2.4.3.6 Editor Window Functions
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These options are used for managing the open edit windows within the application window, such as the
Linkage Rules Editor or the Event Tree Logic Editor Window. Along with the options listedbelow and
segregated by a separation bar, the names of each open file is listed in the menu.

Cascade windows -

Tile windows horizontally -

Tile windows vertically -

Arrange Icons -

Resize and reposition the non-minimized windows in an
overlapping fashion so that the title of each window is displayed
in a cascade arrangement. The current edit window will be on
top.
Resize and reposition the non-minimized windows in a
horizontally tiled arrangement.
Resize and reposition the non-minimized windows in a vertically
tiled arrangement.
Arrange the minimized window icons at the bottom of the
application window.

In the example above, the files "-RULES.TMP" and "-LOGIC.TMP" are open. -RULES.TMP is the
active window, as indicated by the check mark on the menu.

8.6.2.4.3.7 Slice Rules Lists

Selecting from the lists allows you to insert or replace items in the editor.

Macros -
Events -
Cut Set Events

Initiators -

Allows you to insert a macro into the editor.
Select any basic event instead of typing in the basic event name.

- Select from a list of only those events found in the currently displayed cut sets,
instead of typing in the event name.
Select an initiating event instead of typing in the initiator name.

8.6.2.4.3.8 MACRO

(Basic Rule syntax)

A macro is a user-definable keyword that specifies a search criteria. The macro name must be all
uppercase, must be 24 characters or less, and must not include any of the restricted characters (e.g., a
space, *, ?, \,/). The macro line can wrap around to more than one line, but must end with a semicolon.

MACRO-NAME = SEARCH-CRITERIA;
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if MACRO-NAME "and optional other search criteria" then

perform some action on each cut set...;

endif

I Macros are only applicable in the particular rule they are entered into.

8.6.2.5 Importance

8.6.2.5.1 Sets Importance

PURPOSE

This option displays the Fussell-Vesely importance of the selected set(s) of cut sets including interactions
among the events. The selected sets are previously saved slices.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

4. Choose the Sets button. The Select Set(s)for Set Importance dialog will be displayed.

I...c ets)fi StIMPi..c 1

Nwre Dewoon

C-MOV
DO

Slice contains C-MOV-? events
DO-? events

I h~otanc I gcel/

Select the desired set(s) and choose the Importance button. The Sets Importance dialog will be
displayed containing the Fussell-Vesely importance, normalized Fussell-Vesely, name of the set, and its
description, for each selected set.
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I1

Detail - Displays the Cut Set Importance dialog after selecting one of the sets. Choose the Top or
Bottom buttons for Sets importance details.

Report - Generates a report containing the Fussell-Vesely importance, normalized Fussell-Vesely,
set name, and description of the selected set.

Cancel - Closes the Sets Importance dialog.

8.6.2.6 View Option

8.6.2.6.1 View Cut Set

PURPOSE

This option displays the basic events of the selected cut set with their failure probabilities and
descriptions. At the bottom of the Selected Cut Set Events dialog, information about this cut set is
displayed: percent of contribution to the total, the cut set frequency, and the number of events that make
up this cut set.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree

List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.
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3. Choose Display [ Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.
OR

4. Choose Display I Comparison. The Base & Current Case Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

5. Highlight the desired cut set.

6. Choose the View button. The Selected Cut Set Events dialog will be displayed.

!
-~-ece Cu Se Evnt - .EOxPj

C-PUMP-B 3.
DG-A 2.
Undefined EndState

+UUU Loss of Ultsite Power Initiating Event
-003 CCS Train B motor-driven pump
-002 Emergency diesel generator A

When viewing fault tree cut sets, the end state, if any, is designated with the letter "E" to the left of the
Event Name column. It will be the last item listed.

When viewing sequence cut sets, the initiating event is designated with the letter "I" to the left of the
Event Name column. It will be the first item listed. The end state will be designated with the letter "E" to
the left of the Event Name column and will be the last item listed.

When viewing end state cut sets, the initiating event is designated with the letter "I" to the left of the
Event Name column. It will be the first item listed. The originating sequence is designated by the letter
"S" to the left of the Event Name column and will be the last item listed.

View Event - Display individual basic event information.

8.6.2.6.2 View Event
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PURPOSE

This option provides the following detailed information about the basic events that make up a cut set:
event names and description, event attributes, random failure data, uncertainty data, susceptibility flags,
and transformation data.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.
OR

4. Choose 'Display I Comparison. The Base & Current Case Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

5. Highlight the desired cut set.

6. Choose the View Cut Set button. The Selected Cut Set Events dialog will be displayed.

7. Highlight the desired basic event.

8. Choose the View Event button. The View Event dialog will be displayed.
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Information on this dialog is for display only and cannot be modified.

8.6.2.7 Report Dialog

8.6.2.7.1 Cut Set Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate a report of the data that is currently displayed on the dialog. The report
may be displayed in the Report Viewer, sent to a printer, or saved to a file for later processing.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

4. Choose the Report button. The Report dialog will be displayed.

5. Select the desired report options and choose OK. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Report Title -
Print Slice Qualifications -

Include Event Detail -

A default report title is provided. Edit this value to customize the title.
When checked, the criteria used to qualify the cut sets is included in the
report.
When checked, the report will report one event per line, and including
event probability and description information. When this option; is not
checked, the events will appear as a comma delimited list, with no
supplementary event information included.

8.6.3 Comparing Cut Sets

8.6.3.1 Cut Set Comparison

PURPOSE

This option displays both the base case and current case cut sets for the selected fault tree (or sequences
or end states). The source (either base or current) of the cut sets is indicated both by color and a symbol.
The color red and the "-" symbol in the first column indicate a base case cut set. The color black and a
blank (" ") in the first column indicate that the cut set is both a current case and base case cut set. The
color green and the "+" symbol in the first column indicate a current case cut set.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Trees
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display, then the Comparison sub-menu option. The Base & Current Case Cut Sets
dialog will be displayed.
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2 9.200E-004 1.87 DG-A, DG-B

3 2.300E-004 0.47 C-MOV-B, DG-A
4 2.300E-004 0.47 DG-B, E-MOV-A
5 1.380E-004 0.28 C-PUMP-B, DG-A
6 1.380E-004 0.28 DG-B, E-PUMP-A
7 4.600E-005 0.09 C-MOV-1, DG-A
8 4.600E-005 0.09 DG-B. E-MOV-1

* 9 1.150E-005 0.02 C-MOV-A, CCS-TRAIN-B. E-MOV-1
+ 10 6.900E-006 0.01 C-PUMP-A, CCS-TRAIN-B, E-MOV-1
- 11 4.600E-006 0.01 C--V-B, DG-A

12 4.600E-006 0.01 DG-B, E-CV-A
• 13 2.300E-006 0.00 C-MOV-1, E-MOV-1

* 14 2.875E-007 0.00 C-MOV-A, CCS-TRAIN-B, E-MOV-A, E-MOV-B

" 15 2.300E-007 0.00 TANK
+ 16 2.300E-007 0.00 C-CV-A, CCS-TRAIN-B, E-MOV-1
+ 17 1.725E-007 0.00 C-MOV-A, CCS-TRAIN-B, E-MOV-A, E-PUMP-B

ba&-Both
New (uunt YtoaeodE-

Sort by
Probability - List the cut sets by frequency in descending order.
Source - List the cut sets by source, listing first base case cut sets, then cut sets

existing in both, followed by current case cut sets.
View - Display information about the selected cut set including basic event data.
Report - Generate a report of the data that is displayed on the dialog.
Exit - Close the Base & Current Case Cut Sets dialog.

8. 6.3.2 View Cut Set

PURPOSE

This option displays the basic events of the selected cut set with their failure probabilities and
descriptions. At the bottom of the Selected Cut Set Events dialog, information about this cut set is
displayed: percent of contribution to the total, the cut set frequency, and the number of events that make
up this cut set.
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display f Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.
OR

4. Choose Display Comparison. The Base & Current Case Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

5. Highlight the desired cut set.

6. Choose the View button. The Selected Cut Set Events dialog will be displayed.

-C-PUMP-B
DG-A
Undefined EndState

/_jUULt+UUU LOSS Of urtsite -ower Initiating tvent
3.OOOE-003 CCS Train B motor-driven pump
2OO0E-002 Emergency diesel generator A

When viewing fault tree cut sets, the end state, if any, is designated with the letter "E" to the left of the
Event Name column. It will be the last item listed.

When viewing sequence cut sets, the initiating event is designated with the letter "I" to the left of the
Event Name column. It will be the first item listed. The end state will be designated with the letter "E" to
the left of the Event Name column and will be the last item listed.
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When viewing end state cut sets, the initiating event is designated with the letter "I" to the left of the
Event Name column. It will be the first item listed. The originating sequence is designated by the letter
"S" to the left of the Event Name column and will be the last item listed.

View Event - Display individual basic event information.

8.6.3.3 Cut Set Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate a report of the data that is currently displayed on the dialog. The report
may be displayed in the Report Viewer, sent to a printer, or saved to a file for later processing.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Cut Sets. The Selected Cut Sets dialog will be displayed.

4. Choose the Report button. The Report dialog will be displayed.

5. Select the desired report options and choose OK. The Report Viewer will display the report.

fml xpiI

Report Title -
Print Slice Qualifications -

Include Event Detail -

A default report title is provided. Edit this value to customize the title.
When checked, the criteria used to qualify the cut sets is included in the
report.
When checked, the report will report one event per line, and including
event probability and description information. When this option is not
checked, the events will appear as a comma delimited list, with no
supplementary event information included.

8.6.4 Displaying Importance Results

8.6.4.1 Importance Measures
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PURPOSE

Importance measures provide "reliability-worth" information about basic events appearing in the cut sets
for a fault tree or accident sequence. The "importance" for a basic event is essentially the event's
contribution to the overall top event probability (for fault trees) or sequence frequency (for event trees).
The measure of contribution can take on many forms depending on what concern the analyst has for a
particular basic event. Consequently, SAPHIRE calculates seven different basic event importance
measures. These are the Fussell-Vesely importance, risk reduction ratio, risk increase ratio, Bimbaum (or
first derivative) importance, risk reduction difference, risk increase difference, and the uncertainty
importance.

The ratio importance measures are dimensionless and consider only relative changes. The difference
definitions account for the actual risk levels that exist and are more appropriate when actual risk levels are
of concern, such as comparisons or prioritizations across different plants. For purely relative evaluations,
such as prioritizations within a plant, the ratios sometimes give more graphic results.

These importance measures are calculated for each basic event for the respective fault tree or accident
sequence. Once the results have been calculated, they can be displayed and then partitioned as a subset of
the original cut sets.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display, then the Importance sub-menu option.

4. Choose from one of the following sub-menu options:

importance

Ratio - Fussell-Vesely importance, Risk Reduction Ratio, and Risk Increase Ratio will
be calculated and displayed.
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Difference -

Uncertainty -

Multi-Var -

Birnbaum importance, Risk Reduction Interval, and Risk Increase Interval will
be calculated and displayed.
Quantification. of the contribution of each individual basic event's uncertainty to
the total output uncertainty.
Importance for a group of events will be calculated and displayed.

8.6.4.2 Fussell- Vesely Importance (FP)

The FV measure is an indication of the percentage of the minimal cut set upper bound contributed by the
cut sets containing the basic event. The equation for FV importance is

FV = F(i)/F(x)

where
F(i) is the minimal cut set upper bound for the group of cut sets containing the event
F(x) is the original minimal cut set upper bound

Prior to SAPHIRE version 7.27, the FV equation used and approximate expression

FV = 1 - F(O)/F(x)

where
F(O) is the minimal cut set upper bound with the event probability set equal to 0.0.
F(x) is the original minimal cut set upper bound.

8.6.4.3 Birnbaum Importance (B)

This indicates the sensitivity of the minimal cut set upper bound with respect to a change in the basic
event probability.

B = F(l)- F(O)

where
F(1) is the minimal cut set upper bound with the event probability set equal to 1.0.
F(0) is the minimal cut set upper bound with the event probability set equal to 0.0.

8.6.4.4 Risk Reduction Ratio (RRR) or Risk Reduction Interval (RRI)

These are an indication of how much the minimal cut set upper bound would decrease if the basic event
was reduced to a probability or 0.0 (typically if the corresponding component never failed).

RRR = F(x)/F(O)

RRI = F(x) - F(O)

Note the similarity between RRI and FV; the relative importance ranking of basic events will be the same
for the two importance measures.
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8.6.4.5 Risk Increase Ratio (RIR) or Risk Increase Interval (RII)

These are an indication of how much the minimal cut set upper bound would increase if the basic event
was increased to 1.0 (typically if the corresponding component always failed). Note: If the event
probability is close to 1.0, this importance measure may yield a small RIR or RII.

RIR = F(1)/F(x)

R11 = F(1) - F(x)

where
F(x) is the original minimal cut set upper bound
F(l) is the minimal cut set upper bound with the event probability set equal to .1.0.

8.6.4.6 Uncertainty Importance

The uncertainty in each input parameter, as expressed through its probability distribution, contributes to
the uncertainty in the output parameter of interest (e.g., core damage frequency). The uncertainty
importance measure in SAPHIRE attempts to quantify the contribution of each individual basic event=s
uncertainty to this total output uncertainty. The measure used in SAPHIRE is based on a Taylor series
expansion of the variance of the output of interest. The equation used by SAPHIRE is

n DR 2

Var(R) i /D pi1 2

where R is the output of interest, p, is the probability of the ith basic event, and Oi2 is the variance of the
uncertainty distribution for the ith event. This approximation, which hinges upon the basic events being
mutually statistically independent, says that the variance of the output is approximately the sum of n
separate contributions, one from each basic event. The magnitude of each contribution (each contribution
is positive) measures how much of the output variance is contributed by each basic event. Because it is
more convenient, SAPHIRE uses the square root of each individual contribution as the uncertainty
importance:

aR
Iunc -- 07iaPi

where oi is the standard deviation of the uncertainty distribution of the ith basic event. Note that the
partial derivative in the above equation for the uncertainty importance is, by definition, the Birnbaum
importance of that event. Therefore, no new calculations are needed; the uncertainty importance is the
Birnbaum importance multiplied by the standard deviation of the input probability distribution.

8.6.4.7 Multi- Var Importance

This option allows the user to calculate an importance for a group of events.

For instance, the user can select all motor operated valves in a set of cut sets and get a combined
importance measure for these valves together. All of the valves are treated as a single event in the
importance calculations and the result is displayed with the name "Multi-variable."
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8.6.4.8 Importance Measures Dialog

8.6.4.8.1 Importance Measures Results

PURPOSE

This option displays the results of the importance measure analysis.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display, then the Importance submenu option.

4. Choose from one of the submenu options: Ratio, Difference, Uncertainty, Mult-Var. The
Importance Measures dialog will be displayed.

The results shown here are Fussell-Vesely importance measures. If the analysis type is seismic, the
program will prompt you to select a ground acceleration level defined in the project hazard curve.

UU-6 . 1 2.UUL-UUZ .41BL-UUI 1./1 li +UUI 4./IbL+UUI
C-MOV-1 1 1.OOOE-003 4.619E-002 1.048E+000 4.715E+001
DG-A 3 2.OOOE-002 7.477E-003 1.008E+000 1.366E+000
C-MOV-B 4 5.OOOE-003 6.692E-003 1.007E +000 2.322E+000
C-PUMP-B 4 3.OOOE -003 4.015E-003 1.004E+000 2.325E+000
C-MOV-A 3 5.000E-003 1.869E-003 1.002E +000 1.371 E +000
C-PUMP-A 3 3.OOOE-003 1.121E-003 1.001E+000 1.372E+000
C-CV-A 3 1.000E-003 3. 738E-004 1. OGE +000 1. 373E+000
C--V-B 4 1.OOOE-004 1.338E-004 1.OOOE+000 2.329E+000

Sort -

Description -

Partition -
Report -
Exit -

Select from the drop-down list to sort results by Occurrence, Probability, F-V /
Birnbaum / Uncertainty, Reduction, or Increase. By default, when the importance
data are first displayed it is sorted, high to low, by F-V / Bimbaum / Uncertainty
importance value.
Display the full description for the highlighted event in the message bar of the
SAPHIRE main window.
Limit which events are displayed/reported.
Generate a report of the data that is displayed on the dialog.

Close the Importance Measures dialog.
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8.6.4.8.2 Importance Results Partition

PURPOSE

This option allows you to redefine a fault tree as a subset of the original cut sets. This is accomplished by
defining a set of events to be used to determine whether a cut set belongs to a partition.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Importance.

4. Choose from one of the submenu options: Ratio, Difference, Uncertainty, Mult-Var. The
Importance Measures dialog will be displayed.

5. Choose the Partition button. The Partition dialog will be displayed.

Prito - (DMO XCII

Include -

Exclude -

Compliment -

Reset -

Fill in. the entry fields that are to be used to qualify the events that may be used in
the new partition. Choose the Include button. The events in the cut set are
qualified and when complete, will update the Number of Qualified Events field
that appears in the upper right of the Partition dialog.
Fill in the entry fields that are to be used to remove events from the list of
qualified events. Choose the Exclude button. The events in the cut set are
qualified and when complete, will update the Number of Qualified Events field
that appears in the upper right of the Partition dialog.
Cause all currently qualified events to be disqualified, and all unqualified events
to become the set of qualified events.
Set all events in the database to be qualified. This removes all partitioning from
the current cut sets.
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View Events -

Exit -

Display the list of all events in the project. Mark those events that are to be
considered qualified.
Close the Partition dialog. Only those cut sets that are made up of qualified
events are displayed on the Importance Measures dialog.

8.6.4.8.3 View Events

PURPOSE

This optionallows you to display the list of all events in the project and mark those events that are to be
used to determine whether a cut set belongs to a partition.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display I Importance.

4. Choose from one of the sub-menu options: Ratio, Difference, Uncertainty, Mult-Var.

5. The Importance Measures dialog will be displayed.

6. Choose the Partition button. The Partition dialog will be displayed.

7. Choose the View Events button. The Events dialog will be displayed.

ý, rMLJ,-, a~ystum Um•'nciv~u auu UC -fur-ent
<INIT> System Generated Initiating Event
<PASS> System Generated Ignore Event
<TRUE> System Generated Failure Event
AD1 FAILURE TO INHIBIT ADS AND CONTROL REACTOR LE%
AD1-SYS-FC-VALVS ADS HARDWARE COMPONENTS FAIL TO FUNCTION
AD1-XHE-XE-ERROR OPERATOR FAILS TO INHIBIT ADS & CONTROL LEVEL
AD1-XHE-XE-NOREC OPERATOR FAILS TO RECOVER ADS HARDWARE
ADS AUTOMATIC DEPRESSURIZATION FAILS
ADS-SRV-CC-VALVS ADS VALVES FAIL TO OPEN
ADS-XHE-XE-ERROR OPERATOR ERROR PREVENTS DEPRESSURIZATION

I •I

Double-click - Mark the selected event. An asterisk (*) will appear to the left of the event name.
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Exit - Close the Events dialog. Choose the Include or Exclude button from the
Partition dialog..

8.6.5 Displaying Uncertainty

8.6.5.1 Displaying Uncertainty Results

PURPOSE

This option displays the results of the uncertainty analysis previously performed. The results displayed
are the distribution and probability bounds for both base and current results. These values were calculated
using either the Latin Hypercube or the Monte Carlo simulation technique.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired list item and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display, then the Uncertainty sub-menu option. The Fault Tree/Sequence/End State

Uncertainty dialog will be displayed.

If the analysis type is seismic, you will be prompted to select a ground acceleration level defined in the
project hazard curve.
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Current Quantile Values -
Base Quantile Values-
Exit -

dialog.

View the quantile values associated with the current case data.
View the quantile values associated with the base case data.

Close the Fault Tree/Sequence/End State Uncertainty

8.6.5.2 Uncertainty Quantile Values

PURPOSE

Display the uncertainty quantile (or probability) values associated with either the current or base case
data. These quantile values can be used to construct a cumulative distribution plot of the analysis
uncertainty results.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired fault tree and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display, then the Uncertainty sub-menu option. The Fault Tree/Sequence/End State
Uncertainty dialog will be displayed.

4. Choose the Current Quantile Values or Base Quantile Values button.

Distribution Quantile Level (in percent) - The probability level, which ranges from 0.5% to
99.5%.

95% Confidence Interval On Quantile Level in % (+/-) 7The 95% confidence level on the
quantile level (e.g., 5%, 50%, 90%) expressed in terms of the percent of the quantile level.
Note that this is the confidence on the quantile level, not the quantile value.

Quantile Value - The value obtained from the uncertainty analysis at the i'th % quantile (or
probability) level. The units on the value varies depending on the type of analysis (e.g.,
failure probability, core damage frequency, etc.).
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95% Lower Bound Confidence Level On Quantile Value - The lower bound confidence level on
the quantile value.

95% Upper Bound Confidence Level On Quantile Value - The upper bound confidence level on
the quantile value.

Plot - Show a graphical representation of the uncertainty distribution defined by the uncertainty
quantile values.

Report - Generate a report containing the quantile values as displayed here.
Exit - Close the Uncertainty Quantile Values dialog.

8.6.5.3 Plot Uncertainty Quantile Values

PURPOSE

Show a graphical representation of the distribution defined by the uncertainty quantile (or probability)
values associated with either the current or base case data.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree/Sequence/End State. The Fault Tree
List/Sequences/End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired fault tree and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose Display, then the Uncertainty sub-menu option. The Fault Tree/Sequence/End State
Uncertainty dialog will be displayed.

4. Choose the Current Quantile Values or Base Quantile Values button.

5.. Choose the Plot button. The Uncertainty plot dialog will be displayed.
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Print - Print the plot as displayed. The Print common dialog will be launched where you can
select the desired printer.

Exit - Close the Uncertainty plot dialog.

8.6.5.4 Distribution Types

Select the type of graph to be displayed:

PDF - (Default) - Displays a graph showing the Probability Density Function.
Cumulative - Displays a graph showing the Cumulative Density Function.

8.6.5.5 Sampling Methods

The selected radio button indicates the sampling method used for the uncertainty calculation. Note the
sampling method used cannot be changed here. In order to view results using a different sampling
method, the uncertainty analysis must be re-run using the desired sampling method.

Monte Carlo - Displays a graph that is based on Monte Carlo Sampling of the
defined uncertainty distribution.

Latin Hypercube Sampling - Displays a graph that is based on Latin Hypercube Sampling of
the defined uncertainty distribution.

8.6.5.6 Axis
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Log X - Produces a graph where the Log base 10 of the X-Values are used instead of just the X-
Values.

Log Y - Produces a graph where the Log base 10 of the Y-Values are used instead of just the Y-
Values.

8.7 Viewing End States

8.7.1 Viewing End States

PURPOSE

This option presents the end state analyses in various report forms. One or more end states can be viewed
using this option.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select End State. The End State List dialog will be displayed.

2. Highlight the desired end state(s) and right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

3. Choose View Results from the menu. The EndState Review dialog will be displayed.

The selected end states are displayed in this dialog. The End State column contains the end states'
primary names. Other columns' titles and data vary depending on the selected "View".
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The last row in the grid show the summation totals of applicable columns.

Report - Produce a report of the data currently displayed. The output can go to the Report Viewer,
a printer, or a file.

Exit - Close the EndState Review dialog.

8.7.2 View Options

Description - Includes the full description. (60 character maximum)
Current Vs. Base - Includes the current case cut set probability, base case cut set probability,

the probability difference (current - base), ratio, current case cut set
count, base case cut set count, the cut set count difference (current -
base).

Base Case - Includes base case values for cut set probability, mean, 5 th percentile,
median, 9 5th percentile, probability truncation, and size truncation used
when solving.

Current Case - Includes current case values for cut set probability, mean, 5th percentile,
median, 9 5 th percentile, probability truncation, and size truncation used
when solving.

Base Case Uncertainty - Includes base case values for cut set probability, mean, 5 th percentile,
median, 95th percentile, minimum, maximum, standard deviation,
skewness, kurtosis, sample size, and random number seed.

Current Case Uncertainty-Includes current case values for cut set probability, mean, 5 'h

percentile, median, 9 5th percentile, minimum, maximum, standard
deviation, skewness, kurtosis, sample size, and random number seed.
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9. MODIFYING THE DATA BASE

9.1 Modifying the Data Base

PURPOSE

This option allows you to modify SAPHIRE database files.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify. The drop-down menu with available items will be
displayed.

After selecting an option from the menu, a dialog containing a list of all records for the selected data type
appears. In general, the functions: add, copy, modify, and delete are then available from a pop-up menu.
Some of the dialogs have additional options accessible by choosing the appropriate button.

9.2 Modifying Project Data

9.2.1 Project Data Entry Dialog

PURPOSE

The Project dialog allows you to modify project data.
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STEPS

1. From the menu select Modify.

2. Choose Project from the menu. The Project dialog is displayed.

*0* 7

Ok - Save the modified project record and close the dialog.
Cancel - Close the dialog without saving.

9.2.2 Name

This is a required field. A maximum of 24 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded
blanks are not allowed. The name should be descriptive so it can be readily identified.

9.2.3 Type

This is a user-defined field used to classify the facility under study. A maximum of 3 characters
(uppercase, alphanumeric) may be entered.

9.2.4 Location

This is a user-defined field used to specify the geographical location of the facility under study. A
maximum of 10 characters (uppercase, alphanumeric) may be entered.
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9.2.5 Design

This is a user-defined field used to identify the facility's design type. A maximum of 10 characters
(uppercase, alphanumeric) may be entered. This field may contain embedded blanks.

9.2.6 Model Type

This field is used to identify the model solution type for this facility. An "N" indicates that this is a
normal model. An "A" indicates that this is an ASP model. You may specify you own model designation
or leave the field blank.

9.2.7 Company

This is user-defined field used to identify the company responsible for the facility. A maximum of 10
characters (alphanumeric) may be entered. This field may contain embedded blanks.

9.2.8 Vendor

This is a five-character, uppercase, alphanumeric field used to identify the company that built the facility.

9.2.9 LERF Enabled

Indicates that the model has been developed for use in Large Early Release Frequency (LERF) study.
The "LERF" option in GEM allows a user to select an existing initiating event assessment or condition
assessment (or make a new one), but evaluate the assessment using a LERF end state gather instead of the
core damage sequences. GEM has been designed to look specifically for sequences labeled "PDS-"
(either on the event tree graphic or created via event tree partition rules). As such, the plant model must
be designed such that only LERF sequences are assigned to end states beginning with "PDS-" for the
correct LERF results to be generated.

9.2.10 Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive
information.

9.2.11 Default Locale

Set the default or primary locale for this project. The locales listed are those that are loaded into memory
when your computer is started. To add locales, see International SAPHIRE.

9.2.12 Site Hazard Curves

This is a 24-character field that identifies histograms to be used as hazard curves. Low, Medium and High
histograms represent the differing views about susceptibility to earthquakes.

9.2.13 Operational Date

This is the date the facility became operational. The format for this field is YYYY/MM/DD.

9.2.14 Qualification Date

This is the qualification date of the facility. The format for this field is YYYY/MM/DD.
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9.2.15 Mission Time

The default mission time for this project.

9.3 Modifying Event Tree Data

9.3.1 Event Trees

PURPOSE

This option allows you to add, modify, copy, or delete event tree data records, or associated text.
Additionally, you can update selected event tree base case data or clear selected event tree current case
data. You can add, modify, copy or delete sequence data records associated with the selected event tree.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Event Trees from the menu. The Edit Event Trees dialog is displayed, listing all of the
event trees belonging to the current project.

3. Highlight the desired event tree.

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu or choose the desired button.

I Edi Evn TIe - (DMOXE i

Pop-up Menu Options
Add -
Copy -
Modify -
Delete -
Graphics-
Reset -

Add a new event tree record to the database.
Create a new event tree record by copying an existing one.
Edit the selected event tree record.
Delete the selected event tree record(s).
Edit the graphical picture of the event tree.
Delete all the sequences that belong to the selected event tree.
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Button Options
Base Update -

Clear Current -

Text -
Sequences -
Exit -

Update selected event tree base case data. The Base Case Update dialog
will have slightly different wording than the dialog in this example.
Clear selected event tree current case data. The Clear Current Case
dialog will have slightly different wording than the dialog in this
example.
View and edit the descriptive text associated with the selected event tree.
Add, modify, copy or delete sequence data records.

Close the Edit Event Trees dialog.

9.3.2 Delete An Event Tree

PURPOSE

This option allows you to delete an event tree record and associated sequence records from the database.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Event Trees from the menu. The Edit Event Trees dialog is displayed.

3. Highlight the event tree you wish to delete.

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Delete. A warning dialog will appear,
allowing you to cancel the deletion at this point.

IWARNING

OK - Continue the delete operation. Once you choose OK at the warning screen to continue
with the deletion process, another warning dialog is shown. You will be prompted to
choose Yes or No. Upon choosing the Yes button, the selected event tree record and all
sequence records associated with the event tree will be deleted from the database.

Cancel - Terminate the delete operation.

NOTE: You cannot delete a sub-tree (if it is used by another event tree) using this option.
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9.3.3 Base Case Update

PURPOSE

This option allows you to overwrite all base case (original) data with the current case data for the selected
analysis type. If you choose to update the base data, four operations will occur. (1) The base case cut sets
will be overwritten with the current case cut sets. (2) The base case uncertainty results will be overwritten
with the current case uncertainty results. (3) The base case uncertainty quantile values will be overwritten
with the quantile values from the current case. (4) The base case minimum cut set upper bound will be
overwritten with the current case minimum cut set upper bound. As a note of caution, the original base
case results will be overwritten if this option is executed!

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Event Trees. The Edit Event Trees dialog is displayed.
OR

3. Choose Event Trees I Sequences. The Edit Sequences dialog is displayed.
OR

4. Choose Fault Trees. The Edit Fault Trees dialog is displayed.
OR

5. Choose End States. The Edit End State dialog is displayed.

6. Highlight the desired list item.

7. Choose the Base Update button. The Base Case Update dialog will be displayed.

You will be prompted for confirmation before performing the update. In addition, you must select the
analysis type from the drop-down list.

i a! l I .Case. . . . . . .
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OK - Cause the current case data to overwrite the base case data. Upon completion of this
process, a message, "Base case update complete" will be displayed in the message bar of
the SAPHIRE window.

Cancel - Terminate the update operation.

9.3.4 Clear Current Case

PURPOSE

This option deletes all current case information for the specified analysis type. All SAPHIRE calculations
use data stored in the current case for sensitivity and event analysis, and cut set generation results are
stored in the current case.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Event Trees. The Edit Event Trees dialog is displayed.
OR

3. Choose Event Trees I Sequences. The Edit Sequences dialog is displayed.
OR

4. Choose Fault Trees. The Edit Fault Trees dialog is displayed.
OR

5. Choose End States. The Edit End State dialog is displayed.

6. Highlight the desired list item.

7. Choose the Clear Current button. The Clear Current Case dialog will be displayed.

You will be prompted for confirmation before performing the clear operation. In addition, you must select
the analysis type from the drop-down list.

I Cleai Cutient Case

OK - Cause the current case data to be deleted. Upon completion of this procsss, a message,
"Current Case Cleared..." will be displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.

Cancel - Terminate the clear current case process.
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9.3.5 Database Text

PURPOSE

This option allows you to view and edit the descriptive text associated with a specific record. The Primary
text option is generally used for text in the desired primary language. The Alternate text option is
generally used for information entered in the secondary language using a different alphabet (locale).

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose the desired option from the menu.

3.

4.

Highlight the record whose text you wish to modify.

Choose the Text button. The Select Text Type dialog is displayed.

5. Choose Primary or Alternate. The Text dialog is displayed.

Initially, the first 18 lines of the text block are displayed. If there are more lines of text, the vertical scroll
bar will be available. In the example here, the Primary text dialog is displayed.

Eitiiy Tex - (DEMO

Page Down - Presents the next 18 lines of text.
Page Up - Presents the previous 18 lines of text.
Ctrl Page Down-Places the cursor at the end of the last line of text currently visible.
Ctrl Page Up - Places the cursor at the beginning of the first line of text currently visible.
Ctrl- - - Moves the cursor left to the beginning of the word on the current line.
Ctrl- -, - Moves the cursor right to the beginning of the word on the current line.
Home - Places the cursor in front of the first character of the current line.
Ctrl-Home - Places the cursor at the beginning of the text block.
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End -
Ctrl-End -
Insert -

Delete -

Ctrl-Delete -

Backspace -

Ctrl-C -
Ctrl-V -
Ctrl-X -

Places the cursor behind the last character of the current line.
Places the cursor at the end of the text block.
Works as a toggle. Initially, the editor is in "insert" mode -- existing characters
are pushed to the right as you type. Pressing the Insert key toggles to
"overwrite" mode - existing characters are over written as you type.
Deletes the character to the right of the current cursor position; or deletes the
currently highlighted text.
Deletes the characters from the current cursor position to the beginning of the
following word.
Deletes the character to the left of the current cursor position; or deletes the
currently highlighted text.
Copies highlighted text to the clipboard.
Pastes clipboard text at the current cursor position.
Cuts highlighted text to the clipboard.

The editor does not automatically line wrap; therefore, you must use <Enter> to establish each new line of
text.

Ok - Save the new or modified text and close the Text dialog.
Cancel - Close the Text dialog without saving changes. You will be prompted with the dialog

shown below.

Yes - Close the Text dialog without saving changes.
No - Save the new or modified text and close the Text dialog.

9.3.6 Event Tree Data Entry Dialog

PURPOSE

The Add/Modify Event Tree dialog allows you to enter or modify event tree data.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Event Trees from the menu. The Edit Event Trees dialog is displayed.

3. Highlight the event tree you wish to edit or copy. (Skip this step if adding a new event tree record.)

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and chooseAdd, Copy, or Modify.
OR

5. From the SAPHIRE menu select Event Tree. The Event Tree List dialog will be displayed.

6. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and select Add Event Tree.
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Ok - Save the new or modified event tree record and close the dialog.

Cancel - Close the dialog without saving.

9.3.7 Event Tree Data Entry Dialog

9.3.7.1 Name

This is a required field. A maximum of 24 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded

blanks are not allowed. The name should be descriptive so it can be readily identified.

9.3.7.2 Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive

information.

9.3.7.3 Initiating Event Name

This is the current event tree's initiating event. The drop-down list contains all initiating events in the

current project. Choose an initiating event from the drop-down list or enter a new one.

9.3.8 Edit Sequences Dialog

9.3.8.1 Sequences

PURPOSE

This option allows you to add, modify, copy, or delete data records, or text for the sequences associated

with an event tree. Additionally, you can update selected sequence base case data or clear selected

sequence current case data.
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Event Trees from the menu. The Edit Event Trees dialog is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired event tree and choose the Sequences button.

4. The Edit Sequences dialog will be displayed listing all of the sequences associated with the
selected event tree.

5. Highlight the desired sequence.

6. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu or choose the desired button.

[, *1~qene _ IjýO I ?XI
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Pop-up Menu Options
Add -
Copy -
Modify -
Delete -

Add a new sequence record to the database.
Create a new sequence record by copying an existing one.
Edit the selected sequence record.
Delete the selected sequence record(s).

Button Options
Text - View and edit the descriptive texi

sequence.
Base Case Update - Update selected sequence base ca
Clear Current Case - Clear selected sequence current c
Exit - Close the Edit Sequences

9.3.8.2 Delete Record

PURPOSE

This option allows you to delete the highlighted record from the database.
STEPS

t associated with the selected

Lse data.
ase data.
dialog.

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.
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2. Choose the desired option from the menu.

3. Highlight the record you wish to delete.

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Delete. A warning dialog will be displayed,
allowing you to cancel the deletion at this point.

Yes - Continue the delete operation. The selected record will be deleted from the database. The
message, "Record deleted," is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.

No - Cancel the delete operation. The selected record will NOT be deleted from the database.

9.3.8.3 Database Text

PURPOSE

This option allows you to view and edit the descriptive text associated with a specific record. The Primary
text option is generally used for text in the desired primary language. The Alternate text option is
generally used for information entered in the secondary language using a different alphabet (locale).

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose the desired option from the menu.

3. Highlight the record whose text you wish to modify.

4. Choose the Text button. The Select Text Type dialog is displayed.

5. Choose Primary or Alternate. The Text dialog is displayed.

Initially, the first 18 lines of the text block are displayed. If there are more lines of text, the vertical scroll
bar will be available. In the example here, the Primary text dialog is displayed.
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Page Down - Presents the next 18 lines of text.
Page Up - Presents the previous 18 lines of text.
Ctrl Page Down-Places the cursor at the end of the last line of text currently visible.
Ctrl Page Up Places the cursor at the beginning of the first line of text currently visible.
Ctrl- .• - Moves the cursor left to the beginning of the word on the current line.
Ctrl- -• - Moves the cursor right to the beginning of the word on the current line.
Home - Places the cursor in front of the first character of the current line.
Ctrl-Home - Places the cursor at the beginning of the text block.
End - Places the cursor behind the last character of the current line.
Ctrl-End - Places the cursor at the end of the text block.
Insert Works as a toggle. Initially, the editor is in "insert" mode - existing characters

are pushed to the right as you type. Pressing the Insert key toggles to
"overwrite" mode - existing characters are over written as you type.

Delete,- Deletes the character to the right of the current cursor position; or deletes the
currently highlighted text.

Ctrl-Ielete - Deletes the characters from the current cursor position to the beginning of the
following word.

Backspace - Deletes the character to the left of the current cursor position; or deletes the
,r currently highlighted text.

Ctrl-C,- Copies highlighted text to the clipboard.
Ctrl-V - Pastes clipboard text at the current cursor position.
Ctrl-X - Cuts highlighted text to the clipboard.

The editor does not automatically line wrap; therefore, you must use <Enter> to establish each new line of
text.

Ok - Save the new or modified text and close the Text dialog.
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Cancel - Close the Text dialog without saving changes. You will be prompted with the dialog
shown below.

Yes - Close the Text dialog without saving changes.

No - Save the new or modified text and close the Text dialog.

9.3.8.4 Base Case Update

PURPOSE

This option allows you to overwrite all base case (original) data with the current case data for the selected
analysis type. If you choose to update the base data, four operations will occur. (1) The base case cut sets
will be overwritten with the current case cut sets. (2) The base case uncertainty results will be overwritten
with the current case uncertainty results. (3) The base case uncertainty quantile values will be overwritten
with the quantile values from the current case. (4) The base case minimum cut set upper bound will be
overwritten with the current case minimum cut set upper bound. As a note of caution, the original base
case results will be overwritten if this option is executed!

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Event Trees. The Edit Event Trees dialog is displayed.
OR

3. Choose Event Trees I Sequences. The Edit Sequences dialog is displayed.
OR

4. Choose Fault Trees. The Edit Fault Trees dialog is displayed.
OR

5. Choose End States. The Edit End State dialog is displayed.

6. Highlight the desired list item.

7. Choose the Base Update button. The Base Case Update dialog will be displayed.

You will be prompted for confirmation before performing the update. In addition, you must select the
analysis type from the drop-down list.
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OK - Cause the current case data to overwrite the base case data. Upon completion of this
process, a message, "Base case update complete" will be displayed in the message bar of
the SAPHIRE window.

Cancel - Terminate the update operation.

9.3.8.5 Clear Current Case

PURPOSE

This option deletes all current case information for the specified analysis type. All SAPHIRE calculations
use data stored in the current case for sensitivity and event analysis, and cut set generation results are
stored in the current case.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE-menu select Modify.

2. Choose Event Trees. The Edit Event Trees dialog is displayed.
OR

3. Choose Event Trees I Sequences. The Edit Sequences dialog is displayed.
OR

4. Choose Fault Trees. The Edit Fault Trees dialog is displayed.
OR

5. Choose End States. The Edit End State dialog is displayed.

6. Highlight the desired list item.

7. Choose the Clear Current button. The Clear Current Case dialog will be displayed.

You will be prompted for confirmation before performing the clear operation. In addition, you must select
the analysis type from the drop-down list.
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OK - Cause the current case data to be deleted. Upon completion of this procsss, a message,
"Current Case Cleared..." will be displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.

Cancel - Terminate the clear current case process.

9.3.8.6 Sequence Data Entry Dialog

PURPOSE

The Add/Modify Sequence dialog allows you to enter or modify sequence data.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Event Trees from the menu. The Edit Event Trees dialog is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired event tree and

4. Choose the Sequences button. The Edit Sequences dialog will be displayed.

5. Highlight the sequence you wish to edit or copy. (Skip this step if adding a new sequence record.)

6. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Add, Copy, or Modify.
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Ok - Save the new or modified sequence record and close the dialog.
Cancel - Close the dialog without saving.

9.3.8.7 Sequence Data Entry Dialog

9.3.8.7.1 Name

This is a required field. A maximum of 24 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded
blanks are not allowed. The name should be descriptive so it can be readily identified.

9.3.8.7.2 End State

This is a 24-character uppercase, alphanumeric field used to identify the end state. Select an end state
from the drop-down list.

9.3.8. 7.3 Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive
information.

9.3.8.7.4 Flags Name

This is a 24-character uppercase, alphanumeric field used to identify a flag set. Embedded blanks are not
allowed. The flag set contains flags to be used when generating cut sets for this sequence. SAPHIRE uses
this default flag set name to modify or prune the fault tree logic for this sequence before it is solved (see
Sequence Analysis). Enter a flag name or leave blank.
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9.3.8.7.5 Quantification Method

Choose the default quantification method for this sequence/fault tree/end state. If the Min/Max radio
button is chosen, you must also enter the Number of Passes (from I to 10).

9.4 Modifying Fault Tree Data

9.4.1 Fault Trees

PURPOSE

This option allows you to add, modify or delete fault tree data records. When modifying an existing fault
tree record, you can also enter current case mincut upper bound values for each of the 16 analysis types.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Fault Trees from the menu. The Edit Fault Trees dialog is displayed, listing all of the
fault trees belonging to the current project.

3. Highlight the desired fault tree.

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu or choose the desired button.

r~~~dit ~ ~ IF~ res -(EO B Il

V; uCcontament cooing system Tauft tree
ECS Emergency Cooling System fault tree
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Pop-up Menu Options
Add -
Copy -
Modify -
Delete -
Graphics -
Logic -

Button Options
Base Update -
Clear Current -
Top/Sub -

Text -
X-Reference -
Exit -

Add a new fault tree record to the current project database.
Create a new fault tree record by copying an existing one.
Edit the selected fault tree record.
Delete the selected fault tree record(s).
Edit the graphical picture associated with the selected fault tree record.
Edit the logic associated with the selected fault tree record.

Update selected fault tree base case data.
Clear selected fault tree current case data.
If the fault tree is a top, change it to a sub-tree or alternately, if the fault
tree is a sub-tree, change it to a top.
View and edit the descriptive text associated with the selected fault tree.
Display the cross-reference map of the highlighted fault tree.

Close the Edit Fault Trees dialog.

9.4.2 Delete Fault Tree

PURPOSE

This option allows you to delete the highlighted fault tree from the database.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Fault Trees from the menu. The Edit Fault Trees dialog is displayed.

3. Highlight the fault tree you wish to delete.

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Delete. A warning dialog will be displayed,
allowing you to cancel the deletion at this point.

Yes - Continue the delete operation. The selected fault tree will be deleted from the database. The
message, "Record deleted," will be displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.

No - Cancel the delete operation.

NOTE: SAPHIRE will not allow you to delete a fault tree that is used by another fault tree.
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9.4.3 Base Case Update

PURPOSE

This option allows you to overwrite all base case (original) data with the current case data for the selected
analysis type. If you choose to update the base data, four operations will occur. (1) The base case cut sets
will be overwritten with the current case cut sets. (2) The base case uncertainty results will be overwritten
with the current case uncertainty results. (3) The base case uncertainty quantile values will be overwritten
with the quantile values from the current case. (4) The base case minimum cut set upper bound will be
overwritten with the current case minimum cut set upper bound. As a note of caution, the original base
case results will be overwritten if this option is executed!

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose 'Event Trees. The Edit Event Trees dialog is displayed.
OR

3. Choose Event Trees I Sequences. The Edit Sequences dialog is displayed.
OR

4. Choose Fault Trees. The Edit Fault Trees dialog is displayed.
OR

5. Choose End States. The Edit End State dialog is displayed.

6. Highlight the desired list item.

7. Choose the Base Update button. The Base Case Update dialog will be displayed.

You will be prompted for confirmation before performing the update. In addition, you must select the
analysis type from the drop-down list.

= e Upat IS
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OK - Cause the current case data to overwrite the base case data. Upon completion of this
process, a message, "Base case update complete" will be displayed in the message bar of
the SAPHIRE window.

Cancel - Terminate the update operation.

9.4.4 Clear Current Case

PURPOSE

This option deletes all current case information for the specified analysis type. All SAPHIRE calculations
use data stored in the current case for sensitivity and event analysis, and cut set generation results are
stored in the current case.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Event Trees. The Edit Event Trees dialog is displayed.
OR

3. Choose Event Trees I Sequences. The Edit Sequences dialog is displayed.
OR

4. Choose Fault Trees. The Edit Fault Trees dialog is displayed.
OR

5. Choose End States. The Edit End State dialog is displayed.

6. Highlight the desired list item.

7. Choose the Clear Current button. The Clear Current Case dialog will be displayed.

You will be prompted for confirmation before performing the clear operation. In addition, you must select
the analysis type from the drop-down list.

I CleaF' CuFrent Case I'

OK - Cause the current case data to be deleted. Upon completion of this procsss, a message,
"Current Case Cleared..." will be displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.

Cancel - Terminate the clear current case process.
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9.4.5 Top/Sub-tree Convert

PURPOSE

This option allows you to convert the highlighted fault tree from a top to a sub-tree, or a sub-tree to a top.
This option acts as a toggle. If the selected fault tree is being used by a sequence, it cannot be converted
to a sub-tree.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Fault Trees from the menu. The Edit Fault Trees dialog is displayed.

3. Highlight the fault tree you wish to convert.

4. Choose the Top/Sub button. A warning dialog will be displayed, allowing you to cancel the
conversion at this point.

Yes - Continue the conversion operation. The selected fault tree will be converted from its current
type.

No - Cancel the conversion operation.

NOTE: When a top fault tree is converted to a sub-tree, the analysis results will be deleted.

9.4.6 Database Text

PURPOSE

This option allows you to view and edit the descriptive text associated with a specific record. The Primary
text option is generally used for text in the desired primary language. The Alternate text option is
generally used for information entered in the secondary language using a different alphabet (locale).

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose the desired option from the menu.

3. Highlight the record whose text you wish to modify.

4. Choose the Text button. The Select Text Type dialog is displayed.

5. Choose Primary or Alternate. The Text dialog is displayed.

Initially, the first 18 lines of the text block are displayed. If there are more lines of text, the vertical scroll
bar will be available. In the example here, the Primary.text dialog is displayed.
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Page Down - Presents the next 18 lines of text.
Page Up-Presents the previous 18 lines of text.
Ctrl Page Down-Places the cursor at the end of the last line of text currently visible.
Ctrl Page Up -
Ctrl- - -
Ctrl- -. -
Home -
Ctrl-Home -
End -
Ctrl-End -
Insert -

Places the cursor at the beginning of the first line of text currently visible.
Moves the cursor left to the beginning of the word on the current line.
Moves the cursor right to the beginning of the word on the current line.
Places the cursor in front of the first character of the current line.
Places the cursor at the beginning of the text block.

Places the cursor behind the last character of the current line.
Places the cursor at the end of the text block.
Works as a toggle. Initially, the editor is in "insert" mode - existing characters
are pushed to the right as you type. Pressing the Insert key toggles to
"overwrite" mode - existing characters are over written as you type.
Deletes the character to the right of the current cursor position; or deletes the
currently highlighted text.
Deletes the characters from the current cursor position to the beginning of the
following word.
Deletes the character to the left of the current cursor position; or deletes the
currently highlighted text.
Copies highlighted text to the clipboard.
Pastes clipboard text at the current cursor position.
Cuts highlighted text to the clipboard.

Delete -

Ctri-Delete -

Backspace -

Ctri-C -
Ctrl-V -
Ctrl-X -

The editor does not automatically line wrap; therefore, you must use <Enter>- to establish each new line of
text.

Ok - Save the new or modified text and close the Text dialog.
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Cancel - Close the Text dialog without saving changes. You will be prompted with the dialog
shown below.

Yes - Close the Text dialog without saving changes.
No - Save the new or modified text and close the Text dialog.

9.4.7 Fault Tree Cross-reference

PURPOSE

This option displays a cross-reference map of the highlighted fault tree. This cross-reference map displays
the sequence logic and event tree logic in which the fault tree is used.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Fault Trees from the menu. The Edit Fault Trees dialog is displayed.

3. Highlight the fault tree you wish to convert.

4. Choose the X-Reference button. The System Cross-reference dialog will be displayed.
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Expand All -
Report -
Exit -

Indicates that the item can be expanded to display more information. Click on
this symbol to expand the item.
Indicates that the item is fully expanded. Click on this symbol to collapse the
item.
Expand all items in the cross-reference map.
Generate the cross-reference report for the fault tree.

Close the System Cross-reference dialog.

9.4.8 Add Fault Tree Dialog

9.4.8.1 Add Fault Tree

PURPOSE

The Add Fault Tree dialog allows you to enter data for a new fault tree record.
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Fault Trees from the menu. The Edit Fault Trees dialog is displayed.

3. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Add.

OR

4. From the SAPHIRE menu select Fault Tree. The Fault Trees List dialog will be displayed.

5. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Add Fault Tree.

aul Tre.

Ok - Add the new fault tree record to the database. When complete, the Add Fault Tree dialog
will be closed and the message, "Record added," will be displayed in the message bar of
the SAPHIRE dialog.

Cancel - The fault tree record is not saved or added to the database.

9.4.8.2 Name

This is a required field. A maximum of 24 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded
blanks are not allowed. The name should be descriptive so it can be readily identified.

9.4.8.3 Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase'or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive
information.
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9.4.8.4 Fault Tree Code

This is a three-character, uppercase, alphanumeric field used to identify the graphic diagram display of
the fault tree.

9.4.8.5 Sub-tree

Check this box if this is a sub-tree. Leave unchecked if not.

9.4.8.6 Prob Cutoff

The default probability cutoff value for the fault tree. Use scientific notation. When solving fault trees,
this value is used when the Cutoff by Cut Set Probability box is checked in the Cut Set Generation
dialog. If no value is entered here and the Cutoff by Cut Set Probability box is checked, then the value
entered in the Global Cutoff Value field of that dialog will be used.

9.4.8.7 Flags Name

This is a 24-character uppercase, alphanumeric field used to identify a flag set. Embedded blanks are not
allowed. The flag set contains flags to be used when generating cut sets for the fault tree. SAPHIRE uses
this default flag set name to modify or prune the logic for the fault tree before it is solved (see Fault Tree
Analysis). Enter a flag name or leave blank.

9.4.8.8 Quantification Method

Choose the default quantification method for this sequence/fault tree/end state. If the Min/Max radio
button is chosen, you must also enter the Number of Passes (from 1 to 10).

9.4.9 Modify Fault Tree Dialog

9.4.9.1 Modify Fault Tree

PURPOSE

The Modify Fault Tree dialog allows you to modify fault tree record data.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Fault Trees from the menu. The Edit Fault Trees dialog is displayed.

3. Highlight the fault tree you wish to edit.

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Modify.
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Ok - Save the changes made to the fault tree record. When complete, the Modify Fault Tree
dialog will be closed and the message, "Record modified," will be displayed in the
message bar of the SAPHIRE dialog.

Cancel - The changes to the fault tree record are not saved.

9.4.9.2 Name

This is a required field. A maximum of 24 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded
blanks are not allowed. The name should be descriptive so it can be readily identified.

9.4.9.3 Prob Cutoff

The default probability cutoff value for the fault tree. Use scientific notation. When solving fault trees,
this value is used when the Cutoff by Cut Set Probability box is checked in the Cut Set Generation
dialog. If no value is entered here and the Cutoff by Cut Set Probability box is checked, then the value
entered in the Global Cutoff Value field of that dialog will be used.

9.4.9.4 Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive
information.
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9.4.9.5 Fault Tree Code

This is a three-character, uppercase, alphanumeric field used to identify the graphic diagram display of
the fault tree.

9.4.9.6 Sub-tree

Check this box if this is a sub-tree. Leave unchecked if not.

9.4.9.7 Flags Name

This is a 24-character uppercase, alphanumeric field used to identify a flag set. Embedded blanks are not
allowed. The flag set contains flags to be used when generating cut sets for the fault tree. SAPHIRE uses
this default flag set name to modify or prune the logic for the fault tree before it is solved (see Fault Tree
Analysis). Enter a flag name or leave blank.

9.4.9.8 Quantification Method

Choose the default quantification method for this sequence/fault tree/end state. If the Min/Max radio
button is chosen, you must also enter the Number of Passes (from 1 to 10).

9.4.9.9 Current Case Min Cut Upper Bounds

Optionally specify the minimal cut set upper bound for each analysis type.

9.5 Modifying End State Data

9.5.1 End States

PURPOSE

This option allows you to add, modify, or delete the end state data records, or associated text.
Additionally, you can update selected end state base case data or clear selected end state current case data.
You can also delete all unused end state records from the database.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2 Choose End States from the menu. The Edit End State dialog is displayed, listing all of the end
states belonging to the current project.

3. Highlight the desired end state.

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu or choose the desired button.
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Pop-up Menu Options
Add -

Copy -

Modify -

Delete -

Button Options
Base Update -
Clear Current -
Edit Text -
X-Ref -
Remove Unused
Show Unused -

Exit -

Add a new end state record to the current project database. When
complete, the message, "Record added," is displayed in the message bar
of the SAPHIRE window.
Create a new end state record by copying an existing one.
Edit the selected end state record. When complete, the message, "Record
modified," is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.
Delete the selected end state record(s).

Update selected end state base case data.
Clear selected end state current case data.
View and edit the descriptive text associated with the selected end state.
Display the cross-reference map of the highlighted end state.
Delete all unused end state records.
Show all unused end state records. The unused end states are indicated
by a dash (-) to the left of the end state name.

Close the Edit End State dialog.

9.5.2 Delete Record

PURPOSE

This option allows you to delete the highlighted record from the database.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2.

3.

4.

Choose the desired option from the menu.

Highlight the record you wish to delete.

Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Delete. A warning dialog will be displayed,
allowing you to cancel the deletion at this point.
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Yes - Continue the delete operation. The selected record will be deleted from the database. The
message, "Record deleted," is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.

No - Cancel the delete operation. The selected record will NOT be deleted from the database.

9.5.3 Base Case Update

PURPOSE

This option allows you to overwrite all base case (original) data with the current case data for the selected
analysis type. If you choose to update the base data, four operations will occur. (1) The base case cut sets
will be overwritten with the current case cut sets. (2) The base case uncertainty results will be overwritten
with the current case uncertainty results. (3) The base case uncertainty quantile values will be overwritten
with the quantile values from the current case. (4) The base case minimum cut set upper bound will be
overwritten with the current case minimum cut set upper bound. As a note of caution, the original base
case results will be overwritten if this option is executed!

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Event Trees. The Edit Event Trees dialog is displayed.
OR

3. Choose Event Trees I Sequences. The Edit Sequences dialog is displayed.
OR

4. Choose Fault Trees. The Edit Fault Trees dialog is displayed.
OR

5. Choose End States. The Edit End State dialog is displayed.

6. Highlight the desired list item.

7. Choose the Base Update button. The Base Case Update dialog will be displayed.

You will be prompted for confirmation before performing the update. In addition, you must select the
analysis type from the drop-down list.
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OK - Cause the current case data to overwrite the base case data. Upon completion of this
process, a message, "Base case update complete" will be displayed in the message bar of
the SAPHIRE window.

Cancel - Terminate the update operation.

9.5.4 Clear Current Case

PURPOSE

This option deletes all current case information for the specified analysis type. All SAPHIRE calculations
use data stored in the current case for sensitivity and event analysis, and cut set generation results are
stored in the current case.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Event Trees. The Edit Event Trees dialog is displayed.
OR

3. Choose Event Trees I Sequences. The Edit Sequences dialog is displayed.
OR

4. Choose Fault Trees. The Edit Fault Trees dialog is displayed.
OR

5. Choose End States. The Edit End State dialog is displayed.

6. Highlight the desired list item.

7. Choose the Clear Current button: The Clear Current Case dialog will be displayed;

You will be prompted for confirmation before performing the clear operation. In addition, you must select
the analysis type from the drop-down list.
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OK - Cause the current case data to be deleted. Upon completion of this procsss, a message,
"Current Case Cleared..." will be displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.

Cancel - Terminate the clear current case process.

9.5.5 Database Text

PURPOSE

This option allows you to view and edit the descriptive text associated with a specific record. The Primary
text option is generally used for text in the desired primary language. The Alternate text option is
generally used for information entered in the secondary language using a different alphabet (locale).

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose the desired option from the menu.

3. Highlight the record whose text you wish to modify.

4. Choose the Text button. The Select Text Type dialog is displayed.

5. Choose Primary or Alternate. The Text dialog is displayed.

Initially, the first 18 lines of the text block are displayed. If there are more lines of text, the vertical scroll
bar will be available. In the example here, the Primary text dialog is displayed.
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Page Down- Presents the next 18 lines of text.
Page Up-Presents the previous 18 lines of text.
Ctrl Page Down-Places the cursor at the end of the last line of text currently visible.
Ctrl Page Up-
Ctrl- - -
Ctrl- -- -
Home -
Ctrl-Home -
End -
Ctrl-End -
Insert -

Delete -

Ctrl-Delete -

Backspace -

Ctrl-C -
CtrI-V -
Ctrl-X -

Places the cursor at the beginning of the first line of text currently visible.
Moves the cursor left to the beginning of the word on the current line.
Moves the cursor right to the beginning of the word on the current line.
Places the cursor in front of the first character of the current line.
Places the cursor at the beginning of the text block.

Places the cursor behind the last character of the current line.
Places the cursor at the end of the text block.
Works as a toggle. Initially, the editor is in "insert" mode - existing characters
are pushed to the right as you type. Pressing the Insert key toggles to
"overwrite" mode - existing characters are over written as you type.
Deletes the character to the right of the current cursor position; or deletes the
currently highlighted text.
Deletes the characters from the current cursor position to the beginning of the
following word.
Deletes the character to the left of the current cursor position; or deletes the
currently highlighted text.
Copies highlighted text to the clipboard.
Pastes clipboard text at the current cursor position.

Cuts highlighted text to the clipboard.

The editor does not automatically line wrap; therefore, you must use <Enter> to establish each new line of
text.

Ok - Save the new or modified text and close the Text dialog.
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Cancel - Close the Text dialog without saving changes. You will be prompted with the dialog
shown below.

Yes - Close the Text dialog without saving changes.
No - Save the new or modified text and close the Text dialog.

9.5.6 Cross Reference

PURPOSE

This option displays a cross-reference map of the highlighted end state. This cross-reference map will
show the sequence logic, and cut sets in which the end state is used. For each sequence in which the end
state is used, base and/or current case cut sets will be listed for each analysis type.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose End States from the menu. The Edit End States dialog is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired end state.

4. Choose the Cross-reference button. The End State Cross-reference dialog is displayed.
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Indicates that the item can be expanded to display more information. Click on
this symbol to expand the item.
Indicates that the item is fully expanded. Click on this symbol to collapse the
item.
Expand all items in the cross-reference map.
Generate the cross-reference report for the end state.

Close the End State Cross-reference dialog.

Expand All -
Report -
Exit -

9.5.7 Remove Unused End States

PURPOSE

This option allows you to delete all unused end state records from the data base.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose End States from the menu. The Edit End State dialog is displayed.

3. Choose the Remove Unused button. A warning dialog will appear, allowing you to cancel the
operation at this point.
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'WARNING!

Choose the check box if you wish to delete unused event trees and basic events of the same name when
you perform this operation.

OK - Continue the remove operation. The unused end state records will be deleted from the
database.

Cancel - Terminate the delete operation.

9.5.8 End State Data Entry Dialog

9.5.8.1 End State Data Entry

PURPOSE

The Add/Modify End State dialog allows you to enter or modify end state data.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose End States from the menu. The Edit End State dialog is displayed.

3. Highlight the end state you wish to edit or copy. (Skip this step if adding a new end state record.)

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Add, Copy or Modify.

IS U .M L"
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Ok - Save the new or modified end state and close the dialog.
Cancel - Close the dialog without saving.

9.5.8.2 Name

This is a required field. A maximum of 24 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded
blanks are not allowed. The name should be descriptive so it can be readily identified.

9.5.8.3 Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive
information.

9.5.8.4 Quantification Method

Choose the default quantification method for this sequence/fault tree/end state. If the Min/Max radio
button is chosen, you must also enter the Number of Passes (from I to 10).

9.6 Modifying Basic Event Data

9.6.1 Basic Events

PURPOSE

This option allows you to add, modify, or delete the basic event data records. Deletion of all unused basic
event records is also provided.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Basic Events from the menu. The Edit Events dialog is displayed, listing all of the basic
events belonging to the current project.

3. Highlight the desired event.

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu or choose the desired button.
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Name

-:ALSEr,
-lNIT,
ePASS',

TRUE>
C-CV-A
C-CV-B
C-MOV-1
C-MOV-A
C-MOV-B
C-PUMP-A
C-PLIMP-B

System Generated Success Evert
System Generated Initiating Event
System Oenerated Ignore Event
System Generated Failure Evert
CCS Train A pump discharge check valve
CCS Train B pump discharge check valve
CCS suction isolation valve
CCS Train A pump discharge isolation valve
CCS Train B pump discharge isolation valve
CCS Train A motor-driven pump
CCS Train B motor-driven oumn

MUM= 111RIMIM
CU5-I KAIN-A
DO-A
DO-B

E-CV-A
E-CV-B
E-MO)V-1
E-MOV-A
E-MO V-B
E-PLIMP-A
E-PLMP-B
ECS
LOSP
TANK

Emergency diesel generator A
Emergency diesel generator B
ECS Train A pump discharge check valve
ECS Train B pump discharge check valve
ECS suction isolation valve
ECS Train A pump discharge isolation valve
ECS Train B pump discharge isolation valve
ECS Train A motor-driven pump
ECS Train.B motor-driven pump
ECS Fails To Inject Water into The Reactor Vessel
Loss Of Offsite Power initiating Evert
RVWST supply to the injection and cooling systems

I
Pop-up Menu Options

Add -

Copy -
Modify -

Delete -

Add a new basic event record to the current project database. When
complete, the message, "Record added," is displayed in the message bar
of the SAPHIRE window.
Create a new basic event record by copying an existing one.
Edit the selected basic event record. When complete, the message,
"Record modified," is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE
window.
Delete the selected basic event record(s). Only unused events will be
deleted.

Display fields of the selected event records in a table format.
Display the cross-reference map of the highlighted event.
Delete all unused basic event records.
Show all unused, basic event records. The unused basic events are
indicated by a dash (-) to the left of the basic event name.

Close the Edit Events dialog.

Button Options
Table View -
Cross-reference -
Remove Unused -
Show Unused -

Exit -
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9.6.2 Delete Record

PURPOSE

This option allows you to delete the highlighted record from the database.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose the desired option from the menu.

3. Highlight the record you wish to delete.

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Delete. A warning dialog will be displayed,
allowing you to cancel the deletion at this point.

Yes - Continue the delete operation. The selected record will be deleted from the database. The
message, "Record deleted," is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.

No - Cancel the delete operation. The selected record will NOT be deleted from the database.

9.6.3 Basic Event Cross-reference

PURPOSE

This option displays a cross-reference map of the highlighted basic event. This cross-reference map will
show the fault tree logic, change sets, and cut sets in which the basic event is used. For each fault tree,
sequence and/or end state in which the basic event is used, base and/or current case cut sets will be listed
for each analysis type.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Basic Events from the menu. The Edit Events dialog is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired event.

4. Choose the Cross-reference button. The Event Cross-reference dialog is displayed.
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-.. Fault Tree Logic - 2 References
>CCS

CCS-TRAN
r+.- Change Sets - 1 Reference
i. Fault Tree Base Cut Sets -Analysis Type: RANDOM - 1 Reference

CCS

i. Fault Tree Alt. Cut Sets -Analysis Type: RANDOM -2 References
CCS

CCS-TRAN
•- Sequence Base Cut Sets -Analysis Type: RANDOM -1 Reference
El Sequence Alt. Cut Sets -Analysis Type: RANDOM -1 Reference
i- End State Alt. Cut Sets -Analysis Type: RANDOM -1 Reference

. SequenceAlt. Cut Sets -Analysis Type: ASPCONDITION -1 Reference

Expand All -
Report -
Exit -

Indicates that the item can be expanded to display more information. Click on
this symbol to expand the item.
Indicates that the item is fully expanded. Click on this symbol to collapse the
item.
Expand all items in the cross-reference map.
Generate the cross-reference report for the basic event.

Close the Event Cross-reference dialog.

9.6.4 Remove Unused Event

PURPOSE

This option looks at all references to an event in the current project and deletes any events that are not
referenced by anything.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Basic Events from the menu. The Edit Events dialog is displayed.

3. Choose the Remove Unused button.
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A warning dialog will be displayed informing you that all records that are marked as unused will be
deleted.

IWARNIG INV

Delete Zone Transformations -

OK-
Cancel -

By checking this box, events of transformation type ZOR will
also be deleted.
Continue the deletion process.
Terminate without deleting the unused events.

9.6.5 Table View

9.6.5.1 Table View

PURPOSE

This option allows you to view selected basic event details in a table format.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Basic Events from the menu. The Edit Events dialog is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired events to include in the table.

4. Choose the Table View button.
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,E-CV-A mL75I raln A pump dtscfarge oh... 1
E-CV-B ECS Train B pump discharge che... 1
E-MOV-1 ECS suction isolation valve 1
E-MOV-A ECS Train A pump discharge isol... 1
E-MOV-B ECS Train B pump discharge isol... 1
E-PUMP-A ECS Train A motor-driven pump 1
E-PUMP-B ECS Train B motor-driven pump 1

1 .ULUtU-JU4 U.UtL+UUuguk+utx . uut+
I .OO0004J4 0.000E+000 0.000E+000
1 .G00E-003 0.000E+000 0.000E+000
5.OOOE-003 0.000E+000 0.OOOE+000
5.000E-003 0.0011+000 0.OOOE+000
1000OE-003 0.OOOE+000 0.000E+000
3.OOOE-003 0.000E+000 O.000E+000

Sorted By - Indicates the name of the column the data is currently sorted by. A plus (+)
indicates ascending order. A minus (-) indicates descending order.

Click Column - Sort the table by the selected column. Additional clicks on the same column
toggle the sort between ascending and descending order.

Resize Column - Move the mouse cursor to a column divider. The cursor will change to the Move

Column cursor + Click and hold the left mouse button. Drag the mouse left or
right to resize the column. Release the mouse when the desired width is obtained.

Columns
Select - Display the Select Columns to Display dialog.
Reset - Reset the column display to the SAPHIRE default.

Pop-up Menu Option
Modify - Edit the selected event record. When complete, the message, "Record modified,"

is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.
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Button Options

Report - Create a report of the current table. The selected fields, order, and width will
match the currently selected options for display. The report will be a table in RTF
format. If you select a report preview, whatever program the operating system
has associated with RTF files (such as Word, WordPerfect, Wordpad, etc), will
be invoked to display the report.

OK - Close the Selected Events dialog. Retain the current column settings until
SAPHIRE is closed.

Cancel - Close the Selected Events dialog. Do not retain the current column settings.

9.6.5.2 Select Columns

PURPOSE

This option allows you to select the columns to display in a table format. It also reports the current width
of each column in inches so a report of desirable width can be created.

STEP

1. From the Selected Events dialog, press the Column Select button.

2. A list of basic event field names appears in the order they are to be displayed in the Selected
Events dialog (and report option).

3. Field can be included or excluded from display by clicking on the first column of each field.
Fields can be reordered by selecting the Up and Down Position buttons.

4. The current width of each column is displayed along with a total displayed width. This
information is provided to help you create a custom view that can be attractively printed to a
report. (Each field width can be modified from the Selected Events dialog by using the mouse to
resize the column width.)
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V

Position
Up-

Down-

Button Options
Mark All -
Clear All -
OK-

Cancel -

Indicates that the field will be included in the table view. Click on this
symbol to toggle the status.
Indicates that the field will be excluded from the table view. Click on this
symbol to toggle the status.

Each time you press the Up button, the selected field will move up one
position in the list. (The field column in the table view will be moved
left.)
Each time you press the Down button, the selected field will move down
one position in the list. (The field column in the table view will be
moved right.)

Include all available fields in the table view.
Exclude all available fields in the table view.
Close the Select Columns to Display dialog. Return to the Selected
Events dialog using the selected column settings to display the events.
Close the Select Columns to Display dialog. Do not use the selected
column settings; instead, use the previously selected column settings.
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Note : Some of the fields available for reporting in SAPHIRE are multi-purpose fields, and thus may have
a somewhat generic name. For example, the meaning of Unc Value 1 #1 Unc Type field. If the Unc Type
field is "L" for Log Normal, then Unc Value 1 will be an Error Factor, and Unc Value 2 will be unused.
Similarly, if the field Trans Typecontains an "A", "0", or "Z", it indicates the event is a transformation
event with respective types "And", "Or", or "Zor"; but a "Y" value actually indicates a compound event;
and a value "T" indicates a template event.

9.6.6 Basic Event Property Sheet

9.6.6.1 Event Page

9.6.6.1.1 Basic Event Data Entry

PURPOSE

The Add/Moddify Event property sheet allows you to enter or modify basic event data. This property sheet
contains six tabs containing information pertaining to basic events, grouped by related properties. To edit
the desired properties click on the tab.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Basic Events from the menu. The Edit Events dialog is displayed.

3. Highlight the event you wish to edit or copy. (Skip this step if adding a new basic event record.)

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Add, Modify, or Copy.
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OK - Save the new or modified basic event and close the dialog.
Cancel - Close the dialog without saving.

9.6.6.1.2 Primary Name

The Primary name is the fundamental name used in the fault trees and event trees. A unique Primary
name must be specified for every basic event in the logic models. A maximum of 24 uppercase,

alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded blanks are not allowed. The name should be
descriptive so it can be readily identified.

9.6.6.1.3 Alternate Name

The Alternate name, which can be different than the Primary name, can be used to report cut set results. If
a name is not entered, the primary name will be copied to this field. This feature allows cut sets to be
reported using a different naming scheme that is more descriptive or using another locale. For this name
to be displayed in lists and on reports instead of the Primary name, choose Use alternate names for
display in the Define Constants option. A maximum of 24 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be
entered in this field. Embedded blanks are not allowed.
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9.6.6.1.4 Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive
information.

9.6.6.1.5 Alternate Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive
information. This feature allows descriptions to be displayed and reported using a different naming
scheme or another locale. For this description to be displayed in lists and on reports instead of the Primary
description, choose Use alternate names for display in the Define Constants option.

9.6.6.1.6 Calculation Types

In the Failure Data section the calculation type is a numerical reference to the calculation method to be

used. Choose the desired calculation type from the drop-down list.

An equation for each calculation type follows. See the symbol table for more details.

I P=p.
The value specified in the probability field is directly used as the basic event failure
probability or initiating event frequency

3 P = I - Exp (-L * t.).
This calculation type is the full equation for the failure probability of an operating component
without repair in a non-demand failure mode.

5 P=([L *T]/[I + {L* T}]) * (1 EXP[(L+ I /T)*t])
This calculation type is the full equation for the failure probability of an operating component
with consideration given to the ability to repair the component.

7 P = I + (EXP[ L * T] 1)/(L * T).

This calculation type is the full equation for the failure probability of a standby component in
a non-demand failure mode with consideration given to periodic testing.

8 P=bp+p.
This calculation type is available only in change sets. It indicates the-value given in the
change set probability field is to be added to the base case probability value.

9 P=bp*p.
This calculation type is available only in change sets. It indicates the value given in the
change set probability field is to be multiplied with the base case probability value.

T P = 1.0 (House event - failed).
This calculation type indicates that the basic event is to be treated as a house event that is
always failed. A house event never appears in the minimal cut sets. The model is modified to
reflect the logic, given that the indicated basic event is always failed. To do this for an event
that is guaranteed to occur (failure probability = 1.0), the event is removed from the logic
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where it appears as an input to an AND gate. If the basic event is input to an OR gate, the
entire gate and its inputs are removed from the logic. The resulting minimal cut sets show the
failure combinations that must occur for top event or sequence failure given that the indicated
basic event is always failed.

F P = 0.0 (house event - successful).

This calculation type indicates that the basic event is to be treated as a house event that is
never failed. A house event never appears in the minimal cut sets. The model is modified to
reflect the logic given that the indicated basic event is never failed. To do this for an event
that is guaranteed successful, the basic event is removed from the logic where it appears as an
input to an OR gate. If the basic event is input to an AND gate, the entire gate and its inputs
are removed from the logic. The resulting minimal cut sets show the failure combinations that
must occur for top event or sequence failure given that the indicated basic event can never
fail.

P = 0.0 (ignore event).

This calculation type indicates that the basic event is to be treated as if it did not exist in the
logic for the fault tree. Before the tree is solved, the logic is edited to remove all references to
the specified event from the fault tree.

S P = 0.0 (find a fault tree with the same name and use its current mincut upper bound as the
probability)
This calculation type indicates that the basic event is to replace its matching fault tree. If no
matching fault tree exists, the probability will be set to 0.0.

E P = 0.0 (find an end state tree with the same name and use its current mincut upper bound as
the probability)
This calculation type indicates that the basic event is to use its matching end state value. If no
matching end state exists, the probability will be set to 0.0. This type is useful in level two
analysis.

G P = 4[ln(g/a)/Br].
This calculation type indicates that the basic event is to be treated as a seismic event. The
probability value for screening will be calculated using the ground acceleration, failure
acceleration, and Br entered by the user.

H P = D [ln(g/a)/Br].
This calculation type indicates that the basic event is to be treated as a seismic event. The
probability for screening will be calculated from the failure acceleration, Br, and ground
acceleration. The ground acceleration will be the highest g-level specified in the medium
project hazard curve.

V P = N/A (not applicable)
The event is a "value" event and will not appear directly in fault tree or sequence logic. The
value specified in the Value field is not necessarily a probability or frequency, but is rather

an input value to a compound event.

B P = bp/
This option is only available for use in a change set. It indicates that the base case value is to
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be used. This is useful when multiple change sets are marked and it is desired to override a
previous change.

C P=F(x).
The event is a compound event whose probability/frequency value is defined as a function of
other input values, formulas, and/or events (value events and regular basic events). This
option is not currently available in change sets, since compound event data cannot be added
via a change set (but it can be removed via a change set).

.9.6.6.1.7 Mean Failure Probability

Enter the probability that a component will fail between t and t + At given that no failure has occurred

before time t (use scientific notation).

9.6.6.1.8 Lambda

Enter the event's failure rate per hour (use scientific notation).

9.6.6.1.9 Tau

Enter the average time to repair in hours (use scientific notation).

9.6.6.1. 10 Mission Time

Enter the mission time in hours (use scientific notation). The mission time is the period of time that a

component is required to operate in order to characterize the component operation as being successful.

An example would be for a pump that must run for 24 hours after a particular initiating event occurs. The
mission time for this case would be 24 hours.

9.6.6.1.11 Distribution Types

For the Uncertainty Data section, there are nine predefined distribution types available. The predefined
distribution types are:

normal ,
lognormal ,
beta,
dirichl~et ,
gamma ,
chi-squared ,
exponential,
uniform ,
maximum entrophy , and
seismic.

In addition to these predefined distribution types, user-defined histograms may be used. The default

distribution type is no distribution. Choose the desired distribution type from the drop-down list.

9.6.6.1.12 Value 1
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Enter the first parameter of the distribution, if one is required.

9.6.6.1.13 Value 2

Enter the second parameter of the distribution, if one is required.

9.6.6.1.14 Correlation Class

Used to account for data dependencies among like events in the database. Enter up to 24 uppercase,
alphanumeric values. A blank correlation class indicates that there are no data dependencies. When
running the uncertainty analyses, the same sample value will be used for all basic events with the same
correlation class.

9.6.6.2 Attributes Page

9.6.6.2.1 Basic Event Data - Attributes

PURPOSE

Basic event attributes define the traits of the event. These traits can be used to group the events, for
example, in change set processing.

I•lodify've .... MEW
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Ok - Save the new or modified basic event and close the dialog.
Cancel - Close the dialog without saving.

9.6.6.2.2 Comp ld

Component Identifier. Enter up to seven (7) alphanumeric characters to identify a component by a unique
designator. This is usually part of the component label (e.g., DGO1). No embedded blanks are allowed.

9.6.6.23 System

Enter up to three (3) alphanumeric characters to identify the system containing the component.

9.6.6.2.4 Train

Enter up to two (2) alphanumeric characters to identify the train containing the component.

9.6.6.2.5 Type

Enter the event type attribute.

9.6.6.2.6 Fail Mode

Enter up to two (2) alphanumeric characters to identify the failure mode for the component.

9.6.6.2. 7 Location

Enter up to three (3) alphanumeric characters to identify the physical location for the component.

9.6.6.2.8 Category

Select the from the drop-down list to specify the category or use of the event.

General purpose event - This is the default and is appropriate for must basic events.
'I' - Initiating event - Any initiating events should be identified with this category designation. The

event tree editor will automatically enter an T when the user specifies that the first event is
an initiating event.

'H' - Hazard event - This is a special calculation type assigned to histogram bins for hazard
analysis.

'R' - Recovery event - Events with this category designation will be listed in a list of recovery
events used in the Recovery Rules editor

9.6.6. 2. 9 Susceptibilities

The susceptibility flags indicate whether or not the event is susceptible to a specific kind of failure. There
are 16 susceptibilities as defined below:

Random (default)
Fire
Flood
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Seismic
Initiating Event
Condition
Reserved 3 (Reserved for internal use)
Reserved 4 (Reserved for internal use)
Userl - User 8 (User-defined)

Susceptibility flags must be checked for the event to be considered susceptible to a specific type of

failure. All events are susceptible to random failure regardless of the random flag's value.

9.6.6.2.10 Template Event

Checking this box flags the event as a template event. A template event can used by other events to
inherit the template event's field values. This box cannot be unchecked if any other events in the project
reference it as a template.

9.6.6.2.11 Graphical Shape

The graphical shape selected here will determine what basic event shape will be used in the Alpha-to-
Graphics conversion. Select the graphical shape (e.g., basic event, boxed basic event, etc.) for this event
from the drop-down list. The "Default" shape uses the shape selected at the time the conversion is done.
9.6.6.3 Process Flag Page

9.6.6.3.1 Basic Event Data - Process Flag

PURPOSE

The process flag specifies if certain processes should take special note of the selected event. Select one of
the available values:
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Ok - Save the new or modified basic event and close the dialog.
Cancel - Close the dialog without saving.

9.6.6.3.2 Blank or Default

When the Process Flag field is blank, the transfer logic associated with this event is expanded for failure
references. For success references, the transfer is also expanded; however, any "impossible" cut sets (i.e.,
those both failing and succeeding) are removed from the resulting failure cut sets using cut set matching
(also known as the "delete term" process).

9.6.6.3.3 Process Flag 'T'

Use fault tree logic (if top event fails), use the complement of the fault tree logic (if top event succeeds).
That is, if the top event is a failure, SAPHIRE will expand the fault tree and solve; if the event succeeds,
SAPHIRE will complement the fault tree logic and solve it. An 'I" causes SAPHIRE to treat the transfer
as independent. Logic below this transfer is expanded for failure references, and for success references
the complement of the logic is used.

9.6.6.3.4 Process Flag 'W'
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Use fault tree logic (if top event fails), use complement of the developed event (if top event succeeds).
That is, if the event fails SAPHIRE will expand the fault tree and solve; if the event succeeds, SAPHIRE
will use the complement of the developed event for the fault tree.

9.6.6.3.5 Process Flag 'X'

Use developed event (if event fails), use cut set matching to eliminate cut sets (if event succeeds). That is,
an "X" tells SAPHIRE that the top event is to be used for failure references, but success references are to
be treated the same as if the flag was blank.

9.6.6.3.6 Process Flag 'Y'

Use developed event (if event fails), use complement of developed event (if event succeeds). That is, a
"Y" indicates that a transfer is to be replaced with its basic event for failed references and the complement
of the event is to be used for success references.

9.6.6.3. 7 Sensitivity Analysis

If an event is marked for sensitivity analysis, SAPHIRE will map a results frequency or probability plot.
A sensitivity analysis allows you to see how sensitive the frequency or probability is in relation to an
event.

9.6.6.3.8 Zoned Flagged Event

A zone flagged event is an event that has been marked as representing a zone (i.e., location or area). An
example of a zone is a fire zone or a flood zone. When SAPHIRE encounters a zone flagged event, it
performs a transformation. A transformation is an event or set of events that replace a zone flagged event.

9.6.6.4 Template Page

9.6.6.4.1 Basic Event Data - Template

PURPOSE

A template event is a basic event that can be used to define all or part of other basic events. Using
templates can simplify the process of adding or updating a series of events which have common values.

When an event is marked as a template (from the Attributes page), the check boxes on the Template tab
are enabled. All fields that are checked will be available to the events that use the template.

When a template event is selected from the template combo box, the check boxes below will be enabled,
allowing you to mark the attributes, failure data, and uncertainty data that will be copied from the
template event. By default all of the template's values will be copied to the basic event. A check mark
indicates that the template event's value will be used.
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Ok - Save the new or modified basic event and close the dialog.
Cancel - Close the dialog without-saving.

9.6.6.4.2 Template Name

If you wish to use another event's information as a template for this basic event, select the name of the
event from the drop-down list. Then choose the Template tab to select the desired characteristics.

9.6.6.4.3 Template Example

Once a template basic event is defined, SAPHIRE has the capability to apply the template's values to all
the basic events that reference it. This is accomplished by allowing you to specify a basic event as a
template for other basic events in the database. Template events cannot reference other template events.
Any basic event (except one designated as a template event) can be set up to use a template event. If a
template event is chosen, the basic event can use all or part of the template's values. Whenever the
template event's values are changed, all of the events that reference that template event will be modified
to reflect that change.

The generation of current event data works with template events as well. Change sets are first applied to
all template events and then to all non-template events. The change sets will be applied to the non-
template events after all the template values have been loaded into them.
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Event ONE is defined as a template event. All values of Event One are available to be copied to events
that references this one, except the Description field, which was unchecked for this example to
demonstrate how to remove a field from a template.

Event TWO references the template event ONE. All of the available values (the Description field is
disabled because the template did not "share" this field) from the template event are copied into event
TWO, with the exception of the Uncertainty Value 1 field, which was unchecked for this example to
demonstrate how to override a template value.
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On the Event tab of the TWO event, the fields derived from the template are disabled and labeled in red
to indicate that they cannot be edited. Because the Uncertainty Value 1 field was unchecked on the
Template page, the Error Factor label is displayed in green, indicating that its value, (even though it is
available from the template) can be overridden. The Description field is displayed normally, because the
template event did not make that field available for use.
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9.6.6.5 Transformations Page

9.6.6.5.1 Basic Event Transformations

PURPOSE

A transformation is a replacement or addition of basic event(s) inside the fault tree logic. During the
transformation process, an event is replaced by a series of events; or, if any event exists then another set
of events is added to the logic. Transformations occur when a zone flagged event is encountered.

The list on the left of the dialog displays all basic events defined for the current project. The list on the
right displays the events that have been marked as replacements for the current event.
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Add -
Remove -
Ok-
Cancel -

Add the highlighted event in the All Events list to the Selected Events list.
Remove the highlighted event from the Selected Events list.
Save the new or modified basic event and close the dialog.
Close the dialog without saving.

9.6.6.5.2 Transformation - Type

This field indicates the required behavior of the collective events. Enter one of the following:
AND = All included events must fail. Event is replaced with an AND gate, with all marked

events as inputs.
OR = Any included events must fail. Event is replaced with an OR gate with all marked

events as inputs.
ZOR = Events make up the zone. If any events in the list fail, all events fail.

9.6.6.5.3 Transformation - Level

Enter an integer between 0 and 255 indicating the level of substitution for the transformation.
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9.6.6.5.4 Transformation Example

Once transformations are defined, SAPHIRE has the capability to automatically perform event
transformations during fault tree analysis. This is accomplished by allowing you to specify a
transformation for each basic event in the database. This transformation can be one of three types, AND,
OR, or ZOR and can define an optional level number. You may also specify a list a basic events that
make up the transformation. When a fault tree is solved, you can specify that the logic for the fault tree be
transformed by replacing each event that has a transformation defined for it by a gate with the events in
the transformation as inputs. A simple example fault tree is as follows:

TOP AND GATE I, GATE2

GATE I OR EVENTI , EVENT2

GATE2 AND EVENT 1, EVENT3

You may then specify the following event transformations:

EVENT1 OR LOCI, LOC2, LOC3, CABLE I
EVENT2 OR LOC2, LOC4, CABLE2

CABLE1 OR LOC4, LOC5

CABLE2 OR LOC5, LOC6, LOC7

The CABLE events may represent the locations a cable passes through. The OR transformation type
indicates that the specified event is to be replaced by an OR gate with the locations as inputs. You can
then choose to expand the transformations resulting in the following logic:

TOP AND GATE I, GATE2

GATE1 OR TRANI, TRAN2
GATE2 AND TRANI, TRAN3

TRANI OR LOCI, LOC2, LOC3, CABLE1, EVENT1

TRAN2 OR LOC2, LOC4, CABLE2, EVENT2

CABLE1 OR LOC4, LOC5

CABLE2 OR LOC5, LOC6, LOC7

This logic is then reduced by combining like gate types to the following:

TOP AND GATE I, GATE2

GATE I OR TRANI, TRAN2

GATE2 AND TRANI, TRAN3

TRANI OR LOCI, LOC2, LOC3, LOC4, LOC5, EVENT)

TRAN2 OR LOC2, LOC4, LOC5, LOC6, LOC7, EVENT2

When this fault tree is solved, the result is a list of cut sets in terms of independent failure events and
locations. You can also choose to do a zone transformation by defining the locations that map to a
particular zone. A zone or ZOR transformation as it is defined in the following example, effectively takes
groups of locations and maps them into a single zone. Assuming you specified the following zone
transformations:
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ZONEl JZOR ILOC I, LOC2
ZONE2 IZOR JLOC3, LOC4, LOC5
ZONE3 JZOR JLOC6, LOC7

Then the previous fault tree would be transformed into the following logic.

TOP AND GATE1, GATE2

GATEI OR TRAN1, TRAN2

GATE2 AND TRANI, TRAN3

TRANI OR ZONE I, ZONE2, EVENT 1

TRAN2 OR ZONEl, ZONE2, ZONE3, EVENT2

This logic is obtained by replacing any occurrence of an input to a ZOR transformation by the name
representing the transformation. Thus, you can map logic in terms of locations to logic in terms of zones,
where a zone represents a collection of locations.

The susceptibility flags for each event are used to control which transformation are to be applied for a
particular analysis type. For instance, if you want an event transformation to apply to a Fire analysis, then
you must specify that the particular event is susceptible to Fire by checking fire susceptibility attribute.

9.6.6.6 Basic Event Data - Notes

PURPOSE

This option allows you to view and edit the descriptive text associated with a specific record. The Primary
text option is generally used for text in the desired primary language. The Alternate text option is
generally used for information entered in the secondary language using a different alphabet (locale).
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Ok - Save the new or modified basic event and close the dialog.
Cancel - Close the dialog without saving.

9.6.6.7 Compound Event Page

9.6.6. 7.1 Basic Event Data - Compound Event

PURPOSE

A compound event's probability is defined by some combination of inputs, formulas, and other basic
events.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify I Basic Events. The Edit Events dialog is displayed.
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2. Highlight the event you wish to edit or copy. (Skip this step if adding a new basic event record.)

3. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Add, Modify, or Copy. The Modify Event
dialog will be displayed.

4. Choose the Attributes tab.

5. Select the Compound Event radio button in the Special Use Flags group. The Compound Event
tab will appear.

6. Choose the Compound Event tab.

To calculate the compound event's probability, you must first select a SAPHIRE Dynamic Link Library
(DLL) file from the Library drop-down list. Once the DLL is selected, choose a procedure from the
Procedure drop-down list. After the desired procedure is selected, a list of appropriate parameters will be
displayed in the Parameter column of Selected Event list. Choose an event from the All Events list for
each parameter in the Selected Event list.

The All Events list on the left of the dialog displays all basic events defined for the current project. The
Selected Event list on the right displays the events that have been selected as parameters for the selected
DLL library procedure.
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Test - Calculate the compound event's probability based on the selected procedure and.
parameters. The basic event's probability values are applied at the end of the generate
change set process.

Add - The highlighted event in the All Events list will be associated with the highlighted
parameter in the Selected Event list.

Remove-The highlighted event in the Selected Event list will be removed from the list.
Ok - ,Save the new or modified basic event and close the dialog.
Cancel - Close the dialog without saving.

9.6.6. 7.2 ,Library

The SAPHIRE Dynamic Link Libraries (DLLs) are provided during installation of SAPI-IRE code. They
contain one or more procedures used for calculating a compound event's probability.

9.6.6.7.3 Procedure

Contains the formula and defines the parameters used for calculating a compound event's probability.
Found in a selected SAPHIRE DLL.

9.6.6.7.4 Parameters

The input values to a procedure used for calculating a compound event's probability. Select the parameter
in the Selected Event list, then the desired event from the All Events, list. The selected event's base
probability value is used as the input parameter value.

9.6.6.8 Uncertainty Page

9.6.6.8.1 Basic Event Data - Uncertainty

PURPOSE

This property sheet page shows a graphical representation of the uncertainty distribution defined by the
failure and uncertainty values.
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Ok - Save the new or modified basic event and close the dialog.
Cancel - Close the dialog without saving.

9.6.6.8.2 Distribution Types

Select the type of graph to be displayed:

PDF -
Cumulative -

(Default) - Displays a graph showing the Probability Density Function.
Displays a graph showing the Cumulative Density Function.

9.6.6.8.3 Sampling Methods
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Select the desired sampling method for uncertainty calculation:

Monte Carlo -

Latin Hypercube Sampling -

Both -

(Default) - Displays a graph that is based on Monte Carlo
Sampling of the defined uncertainty distribution.
Displays a graph that is based on Latin Hypercube Sampling of
the defined uncertainty distribution.
Displays a graph that will have two lines. One line is based on
Monte Carlo Sampling of the defined uncertainty distribution
and the other line is based on Latin Hypercube Sampling of the
defined uncertainty distribution.

9.6.6.8.4 Axis

Log X - Produces a graph where the Log base 10 of the X-Values are used instead of just the X-
Values.

Log Y - Produces a graph where the Log base 10 of the Y-Values are used instead of just the Y-
Values.

9.7 Modifying Attribute Data

9.7.1 Attributes

PURPOSE

This option allows you to edit records of the five attribute types in the current project: Systems,
Locations, Failure Modes, Basic Event Types, and Trains. The dialogs and operations are consistent for
each of the five attribute categories, therefore, a generic discussion is provided. The Locations category
has been used in the example graphics.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Attributes from the menu.

3. Select the desired sub-menu option. The Edit Attributes dialog will be displayed listing all of the
records of the selected attribute type. The selected attribute category is displayed in the Type
field.
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4. Highlight the desired list item.

5. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu or choose the Exit button.

The example here shows the Location attribute records.

JE~tibue -* (DEMO) U'

Pop-up Menu Options
Add - Add a new attribute record to the current project database. When complete, the

message, "Record added," is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE
window.

Copy - Create a new attribute record by copying an existing one.
Modify - Edit the selected attribute record. When complete, the message, "Record

modified," is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.
Delete - Delete the selected attribute record(s).
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Button Option
Exit - Close the Edit Attributes dialog.

9.7.2 Delete Record

PURPOSE

This option allows you to delete the highlighted record from the database.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose the desired option from the menu.

3.

4.

Highlight the record you wish to delete.

Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Delete. A warning dialog will be displayed,
allowing you to cancel the deletion at this point.

Yes - Continue the delete operation. The selected record will be deleted from the database. The
message, "Record deleted," is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.

No - Cancel the delete operation. The selected record will NOT be deleted from the database.

9.7.3 Attribute Data Entry Dialog

9.7.3.1 Attribute Data Entry

PURPOSE

The Add/Modify Attribute dialog allows you to enter or modify attribute data. The selected attribute
category is displayed in the Type field.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Attributes from the menu.

3. Select the desired sub-menu option. The Modify Attributes dialog will be displayed. The selected
attribute category is displayed in the Type field.
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4. Highlight the list item you wish to edit or copy. (Skip this step if adding a new record.)

5. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Add, Copy, or Modify.

Ir......

Ok - Save the new or modified attribute and close the dialog.

Cancel - Close the dialog without saving.

9.7.3.2 Attribute Name

This is a required field. A maximum of 5 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be entered (embedded

blanks are not allowed). The name should be descriptive so it can be readily identified.

9.7.3.3 Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive

information.
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9.8 Modifying Analysis Type Data

9.8.1 Analysis Types

PURPOSE

This option allows you to modify analysis types. SAPHIRE offers eight predefined analysis types and
eight user-defined analysis types. You cannot edit the name of the eight predefined analysis types, but
you can edit the description. You can modify both the name and description of the eight user-defined
analysis types.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Analysis Types from the menu. The Edit Analysis Types dialog is displayed, listing the
16 analysis types belonging to the current project.

3. Highlight the desired analysis type.

4. Choose the Modify button.

I.di Anlyi Tye -DE O

N , aNme Dmviption

2 FIRE
3 FLOOD
4 SEISMIC
5 ASP INIT EVENT
6 ASPCONDITION
7 RESERVED3
8 RESERVED4
9 USER1

10 USER2
11 USER3
12 USER4
1" IIF rpr:

FIRE
FLOOD
EARTHQUAKES OR OTHER GROUND DISTURBANCE
ASP INITIATING EVENT ASSESSMENT
ASP CONDITION ASSESSMENT
RESERVED FOR SYSTEM
RESERVED FOR SYSTEM
USER-DEFINABLE
USER-DEFINABLE
USER-DEFINABLE
USER-DEFINABLE

IJ

Modify - Edit the selected analysis type record. When complete, the message, "Record modified,"
is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.

Exit - Close the Edit Analysis Types dialog.

9.8.2 Analysis Type Data Entry Dialog

9.8.2.1 Analysis Type Data Entry

PURPOSE

The Modify Analysis Type dialog allows you to edit analysis type data.
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Analysis Types from the menu. The Edit Analysis Types dialog is displayed, listing the
16 analysis types belonging to the current project.

3. Highlight the desired analysis type.

4. Choose the Modify button.

You can edit only the description of the eight predefined analysis types. As shown here, the Name field is
not accessible for modification:

7modf An*i 'Typ

You can modify both the name and descriptions of the eight user-defined analysis types. As shown below,
both fields are accessible for modification:

Moif *a . i Type ~

Ok - Save the modified analysis type and close the dialog.
Cancel - Close the dialog without saving.

9.8.2.2 Name

This is a required field. A maximum of 24 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded
blanks are not allowed. The name should be descriptive so it can be readily identified.
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9.8.2.3 Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive
information.

9.9 Modifying Gate Data

9.9.1 Gates

PURPOSE

This option allows you to add, modify, or delete the gate data records.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Gates from the menu. The Edit Gates dialog is displayed, listing all of the gates
belonging to the current project.

3. Highlight the desired gate.

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu or choose the desired button.

rCit Gae - [DMO 90

~Narne Desi

C-MOV-1 -FAILS
CCS

CCS-SUPPLY
CCS-TRAIN-A
CCS-TRAIN-B
CCS-TRAINS
E-MOV-1 -FAILS
ECS
ECS-SUPPLY
ECS-TRAIN-A
ECS-TRAIN-B
ECS-TRAINS

C-MOV-1 Fails To Open
CCS Fails to Spray Water into the Containment
No Water To The Pump Trains
CCS Train A Fails To Supply Flow
CCS Train B Fails To Supply Flow
Both Pump Trains Fail To Inject
E-MOV-1 Fails To Open
ECS Fails To Inject Water Into The Reactor Vess
No Water To The Pump Trains
ECS Train A Fails To Inject
ECS Train B Fails To Inject
Both Pump Trains Fail To Inject

Pop-up Menu Options
Add - Add a new gate record to the current project database. When complete, the

message, "Record added," is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE
window.

Copy - Create a new gate record by copying an existing one.
Modify - Edit the selected gate record. When complete, the message, "Record modified,"

is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.
Delete - Delete the selected gate record(s).
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Button Options
Show Unused - Show all unused gates. The unused gates are indicated by a dash

(-) to the left of the gate name.
Remove Unused Gates - Immediately delete all unused gate records.
Exit - Close the Edit Gates dialog.

9.9.2 Delete Record

PURPOSE

This option allows you to delete the highlighted record from the database.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose the desired option from the menu.

3. Highlight the record you wish to delete.

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Delete. A warning dialog will be displayed,
allowing you to cancel the deletion at this point.

Yes - Continue the delete operation. The selected record will be deleted from the database. The
message, "Record deleted," is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.

No - Cancel the delete operation. The selected record will NOT be deleted from the database.

9.9.3 Gate Data Entry Dialog

9.9.3.1 Gate Data Entry

PURPOSE

The Add/Modify Gate dialog allows you to enter or modify gate data.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Gates from the menu. The Edit Gates dialog is displayed.

3. Highlight the gate you wish to edit or copy. (Skip this step if adding a new gate.)

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Add, Copy, or Modify.
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Ok - Save the new or modified gate and close the dialog.
Cancel - Close the dialog without saving.

9.9.3.2 Name

This is a required field. A maximum of 24 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded
blanks are not allowed. The name should be descriptive so it can be readily identified.

9.9.3.3 Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive
information.

9.9.3.4 Type

Select the gate type from the drop-down list or enter your own of the type N/M.

AND - The output occurs if all inputs occur.
OR - The output occurs if any of the inputs occur.
TRAN - Transfer gate. This is a link to other logic structures.
NAND - Negation of an AND gate. The output occurs if any one of the inputs does not occur.
NOR - Negation of an OR gate. The output occurs if none of the inputs occur.
N of M - N/M gate. N of M input events must occur. Enter the N range from 2 to 9 and M range

N< M.
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9.10 Modifying Histogram Data

9.10.1 Histograms

PURPOSE

This option allows you to add, modify, or delete user-defined histogram records. This is a useful option
for allowing you to input your own distribution for a variable that cannot be expressed with one of the
predefined uncertainty distribution types.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Histograms from the menu. The Edit Histograms dialog is displayed, listing all of the
currently existing histograms with their associated format type.

3. Highlight the desired histogram.

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu or choose the Exit button.

FEJI Hall
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Pop-up Menu Options
Add - Add a new histogram record to the current project database. When complete, the

message, "Record added," is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE
window.

Copy - Create a new histogram record by copying an existing one. The data entry dialog
is dependent on the histogram's format.

Modify - Edit the selected histogram record. The data entry dialog is dependent on the
histogram's format. When complete, the message, "Record modified," is
displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.

Delete - Delete the selected histogram record(s).

Button Option
Exit - Close the Edit Histograms dialog.

9.10.2 Delete Record

PURPOSE

This option allows you to delete the highlighted record from the database.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose the desired option from the menu.

3. Highlight the record you wish to delete.

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Delete. A warning dialog will be displayed,
allowing you to cancel the deletion at this point.

Yes - Continue the delete operation. The selected record will be deleted from the database. The
message, "Record deleted," is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.

No - Cancel the delete operation. The selected record will NOT be deleted from the database.

9.10.3 Add Histograms

PURPOSE

This option allows you to create a user-defined distribution type.
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Histograms from the menu. The Edit Histograms dialog is.

3. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose the Add option. The Format dialog is
displayed.

7, t 77 --- I

From the Format dialog, you are given the choice of adding the histogram data in either a percentage,
range, area, or hazard format.

9.10.4 Percentage Format Dialog

9.10.4.1 Percentage Histogram

PURPOSE

The Add/Modify Histogram dialog allows you to enter or modify percentage histogram data. On this
dialog, type in a name and a description for the percentage histogram. Enter the percentages for the
histogram along with the corresponding probabilities.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Histograms from the menu. The Edit Histograms dialog is displayed.

3. Highlighted the histogram, designated by Type "P", that you wish to edit or copy. (Skip this step
if adding a new histogram.)

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Add, Copy, or Modify. The Percentage
Format dialog is displayed.
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The example here demonstrates how to enter a percentage histogram, given that 15% of the data points
have a probability of 0.04, 46% of the data points have a probability of 0.12, 36% of the data points have
a probability of 0.02, and the remaining 3% of the data points have a probability of 0.8.

The sum of the percentages entered must total 100%, in order for the histogram to be accepted as a valid
percentage histogram. In the upper right-hand area of the dialog is a box that shows the current sum of the
percentages that have been input and the remaining percentage needed to reach the 100% total.

NOTE: This format is a discrete distribution on the values entered. The percents give the degree of belief
of each value.

Ok - Save the new or modified histogram and close the dialog.
Cancel - Close the dialog without saving the histogram.

9.10.4.2 Name

This is a required field. A maximum of 24 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded
blanks are not allowed. The name should be descriptive so it can be readily identified.

9.10.4.3 Description
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This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive
information.

9.10.4.4 Percent

The percentage of data points that will have the failure probability value that is entered in this bin. The
sum of the percentages in the bins must total 100%.

9.10.4.5 Probability

The failure probability value.

9.10.5 Range Format Dialog

9.10.5.1 Range Histogram

PURPOSE

On this dialog, type in a name and description for the range histogram. Then, enter the starting probability
point, the ending probability point, and the height associated with the first bin of the histogram. Next, for
each successive bin of the histogram, an ending probability point and a height should be entered. There is
a maximum of 20 bins allowed for each range histogram.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Histograms from the menu. The Edit Histograms dialog is displayed.

3. Highlighted the histogram, designated by Type "R", that you wish to edit or copy. (Skip this step
if adding a new histogram.)

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Add, Copy, or Modify. The Range Format
dialog is displayed.
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This is an example of inputting a range histogram whose data points lie on the closed interval of 0.0 and
1.0. The height associated with the data points on the subinterval of 0.0 to 0.2 is 10.0 (Bin 1), the height
for the subinterval of 0.2 to 0.6 is 70.0 (Bin 2), the height for the subinterval of 0.6 to 0.8 is 20.0 (Bin 3),
and the height for the last subinterval of 0.8 to 1.0 is 5.0 (Bin 4).

SAPHIRE calculates the midpoint of each bin, finds the area of each bin, and normalizes each area so the
sum of the areas equals 1.0. The midpoint is the probability for each bin and the normalized area
corresponds to the percent in the Percent Histogram format. The basic event mean probability should
correspond to the mean of the histogram.

Ok - Save the new or modified histogram and close the dialog.

Cancel - Close the dialog without saving the histogram.

9.10.5.2 Name

This is a required field. A maximum of 24 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded
blanks are not allowed. The name should be descriptive so it can be readily identified.
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9.10.5.3 Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive
information.

9.10.5.4 Starting Probability

The starting probability for the area or range. This value must <= 1.0.

9.10.5.5 End Probability

The end probability value defining the subinterval between the starting probabilty (if this is Bin 1) or the
previous bin's end probability.

9.10.5.6 Height

The height associated with the data points on the subinterval for this bin.

9.10.6 Area Format Dialog

9.10.6.1 Area Histogram

PURPOSE

On this dialog, type in a name and description for the area histogram. Then enter the starting probability
point, the ending probability point, and the area associated with the first bin of the histogram. Next, for
each successive bin of the histogram, an ending probability point and an area should be entered. There is
a maximum of 20 bins allowed for each area histogram.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Histograms from the menu. The Edit Histograms dialog is displayed.

3. Highlighted the histogram, designated by Type "A", that you wish to edit or copy. (Skip this step
if adding a new histogram.)

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Add, Copy, or Modify. The Area Format
dialog is displayed.
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This is an example of inputting an area histogram whose data points lie on the closed interval of 0.0 and
1.0. The area associated with the data points on the subinterval of 0.0 to 0.2 is 10.0 (Bin 1), the area for
the subinterval of 0.2 to 0.6 is 70.0 (Bin 2), the area for the subinterval of 0.6 to 0.8 is 20.0 (Bin 3), and
the area for the last subinterval of 0.8 to 1.0 is 5.0 (Bin 4). SAPHIRE normalizes the area of each bin so
the sum of the areas equals 1.0.

Ok - Save the new or modified histogram and close the dialog
Cancel - Close the dialog without saving the histogram.

9.10.6.2 Name

This is a required field. A maximum of 24 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded
blanks are not allowed. The name should be descriptive so it can be readily identified.

9.10.6.3 Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive
information.
9.10.6.4 Starting Probability
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The starting probability for the area or range. This value must <= 1.0.

9.10.6.5 End Probability

The end probability value defining the subinterval between the starting probabilty (if this is Bin 1) or the
previous bin's end probability.

9.10.6.6 Area

The area associated with the data points on the subinterval for this bin.

9.10.7 Fragility Format Dialog

9.10. 7.1 Name

This is a required field. A maximum of 24 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded
blanks are not allowed. The name should be descriptive so it can be readily identified.

9.10.7.2 Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive
information.

9.10. 7.3 Acceleration

The ground acceleration level value for this bin.

9.10.7.4 Frequency

The frequency of occurrence (i.e., likelihood per year) for this bin.

9.10.8 Hazard Format Dialog

9.10.8.1 Hazard Histogram

PURPOSE

The Hazard histogram option is used to enter the site seismic hazard curve data for seismic analysis. This
data consists of a table of values representing the G-level (ground acceleration level) and associated
frequency of occurrence (i.e., likelihood per year). Note, the hazard histogram consists of discrete values.

STEPS

I.

2.

From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

Choose Histograms from the menu. The Edit Histograms dialog is displayed.
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3. Highlighted the histogram, designated by Type "H", that you wish to edit or copy. (Skip this step
if adding a new histogram.)

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Add, Copy, or Modify. The Hazard Format
dialog is displayed.

On this dialog, type in a name and description for the hazard histogram. Then enter the acceleration G-
level and the frequency associated with the first bin of the histogram. Next, for each successive bin of the
histogram, a G-level and a frequency value can be entered. There is a maximum of 20 bins allowed for
each hazard histogram.

iiMoif HitgamAn

This is an example of entering a hazard histogram. The frequency associated with each G-level is G-level
0.2, frequency 1.OE-4, G-level 2.0, frequency 1.OE-6, G-level 5.0, frequency 1.OE-6.

Ok - Save the new or modified histogram and close the dialog
Cancel - Close the dialog without saving the histogram.

SAPHIRE will use each acceleration bin and its associated frequency to quantify the seismic models.
Note that the seismic models can be quantified using a single acceleration bin, using all acceleration bins
separately, or using all acceleration bins and combining the results.

Multiple Hazard histograms can be defined, but only one histogram can be used at a time during

quantification. The histogram to be used is identified in the Modify I Project option.
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9.10.8.2 Name

This is a required field. A maximum of 24 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded
blanks are not allowed. The name should be descriptive so it can be readily identified.

9.10.8.3 Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive
information.

9.10.8.4 Acceleration

The ground acceleration level value for this bin.

9.10.8.5 Frequency

The frequency of occurrence (i.e., likelihood per year) for this bin.

9.11 Modifying P&ID Data.

9.11.1 P&IDs

PURPOSE

This option allows you to edit Piping & Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) graphic records.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose P&IDs from the menu. The Edit PID Graphics dialog is displayed listing all of the PID
graphics belonging to the current project.

3. Highlight the desired P&ID graphic.

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu or choose the Exit button.
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Pop-up Menu Options
Add - Add a new P&ID record to the current project database. When complete, the

message, "Record added," is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE
window.

Copy - Create a new P&ID record by copying an existing one.
Modify - Edit the selected P&ID record. When complete, the message, "Record modified,"

is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.
Delete - Delete the selected P&ID record(s).

Button Option

Exit - Close the Edit PID Graphics dialog.

9.11.2 Delete Record

PURPOSE

This option allows you to delete the highlighted record from the database.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose the desired option from the menu.

3. Highlight the record you wish to delete.

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and chooseDelete. A waming dialog will be displayed,
allowing you to cancel the deletion at this point.
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Yes - Continue the delete operation. The selected record will be deleted from the database. The
message, "Record deleted," is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.

No - Cancel the delete operation. The selected record will NOT be deleted from the database.

9.11.3 P&ID Data Entry Dialog

9.11.3.1 P&ID Data Entry

PURPOSE

The Add/Modify PID Graphic dialog allows you to enter or modify P&ID data.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose P&IDs from the menu. The Edit PID Graphics dialog is displayed.

3. Highlight the P&ID graphic you wish to edit or copy. (Skip this step if adding a new record.)

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Add, Copy, or Modify.

JAM PIS .iapxl

Ok - Save the newly created P&ID record or changes made to the existing record, and close
the dialog

Cancel - Close the dialog without saving the changes.

9.11.3.2 Name

This is a required field. A maximum of 24 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded
blanks are not allowed. The name should be descriptive so it can be readily identified.

9.11.3.3 Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive
information.
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9.12 Modifying Change Set Data

9.12.1 Change Sets

PURPOSE

This option allows you to add, modify, delete, or copy change set records. You cannot edit the probability
or class changes of event data in the change set using this option.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Change Sets from the menu. The Change Sets dialog is displayed, listing all of the
change sets belonging to the current project.

3. Highlight the desired change set.

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up -menu or choose the desired button.

The Change Sets dialog lists the change sets by marked order, then set type. First, all marked change sets
are listed, then the condition assessments are listed alphabetically, followed by initiating event
assessments (alphabetically), and finally, the change sets.

.1ane ~es - (DEM I
CONDITION-ASSESSMENT
INIT-EVENT-ASSESSMENT
HRLY-BASIS
LER-237/90-006
YRLY-BASIS

Condition Assessment
Initiating Event Assessment
Base case with hourly initiator frequencies
Stuck open SRV followed by manual scram
Base case with yearly initiator frequencies

Pop-up Menu Options
Add - Add a new change set record to the current project database. When complete, the

message, "Record added," is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE
window.

Copy - Create a new change set record by copying an existing one.
Modify - Edit the selected change set record. When complete, the message, "Record

modified," is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.
Delete - Delete the selected change set record(s).

Button Options
Text - View and edit the descriptive text associated with the selected

change set.
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Base Case Event Update -Overwrite the base case data values stored in the database with
the current data values for each basic event.

Exit - Close the Change Sets dialog.

9.12.2 Delete Record

PURPOSE

This option allows you to delete the highlighted record from the database.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose the desired option from the menu.

3.

4.

Highlight the record you wish to delete.

Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Delete. A warning dialog will be displayed,
allowing you to cancel the deletion at this point.

Yes - Continue the delete operation. The selected record will be deleted from the database. The
message, "Record deleted," is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.

No - Cancel the delete operation. The selected record will NOT be deleted from the database.

9.12.3 Database Text

PURPOSE

This option allows you to view and edit the descriptive text associated with a specific record. The Primary
text option is generally used for text in the desired primary language. The Alternate text option is
generally used for information entered in the secondary language using a different alphabet (locale).

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose the desired option from the menu.
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3. Highlight the record whose text you wish to modify.

4. Choose the Text button. The Select Text Type dialog is displayed.

5. Choose Primary or Alternate. The Text dialog is displayed.

Initially, the first 18 lines of the text block are displayed. If there are more lines of text, the vertical scroll
bar will be available. In the example here, the Primary text dialog is displayed.

Eit giat Tex ( MI

Page Down- Presents the next 18 lines of text.
Page Up- Presents the previous 18 lines of text.
Ctrl Page Down-Places the cursor at the end of the last line of text currently visible.
Ctrl Page Up- Places the cursor at the beginning of the first line of text currently visible.
Ctrl- - - Moves the cursor left to the beginning of the word on the current line.
Ctrl- - - Moves the cursor right to the beginning of the word on the current line.
Home - Places the cursor in front of the first character of the current line.
Ctrl-Home - Places the cursor at the beginning of the text block.
End - Places the cursor behind the last character of the current line.
Ctrl-End - Places the cursor at the end of the text block.
Insert - Works as a toggle. Initially, the editor is in "insert" mode - existing characters

are pushed to the right as you type. Pressing the Insert key toggles to
"overwrite" mode - existing characters are over written as you type.

Delete - Deletes the character to the right of the current cursor position; or deletes the
currently highlighted text.

Ctrl-Delete - Deletes the characters from the current cursor position to the beginning of the
following word.

Backspace - Deletes the character to the left of the current cursor position; or deletes the
currently highlighted text.

CtrI-C - Copies highlighted text to the clipboard.
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CtrI-V - Pastes clipboard text at the current cursor position.
CtrI-X - Cuts highlighted text to the clipboard.

The editor does not automatically line wrap; therefore, you must use <Enter> to establish each new line of
text.

Ok - Save the new or modified text and close the Text dialog.
Cancel - Close the Text dialog without saving changes. You will be prompted with the dialog

shown below.

Abandon change6?

Yes - Close the Text dialog without saving changes.

No - Save the new or modified text and close the Text dialog.

9.12.4 Change Set - Marking and Processing Order

PURPOSE

Change sets are "marked" to determine which change sets will be used to generate current case data.
Order of marking determines which event changes take precedence. This option acts in the manner of a
toggle.

Marking Change Sets:

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify I Change Sets. The Change Sets dialog is displayed.
OR

2. From the SAPHIRE menu select Generate. The Generate dialog is displayed.

• 3. Double-click on the desired change set to mark or unmark it.

If the selected change set was not previously marked, a numeric value (1 - 99) will appear to the left of
the change set name, indicating the order of marking. The change sets in the list are rearranged by marked
order, then alphabetically by type: first by condition' assessment, then initiating event assessment type,
finally by ordinary change set type.

If the change set was previously marked, it is unmarked (i.e., the numeric value is removed) and it is
repositioned in the list.

If no change sets are marked when you select the Generate option, then the current case data will be
initialized to the base case data.
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Change Set Processing:

During change set processing (i.e., generating event data or updating base case values), three criteria are
evaluated: probability changes, class changes, and the order of marked change sets.

If an event in a marked change set has both a class change and a probability change associated with it, the
probability change takes precedence over the class change if any discrepancies arise..

If more than one change set is marked, then the probability and class changes in the change sets marked
with the highest number (2 is higher than 1, 3 is higher than 2) will' take precedence over any changes
from lower numbered change sets. For example, suppose that Event A has a probability change associated
with it in Change Set 1, and a class change associated with it in Change Set 2, then the class change from
Change Set 2 would overwrite the probability change from Change Set I.

The following example illustrates the outcome of processing three marked change sets with four events:

Event A has both a probability change and a class change associated with it in Change Set 2.

Event B has a probability change in Change Set 1, and a class change in Change Set 3.

Event C has only a class change in Change Set 1.

Event D has no probability changes or class changes associated with it in any of the three marked

change sets.

The outcome of the Generate operation on these three marked change sets would be as follows:

The current case data for event A would be set to the values associated with the probability change in
Change Set 2. (Probability changes take precedence over class changes when they occur for the same
event within the same change set.)

The current case data for event B would be set equal to the values associated with the class change in
Change Set 3. (The probability or class change in higher numbered change sets take precedence over
changes in lower numbered change sets.)

The current case data for event C would be set to the values associated with the class change in Change
Set I.

The cur-rent case data for event D would be set to the base case values for event D. (There were no
probability changes or class changes made to event D in any of the marked change sets.)

9.12.5 Add Change Set Dialog

9.12Z5.1 Adding a Change Set
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PURPOSE

This option allows you to create a new change set record. Enter the new change set's name, description

and date.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify Change Sets. The Change Sets dialog is displayed.
OR

2. From the SAPHIRE menu select Generate. The Generate dialog is displayed.

3.. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Add. The Add Change Set dialog is displayed.

'Add Chnee - (DMO IR ?'

Ok - Save the new change set, and close the dialog. If the add operation is successful, the
message, "Record added," is displayed in the message bar. If a change set record already
exists with the same name, the message, "Duplicate record name . notadded," is
displayed in the message bar and the Add Change Set dialog remains open.

Cancel - Close the dialog without saving. A new change set record is not added to the database.

By default the set type is a Change Set and the Read-only attribute is not selected. These fields are not
available on the Add Change Set dialog. If you wish to alter the set type or read-only attribute, you must
Modify the change set.

9.12.5.2 Name

This is a required field. A maximum of 24 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded
blanks are not allowed. The name should be descriptive so it can be readily identified.

9.12.5.3 Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive
information.
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9.12.5.4 Date

This is the creation date of the change set. It can be modified to reflect the modification date. The format
for this field is YYYY/MM/DD.

9.12.6 Copy Change Set Dialog

9.12.6.1 Copying a Change Set

PURPOSE

This option allows you to create a new change set record based on the highlighted one. The original
change set name is displayed in the Copy From: field. You MUST enter a unique name for the new
change set. Along with the source change set's name, description, and date, probability and class changes
are also duplicated.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify I Change Sets. The Change Sets dialog is displayed.
OR

2. From the SAPHIRE menu select Generate. The Generate dialog is displayed.

3. Highlight the change set you wish to copy.

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Copy. The Copy Change Set dialog is
displayed.

lII Change * Se - (EMO

Copy - Save the newly created change set and close the dialog. If the copy operation is
successful, the message, "Record added," is displayed in the message bar. If a change set
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record already exists with the same name, the message, "Duplicate record name - not
added," is displayed in the message bar and the Copy Change Set dialog remains open.

Cancel - Close the dialog without saving the change set. A new change set record is not added to
the database.

The set type and read-only flag of the source (original) change set will be duplicated in the destination
(new) change set along with the basic event data changes. If you wish to alter the set type or read-only
attribute, you must Modify the change set record. If you wish to alter the basic event data changes, you
must choose the Class or Single buttons from the Generate dialog.

9.12.6.2 Name

This is a required field. A maximum of 24 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded
blanks are not allowed. The name should be descriptive so it can be readily identified.

9.12.6.3 Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive
information.

9.12.6.4 Date

This is the creation date of the change set. It can be modified to reflect the modification date. The format
for this field is YYYY/MM/DD.

9.12.7 Modify Change Set Dialog

9.12. 7.1 Modifying a Change Set

PURPOSE

This option allows you to modify change set record data. In addition to editing the change set name,
description, and date, you can also edit the set type and read-only attribute.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify I Change Sets. The Change Sets dialog is displayed.
OR

2. From the SAPHIRE menu select Generate. The Generate dialog is displayed.

3. Highlight the change set you wish to edit.

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Modify. The Modify Change Set dialog is
displayed.
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Ok - Save the modified change set and close the dialog. If the modify operation is successful,
the message, "Record modified," is displayed in the message bar. If a change set record
already exists with the same name, the message, "Revised name is a duplicate - not
modified," is displayed in the message bar and the Modify Change Set dialog remains
open.

Cancel - Close the dialog without saving the modifications.

9.12. 7.2 Name

This is a required field. A maximum of 24 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded
blanks are not allowed. The name should be descriptive so it can be readily identified.

9.12. 7.3 Set Type

Select a change set type from the drop-down list.

Change Set - A user-defined set of changes that will be applied to the base case data when
event data is transferred to the current case. Multiple change sets can be defined
and applied singly or in combination.

Initiating Event-A special type of change set used specifically to evaluate an operational
occurrence associated with an observed initiating event and other equipment
failures, unavailabilities, or degradations.

Condition - A special type of change set used specifically to evaluate an operational
occurrence in which no initiating event has taken place, but equipment failures,
unavailabilities, or degradations have reduced reliability.

Flag Set - A special type of change set used to indicate modifications to particular events on
a sequence-by-sequence basis. They are different from change sets in that they
can only contain individually specified types of changes: either house flag
changes to the calculation type or process type changes. NOTE: If a change set
type is altered to a flag set, it will be displayed in the Flag Sets dialog after the
Change Sets dialog is closed.
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9.12. 7.4 Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive
information.

9.12.7.5 Date

This is the creation date of the change set. It can be modified to reflect the modification date. The format
for this field is YYYY/MM/DD.

9.12.7.6 Read-only

This flag, if checked, indicates that the event data cannot be changed (in the Generate I Single/Class

option). If you wish to make event data modifications, this box must be unchecked.

9.12.8 Base Update Dialog

9.12.8.1 Base Case Event Update

PURPOSE

This option allows you to overwrite the base case data values stored in the data base with the current case
data values for each basic event. After executing this operation, the original base case data are no longer
available.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Change Sets from the menu.

3. Highlight the desired change set(s).

4. Choose the Base Case Event Update button. The Event Base Case Update dialog is displayed.

g~en Bas Cas Upat alai

This dialog is to ensure that you wish to update the base case values with the marked change set(s).
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Yes - When you choose this button, the Set Mission Time dialog will be displayed. After entering
the mission time, the base case values will be overwritten.

No - Terminate the process and close the Event Base Case Update dialog.

In order to perform a base case update, at least one change set must be marked and data generated. This
option transfers the current values for the basic events marked either with a probability change or a class
change in a change set to the base case values. The existing base case values will be overwritten. Any
event in the change set that does not have either a class change or probability change associated with it
will maintain its existing base case data.

9.12.8.2 Mission Time

Enter the mission time, using scientific notation, in hours.

9.13 Modifying Flag Set Data

9.13.1 Flag Sets

PURPOSE

This option allows you to add, modify, delete, or copy flag set records. Flag sets are a special type of
change set used to indicate modifications to particular events on a sequence-by-sequence basis. They are
different from change sets in that they can only contain individually-specified types of changes. No
"Class Changes" are allowed in a flag set.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Flag Sets from the menu. The Flag Sets dialog is displayed, listing all of the flag sets
belonging to the current project.

3. Highlight the desired flag set.

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu or choose the desired button.

... . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . ...

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ |

LOSPAFW'
LOSP-PORV

Flag set to remove AFWAC dependent components during DE
Flag set to remove op and PORV block valves in SBO sequen
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Pop-up Menu Options
Add - Create a new flag set record in the current project database. When complete, the

message, "Record added," is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE
window.

Copy - Create a new flag set record by copying an existing one.
Modify - Edit the selected flag set record. When complete, the message, "Record

modified," is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.
Delete - Delete the selected flag set record(s).

Button Options
Text -
Flags -
Exit -

View and edit the descriptive text associated with the selected flag set.
Add or modify basic event data in the flag set.

Close the Flag Sets dialog.

9.13.2 Delete Record

PURPOSE

This option allows you to delete the highlighted record from the database.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose the desired option from the menu.

3.

4.

Highlight the record you wish to delete.

Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Delete. A warning dialog will be displayed,
allowing you to cancel the deletion at this point.

Yes - Continue the delete operation. The selected record will be deleted from the database. The
message, "Record deleted," is displayed in the message bar of the SAPHIRE window.

No - Cancel the delete operation. The selected record will NOT be deleted from the database.

9.13.3 Database Text

PURPOSE

This option allows you to view and edit the descriptive text associated with a specific record. The Primary
text option is generally used for text in the desired primary language. The Alternate text option is
generally used for information entered in the secondary language using a different alphabet (locale).
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose the desired option from the menu.

3. Highlight the record whose text you wish to modify.

4. Choose the Text button. The Select Text Type dialog is displayed.

5. Choose Primary or Alternate. The Text dialog is displayed.

Initially, the first 18 lines of the text block are displayed. If there are more lines of text, the vertical scroll
bar will be available. In the example here, the Primary text dialog is displayed.

I' .

Page Down- Presents the next 18 lines of text.
Page Up- Presents the previous 18 lines of text.
Ctrl Page Down-Places the cursor at the end of the last line of text currently visible.
Ctrl Page Up- Places the cursor at the beginning of the first line of text currently visible.
Ctrl- - - Moves the cursor left to the beginning of the word on the current line.
Ctrl- -. - Moves the cursor right to the beginning of the word on the current line.
Home - Places the cursor in front of the first character of the current line.
Ctrl-Home - Places the cursor at the beginning of the text block.
End - Places the cursor behind the last character of the current line.
Ctrl-End - Places the cursor at the end of the text block.
Insert - Works as a toggle. Initially, the editor is in "insert" mode - existing characters

are pushed to the right as you type. Pressing the Insert key toggles to
"overwrite" mode - existing characters are over written as you type.

Delete - Deletes the character to the right of the current cursor position; or deletes the
currently highlighted text.
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Ctrl-Delete -

Backspace -

Ctrl-C -
CtrI-V -
Ctrl-X -

Deletes the characters from the current cursor position to the beginning of the
following word.
Deletes the character to the left of the current cursor position; or deletes the
currently highlighted text.
Copies highlighted text to the clipboard.
Pastes clipboard text at the current cursor position.
Cuts highlighted text to the clipboard.

The editor does not automatically line wrap; therefore, you must use <Enter> to establish each new line of
text.

Ok-
Cancel -

Save the new or modified text and close the Text dialog.
Close the Text dialog without saving changes. You will be prompted with the
dialog shown below.

Yes - Close the Text dialog without saving changes.
No - Save the new or modified text and close the Text dialog.

9.13.4 Add Flag Set Dialog

9.13.4.1 Adding a Flag Set

PURPOSE

The Add Flag Set dialog allows you to create a new flag set record.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Flag Sets from the menu. The Flag Sets dialog is displayed.

3. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Add.
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Ok - - Save the new flag set, and close the dialog.
Cancel - Close the dialog without saving.

By default the set type is a Flag Set and the Read-only attribute is not selected. If you wish to alter the set

type or read-only attribute, you must Modify the flag set.

9.13.4.2 Name

This is a required field. A maximum of 24 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded
blanks are not allowed. The name should be descriptive so it can be readily identified.

9.13.4.3 Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive
information.

9.13.4.4 Date

This is the creation date of the change set. It can be modified to reflect the modification date. The format
for this field is YYYY/MM/DD.

9.13.5 Copy Flag Set Dialog

-9.13.5.1 Copying A Flag Set

PURPOSE

The Copy Flag Set dialog will be displayed, allowing you to create a new flag set record based on the
highlighted orie. The original flag set name is displayed in the Copy From: field. You MUST enter a
unique name for the new flag set.
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Flag Sets from the menu. The Flag Sets dialog is displayed.

3.

4.

Highlight the flag Set you wish to copy.

Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Copy.

rIap Mg;e - (DMO UE

Copy - Save the new flag set, and close the dialog.
Cancel - Close the dialog without saving.

The set type and read-only flag of the source (original) flag set will be duplicated in the destination (new)
flag set along with the basic event data changes.

9.13.5.2 Name

This is a required field. A maximum of 24 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded
blanks are not allowed. The name should be descriptive so it can be readily identified.

9.13. 5.3 Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive
information.

9.13.5.4 Date
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This is the creation date of the change set. It can be modified to reflect the modification date. The format
for this field is YYYY/MM/DD.

9.13.6 Modify Flag Set Dialog

9.13.6.1 Modifying a Flag Set

PURPOSE

The Modify Flag Set dialog allows you to edit flag set record data.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2.

3.

4.

Choose Flag Sets from the menu. The Flag Sets dialog is displayed.

Highlight the flag set you wish to edit.

Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose Modify.

Tify Fla Se - (DM)N I

Ok - Save the modified flag set and close the dialog
Cancel - Close the dialog without saving the modifications.

9.13.6.2 Name

This is a required field. A maximum of 24 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded
blanks are not allowed. The name should be descriptive so it can be readily identified.

9.13.6.3 Set Type
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Select a change set type from the drop-down list.

Change Set - A user-defined set of changes that will be applied to the base case data when
event data is transferred to the current case. Multiple change sets can be defined
and applied singly or in combination.

Initiating Event-A special type of change set used specifically to evaluate an operational
occurrence associated with an observed initiating event and other equipment
failures, unavailabilities, or degradations.

Condition - A special type of change set used specifically to evaluate an operational
occurrence in which no initiating event has taken place, but equipment failures,
unavailabilities, or degradations have reduced reliability.

Flag Set - A special type of change set used to indicate modifications to particular events on
a sequence-by-sequence basis. They are different from change sets in that they
can only contain individually specified types of changes: either house flag
changes to the calculation type or process type changes. NOTE: If a change set
type is altered to a flag set, it will be displayed in the Flag Sets dialog after the
Change Sets dialog is closed.

9.13.6.4 Description

This is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides brief, descriptive
information.

9.13.6.5 Date

This is the creation date of the change set. It can be modified to reflect the modification date. The format
for this field is YYYY/MM/DD.

9.13.6.6 Read-only

This flag, if checked, indicates that the event data cannot be changed (in the Generate j Single/Class
option). If you wish to make event data modifications, this box must be unchecked.

9.13.7 Flag Set Event Data

9.13.7.1 Flag Set Event Data

PURPOSE

Edit or add house flag changes to the calculation type or process type.

Changes to the probability of failure (e.g., change the probability from 2E-3 to I E-1) for events in a Flag
Set cannot be made. Only the event changes of TRUE, FALSE, IGNORE, or process flags can be used in
a SAPHIRE Flag Set. The changes that are made can then be applied to specified fault trees or sequences
for use during fault tree or event tree analysis. The changes applied to basic event data may be for a single
event or a group of events.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.
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2. Choose Flag Sets from the menu.

3. Highlight the desired flag set.

4. Choose the Flags button. The Flag Set Events dialog is displayed.

This dialog lists the event name and description of each event in the flag set. In addition, the dialog shows
the event usage flags. The usage column (i.e., SLY) indicates whether the event has been marked or not
used and whether the event is used in the base case, current, or both. The event usage flag is supplied for
sequence cut sets (S), fault tree logic (L), or fault tree cut sets (Y).

The change set flag indicates if the event has been marked for a probability (single) change ("P"), a class
change ("C") or both ("c"). Because only calculation or process type changes are allowed in flag sets, this
flag will always be a "P." The flag set name is shown in the title bar of this dialog.

... ... .. .. . . .. .. ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... .. . .. ... .. ... .. ...... .. .. . .. ... .. . . . . .. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... . .. .. . . . .. .. . ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ..... . .. ... .. ... ... .. ... .. . . . . .. . . . . ...
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Pop-up Menu
Add -
Modify
Reset -

Options
Add basic event(s) with flag changes to this flag set.

- Modify basic event(s) flag changes in this flag set.
Reset changes for selected event(s) back to the base case values.

Button Option
Exit -

9.13.7.2 Reset Event Data

Closes the Flag Set Events dialog.
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PURPOSE

This function allows you to reset changes for selected event(s) back to the base case values.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Flag Sets from the menu.

3. From the Flag Sets dialog, highlight the desired flag set.

4. Choose the Flags button.

5. From the Flag Set Events dialog, highlight the desired basic event(s).

6. Right click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose the Reset option.

Yes - Set the changed events back to the base case values.
No - Cancel the reset operation. The changes to the basic events will remain.

9.13. 7.3 Add/Modify Flag Set Event Data

PURPOSE

This function allows you to modify the event data house flag changes to the calculation type or process
type. This can then be applied to specified fault trees or sequences for use during fault tree or event tree
analysis. The changes applied to basic event data may be for a single event or a group of events.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Flag Sets from the menu.

3. From the Flag Sets dialog, highlight the desired flag set.

4. Choose the Flags button.

STEPS

To add event change:

1. From the Flag Set Events dialog, right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

2. Choose the Add option. The Select Flag Event dialog will be displayed.
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<FALSE>
<INIT>
<PASS>
<TRUE>
AFW
AFW-CS T-TANK
AFW-MDP-A-F
AFW-MDP-8-F
AFW-MDP-CF-AB
AFW-MDP-FC-1A
AFW-MDP-FC-1B
AFW-PM P-CF-ALL
AFW-SUP
AFW-TDP-C-F
4' ___I

System Uenerated Success Event
Sy,'em Generated Initiating Event
System Generated Ignore Event
System Generated Failure E vent
No or Insufficient AFW Flow
CST system fails
M D P train-A supercornponent
MDP train-B supercomponent
Common Cause Failure of AFW Motor Driven Pumps
AFW Motor Driven Pump 1A Fails
AFW Motor Driven Pump 1B Fails
Common Cause Failure of AFW Pumps (All Types]
AFW system fails
T D P train-A supercomponent

3. Highlight the event(s) to be added to the flag set.

4. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose the Add option.

STEPS

To modify event change:

1. From the Flag Set Events dialog, highlight the desired basic event(s).

2. Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose the Modify option.

If only a single event has been selected, then the Event Probability Flags dialog for single event changes
will be displayed. If a group of events were selected, then the Event Probability Flags dialog for a group
of events will be displayed.

The probability changes made are reflected on the Flag Set Events dialog by showing a "P" to the left of
the event name.

9.13. 7.4 Event Probability Flags - Single

PURPOSE

This function allows you to modify the current random failure data for the selected basic event.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Flag Sets from the menu.

3. From the Flag Sets dialog, highlight the desired flag set.
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4.

5.

6.

Choose the Flags button.

From the Flag Set Events dialog, highlight the basic event, if modifying

Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and choose either Add or Modify. The Event Probability
Flags dialog for a single event is displayed.

ft',-entPi-b-ablit Flais

Calculation Type-Select from the drop-down list:

Blank (No Change)
T - House Event (failed, probability = 1.0)
F - House Event (successful, probability = 0.0)
I - Ignore this event (remove it from the logic)

Process Flag - Click on the down arrow button to the right of the field. The Process Flag dialog

will be invoked.

Ok - Apply the change and close the Event Probability Flags dialog.

Cancel - Close the Event Probability Flags dialog without applying the change.

9.13. 7.5 Event Probability Flags - Group

PURPOSE

This function allows you to modify the current random failure data for a group of selected basic events.
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Modify.

2. Choose Flag Sets from the menu.

3. From the Flag Sets dialog, highlight the desired flag set.

4. Choose the Flags button.

5. From the Flag Set Events dialog, highlight the basic events, if modifying

6. Choose either the Add or Modify option. The Event Probability Flags dialog for a group of
events is displayed.

r.Ei b iI i y FI x

The changes entered on this dialog will be applied to all selected events.

Calculation Type-Select from the drop-down list:

Blank (No Change)
T - House Event (failed, probability =1.0)
F - House Event (successful, probability = 0.0)
I - Ignore this event (remove it from the logic)

Process Flag - Click on the down arrow button to the right of the field. The Process Flag dialog
will be invoked.

Ok -

Cancel -

Apply the change and close the Event Probability Flags dialog.

Close the Event Probability Flags dialog, without applying the change.
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10. REPORTING ON THE DATABASE

10.1 Reporting on the Data Base

PURPOSE

This option allows you to obtain information about the current project. Various reports can be generated
for the following data types: project, attributes, basic events, fault trees, event trees, end states, sequences,
gates, histograms, and user information. The reports include options such as summary, cross-reference,
and text information. The dialogs and operations are similar for each of the report data types, therefore, a
generic discussion is provided here.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. From this dialog, select a specific report by choosing a radio button from each group (Data Type,
Report Type, and Sub Type, if necessary).

3. After a specific report has been selected, choose the Process button. A dialog containing the list
of records associated with the selected report type will be displayed.

4. Select the desired records or process all records.

5. Choose the button on the dialog to generate the report. Often times this button is labeled
Continue or it may be for a specific type of report, such as, Summary. The Report Viewer will
display the report
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In addition to report type-specific information, each report will contain the report title and the date and
time generated. Where applicable it will also contain the currently selected project name, selected case
(base or current), and page numbers.

10.2 Process All Entries

Most of the report options supply a dialog with a list box for selecting specific records to be included in
the report. If you do not highlight any of the records in the list box, and choose one of the options (with
the exception of the Exit option), you will be prompted with the following dialog:

Yes - Generate the report and include all records in the current project database.
No - Do not generate the report. You will have the opportunity to select specific records from the

list.

10.3 Report Dialog

10.3.1 Report Output

PURPOSE

Select a format and output destination for a previewed report.

This option allows you send a copy of the currently previewed report to an alternate destination, including
a word processor (choose the Rich Text Format), browser (choose the HTML Format), or text editor
(choose the Ascii Delimited format).

You may open the formatted report using the program associated with selected format option (Print
Preview destination), send the formatted report directly to your default Windows printer (Print (Default
Printer) destination), or send it directly to a file (File destination).

NOTE

SAPHIRE will use the default application associated with the selected format (RTF, HTML, or
Ascii/TXT) to preview or print the report. The Print Preview option will behave the same way as if you
selected the File destination, and then double-clicked the resulting file from Windows Explorer.

To successfully use the RTF option, the word processor associated with the RTF extension must support
RTF tables. Word processors such as Word and WordPerfect support both RTF and RTF tables, while
WordPad may support basic RTF, but not RTF tables. If you do not have a word processor that supports
RTF tables, you should select a different format. If you have a word processor that you know supports
RTF tables, but SAPHIRE is not using that application to preview the RTF report, see your Windows
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documentation or system adminstrator for information on how to associate that word processor with the
RTF file format.

Similarly, HTML formatted reports will be previewed using your system specified browser (usually
Internet Explorer or Netscape); and Ascii delimited reports will be previewed using the default
application associated with TXT files.

-I Ieo~ Opin '? X II

Select a Format
Rich Text Format (RTF)

HTML Format -
Ascii Delimited -

Select a Delimiter -

Select a Destination
Print Preview -

Printer (Default Printer)

File -

Browse -

Format the report data as RTF. This option is selected by
default.
Format the report data as HTML.
Format the report data as Ascii text. Each column will be
separated by the character indicated by the Select a
Delimiter option.

For the Ascii Delimited format, select Tab, Semicolon, Space, or
Other as the column separator character. If Other is selected,
indicate the character to use in the adjacent text box.

Show the report, using the default viewer for the selected
format. This option is selected by default.
Print the report in the selected format directly to your
Windows system default printer.
Save the report to a file. If the path is not included with
the file name, the report file will be saved in the current
project directory.
Open the Select Directory dialog to choose a directory.

OK- Generate the report.
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Cancel Close the Report dialog without generating a report.

10.3.2 Using the Report Viewer

10.3.2.1 Report Viewer

PURPOSE

The Standard Report window allows you to scroll through data generated by selected report options.

STEPS

1. From one of the Report Menu options, choose the desired data type, report type, and, if available,
sub type.

2. A list of the desired data type items (i.e., Basic Events, Fault Trees, etc), will appear in a list
dialog. Select the items you want to appear in the report and choose the Continue button. The
Standard Report window will be invoked.

Columns may be resized by positioning the mouse cursor over the border between two column headings,
clicking and dragging the cursor left or right to expand or contract the display width of the report..
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Page Setup -

Print -

Exit -
Gridlines -

Open the Report Settings dialog to specify the desired report settings, such as
fonts and margins.
Open the Report Options dialog to send a copy of the report to a printer, file, or
other application.

Close the Standard Report window
Checked and unchecked, this option displays grid lines between each cell in the
report.

10.3.2.2 Print Dialog

PURPOSE

Set printing options, such as, printer, page range, number of copies, etc. before printing the current file.

f
. .. . . . . .. .X I

Name -
Properties -

Status -
Type -
Where -
Comment -
Print Range
Copies -
Collate -

List the printers that are set up for this computer.
Set up options for the selected printer. Available options depend on the features
of the printer.
Condition of the selected printer.
Kind of selected printer.
Location of the selected printer.
Miscellaneous information about the selected printer.
Print the entire document, specified range, or highlighted selection.
Enter the number of copies you wish to print.
For more than one copy, specify whether you want the copies collated.

10.3.2.3 Report Settings
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PURPOSE

This option allows you to modify general characteristics of a report.

The Report Viewer allows you to inspect the contents of the report, but does not reflect the settings
available here. When a report is printed, via the Report Options dialog, an output format is selected, and
where applicable, the output format will honor the settings selected here. Note that not all settings are
applicable to each of the report formats available. For example, HTML output will utilize font
information, but not utilize paper or orientation settings. ASCII format will not utilize the paper, margin,
orientation, or font information.

STEPS

1 . From one of the Report Menu options, choose the desired data type, report type, and, if available,
sub type.

2. A list of the desired data type items (i.e., Basic Events, Fault Trees, etc), will appear in a list
dialog. Select the items you want to appear in the report and choose the Continue button.

3. The Standard Report window will be invoked.

4. Press the Report Settings button.
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Paper -
Orientation
Options -

Margins
Font -

Ok -
Cancel -

Set the desired paper size, height, and width.
Select the desired paper orientation.
Turn the header, footer, page numbering, page fit, and grid options on (checked)
or off (unchecked).
Set the left, right, top, and bottom margins for the report.
Select the font characteristics for the header, column header, detail, and footer
areas of the report.

Apply the selected settings to the report, and return to the report viewer.
Return to the report viewer without changing any report settings.

10.3.2.4 Report Options

PURPOSE

This option sends a copy of the current report to a printer, file, or other application. The report can be
sent in a variety of formats, including rich text format (RTF), HTML, and ASCII.
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The Print Preview option sends the report data to an external editor or viewer such as Microsoft Word or
Internet Explorer, where you may then manipulate the report using the receiving application's native
features. The Print (Default Printer) option uses the same application as the print preview option to print
the report directly to your default printer. The File option sends the report data in the selected format
directly to a file of your choosing. Any software application that supports that format can then be used to
view or edit the report.

Note: In order to print or preview data in a particular format, you must have software installed on your
computer that supports that format. To print or preview RTF data, you must have an editor or viewer that
supports the RTF file format, such as Microsoft Word, WordPerfect, or WordPad. Likewise, to print or
preview HTML data, you must have software such as Internet Explorer or Netscape. For ASCII data, you
must have Notepad, WordPad, or another text editor available. The typical Windows operating system
installation includes basic software to support each of the given file types.

If your system includes multiple software applications that support a particular format, SAPHIRE will
invoke the program associated by default with that format's file extension. (The ASCII text format has a
TXT file extension.) To access the report data via an application other than the default association, save
the report data to a file destination, and then use the desired application to open the file. To change the
default association of a file extension, see your Windows help system, or contact your help desk.

STEPS

1. From one of the Report Menu options, choose the desired data type, report type, and, if available,
sub type.

2. A list of the desired data type items (i.e., Basic Events, Fault Trees, etc), will appear in a list
dialog. Select the items you want to appear in the report and choose the Continue button.

3. The Standard Report window will be invoked.

4. Press the Print button.

-I IIo.tOtos0 3
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Select a Format
Rich Text Format (RTF)- Output the report to the selected destination in RTF format.
HTML Format - Output the report to the selected destination in HTML format.
ASCII Delimited - Output the report to the selected destination in ASCII format.

Within each line of data, items will be separated by the selected
'delimiter.

Select a Delimiter -

Select a Destination
Print Preview -

Print (default printer) -

File -

Browse -

When ASCII formatted output is selected, use this option to
select the report cell delimiter character. Choose from
commonly used delimiters such as tab, semicolon, comma, or
space, or select Other and type the desired ASCII character
delimiter into the adjacent field.

Preview the report in the selected output format. SAPHIRE will
invoke whatever program your system has associated with the
selected file type.
Send the report in the selected output format directly to your
system's default printer. Hint. lf you prefer to send the report to
a printer that is not the default, choose the Print Preview option,
and print from the associated application.
Send the report output in the selected format directly to the file
indicated in the adjacent field.
Choose the folder and file name to send the report to when the
File destination is selected.

10.4 Custom Reports Dialog

10.4.1 Custom Reports

PURPOSE

This option allows you to obtain information about the selected data type (e.g., project, fault tree, basic
event, etc.) on an ad-hoc basis. Multiple ad-hoc reports can be created and saved in the SAPHIRE
database.

The dialogs and operations are similar for each of the report data types, therefore, a generic discussion is

provided here.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the desired Data Type and Custom Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Custom Reports dialog will be displayed with a list of all existing
custom reports for the selected data type.
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Add - Create a new custom report record.
Delete - Delete an existing custom report record.
Modify - Edit an existing custom report record. When you choose this button, the Custom

Report Field Selection dialog will be displayed.
Print - View the selected custom report. When you choose this button, the Report

Viewer is invoked.

Rename - Rename the existing custom report record.
Exit - Close the Custom Reports dialog.

10.4.2 Add Custom Report

PURPOSE

Create a new custom report record in the SAPHIRE database.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the desired Data Type and Custom Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Custom Reports dialog will be displayed listing all existing
custom reports for the selected data type.

4. Choose the Add button. The Add New Custom Report dialog will be displayed.
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Primary Name -

Primary Description -

Alternate Name -

Alternate Description -

Ok -

Cancel -

Required field. A maximum of 8 uppercase, alphanumeric may be
entered to uniquely identify the report. The name should be descriptive
so that the report can be readily identified. The name must be unique for
the selected data type, but can be duplicated in other data types. For
example you could have a report named "MYREPORT" for the Fault
Tree data type and a report with the same name for the basic event data
type.

This is a 30-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that
provides brief descriptive information. Data entry in this field is optional.

Optional field. A maximum of 8 uppercase, alphanumeric characters may
be entered. Embedded blanks are not allowed. If a name is not entered,
the primary name will be copied to this field. This feature allows names
to be displayed and reported using a different naming scheme or another
locale. For this name to be displayed in lists and on reports instead of the
Primary name, choose Use alternate names for display in the Define
Constants option.

This is a 30-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that
provides brief, descriptive information. This feature allows descriptions
to be displayed and reported using a different naming scheme or another
locale. For this description to be displayed in lists and on reports instead
of the Primary description, choose Use alternate names for display in
the Define Constants option.

Add the report record to the database. Upon pressing this button the
Custom Report Field Selection dialog will be displayed. In order for this
record to be added to the database, you must choose the Save button
when complete.

Close the Add New Custom Report dialog without adding a new record.
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10.4.3 Delete Custom Report

PURPOSE

Delete the selected custom report record from the SAPHIRE database.

STEPS

I.

2.

3.

From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

Choose the desired Data Type and Custom Report Type radio buttons.

Choose the Process button. The Custom Reports dialog will be displayed listing all existing
custom reports for the selected data type.

Highlight the desired report.

Choose the Delete button. The Confirm Report Delete dialog will be displayed.

4.

5.

Cohu apilg*lleE II

Ok - Delete the report record and close the Confirm Report Delete dialog.
Cancel - Close the Confirm Report Delete dialog without deleting the report.

10.4.4 Rename Custom Report

PURPOSE

Change the name or description of the selected custom report.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be d

2. Choose the desired Data Type and Custom Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Custom Reports dialog will be displayed list

isplayed.

ing all existing

4.

5.

custom reports for the selected data type.

Highlight the desired report.

Choose the Rename button. The Rename Custom Report dialog will be displayed.
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Primary Name -

Primary Description -

Alternate Name -

Alternate Description -

Ok-

Cancel -

Required field. A maximum of 8 uppercase, alphanumeric may be
entered to uniquely identify the report. The name should be descriptive
so that the report can be readily identified. The name must be unique for
the selected data .type, but can be duplicated in other data types. For
example you could have a report named "MYREPORT" for the Fault
Tree data type and a report with the same name for the basic event data
type.

This is a 30-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that
provides brief descriptive information. Data entry in this field is optional.

Optional field. A maximum of 8 uppercase, alphanumeric characters
may be entered. Embedded blanks are not allowed. If a name is not
entered, the primary name will be copied to this field. This feature allows
names to be displayed and reported using a different naming scheme or
another locale. For this name to be displayed in lists and on reports
instead of the Primary name, choose Use alternate names for display in
the Define Constants option.

This is a 30-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that
provides brief, descriptive information. This feature allows descriptions
to be displayed and reported using a different naming scheme or another
locale. For this description to be displayed in lists and on reports instead
of the Primary description, choose Use alternate names for display in
the Define Constants option.

Save the changes made to the report name and/or description.

Close the Rename Custom Report dialog without changing the record.
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10.4.5 Custom Report Field Selection Dialog

10.4.5.1 Custom Report Field Selection Dialog

PURPOSE

This option allows you to add or remove fields in the custom report. The field header names may also be
modified.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Choose the desired Data Type and Custom Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Custom Reports dialog will be displayed listing all existing
custom reports for the selected data type.

4. Choose the Add or Modify button. The Custom Report Field Selection dialog will be displayed.

g'uo Repor Fild S iecin7U

Fields Available for Report - List of all fields available for inclusion in the report, based on
the selected data type.
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Field Headers in Report -

Add -

Insert -

Delete -
Modify Header -
Save -

Cancel -

List of fields currently included in the report. The order of the
headers and the header name displayed in this list will be used
for generating the report.
The highlighted field in the Fields Available list will be included
in the report. The selected field's report header will be displayed
at the bottom of the Field Headers list.
The highlighted field in the Fields Available list will be inserted
in front of the currently highlighted header in the Field Headers
list.
Remove the highlighted header from the Field Headers list.
Change the name of the highlighted header.
Save the changes made and close the Custom Report Field
Selection dialog.
Close the Custom Report Field Selection dialog without saving
changes. When adding a new report, if you choose this button,
the report record will not be saved in the database.

10.4.5.2 Change Field Header Dialog

PURPOSE

This option allows you to modify the selected field header name.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Choose the desired Data Type and Custom Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Custom Reports dialog will be displayed listing all existing
custom reports for the selected data type.

4. Choose the Add or Modify button. The Custom Report Field Selection dialog will be displayed.

5. Highlight an item in the Field Headers in Report list.

6. Choose the Modify Header button.

lChange Field Headei 1001I

From -
To -

Ok -

Cancel -

The current field header.
Enter the new field header.
Save the modification and close the Change Field Header dialog.
Close the Change Field Header without saving the modification.
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10.5 Project Reports Dialog

10.5.1 Project Reports

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate a variety of project reports.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Project Data Type and the desired Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Report Viewer will display the report.

:?

Report Type
Summary -

Text -

Letter Report -

Statistics -

Generate a summary report listing the current project name and its
associated description.
Generate a report containing the descriptive text associated with the
selected project.
Generate a report containing the contents of the README.DOC file in
the current project's directory.
This report contains the total number of fault trees, subtrees, basic
events, gates, attributes, event trees, sequences, end states, histograms,
P&IDs, and change sets defined for the current project.
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Fault Tree Recovery -

Recovery Rules -

Partition Rules -

Custom -

Process -
Exit -

This report outputs a listing of the recovery rule logic that applies to all
fault trees, project-wide. Choose the Basic or Advanced radio button to
indicate the desired rule type.
This report outputs a listing of the recovery rule logic that applies to all
sequences, project-wide. Choose the Basic or Advanced radio button to
indicate the desired rule type.
This report outputs a listing of the partition rule logic that applies to all
sequences, project-wide. Choose the Basic or Advanced radio button to
indicate the desired rule type.
Create or select a user-defined report relating to project level descriptive
information.
Display the selected report.
This option closes the Reports Menu dialog.

10.6 Attribute Reports

10.6.1 Attributes

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate a variety of attribute summary reports. These include reports based on
system, location, failure mode, basic event type, and train attributes. Each report contains the name and
description for all records of the specified attribute type in the current project.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Attributes Data Type and one of the Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Process - Display the selected report.
Exit - This option closes the Reports Menu dialog.

10.7 Basic Event Reports

10.7.1 Basic Events

PURPOSE

The basic event report option allows you to generate overview, probabilities, uncertainty data, seismic
data, transformation data, compound event data, template information, text, and cross reference reports.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Basic Events Data Type and one of the Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. A list of the basic events in the project will be displayed.

4. Highlight the desired basic event(s).

5. Choose the appropriate buttons to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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10.7.2 Basic Event Overview

PURPOSE

This option generates a basic event summary report. The overview report includes the basic event
number, primary and secondary name, component type and ID, system location, and attribute fail mode.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Basic Events Data Type and the Overview Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Event Overview dialog will be displayed.

4. Highlight the desired basic event(s) or process all records.

5. Choose the Continue button. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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<INIT>
<PASS>
<TRUE>
C-CVA
C-CV-B
C-MOV-1
C-MOV-A
C-MOV-B
C-PUMP-A
C-PUMP-B
CCS
flf..A

zys(em ueneraeea ýuccC:s tyenr(
System Generated Initiating Event
System Generated Ignore Event
System Generated Failure Event
CCS Train A pump discharge check valve
CCS Train B pump discharge check valve
CCS suction isolation valve
CCS T rain A pump discharge isolation valve
CCS Train B pump discharge isolation valve
CCS T rain A motor-driven pump
CCS Train B motor-driven pump
D evelooed Event

""•

Continue - Generate the basic event summary report. The Report Viewer will be displayed.
Exit - Close the Event Overview dialog without generating a report.

10.7.3 Basic Event Probability Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate a basic event probability report. The probability report shows the
event number, primary name, failure calculation type, mean probability, and event lambda and tau values
for selected events.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Basic Events Data Type and the Probability Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Event Probability dialog will be displayed.

4. Highlight the desired basic event(s) or process all records.

5. Select the desired Case radio button.

6. Choose Probability or Description button. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Case
Current - Use current case values for all calculations. This is the default.
Base - Use base case values for all calculations.

Probability -

Description -

Exit -

Generate the report based on the event selections. This report shows the event
number, primary name, calculation type, mean probability, and lambda and tau
values. The Report Viewer will display the report.
Generate the Probability report, but also include the description for each event
selected. The Report Viewer will display the report.

Close the Event Probability dialog without generating a report.

10.7.4 Basic Event Uncertainty Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate a basic event uncertainty report. The report shows the event number,
primary name, distribution type, mean probability, uncertainty value, and correlation class.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Basic Events Data Type and the Uncertainty Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Event Uncertainty dialog will be displayed.

4. Highlight the desired basic event(s) or process all records.
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6.

Select the desired Case radio button.

Choose the Continue button. The Report Viewer will display the report.

Case
Current - Use current case values for all calculations. This is the default.
Base - Use base case values for all calculations.

Continue - Generate the report based on event selections. The Report Viewer will display
the report.

Exit - Close the Event Uncertainty dialog without generating a report.

10.7.5 Transformations Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate the event transformation reference report. The report shows the event
number and name, event type, level, susceptibilities, and any referenced events.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Basic Events Data Type and the Transformation Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Transformations dialog will be displayed. A "T" to the left of the
event name indicates that the event contains transformations.

4. Highlight the desired basic event(s) or process all listed records.

5. Choose the Continue button. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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sample transformation event
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Show Only Transformation Events -

Continue -

Exit -

The check box toggles the event list to display either all
events in the project, or only those events that have
transformations associated with them.
Generate the basic event transformation report. The
Report Viewer will display the report.
Close the Transformations dialog without generating a
report.

10.7.6 Compound Event Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate the compound event reference report. The report shows the event
name, plug-in library, function, and event inputs.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Basic Events Data Type and the Compound Event Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Compound Events dialog will be displayed. A "C" to the left of
the event name indicates that the event contains compound event information.

4. Highlight the desired basic event(s) or process all listed records.

5. Choose the Continue button. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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sample compound event
sample compound event

Show Only Compound Events -

Continue -

Exit -

The check box toggles the event list to display either all
events in the project, or only those events that contain
compound event information.
Generate the compound event report. The Report
Viewer will display the report.
Close the Compound Events dialog without generating a
report.

10.7.7 Developed Event Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate the developed event report. The report shows the event name, base and
current case calculation type, probability, and flag information. It also lists the fault trees that reference
the developed event.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Basic Events Data Type and the Developed Events Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Transformations dialog will be displayed. A "DE" to the left of
the event name indicates that the event is classified as a developed event.

4. Highlight the desired basic event(s) or process all listed records.

5. Choose the Continue button. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Show Only Developed Events -

Continue -

Exit -
report.

The check box toggles the event list to display either all events in
the project, or only those events that are developed events.
Generate the developed event report. The Report Viewer will
display the report.

Close the Developed Events dialog without generating a

10.7.8 Template Event Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate the template event reference report. The report shows the template
event name, and a list of all basic events that reference the template.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Basic Events Data Type and the Template Events Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Template Events dialog will be displayed. A "T" to the left of Sthe

4.

5.

event name indicates that the event contains template event information.

Highlight the desired basic event(s) or process all listed records.

Choose the Continue button. The Report Viewer will display the, report.
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Show Only Template Events - The check box toggles the event list to display either all events in
the project, or only those events that are designated as template
events.
Generate the template event report. The Report Viewer will
display the report.

Close the Template Events dialog without generating a

Continue -

Exit -
report.

10.7.9 Basic Event Cross Reference Report

PURPOSE

This option generates a basic event cross reference report.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Basic Events Data Type and the Cross Reference Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Event X-Reference dialog will be displayed.

4. Highlight the desired basic event(s) or process all records.

5. Select the desired Case radio button.

6. Select the desired analysis type from the drop-down list.

7. Choose the desired report type button. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Case
Current - Use current case values for all calculations. This is the default.
Base - Use base case values for all calculations.

Sequence - Produce an event to sequence cut set cross-reference report. The report will
include the event number, event name and associated event tree and sequence
names.

Fault Tree - Produce an event to fault tree cut set cross-reference report. The report includes
the event number, the event name and the corresponding fault tree name.

End State - Produce an event to end state cut set cross-reference report. The report includes
the event number, the event name and the corresponding end state cut set
name(s).

Fault Tree Logic-Produce an event to fault tree logic cross-reference report. The report includes
the event number, the event name and the corresponding fault tree names.

Exit - Close the Event X-Reference dialog without generating a report.
After report options have been selected and the button chosen, the Report dialog will be displayed and the

output destination for the report must be specified.

10.7.10 Seismic Events

10. 7.10.1 Seismic

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate a seismic event report. The report shows the primary event name,
fragility, beta R, beta U, and HCLPF values for all seismic events.
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Basic Events Data Type and the Seismic Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Seismic Events dialog will be displayed. An "S" to the left of the
event name indicates that the event is susceptible to seismic activity.

4. Highlight the desired basic event(s) or process all records.

5. Select the desired Case radio button.

6. Choose the Continue button.

resi vns - I - - - 1013

Case
Current - Use current case values for all calculations. This is the default.
Base - Use base case values for all calculations.

Continue - Generate the report based on event selections. The Report dialog will be
displayed and output destination for the report must be specified.

Exit - Close the Seismic Events dialog without generating a report.

10. 7.10.2 Seismic Event - Definition

A seismic event has a calculation type of G (ground acceleration for screening G-levels) or H (hazard
curve for screening G-levels), a distribution type of S (seismic log normal, Beta r, Beta u), and
Susceptibility flag 4 set to "Y".
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10.8 Fault Tree Reports

10.8.1 Fault Tree

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate a variety of fault tree reports. These include summary, logic, cut sets,
importance, and cross reference reports.

STEPS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

Select the Fault Tree Data Type and one of the Report Type radio buttons. Depending on the
Report Type selected, you may be required to select an associated Sub Type as well.

Choose the Process button.

Highlight the desired fault tree(s) or process all records.

Choose the appropriate buttons to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
I
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Report Type
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Summary -

Logic

Graphic -

Cut Sets -

Importance -

X-Reference Fault Tree -

X-Reference Sub-tree -

Recovery Rules -

Text -

Custom -

This option allows you to generate various fault tree summary
reports.

Generate a report showing the fault tree logic information
associated with each selected fault tree.

Generate graphical logic reports either to a printer or word
processing compatible files.

Generate a report displaying cut set information for each selected
fault tree.

Generate a report listing associated importance measures
information for each selected fault tree.

This option allows you to generate logic cross reference reports
for fault trees.

This option allows you to generate logic cross reference reports
for sub-trees.

This report outputs a listing of the recovery rule logic that
applies to each selected fault tree. Choose the Basic or
Advanced radio button to indicate the desired rule type.

Generate a report containing the descriptive text associated with
the selected fault tree(s).

Create or select a user-defined report relating to fault tree level
information.

10.8.2 Fault Tree Summary Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate fault tree summary reports that are based on current or base case
values for a specified analysis type.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Fault Tree Data Type and the Summary Report Type radio buttons.

3. Select the desired Sub Type radio button then choose the Process button.

4. Select the desired Case radio button.

5. Select the desired analysis type from the drop-down list.

6. Highlight the desired fault tree(s) or process all records.

7. Choose the Continue button to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Case
Current - Use current case values for all calculations. This is the default.
Base - Use base case values for all calculations.

Summary - Generate the Fault Tree Brief Summary Report. This report contains the name,
the associated minimum cut set upper bound, and the description of the selected
fault trees.

Combination - Generate the Fault Tree Combination Report. This report contains the name,
minimum cut set upper bound, mean, and number of cut sets in the selected fault
trees.

Uncertainty - Generate the Fault Tree Uncertainty Value Report. This report contains the
number, name, mean and median values, standard deviation, the 5th and 95th
percentile, the minimum and maximum values, and the seed size of the selected
fault trees.

BaseVs.Current-Generate the Fault Tree Base/Current Report. For each selected fault tree, this
report contains the name, the minimal cut set upper bound for the base case and
current case cut sets, the difference (base - current), and the number of base case
and current case cut sets.

10.8.3 Fault Tree Logic Report

PURPOSE

This option generates fault tree logic reports.
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Fault Tree Data Type and the Logic Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Fault Tree Logic Reports dialog will be displayed, showing all of
the fault trees in the currently selected project.

4. Highlight the desired fault tree(s) or process all records.

5. Choose the desired button to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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1
2

Containment Cooling SysU
Emergency Cooling Systei

Sort By
Page # - The fault list (and selected report items) will appear according to the page

numbers assigned to each fault tree (see Fault Tree Page Numbering utility for
information on how to assign page numbering.)

Name - The fault list (and selected report items) will appear in alphabetic order.

Print Detail -

Logic -

When checked, report will include event and gate descriptive information. This
information is omitted from the reports when the option is unchecked.

Generate the Fault Tree Logic Report consisting of the logic as it is stored in the
SAPHIRE database, including gate names, types, and inputs for the specified
fault trees(s) or sub-tree(s). Transfer gates will not be expanded.
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Expanded -

Modified -

Hierarchical -

Generate the Fault Tree Expanded Logic Report consisting of the gate names,
types, and inputs for the specified fault tree(s), including the logic of the fault
trees represented by any transfer gates. When you choose this button, you will be
prompted to enter a starting gate for the report. You may specify a gate or leave
the field blank to include all gates.

Generate the Fault Tree Modified Logic Report consisting of the logic after it is
loaded and restructured to the point just prior to cut set generation. When you
choose this button, you will be prompted to enter a starting gate for the report.
You may specify a gate or leave the field blank to include all gates.

Generate the Hierarchical Logic Report. This option presents the logic in a
format similar to that displayed in the Logic Editor. Gate and Event information
is indented according to their position in the logic. (The Print Detail option does
not affect this report - event and gate descriptions are always included.)

.1 . ...... .
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Exit - Close the Fault Tree Logic Reports dialog without generating a report.

10.8.4 Fault Tree Graphics Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate a printout the selected fault tree(s).

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Fault Tree Data Type and the Graphic Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Graphics Reports dialog will be displayed, showing all of the
fault trees in the currently selected project. A "G" next to the name indicates a graphic (.DLS) file
is available.

4. Highlight the desired fault tree(s) or process all records.

5. Choose the Print button to generate the report.
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Sort By
Page # - The fault list (and selected report items) will appear according to the page

numbers assigned to each fault tree (see Fault Tree Page Numbering utility for
information on how to assign page numbering.)

Name - The fault list (and selected report items) will appear in alphabetic order.

Export - Convert the graphic file(s) to either a file in Enhanced Metafile (EMF) or
Windows Metafile (WMF) format.

Print - Print the graphic file(s) to the designated printer.
Exit - Close the Graphics Reports dialog without generating a report.

10.8.5 Graphics Export

PURPOSE

This option allows you to export the selected fault tree or event tree diagram(s) in WMF or EMF format.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Fault Tree/Event Tree Data Type and the Graphic Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Graphics Reports dialog will be displayed, showing all of the
fault trees/event trees in the currently selected project. A "G" next to the name indicates a graphic
(.DLS/.ETG) file is available.

4. Highlight the desired fault tree(s)/event tree(s) or process all records.

5. Choose the Export button. The Select Export Type dialog will be displayed.
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WMF - Export the diagram to Windows Metafile format.
EMF - Export the diagram to Enhanced Metafile format.
RTF - Export the diagram to Rich Text Format.
Cancel - Close the Select Export Type dialog without exporting the file(s).

10.8.6 Cut Sets Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate cut set reports based the selected analysis type and on current or base
case values.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Fault Tree Data Type and the Cut Sets Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Fault Tree Cut Sets dialog will be displayed, listing all of the

4.

5.

6.

7.

fault trees residing in the current project.

Select the desired Case radio button.

Select the desired analysis type from the drop-down list.

Highlight the desired fault tree(s) or process all records

Choose the desired button to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Case
Current - Use current case values for all calculations. This is the default.
Base - Use base case values for all calculations.

Cut Set -

Quantified -

Detailed -

Exit -

Generate the Fault Tree Cut Sets Report which consists of the cut set number,
size, and the basic event names that are included in the corresponding cut sets
(current or base) for the selected fault tree(s). When you choose this button, the
Cut Set Report Options dialog will be displayed.

Generate the Fault Tree Cut Set (Quantification) Report for quantified cut sets
only. The report consists of the cut set number, percent of total, percent of the cut
set, probability/frequency and the basic event names that are included in the
associated cut sets (current or base) for the selected fault tree(s). When you
choose this button, the Cut Set Report Options dialog will be displayed.

Generate the Fault Tree Cut Set (Detailed) Report which consists of the cut set
number, percent of the cut set, probability/frequency, and the basic event names
and descriptions included in associated cut sets (current or base) for the selected
fault tree(s). When you choose this button, the Cut Set Report Options dialog will
be displayed.

Close the Fault Tree Cut Sets dialog without generating a report.

10.8.7 Cut Set Report Options

PURPOSE

This option allows you to specify several cut set cutoff values that will be used to determine if a cut set is
to be included in the report.
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You can modify any of the default values provided by typing over the existing data.
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Total number of Cut Sets -

Max size of each Cut Set -

Quantified value cutoff -

Percent of total value -

Include Event Probability? -

Ok -

Cancel -

The number of cut sets included in the report will not exceed this
number. Cut sets are considered beginning with the cut that
contributes the highest percent frequency.

Include only those cut sets that contain no more than the number
of events entered here.

Include only those cut sets whose frequency is greater than or
equal to the value entered here. Applies only to the Quantified
and Detailed cut set reports.

Include only those cut sets whose sum of the percent
contribution is less than this value, beginning with the cut set
that contributes the greatest percent. By entering 100.0 (the
default) here, all cut sets will be included.

Preface the report with a list of each of the basic events
referenced in the cut sets along with the basic event probabilities.

Generate the report based on the specified cutoff values. The
Report Viewer will display the report.

Close the Cut Set Report Option dialog without generating a
report.

10.8.8 Fault Tree Importance Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate importance reports based the selected analysis type and on current or
base case values.
STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.
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2. Select the Fault Tree Data Type and Importance Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Fault Tree Importance dialog will be displayed, listing all of the
fault trees residing in the current project.

4. Select the desired Case radio button.

5. Select the desired analysis type from the drop-down list.

6.

7.

Highlight the desired fault tree(s) or process all records.

Choose the desired button to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Emergency Cooling System fault tree

Case
Current - Use current case values for all calculations. This is the default.
Base - Use base case values for all calculations.

Importance -

Special Importance -

Sort Criteria -

Exit -
report.

Generate the Fault Tree Importance Measures report consisting of event
names, number of times the event occurs, probability of failure,
uncertainty importance value, risk reduction difference, and risk increase
difference for the selected fault tree(s).

Generate the Fault Tree Importance Measures report consisting of event
names, probability of failure, Fussell-Vesely value, risk reduction ratio,
risk increase ratio, Bimbaum importance value, and event descriptions
for the selected fault tree(s).

Select the sort order in which to display the Fault Tree Importance
Measures Report. When you choose this button, the Select Sort Criteria
dialog will be displayed.

Close the Fault Tree Importance dialog without generating a
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10.8.9 Select Sort Criteria

PURPOSE

This option allows you to select the sort order in which to display the Fault Tree/Sequence/End State
Importance Measures Report.

STEPS

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

Select the Fault Tree/Sequence Data Type and Importance Report Type radio buttons.

Choose the Process button. The Fault Tree/Sequence Importance dialog will be displayed, listing
all of the fault trees residing in the current project.

Select the desired Case radio button.

Select the desired analysis type from the drop-down list.

Highlight the desired fault tree(s) or process all records.

Choose the Sort Criteria button to select the sort order and choose OK.

Choose the desired report button from the Fault Tree/Sequence Importance dialog. The Report
Viewer will display the report in the specified order.

I-eec th -*Cith :91

Name -
Probability of Failure -
Occurrence Count -
F-V or Birnbaum -
Risk Reduction -
Risk Increase -

Sort by event name
Sort by the probability failures
Sort by the number of occurrences (most to fewest)
Sort in Fussell-Vesely or Birnbaum order
Sort in.risk reduction ratio or difference order
Sort in risk increase ratio or difference order.
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OK-
Cancel -

Closes the Select the Sort Criteria dialog and saves the sort option.
Closes the Select the Sort Criteria dialog without saving the sort option.

10.8.10 X-Reference Fault Tree

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate logic cross reference reports for fault trees.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Fault Tree Data Type and the X Reference Fault Tree Report Type radio buttons.

3. Select the desired Sub Type radio button.

4. Choose the Process button. From the subsequent Reports dialog, highlight the desired fault
tree(s) or process all records. Notice that no.sub-trees are included in this list.

5. Choose the Continue button to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.

*Fý ~ .m

Sub-tree - Generate the Fault Tree Hierarchy Report. Each selected fault tree will be placed
on a separate page with the selected fault tree name and a list of all sub-trees it
uses.
Generate the Fault Tree/Basic Event Reference Report consisting of the selected
fault tree(s) and a corresponding list of all basic events used by that fault tree.

Basic Events -
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Gates - Generates the Fault Tree/Gate Reference Report consisting of the selected fault
tree(s) and a corresponding list of gates used by that fault tree.

Fault Tree - Generate the Sub-tree Cross Reference Report consisting of the selected fault
tree(s) listed as the Sub-tree Name with the corresponding trees using that sub-
tree.

Event Tree - Generate the Fault Tree/Event Tree Reference Report consisting of the selected
fault tree(s) and the corresponding event tree logic or rules using that fault tree.

Sequence - Generate the Fault Tree/Sequence Reference Report consisting of the selected
fault tree(s) and the corresponding event trees and sequences using that fault tree.

10.8.11 X-Reference Sub-tree

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate logic cross reference reports for sub-trees.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Fault Tree Data Type and the X Reference Sub-tree Report Type radio buttons.

3. Select the desired Sub Type radio button.

4. Choose the Process button.

5. From the subsequent Reports dialog, highlight the desired sub-tree(s) or process all records.
Notice that both fault trees and sub-trees are included in this list

6. Choose the Continue button to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Sub-tree -

Basic Events

Gates -

Fault Tree -

Generate the Fault Tree Hierarchy Report. Each selected fault tree or sub-tree
will be placed on a separate page with the selected fault tree name and of a list of
all sub-trees it uses.
Generate the Fault Tree/Basic Event Reference Report consisting of the selected
fault tree(s) and/or sub-tree(s) and a corresponding list of all basic events used by
that fault tree.
Generates the Fault Tree/Gate Reference Report consisting of the selected fault
tree(s) and/or sub-tree(s) and a corresponding list of gates used by that fault tree.
This option generates the Sub-tree Cross Reference Report consisting of a sub-
tree and a list of all fault trees/sub-trees that reference or use it.

10.9 Event Tree Reports

10.9.1 Event Tree

PURPOSE

This option generates a variety of event tree reports. The following reports may be generated:
Logic/Rules, Graphics, Initiating Events, and Cross Reference.
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Event Tree Data Type and one of the Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button.

4. Highlight the desired event tree(s) or process all records.

5. Choose the appropriate buttons to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.

17H e7po`irts-Menu U-13 ýI

Report Type
Logic -

Graphic -

Initiating Events -

Linkage Rules -

Recovery Rules -

Generate a report showing the sequence logic information associated
with each selected event tree.
Generate graphical logic reports either to a printer or word processing
compatible files.
Generate a report summarizing the initiating event and description and
top/subtree status of the selected event tree(s).
This report outputs a listing of the linkage rule logic defined for each
event tree. Choose the Basic or Advanced radio button to indicate the
desired rule type.
This report outputs a listing of the recovery rule logic that applies to all
sequence cut sets within each selected event tree. Choose the Basic or
Advanced radio button to indicate the desired rule type.
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Partition Rules -

Text -

Custom -

This report outputs a listing of the partition rule logic that applies to all
sequence cut sets within each selected event tree. Choose the Basic or
Advanced radio button to indicate the desired rule type.
Generate a report containing the descriptive text associated with the
selected event tree(s).
Create or select a user-defined report relating to event tree level
information.

10.9.2 Event Tree Logic

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate the Event Tree Logic Report and the Event Tree Rules report.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Event Tree Data Type and the Logic Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Event Tree Logic dialog will be displayed, listing all of the event
trees contained in the current project. An "S" to the left of the event tree name indicates a sub-
tree.

4.

5.

Highlight the desired event tree(s) or process all records.

Choose the desired button to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.

.. .... ........ ...... ...

Tice ogic DEMO

LOSP Loss of offsite power event tree

Logic - Produce the Event Tree Logic Report. This report lists all sequence names and the
associated logic (pass/fail) associated with each selected event tree.

Rules - Produce the Event Tree Linkage Rules Report. This report lists all linkage rules
(exceptions) associated with each selected event tree.

Exit - Close the Event Tree Logic dialog without generating a report.

After report options have been selected and the button chosen, the Report dialog will be displayed at
which point the output destination for the report must be specified.
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10.9.3 Event Tree Graphics

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate a printout the selected event tree(s).

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2.

3.

Select the Event Tree Data Type and the Graphic Report Type radio buttons.

Choose the Process button. The Event Tree Graphics dialog will be displayed, showing all of the
event trees in the currently selected project. A "G" next to the name indicates a graphic (.ETG)
file is available.

4. Highlight the desired event tree(s) or process all records.

5. Choose the Print button to generate the report.

[Ea-tTe-li c - (D MO M ic
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G LOSP Loss of offsite power event tree

Export - Convert the graphic file(s) to either a file in Enhanced Metafile (EMF) or Windows
Metafile (WMF) format.

Print - Print the graphic file(s) to the designated printer.
Exit - Close the Graphics Reports dialog without generating a report.

10.9.4 Initiating Events Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate the Event Tree Initiating Events Report. This report contains the event
tree name and the corresponding event tree description and initiating event for all event trees in the
current project.
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Event Tree Data Type and the Initiating Events Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button.

4. Highlight the desired event tree(s) or process all records.

5. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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10.9.5 Cross Reference

PURPOSE

This option provides the means for generating a cross reference report for event trees or sub-trees.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Event Tree Data Type and the Cross Reference Report Type radio buttons.

3. Select the desired Sub Type radio button and the Show Sub-Trees check box, if desired.

4. Choose the Process button.

5. From the subsequent dialog, highlight the desired event tree(s) or process all records.

6. Choose the Continue button to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Level
Show Sub-trees - Include the event trees marked as sub-trees in the list of event trees.

SubType
Sub-tree -

Fault Tree -

Event Tree -

Generate the Sub Event Tree Hierarchy Report. Each selected event tree
or sub-tree will be placed on a separate page with the selected event tree
name and of a hierarchical list of all sub-trees it uses.
Generate the Event Tree / Fault Tree Reference Report consisting of the
selected event tree(s) and/or sub-tree(s) name with the corresponding list
of fault trees that it uses.
Generate the Sub-tree Cross Reference Report consisting of the selected
event tree(s) and/or sub-tree(s) name and the corresponding trees that use
it.

10.10 End State Reports

10.10.1 End State

PURPOSE

This option provides the means to generate end state reports. These include summary, combination,
uncertainty, and base vs. current case reports.
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the End State Data Type and one of the Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button.

4. From the subsequent dialog, highlight the desired end state(s) or process all records.

5. Choose the appropriate buttons to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.

*11 - x !

10.10.2 End State Summary Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate an end state summary report based on current or base case values for a
specified analysis type.
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the End State Data Type and the Summary Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the desired Sub Type radio button then

4. Choose the Process button.

5. From the subsequent dialog, select the desired Case radio button and the desired analysis type
from the drop-down list.

6. Highlight the desired end state(s) or process all records

7. Choose the Continue button to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.

Case
Current -
Base -

Summary -

Combination -

Uncertainty -

Base Vs. Current -

Overview -

Use current case values for all calculations. This is the default.
Use base case values for all calculations.

Generate the End State Brief Summary Report. This report contains the
name, the associated minimum cut set upper bound, and the description
of the selected fault trees.
Generate the End State Combination Report. This report contains the
name, minimum cut set upper bound, mean, and number of cut sets in the
selected fault trees.
Generate the End State Uncertainty Value Report. This report contains
the number, name, mean and median values, standard deviation, the 5th
and 95th percentile, the minimum and maximum values, and the seed
size of the selected end states
Generate the End State Base/Current Report. For each selected fault tree,
this report contains the name, the minimal cut set upper bound for the
base case and current case cut sets, the difference (base - current), and
the number of base case and current case cut sets.
This option is not yet implemented.
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10.10.3 End State Cut Sets Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate cut set reports based on current and base case values for a specified
analysis type.

STEPS

I.

2.

3.

From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

Select the End State Data Type and the Cut Sets Report Type radio buttons.

Choose the Process button. The End State Cut Sets dialog will be displayed, listing all of the end
states residing in the current project.

Select the desired Case radio button.

Select the desired analysis type from the drop-down list.

Highlight the desired end state(s) or process all records

Choose the desired button to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Case
Current -
Base -

Use current case values for all calculations. This is the default.
Use base case values for all calculations.i
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Cut Set -

Quantified -

Detailed -

Generate the End State Cut Sets Report which consists of the cut set
number, size, and the basic event names that are included in the
corresponding cut sets (current or base) for the selected end state(s).
When you choose this button, the Cut Set Report Options dialog will be
displayed.

Generate the End State Cut Sets (Quantification) Report for quantified
cut sets only. The report consists of the cut set number, percent of total,
percent of the cut set, probability/frequency and the basic event names
that are included in the associated cut sets (current or base) for the
selected end state(s). When you choose this button, the Cut Set Report
Options dialog will be displayed.

Generate the End State Cut Sets (Detailed) Report which consists of the
cut set number, percent of the cut set, probability/frequency, and the
basic event names and descriptions included in associated cut sets
(current or base) for the selected end state(s). When you choose this
button, the Cut Set Report Options dialog will be displayed.

Exit - Close the End State Cut Sets dialog without generating a report.

10.10.4 Cut Set Report Options

PURPOSE

This option allows you to specify several cut set cutoff values that will be used to determine if a cut set is
to be included in the report.

You can modify any of the default values provided by typing over the existing data.

I S a. Oi
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Total number of Cut Sets -

Max size of each Cut Set -

Quantified value cutoff -

Percent of total value -

Include Event Probability? -

Ok -

Cancel -

The number of cut sets included in the report will not exceed this
number. Cut sets are considered beginning with the cut that
contributes the highest percent frequency.
Include only those cut sets that contain no more than the number
of events entered here.
Include only those cut sets whose frequency is greater than or
equal to the value entered here. Applies only to the Quantified
and Detailed cut set reports.
Include only those cut sets whose sum of the percent
contribution is less than this value, beginning with the cut set
that contributes the greatest percent. By entering 100.0 (the
default) here, all cut sets will be included.
Preface the report with a list of each of the basic events
referenced in the cut sets along with the basic event probabilities.
Generate the report based on the specified cutoff values. The
Report Viewer will display the report.
Close the Cut Set Report Option dialog without generating a
report.

10.10.5 End State Importance Reports

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate end state importance reports based the selected analysis type and on
current or base case values.

STEPS

1 . From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the End State Data Type and the Importance Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The End State Importance dialog will be displayed, listing all of the
end states residing in the current project.

4. Select the desired Case radio button.

5. Select the desired analysis type from the drop-down list.

6. Highlight the desired end state(s) or process all records.

7. Choose the desired button to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Case
Current -
Base -

Importance -

Special Importance -

Sort Criteria -

Exit -
report.

Use current case values for all calculations. This is the default.
Use base case values for all calculations.

Generate the End State Importance Measures report consisting of event
names, number of times the event occurs, probability of failure,
uncertainty importance value, risk reduction difference, and risk increase
difference for the selected end state(s).
Generate the End State Importance Measures report consisting of event
names, probability of failure, Fussell-Vesely value, risk reduction ratio,
risk increase ratio, Birnbaum importance value, and event descriptions
for the selected end state(s).
Select the sort order in which to display the End State Importance
Measures Report. When you choose this button, the Select Sort Criteria
dialog will be displayed.

Close the End State Importance dialog without generating a

10.10.6 Select Sort Criteria

PURPOSE

This option allows you to select the sort order in which to display the Fault Tree/Sequence/End State
Importance Measures Report.
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Fault Tree/Sequence Data Type and Importance Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Fault Tree/Sequence Importance dialog will be displayed, listing
all of the fault trees residing in the current project.

4. Select the desired Case radio button.

5. Select the desired analysis type from the drop-down list.

6. Highlight the desired fault tree(s) or process all records.

7. Choose the Sort Criteria button to select the sort order and choose OK.

8. Choose the desired report button from the Fault Tree/Sequence Importance dialog. The Report
Viewer will display the report in the specified order.

ISelect the Soit CiiteFia I

Name -
Probability of Failure
Occurrence Count -
F-V or Birnbaum -
Risk Reduction -
Risk Increase -
OK-
Cancel -

Sort by event name
Sort by the probability failures
Sort by the number of occurrences (most to fewest)
Sort in Fussell-Vesely or Birnbaum order
Sort in risk reduction ratio or difference order
Sort in risk increase ratio or difference order.
Closes the Select the Sort Criteria dialog and saves the sort option.
Closes the Select the Sort Criteria dialog without saving the sort option.

10.10.7 End State Cross Reference Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate a cross reference report consisting of the end state number, end state
name, and a list of event trees and sequences for each selected end state.
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the End State Data Type and the Cross Reference Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The End State X-Rejerence dialog will be displayed, listing all of the
end states residing in the current project.

4. Select the desired Case radio button.

5. Select the desired analysis type from the drop-down list.

6. Highlight the desired end state(s) or process all records.

7. Choose the Continue button to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Case
Current - Use current case values for all calculations. This is the default.
Base - Use base case values for all calculations.

Continue - Generate the End State - Sequence Cut Set Reference Report. After choosing this
button, the Report Viewer will display the report

Exit - Close the End State X-Reference dialog without generating a report.
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10.11 Sequence Reports

10.11.1 Sequence

PURPOSE

This option provides the means to generate a variety of sequence reports. These include summary, logic,
cut sets, and importance reports.

STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Sequence Data Type and one of the Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button.

4. From the subsequent dialog, highlight the desired sequence(s)

5. Choose the appropriate buttons to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Report Type
Summary - This option allows you to generate various fault tree summary reports.
Logic - Generate a report showing the sequence logic information associated with each

selected event tree.
Cut Sets - Generate a report displaying cut set information for each selected sequence.
Importance - Generate a report listing associated importance measures information for each

selected sequence.
Recovery Rules -This report outputs a listing of the recovery rule logic that applies to each

selected sequence. Choose the Basic or Advanced radio button to indicate the
desired rule type.

Partition Rules - This report outputs a listing of the partition rule logic that applies to each
selected sequence. Choose the Basic or Advanced radio button to indicate the
desired rule type.

Text - Generate a report containing the descriptive text associated with the selected
sequence(s).

Custom - Create or select a user-defined report relating to sequence level information.

10.11.2 Sequence Summary Reports

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate sequence summary reports that are based on current or base case
values for a specified analysis type.

STEPS

1 . From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Sequence Data Type and the Summary Report Type radio buttons.

3. Select the desired Sub Type radio button

4. Choose the Process button.

5. From the subsequent dialog, select the desired Case radio button and the desired analysis type
from the drop-down list.

6. Highlight the desired sequence(s) or process all records.

7. Choose the Continue button to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Case
Current - Use current case values for all calculations. This is the default.
Base - Use base case values for all calculations.

Brief Summary -Generate the Sequence Brief Summary Report. This report contains the event tree
name, sequence name, end state name, and the minimum cut set upper bound for
the selected sequence(s). The minimum cut set upper bound values for the
selected sequences are totaled at the end or the report.

Summary - Generate the Sequence Summary Report. This report contains the event tree
name, sequence name, the associated minimum cut set upper bound, and the
description of the selected sequence(s). The minimum cut set upper bound values
for the selected sequences are totaled at the end or the report.

Combination - Generate the Sequence Combination Report. This report contains the event tree
name, sequence name, minimum cut set upper bound, mean, and number of cut
sets in the selected sequence(s). Totals for the minimum cut set upper bound,
mean and number of cut sets are provided at the end of the report.

Uncertainty - Generate the Sequence Uncertainty Values Report. This report contains the
number, event tree name, sequence name, mean and median values, standard
deviation, the 5th and 95th percentile, the minimum and maximum values, and
the seed size of the selected sequence(s).

10.11.3 Sequence Logic Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate the Sequence Logic Report. This report contains the sequence number,
event tree name, sequence name, initiating event name, flag set name, and the logic paths (pass/fail) for
the selected sequence(s).

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.
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2. Select the Sequence Data Type and the Logic Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Sequence Logic dialog will be displayed, listing all of the
sequences in the currently selected project.

4. Highlight the desired sequence(s) or process all records.

5. Choose the Continue button to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.

~Evard Tree Name 5-ifo
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Continue - Generate the report. After this button has been selected, the Report Viewer will
display the report.

Exit - Close the Sequence Logic dialog without generating a report.

10.11.4 Sequence Cut Sets Reports

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate three types of sequence cut set reports based the selected analysis type
and on current or base case values.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Sequence Data Type and the Cut Sets Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Sequence Cut Sets dialog will be displayed, listing all of the
sequences residing in the current project.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

Select the desired Case radio button.

Select the desired analysis type from the drop-down list.

Highlight the desired sequence(s) or process all records.

Choose the desired button to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Case

Current - Use current case values for all calculations. This is the default.
Base - Use base case values for all calculations.

Cut Set - Generate the Sequence Cut Sets Report which consists of the cut set number,
size, and the basic event names that are included in the corresponding cut sets
(current or base) for the selected sequence(s). When you choose this button, the
Cut Set Report Options dialog will be displayed followed by the Report dialog.

Quantified - Generate the Sequence Cut Sets (Quantification) Report for quantified cut sets
only. The report consists of the cut set number, percent of total, percent of the cut
set, probability/frequency and the basic event names that are included in the
associated cut sets (current or base) for the selected sequence(s). When you
choose this button, the Cut Set Report Options dialog will be displayed followed
by the Report dialog.

Detailed - Generate the Sequence Cut Sets (Detailed) Report which consists of the cut set
number, percent of the cut set, probability/frequency, and the basic event names
and descriptions included in associated cut sets (current or base) for the selected
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sequence(s). When you choose this button, the Cut Set Report Options dialog
will be displayed followed by the Report dialog.

Close the Sequence Cut Sets dialog without generating a report.Exit -

10.11.5 Cut Set Report Options

PURPOSE

This option allows you to specify several cut set cutoff values that will be used to determine if a cut set is
to be included in the report.

You can modify any of the default values provided by typing over the existing data.

-Cu StepiOtio01

Total number of Cut Sets -

Max size of each Cut Set -

Quantified value cutoff -

Percent of total value -

Include Event Probability? -

Ok -

Cancel -

The number of cut sets included in the report will not exceed this
number. Cut sets are considered beginning, with the cut that
contributes the highest percent frequency.
Include only those cut sets that contain no more than the number
of events entered here.
Include only those cut sets whose frequency is greater than or
equal to the value entered here. Applies only to the Quantified
and Detailed cut set reports.
Include only those cut sets whose sum of the percent
contribution is less than this value, beginning with the cut set
that contributes the greatest percent. By entering 100.0 (the
default) here, all cut sets will be included.
Preface the report with a list of each of the basic events
referenced in the cut sets along with the basic event probabilities.
Generate the report based on the specified cutoff values. The
Report Viewer will display the report.
Close the Cut Set Report Option dialog without generating a
report.
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10.11.6 Sequence Importance Reports

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate importance reports based on the selected analysis type and on current
or base case values. The header for each page contains the currently selected project name, analysis type,
case (base or current), the sequence name, event tree name, and initiating event name. Also included, in
parenthesis, is the selected sort order.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Sequence Data Type and the Importance Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Seauence Importance dialog will be disolaved, listing all of the

4.

5.

6.

7.

sequences residing in the current project.

Select the desired Case radio button.

Select the desired analysis type from the drop-down list.

Highlight the desired sequence(s) or process all records.

Choose the desired button to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Case
Current -
Base -

Use current case values for all calculations. This is the default.
Use base case values for all calculations.
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Importance -

Special Importance -

Abs. Value Importance

Sort Criteria -

Exit -
report.

10.11.7 Select Sort Criteria

PURPOSE

Generate the Sequence Importance Measures report consisting of event
names, number of times the event occurs, probability of failure,
uncertainty importance value, risk reduction difference, and risk increase
difference for the selected sequence(s).
Generate the Sequence Importance Measures report consisting of event
names, probability of failure, Fussell-Vesely value, risk reduction ratio,
risk increase ratio, Bimbaum importance value, and event descriptions
for the selected sequence(s).

-Generate the Sequence Absolute Value Importance report consisting of
event names, number of times the event occurs, probability of failure,
uncertainty importance value, risk reduction difference, and risk increase
difference for the selected sequence(s).
Select the sort order in which to display the Sequence Importance
Measures Report. When you choose this button, the Select Sort Criteria
dialog will be displayed.

Close the Sequence Importance dialog without generating a

This option allows you to select the sort order in which to display the Fault Tree/Sequence/End State
Importance Measures Report.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Fault Tree/Sequence Data Type and Importance Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Fault Tree/Sequence Importance dialog will be displayed, listing
all of the fault trees residing in the current project.

4. Select the desired Case radio button.

5. Select the desired analysis type from the drop-down list.

6. Highlight the desired fault tree(s) or process all records.

7. Choose the Sort Criteria button to select the sort order and choose OK.

8. Choose the desired report button from the Fault Tree/Sequence Importance dialog. The Report
Viewer will display the report in the specified order.
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Name -
Probability of Failure -
Occurrence Count -
F-V or Birnbaum -
Risk Reduction -
Risk Increase -
OK-
Cancel -

Sort by event name
Sort by the probability failures
Sort by the number of occurrences (most to fewest)
Sort in Fussell-Vesely or Birnbaum order
Sort in risk reduction ratio or difference order
Sort in risk increase ratio or difference order.
Closes the Select the Sort Criteria dialog and saves the sort option.
Closes the Select the Sort Criteria dialog without saving the sort option.

10.12 Change Set Reports

10.12.1 Change Sets

PURPOSE

This option provides the means to generate change set reports. These include separate reports for
summary, single, and class change information.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Change Sets Type and one of the Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button.

4. From the subsequent dialog, highlight the desired change set(s)

5. Choose the appropriate buttons to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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10.12.2 Change Set/Flag Set Summary Reports

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate change set/flag set summary reports listing the name, description, and,
for change sets, the current mark status.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Change Set Data Type and the Summary Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button.

4. Highlight the desired change sets/flag sets or process all records.

5. Choose the Continue button to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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initiating Event Assessment
Change set contains both single and class cha
contains only class changes
contains only single event changes

Continue - Generate the summary event report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
Exit - Close the summary dialog without generating a report.

10.12.3 Change Set Class Reports

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate a detailed change set report. The report will list the mark status and
name of each selected change set, as well as a list of all events in the project that would be affected by the
class change. (Single changes will not be included in this report.) For each included event the affected
field change information is displayed. (Unaffected field information will be blank.)

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Change Set Data Type and the Class Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button.

4. Highlight the desired change sets or process all records.

5. Choose the Continue button to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Continue - Generate the class change report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
Exit - Close the dialog without generating a report.

10.12.4 Single Changes Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate a detailed change set report. The report will list the mark status and
name of each selected change set, as well as a list of all events explicitly included in the change set via the
Single Change option. (Class changes will not be included in this report.) For each included event the
affected field change information is displayed. (Unaffected field information will be blank.)

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Change Set Data Type and the Class Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button.

4. Highlight the desired change sets or process all records.

5. Choose the Continue button to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Continue - Generate the class change report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
Exit - Close the dialog without generating a report.

10.13 Flag Set Reports

10.13.1 Flag Sets

PURPOSE

This option provides the means to generate flag set reports. These include separate reports for summary,
detail (flag set events), and cross references.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Flag Sets Type and one of the Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button.

4. From the subsequent dialog, highlight the desired change set(s)

5. Choose the appropriate buttons to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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10.13.2 Change Set/Flag Set Summary Reports

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate change set/flag set summary reports listing the name, description, and,
for change sets, the current mark status.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Change Set Data Type and the Summary Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button.

4. Highlight the desired change sets/flag sets or process all records.

5. Choose the Continue button to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Continue - Generate the summary event report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
Exit - Close the summary dialog without generating a report.

10.13.3 Single Changes Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate a detailed flag set report. The report will list the name of each selected
flag set, as well as a list of all events included in the flag set. For each included event the affected field
change information is displayed. (Unaffected field information will be blank.)

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Flag Set Data Type and the Flag Set Events Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button.

4. Highlight the desired change sets or process all records.

5. Choose the Continue button to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Continue -
Exit -

Generate the class change report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
Close the dialog without generating a report.

10.13.4 Flag Set Cross Reference Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate the Flag Set Cross Reference Report. Reports

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will b

2. Select the Flag Set Data Type and Cross Reference Report Type radio bt

3. Choose the Process button. The Flag Set Cross Reference dialog will be c

e displayed.

ittons.

lisplayed, listing all of

4.

5.

the flag sets in the currently selected project.

Highlight the desired flag set(s) or process all records.

Choose the Continue button. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Fault Tree -

Sequence -

Event Tree Linkage Rules -

Exit -

Produce a flag set to fault tree cross-reference report. The report
will include the flag set names and all fault trees that reference
them.
Produce a flag set to sequence cross-reference report. The report
will include the flag set names and all event tree/sequences that
reference them.
Produce a flag set to event tree link rules cross-reference report.
The report will include the flag set names and all event trees
having either basic or advanced rules that reference them.

Close the dialog without generating a report.

10.14 Gate Report

10.14.1 Gates

PURPOSE

This option provides the means to generate the Gate-Fault Tree Logic Reference Report. This report lists
the selected gate's name and the fault tree(s) that reference the gate.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.
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2. Select the Gate Data Type and Cross Reference Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose Process button. The Gate X-Reference dialog will be displayed listing all of the gates for
the currently selected project.

4. Highlight the desired gate(s) or process all records.

5. Choose the desired button.

JItXReeec -xDM)9

Continue - Generate the report. When this button is selected, the Report Viever will display
the report.

Close the Gate X-Reference dialog without generating a report.Exit -

10.15 Histogram Reports

10.15.1 Histogram

PURPOSE

This option provides the means to generate histogram reports. Two histogram reports are available:
Summary and Detail.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Histogram Data Type and one of the Report Type radio buttons.
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3. Choose the Process button.
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10.15.2 Histogram Summary Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate the Histogram Summary Report. This report contains the histogram
type and subtype, its name and description for each histogram defined in the current project.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Histogram Data Type and the Summary Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Report Viewer will display the report.

10.15.3 Histogram Detail Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate the Histogram Detail Report. This report consists of the histogram
name, format and where applicable, the starting value, ending probability and area or height values, or
acceleration and frequency values.
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STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Histogram Data Type and Detail Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Histogram Detail dialog will be displayed, listing all of the
histograms in the currently selected project along with the histogram type and description.

4. Highlight the desired histogram(s) or process all records.

5. Choose the Continue button. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Continue - Generate the report. When this button is selected, the Report Viewer will display
the report.

Close the Histogram Detail dialog without generating a report.Exit -

10.15.4 Histogram Cross Reference Report

PURPOSE

This option allows you to generate the Histogram Cross Reference Report. This report consists of the
histogram name, format and where applicable, the starting value, ending probability and area or height
values, or acceleration and frequency values.
STEPS

I. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Histogram Data Type and Cross Reference Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Histogram Cross Reference dialog will be displayed, listing all
of the histograms in the currently selected project along with the histogram type and description.

4. Highlight the desired histogram(s) or process all records.
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5. Choose the desired report button. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Event -

Change Set -

Exit -

Produce a histogram to event cut set cross-reference report. The report will
include the histogram names and all events that reference them.
Produce a histogram to change set cut set cross-reference report. The report will
include the histogram names and all change sets that reference them.

Close the dialog without generating a report.

10.16 Slices Report

10.16.1 Slices

PURPOSE

This option provides the means to generate slice reports. There are two kinds of slices that can be stored
in SAPHIRE, slice lists (referred to as simply a "slice"), and slice rules. The two are reported separately.
To view slice list information, choose the Summary, Slice Events, or Custom option. To view slice rule

information, choose Rule Summary, Slice Rule, Custom Slice Rule.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the Slice Data Type and one of the Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button.

4. Highlight the desired slice(s) or process all records.
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5. Choose the appropriate buttons to generate the report. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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Report Type
Summary - Generate a summary report listing the selected slice(s) name and associated

description.
Rule Summary - Generate a report containing the selected slice rule(s) name and associated

description.
Slice Events - Generate a report containing the list of events included in the slice rule.
Slice Rule - Generate a report containing the rule logic for each selected slice rule.
Custom - Create or select a user-defined report relating to slice(s).
Custom Rules - Create or select a user-defined report relating to slice rule(s).
Process - Display the selected report in the Report Viewer.
Exit - This option closes the Reports Menu dialog.
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10.17 User Information Report

10.17.1 User Information

PURPOSE

This option provides the means to generate the User Defined Constants Report. This report lists the user's
name, hardware configuration, default file locations, archive information, default values for cut set
generation and uncertainty calculations, and default flag settings.

STEPS

1. From the SAPHIRE menu select Report. The Reports Menu dialog will be displayed.

2. Select the User Info Data Type and Defaults Report Type radio buttons.

3. Choose the Process button. The Report Viewer will display the report.
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